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NOTIFICATION 

Initiation of Section 106 Process for  

Federal Transit Administration / Cobb County DOT, Connect Cobb Transit Study  

Cobb County, Georgia 

October 17, 2013 

The Cobb County Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA), is in the beginning stages of project development for this proposed 

transportation project.  In compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 

the Department has determined that because of the nature and the scope of this undertaking, the 

proposed project has the potential to cause effects to historic properties if any such properties 

exist in the project area.  The Department is attempting to identify historic properties already 

listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and any properties not already listed 

that would be considered eligible for listing that are located within the geographic area of 

potential effects (APE) of the proposed project. 

 

The Project corridor is approximately 25 miles long and runs from the northern terminus in in the 

City of Acworth (Cobb County) to its southern terminus in Midtown Atlanta (Fulton County).  

The Project would include arterial rapid transit service in exclusive bus lanes along US 41/Cobb 

Parkway starting in Kennesaw and then running in I-75 HOV lanes south of Akers Mill Road.  

The Project would also include express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes and HOV lanes 

from Acworth to the Arts Center Station in Midtown Atlanta. Approximately 20 stations will be 

located along the corridor.  It is anticipated that some additional right-of-way beyond the existing 

right-of-way limits of US 41 will be required for implementation of the proposed project; 

however, the amounts and locations of this additional right-of-way have yet to be determined. 

 

The recommended transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 

Boulevard, McCollum Airport, Chastain Road, Roberts Road, Barrett Parkway, Battlefield, 

Belles Ferry, Wellstar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White Water, Big 

Chicken/Roswell Road, University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, Cumberland 

North, Cumberland South, Northside Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, Beltline, 

Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station, and MARTA Arts Center Station (see attached location map).  

 

Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, the APE is limited to a 150’ buffer on either 

side of the proposed alignment and a 500’ buffer around each proposed station location. Because 

this project could involve the creation of lane and grade separations, a number of intersections 

would be modified, and the potential for indirect effects outside the project corridor exists.  This 

potential for indirect effects will be further evaluated as projected data becomes available and a 

clearer picture of possible changes in traffic patterns and development pressures emerge. 

 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires the Federal Transportation 

Administration and the Department, in consultation with the Georgia State Historic Preservation 

Officer (SHPO), to identify potential consulting parties and to invite them to participate in the 

Section 106 process.  This Notification letter is one of several methods the Department uses to 



encourage public participation in this process and it serves as your invitation to participate as a 

consulting party in the Section 106 process for this project.  

 

A written request to become a consulting party for cultural resources for this project should be 

directed to: 

 

 Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 

 1250 Winchester Parkway, Suite 200 

 Smyrna, GA 30080 

 

 Attn: Jennifer Corcoran 

 

Responses would be appreciated within thirty (30) days of receipt of this Notification letter.  

Please refer to the “Connect Cobb” project in your response.  The potential consulting parties 

identified and invited to participate in the Section 106 process for this project are: City of 

Acworth, City of Atlanta, Atlanta Regional Commission, Cobb County Board of Commissioners, 

Cobb County Historic Preservation Commission, Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society, 

Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Georgia SHPO, City of Kennesaw, Kennesaw Battlefield Park, 

Kennesaw Historic Preservation Commission, Kennesaw State University, Life University, City 

of Marietta, City of Smyrna, Smyrna Historical and Genealogical Society, Southern Polytechnic 

State University, and Vinings Historic Preservation Society.  If you are aware of other 

organizations or individuals interested in cultural resources in the project area not already 

identified, please forward their names to the contact above. 

 

Existing information on previously identified historic properties has been checked to determine if 

any are located within the APE of this undertaking.  This review of existing information revealed 

that there is one property listed in the NRHP as well as two bridges that have been determined 

eligible for inclusion in the National Register in the updated Georgia Historic Bridge Survey 

(GHBS). However, located within the proposed project's APE. According to the Georgia’s 

Natural Archaeological and Historic Resources GIS database, there appear to be four previously 

identified historic resources within the proposed project’s APE. These include one district and 

three buildings. These include resources from three DNR surveys: a 1994 Cobb County Historic 

Resources Survey, a 2005 Cobb County Historic Resources Survey, and a 2005 Fulton County 

Historic Resources Survey. The following table includes details for these previously identified 

resources.



 

ID 

number 

Survey/Listing 

Date 

Resource 

Name/Type Address City 

81783 2005 

Berkeley Park 

Historic District 

Bellemeade Rd/Northside 

Dr/Atlanta Waterworks Atlanta 

205165 (Demolished)    

205166 (Demolished)    

205167 2005 Building 

W side of Old Hwy 41 

across from McCollum 

Field Kennesaw 

205168 2005 Building 

W side of Old Hwy 41 

across from McCollum 

Field Kennesaw 

206288 2005 Building 

N side of Cobb Pkwy SE of 

Bells Ferry Rd Marietta 

206341 2005 Building 1701 Greer's Chapel Rd Kennesaw 

067-0019-0 - 

Bridge 

(eligible) Canton Rd. at US 41 Kennesaw 

067-0175-0 2008 

Bridge 

(eligible) CSX RR at US 41 Kennesaw 

121-0492-0 1996 

Bridge 

(eligible) CSX RR at Northside Dr Atlanta 

78000982 1977 

Atlanta 

Waterworks 

Hemphill 

Avenue Station 1210 Hemphill Ave NW Atlanta 

03000536 2003 

Berkeley Park 

Historic District 

Howell Mill, Bellemeade, 

Antone, Forrest (approx.) Atlanta 

 

Field surveys for both historic properties and archaeological sites will be conducted and the 

Criteria of Eligibility will be applied in consultation with the Georgia SHPO and other consulting 

parties to determine if any of these sites are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP.   

 

Consulting parties are also invited to provide information concerning any historic or 

archaeological properties already listed in the NRHP or that could be eligible for listing in the 

NRHP that are not identified in this Notification letter.  In accordance with Section 106 of the 

National Historic Preservation Act, the Department will assess project effects to any identified 

historic properties as preliminary project plans become available, endeavor to minimize harm to 

all identified historic properties and produce an Assessment of Effects report.  This document 

will be provided to all consulting parties for comment when completed.  The Department also 

wishes to know of any past, present or future local developments or zoning plans which may 

result in indirect or cumulative impacts to archaeological sites and historic structures as they 

relate to the proposed project.  

 

Individuals and organizations that do not wish to become a consulting party, but would still like 

to comment on the proposed project will also have that opportunity throughout the plan 

development process.  Historic resource concerns can be addressed to Jennifer Corcoran 

(jcorcoran@edwards-pitman.com); archaeological resource concerns, including cemetery and 

other human burials, can be addressed to Lynn Pietak (lpietak@ edwards-pitman.com).  

Questions concerning general design or location issues may be addressed to Kevin Ergle (678-

533-3930) or (kevin.ergle@kimley-horn.com). 

mailto:kevin.ergle@kimley-horn.com


 

 
Connect Cobb Project Location Map        
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Haase, Rachel

From: FLOYD, MARK D GS-11 USAF AFRC 94 MSG/CEV <mark.floyd@us.af.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:24 PM
To: Jennifer Corcoran
Cc: CRIM, RICHARD D CTR USAF AFRC 94 MSG/CEV; WILLIAMS, KENNETH W GS-13 USAF 

AFRC 94 MSG/CE
Subject: Initiation of Section 106 Process for Federal Transit Administration - Cobb County DOT, 

Connect Cobb Transit Study
Attachments: Notification Letter 10-17-13.pdf

Ms. Jennifer Corcoran, 
 
Dobbins Air Reserve Base received the attached letter regarding the Initiation of Section 106 Process for the Connect 
Cobb Transit Study.  Thank you for the notification letter.   
 
After reviewing the notification letter, DARB agrees with the data presented, that no historic properties managed by 
DARB are located in the Area of Potential Effects (APE).     
 
At this time, DARB  does not wish to become a consulting party.  We do request, DARB be included on any future Section 
106 correspondence related to the proposed project. 
 
Please continue to send all correspondence related to this project to Mr. Richard Crim. 
 
Regards, 
 
//SIGNED// 
Mark D. Floyd, GS‐11, DAF 
Dobbins ARB Conservation Program Manager 
DSN 625.3549 Comm 678.655.3549 
mark.floyd@us.af.mil 
 
 





 
 

 

 

  

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:  Jennifer Corcoran 

  Project Manager   

  Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 

  1250 Winchester Parkway, Suite 200 

Smyrna, Georgia 30080 

FROM: Elizabeth Shirk  

  Environmental Review Coordinator 

  Historic Preservation Division 

 

RE:  Receipt of Early Coordination Information 

 

Project Title:  Connect Cobb Transit Study, 25 Miles Along US 41/Cobb 

Parkway and I-75 

 

  Project Number: HP-131021-003 

 

  County: Cobb 

 

DATE:  November 8, 2012 

 

 

 

The Historic Preservation Division has received the early coordination information 

required by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Georgia 

Environmental Policy Act (GEPA).  Thank you for submitting this information, and we look 

forward to working with you in the future as this project progresses. 

 

 

 

ECS:jad 

 

cc: Mandy Elliot, Historic Preservation Planner, Cobb County 

 Allison Duncan, Atlanta Regional Commission 

 Stan Mitchell, FTA 
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Haase, Rachel

From: ukbthpo-larue@yahoo.com
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:21 AM
To: stanley.a.mitchell@dot.gov; Keith.Melton@dot.gov
Cc: lstapleton@unitedkeetoowahband.org; eberry@unitedkeetoowahband.org
Subject: Connect Cobb, Northwest Transit Corridor project, GA

Thank you for the information on the Connect Cobb project.  Please consider the United Keetoowah Band of 
Cherokee Indians in Oklahoma as a consulting party.  We look forward to working with you on this project! 
  
 
Lisa C. Baker    
Acting THPO 
United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians in Oklahoma 
PO Box 746 
Tahlequah, OK 74465 
 
c  918.822.1952   
ukbthpo-larue@yahoo.com 
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the 
use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains confidential 
information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named 
addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the 
sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this 
e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this information is strictly prohibited. 
 
Please FOLLOW our historic preservation page and LIKE us on FACEBOOK 

 
 

 









 
 

 

July 16, 2014 

 

Yvette G. Taylor, Ph.D 

Regional Administrator 

Federal Transit Administration 

230 Peachtree Street, NW, Suite 800 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Attn: Stan Mitchell 

 

RE: Connect Cobb Transit Study, 25 Miles along US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-75 

 Cobb County, Georgia 

 HP-131021-003 

 

 

Dear Dr. Taylor: 

 

 The Historic Preservation Division (HPD) has reviewed the survey report entitled Phase I 

Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton 

Counties, Georgia, prepared by Edwards-Pitman and dated November 2013.  Our comments are offered 

to assist the US Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Administration and its applicants in 

complying with the provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). 

   

Based on the information contained in the report, HPD concurs that sites 9CO97 (Revisit), 

9CO125/9CO446 (Revisit), 9CO502 (Revisit), 9CO555 (Revisit), 9CO611 (Revisit), and 9CO613 

(Revisit) are ineligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), as they have all 

been destroyed or significantly altered by modern development and construction activities. HPD also 

concurs that site number 9CO446 should be abandoned and that the site be referred to by the original 

designation of 9CO125 in order to eliminate the potential for future confusion about the nature and 

location of this site.    

 

HPD concurs that site 9CO345 (Revisit) was eligible for inclusion in the NRHP at the time of its 

original discovery, but has since been mitigated (Phase III) prior to its destruction by highway 

construction. HPD also concurs that site 9CO535 (Revisit) is eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, but the 

site will not be impacted by construction based on the current plans. HPD concurs that the locale be 

designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) to help minimize the chance for inadvertent 

disturbance during planning or construction. Should construction plans change causing impact to 

9CO535, HPD recommends that further testing be conducted to mitigate any adverse effects.  

 

HPD concurs that site 9CO428 (Revisit) and Isolated Find (IF) 1 have an unknown eligibility for 

inclusion in the NRHP as they could not be fully investigated or delineated, but that the portions located 

within the area of potential effect (APE) are non-contributing. 

 

 Please submit one electronic copy of the report to HPD.  Please ensure the electronic copy is an 

optical character enabled .pdf. For your information, the electronic file will be sent to the Georgia 

Archaeological Site File at the University of Georgia, Athens for permanent retention. 
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July 16, 2014 
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 Please refer to project number HP-131021-003 in any future correspondence concerning this 

project. If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact Bryan Tucker, State 

Archaeologist, at (404) 295-1090 or bryan.tucker@dnr.state.ga.us, or Jennifer Dixon, Environmental 

Review Historian at (404) 651-6546 or jennifer.dixon@dnr.state.ga.us.      

 

Regards, 

   

 

 

William Hover 

Historic Resources Section Chief 

Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 

 

WRH:jad 
 



 
 

 

July 25, 2014 

 

C. Thomas Lewis III, Ph.D 

Senior Archaeologist 

Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 

1250 Winchester Parkway, Suite 200 

Smyrna, Georgia 30080 

 

RE: Connect Cobb Transit Study, 25 Miles, US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-75  

Cobb County, Georgia 

HP-131021-003 
 

Dear Dr. Lewis: 

 

 The Historic Preservation Division (HPD) has received the final report entitled Phase I 

Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton 

Counties, Georgia, dated July 2014.  Our comments are offered to assist the Federal Transit Administration in 

complying with the provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended 

(NHPA). 

 

Thank you for submitting the digital copy of the final report.  For your information, the digital copies 

will be sent to the Georgia Archaeological Site Files at the University of Georgia-Athens for permanent 

retention. 

 

Please refer to project number HP-131021-003 in future correspondence regarding this undertaking.  

If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at (404) 651-6546 or 

jennifer.dixon@dnr.state.ga.us or Bryan Tucker, State Archaeologist, at (404) 295-1090 or 

bryan.tucker@dnr.state.ga.us. 

       

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

       Jennifer Dixon 

Environmental Review Historian 

 

cc: Stan Mitchell, FTA 

 









 
 

 
 

February 25, 2015 

 

Stan Mitchell 

Federal Transit Administration 

230 Peachtree NW, Suite 800 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

 

RE: Connect Cobb Transit Study, 25 miles, US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-75 

 Cobb County, Georgia 

 HP-131021-003 

  

Dear Mr. Mitchell: 

 

 The Historic Preservation Division (HPD) has reviewed the information submitted concerning the above 

referenced project.  Our comments are offered to assist the Federal Transit Administration in complying with the 

provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA). 

 

Based on the information provided in the historic resource survey report, HPD concurs that resources 4, 9, 

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 

49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 76, 78, and 80 are not eligible for listing in the National 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  Additionally, HPD concurs that resources 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 33, 35, 42, 52, 65, 

74, 75, and 77 are eligible for listing in the NRHP.  However, HPD is unable to concur with the eligibility 

determinations for resources 15, 22, 27, 39, 44, 69, 73, and 79.   

 

HPD finds that resource 15 (Marietta Auto Mart) is eligible under criteria A and C. It is HPD’s opinion that 

the use of glass to infill the service bays is a minor modification which continues to retain the original design and 

fenestration and therefore, is still able to convey its significance as a service station.  Additionally, HPD finds the 

presence of rare porcelain enamel panels illustrates the resource’s integrity of material, while its continued auto-

related use contributes to its integrity of feeling, and association.  HPD finds that resource 22 (Marietta Lanes) is 

eligible under criterion A as one of the few remaining recreational facilities constructed to cater to the automobile 

travelers along US 41.  As such, its development appears to be a reaction to, not a cause for, the development of the 

roadway.  Even if the stucco exterior was a later addition, the overall shape of the building remains and it continues 

to be used as a bowling alley.  Therefore, it is HPD’s opinion that the resource retains integrity of design and feeling 

and continues to convey its significance as a recreational facility.   

 

HPD finds that resource 27 (Dairy Queen) is eligible under criterion C as a good example of the “Country 

Fresh” style employed by the fast-food chain.  HPD would like to note that inventories or comparative information 

does not necessarily need to be available in order to determine a resource’s eligibility.  Given that this resource is 

one of only a few in the county, and that many others have been adapted to new uses or updated stylistically, it is 

HPD’s opinion that the resource is significant as one of the remaining intact examples.  HPD finds that resource 39 

(pawn shop) is eligible under criterion C as an example of an un-modified block-type building.  The report defines 

the block building as an architectural trend in Georgia in response to the increase in automobile use.  Additionally, 

the character-defining features of the block building include a lack of architectural or design characteristics.  With 

its high level of integrity, it is HPD’s opinion that the resource is an excellent example of the block building as 

defined in the report. 

 

HPD finds that resource 44 (Assembleia de Deus) is eligible under criterion C as an example of a 

minimally-modified barrel vault prefab building that retains its integrity of design and feeling.  The report defines 

prefab buildings as an architectural trend in Georgia in response to the need for a less expensive, versatile, quickly 

assembled structure.  Despite its change in use, it is HPD’s opinion that it continues to convey its significance as a 

versatile prefab structure.  HPD finds that resource 69 is eligible under criterion C as a good example of the Ranch 

house-type.  Additionally, we find that it retains a high level of integrity, including feeling and association, as it not 

only conveys its association as a Ranch house through possession of requisite character-defining features, but with 

its large lot is able to maintain a residential feel among the commercial development.  While we concur that the 
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resource no longer has integrity of setting, it is HPD’s opinion that being a single example among commercial 

properties does not change its significance under criterion C. 

 

HPD finds resource 73 is eligible under criterion C as an example of an office building in the International 

style.  HPD would like to note that a context does not have to exist in order for a resource to be determined eligible.  

As such, HPD also finds resource 79 (Arts Center Tower) is also eligible under criterion C as a contemporary style 

multi-family complex.  Therefore, it is HPD’s opinion that both 73 and 79 represent significant style trends in 

Georgia’s architectural history.  Finally, HPD offers the following comments: 

 

 Throughout the document, the description of resources does not always correlate to the integrity noted.  For 

example, resources 20 notes extensive changes in the description, then notes that all aspects of integrity are 

present.   

 For resources 25 and 29, in the discussion regarding eligibility, the text continues to utilize contexts and 

their related periods of significance as an evaluation method.  As HPD noted previously, these contexts do 

not appear to apply directly to these specific resources, but rather provide some general trends or 

background to use as a starting point.  Later examples should then be evaluated on their own within a new 

framework and an expanded or new period of significance. 

 Regarding integrity of feeling and association, HPD concurs that there are other factors that go into 

integrity of feeling and association, however, the report concentrates on use and therefore, it should be 

applied uniformly. 

 For resource 52, in the discussion regarding criterion A, it should be clarified that this discussion is only 

referencing the 1959 portion. 

 For resource 53, in the discussion regarding criterion C, it should be noted that it appears to embody the 

characteristics of the Ranch-type and assessed as such. 

 For resource 54, in the discussion of integrity, it appears the resource retains integrity of design. 

 

HPD looks forward to receiving the assessment of effects documentation, when available and working with 

FTA and Cobb County as this project progresses.  Please refer to project number HP-131021-003 in any future 

correspondence on this project. If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at 

jennifer.dixon@dnr.state.ga.us. 

 

Sincerely, 

   

 

 

       Jennifer Dixon, MHP, LEED Green Associate 

       Program Manager 

       Environmental Review & Preservation Planning 

 

cc: Marty Sewell, Cobb County 

 Allison Duncan, Atlanta Regional Commission 
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Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

During August, September, and October of 2013, Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. (EPEI) 

conducted a Phase I archaeological survey for the proposed the Connect Cobb project in Cobb and 

Fulton counties, Georgia. The project corridor is approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) long and 

runs from the southern terminum in Midtown Atlanta (Fulton County) to its northern terminus in 

Acworth (Cobb County). The project would include arterial rapid transit service in primarily ex-

clusive bus lanes along United States Highway (US) 41/Cobb Parkway starting in Kennesaw and 

then running in Interstate (I)-75 High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes south of Akers Mill Road. 

The project would also include express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes and HOV lanes from 

Acworth to the Arts Center Station in Midtown Atlanta. Approximately 20 stations will be located 

along the corridor. It is anticipated that some additional right-of-way (ROW) beyond the existing 

ROW limits of US 41/Cobb Parkway will be required for implementation of the proposed project; 

however, the amounts and locations of this additional ROW have yet to be determined.

There is one alternate associated with the beginning of the project. The alternate alignment begins 

at the Kennesaw State Station near the intersection of Frey Road and the Skip Spann Connector  

(currently under construction) and continues in mixed traffic west on Chastain Road/McCollum 
Parkway until the intersection with US 41/Cobb Parkway.  The alignment then turns south on US 

41/Cobb Parkway in fixed guideway, and connects to the Locally Preferred Alternative at Barrett 
Lakes Boulevard. 

The recommended transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 
Boulevard, McCollum Airport, Chastain Road, Roberts Road, Barrett Parkway, Battlefield, Belles 
Ferry, WellStar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White Water, Big Chicken/Roswell Road, 
University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, Cumberland North, Cumberland South, 
Northside Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, BeltLine, Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station, 
and MARTA Arts Center Station. The proposed Barrett Lakes Boulevard, Barrett Parkway, Roberts 
Road, Chastain Road, and McCollum Airport transit stations are for the alternate alignment only.

The project area corresponds to plans received from Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. in October 

of 2013. Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, the area of potential effect (APE) is 
limited to a 46-meter (150 feet) buffer on either side of the proposed alignment and a 152-meter 

(500 feet) buffer around each proposed station location. Because this project could involve the 
creation of lane separations, a number of intersections would be modified. Within the project area, 
ground-disturbing activities related to construction, such as grading, filling, paving, and infrastruc-

ture construction have the potential to adversely affect surface and/or subsurface cultural resources 

that may be present.
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Prior to the commencement of fieldwork, a review of the Georgia Archaeological Site File (GASF) 
and Georgia’s Natural, Archaeological, and Historic Resources Geographic Information System 

(GNAHRGIS) database was completed. This search revealed that 89 previously recorded sites are 

located within 1-kilometer of the project area, 12 of which have been recommended eligible for 

the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). These sites were discovered during the course of 

70 archaeological surveys completed over the past 35 years. Of these 12 sites within 1-kilometer 

of the project area that have been recommended eligible, seven are nineteenth century Civil War 

sites, three are non-Civil War Historic period sites, and two date to the Precontact era. In addition 

to these 12 sites, 31 ineligible and 46 previously recorded sites with unknown NRHP eligibility are 

also located within 1 kilometer of the project area.

EPEI’s Phase I survey resulted in the revisitation of nine previously recorded sites and the dis-

covery of one Isolated Find (IF). Sites 9CO97 and 9CO611 are both lithic scatters dating to an 

unspecified period of the Precontact era and both are recommended as ineligible for the NRHP un-

der Criterion D. Sites 9CO125/9CO446 and 9CO613 contain both Precontact and Historic period 

components. The former of these two sites yielded precontact artifacts dating to the Woodstock 

phase of the Late Woodland period as well as Historic period artifacts dating to the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries and most likely associated with a homesite. Site 9CO125/9CO446 is recom-

mended as ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. Site 9CO613 is a lithic scatter dating to an 

unspecified time during the Precontact era and an artifact scatter that is associated with the Civil 
War; EPEI recommends this locale as ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. The remaining 

five previously recorded sites are all characterized by Historic period components. Sites 9CO345 
and 9CO555 are both Historic period homesites, with the former dating to the nineteenth century 

and the latter to the twentieth century. Site 9CO345 was originally recommended eligible for the 

NRHP and was subjected to both Phase II testing and Phase III data recovery prior to its destruc-

tion by highway construction. Site 9CO555 was recommended ineligible for the NRHP under 

Criterion D. Site 9CO428 is a trash dump dating to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that is 

recommended as of unknown eligibility, with the portion within the project area non-contributing 

to overall eligibility under Criterion D. Site 9CO502 is an artifact scatter that yielded artifacts 

dating to an unspecified part of the Historic period that is recommended ineligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion D. Site 9CO535 is a remnant of a Civil War entrenchment that was part of the 

Brushy Mountain Line, a series of fortifications associated with the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain, 
during the Atlanta Campaign of 1864. This site was recommended as potentially eligible for the 

NRHP under Criterion D when originally discovered and EPEI concurs with this finding. The site 
is situated within the aforementioned buffer area surrounding areas of proposed construction and 

will not be disturbed or otherwise impacted by construction activities related to the proposed the 

Connect Cobb project. Although the site will not be impacted by the proposed construction, EPEI 
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recommends the locale be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) to help mini-

mize the chance for inadvertent disturbance during planning or construction. 

Additionally, one Historic period isolate, IF 1, was discovered. This resource extended beyond the 

project area and could not be delineated fully and is, therefore, of unknown eligibility, with the 

portion in the project area non-contributing to overall eligibility under Criterion D.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

During August, September, and October of 2013, Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. (EPEI) 

conducted a Phase I archaeological survey for the proposed the Connect Cobb project in Cobb 

and Fulton counties, Georgia (Figure 1.1). The project corridor is approximately 40 kilometers (25 

miles) long and runs from the southern terminum in Midtown Atlanta (Fulton County) to its north-

ern terminus in Acworth (Cobb County). The project would include arterial rapid transit service 

in primarily exclusive bus lanes along United States Highway (US) 41/Cobb Parkway starting in 

Kennesaw and then running in Interstate (I)-75 High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes south of Ak-

ers Mill Road. The project would also include express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes and 

HOV lanes from Acworth to the Arts Center Station in Midtown Atlanta. Approximately 20 sta-

tions will be located along the corridor. It is anticipated that some additional right-of-way (ROW) 

beyond the existing ROW limits of US 41/Cobb Parkway will be required for implementation of 

the proposed project; however, the amounts and locations of this additional ROW have yet to be 

determined.

There is one alternate associated with the beginning of the project. The alternate alignment begins 

at the Kennesaw State Station near the intersection of Frey Road and the Skip Spann Connector  

(currently under construction) and continues in mixed traffic west on Chastain Road/McCollum 
Parkway until the intersection with US 41/Cobb Parkway.  The alignment then turns south on US 

41/Cobb Parkway in fixed guideway, and connects to the Locally Preferred Alternative at Barrett 
Lakes Boulevard. 

The recommended transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 
Boulevard, McCollum Airport, Chastain Road, Roberts Road, Barrett Parkway, Battlefield, Belles 
Ferry, WellStar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White Water, Big Chicken/Roswell Road, 
University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, Cumberland North, Cumberland South, 
Northside Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, BeltLine, Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station, 
and MARTA Arts Center Station. The proposed Barrett Lakes Boulevard, Barrett Parkway, Roberts 
Road, Chastain Road, and McCollum Airport transit stations are for the alternate alignment only.

The project area corresponds to plans received from Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. in October 

of 2013. Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, the area of potential effect (APE) is 
limited to a 46-meter (150 feet) buffer on either side of the proposed alignment and a 152-meter 

(500 feet) buffer around each proposed station location. Because this project could involve the 
creation of lane separations, a number of intersections would be modified. Within the project area, 
ground-disturbing activities related to construction, such as grading, filling, paving, and infrastruc-

ture construction have the potential to adversely affect surface and/or subsurface cultural resources 

that may be present.
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Figure 1.1. Project location map.
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Fieldwork for this project was completed by Andrew Carbo, Mike Hayden, Jeff Turner, Keener 

Smith, and Doug Tilley, with Andrew Carbo serving as Field Director. This report was written by 

Tom Lewis, who also served as Principal Investigator. All maps and photographs contained herein 

were prepared by Carbo. Included in Chapter 2 is a description of the project’s environmental set-

ting and an overview of the region’s cultural and historical background to provide environmental 

and cultural context that informed survey expectations. Chapter 3 explains the field and lab meth-

ods used for this project, as well as resource evaluation criteria. Field results are in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the project in addition to NRHP recommendations. Site forms 

are located in Appendix A, an artifact catalog is in Appendix B, and a resume of the Principal In-

vestigator is presented in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 2: ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL SETTING

eNviRoNmeNtal settiNg

Physical setting

The proposed the Connect Cobb project corridor is approximately 40.3 kilometers (25 miles) long 

and runs from the southern terminus in Midtown Atlanta (Fulton County) to its northern termi-

nus in Acworth (Cobb County). The proposed project would include arterial rapid transit service 

along US 41/Cobb Parkway and express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes. The proposed 

Connect Cobb project is located in the northern portion of metropolitan Atlanta, in Fulton County, 

and extends northward across I-285 into Cobb County, through Smyrna, Marietta, Kennesaw, and 

terminates in Acworth, in eastern Cobb County. The project corridor is located mostly on higher 

ground, but crosses over terrace and floodplain settings adjacent to the Etowah and Chattahoochee 
rivers. The project area is in a highly urbanized environment and is largely defined by a mixture of 
residential, commercial, and industrial development.

PhysiograPhy and geology

The project area is located in northeastern Georgia, in Cobb and Fulton counties, Georgia. The 

project area falls within the Upland Georgia Subsection of the Southern Piedmont Section of the 

Piedmont physiographic province (Clark and Zisa 1976). The project area begins in the west along 

the southern extent of the Central Uplands District, through the Gainesville Ridges District in the 

central portion, and terminates along the northern extent of the Winder Slope District.

The northeastern and central portions of the Central Uplands District is characterized by a series 
of low, linear ridges separated by broad, open valleys 46–61 meters (150–200 feet) below ridge 

crests. Streams flowing through this section of the district are generally transverse to the structure 
and occupy valleys 46–61 meters (150–200 feet) below the ridge crests. In the southwest portion 

of the Central Uplands District, stream valleys are not as broad and open, and are usually not as 

deep. Streams in this area lie only 30–46 meters (100–150 feet) below the surrounding uplands and 

typically exhibit a rectangular drainage pattern. Elevations in the Central Uplands District range 

from 335–457 meters (1,100–1,500 feet) (Clark and Zisa 1976; Hodler and Schretter 1986:17).

The Gainesville Ridges District is described as a series of low, linear ridges oriented northeast-

southwest, which are separated by narrow valleys. Elevation on the ridge tops ranges from 213 

meters (700 feet) in the southwest extent of the district to 488 meters (1,600 feet) in the northeast. 

Streams and rivers in the district flow to the southwest and are typically located between 21 meters 
(70 feet) and 61 meters (200 feet) below the adjacent ridges. The long ridge that marks the south-

ern boundary is the divide between waters that flow into the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean 
(Clark and Zisa 1976; Hodler and Schretter 1986:17).
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The Winder Slope District consists of gently rolling surfaces dissected by head-waters of major 

streams flowing to the Atlantic Ocean. Elevations range from 305 meters (1,000 feet) in the north 
to 213 meters (700 feet) at the southern margin. Stream valleys are best described as deep and 

narrow, and are typically located 30–61 meters (100–200 feet) below the narrow, rounded divides. 

The interfluves in the southern and western portions of the district often contain dome-shaped 
granitic mountains, including Stone Mountain. The western boundary of this district marks the 

drainage divide between the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico (Clark and Zisa 1976; Hodler 

and Schretter 1986:17).

The project area is divided geologically into two groups separated by the Brevard Fault Zone. The 
western portion of the project area is underlain by rocks of the eastern belt of the Sandy Springs 

Group. The eastern portion of the project area is underlain by the Atlanta Group. Separating these 

two geologic areas is the Brevard Fault Zone, a linear fault zone that extends from the mountains 
of North Carolina southwest through portions of South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama. The Bre-

vard Fault has defied interpretation by geologists, and although several different explanations of 
the nature of the fault have been put forward, none have been widely accepted. Regardless of the 

type, the fault has not been active for more than 135 million years. Rocks associated with the Bre-

vard Fault Zone include garnet, quartzite, mica, feldspar, mylonite, button schist, and phyllonite. 
The primary geologic association in the Brevard Fault within the current project area is an undif-
ferentiated zone of button schist (McConnell and Abrams 1984; Medlin and Crawford 1973).

The Sandy Springs Group is an extensive geologic area northwest of the Brevard Fault Zone 
representing formations that developed during the late Precambrian to early Paleozoic. Three 
mapped areas of the eastern belt of the Sandy Springs Group are present within the survey area. 

The Powers Ferry Formation contains undifferentiated biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss, amphi-
bolite, mica schist, and at least one band of iron. The Factory Shoals Formation includes garnet, 

metagraywacke, quartz-schist, and muscovite-quartz-schist. These two formations are interspersed 
with small bands of Chattahoochee Palisades Quartzite, which is a highly vitreous quartzite that 
includes varieties that are white, yellowish, and bluish in color. Within these bands of quartzite are 
locally occurring areas of mica, garnet, and feldspar (McConnell and Abrams 1984). 

The Atlanta Group is a large geologic area southeast of the Brevard Fault Zone, which consists 
of several formations associated with the late Precambrian and early Paleozoic eras. The major 
formation mapped in the survey area is Norcross Gneiss. The rock type associated with this area 

is described as “light-gray epidote-biotite-muscovite-plagioclase-gneiss, locally containing am-

phibolite” (McConnell and Abrams 1984:88). Within the confines of the Norcross Gneiss unit is a 
mapped area of undifferentiated amphibolite (McConnell and Abrams 1984). 
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hydrology

The project area is drained by the Etowah River in the northern portion of the project area, and by 

the Chattahoochee River and its tributaries in the southern portion. The headwaters of the Etowah 

River lie in the Blue Ridge Mountains District of the Blue Ridge Province where the river flows 
in a generally westerly course, eventually entering the Piedmont Province before crossing the Fall 

Line and merges with the Oostanaula River at Rome, Georgia, to form the Coosa River. The Coosa 

flows into Alabama, and merges with the Alabama and Mobile rivers before eventually emptying 
into the Gulf of Mexico. The Chattahoochee River flows southwest to the Alabama border and 
then turns towards the south where it forms part of the Georgia-Alabama border. In this section, 

the river is impounded by a series of dams. The two major impoundments created are West Point 

Lake and Walter F. George Reservoir. The Chattahoochee River joins with the Flint River at Lake 

Seminole near the Georgia-Florida border. The Apalachicola River flows out of Lake Seminole, 
ultimately emptying into the Gulf of Mexico at Apalachicola Bay.

soils

There are a total of 46 different mapped soil types in the project area (Table 2.1). In general, up-

land soils are sandy loams, clay loams, and fine sandy loams found on slopes ranging from 0 – 60 
percent. Several upland soil types are characterized as stony. Levels of erosion vary across the 
corridor from moderate to severe; 45 percent of the project area is comprised of soil types char-

acterized as eroded or moderately eroded. Floodplain and terrace soils are typically alluvial com-

plexes containing materials eroded from surrounding upland soils. As the corridor moves through 

outlying communities, such as Acworth, Kennesaw, and Smyrna, a large portion (40 percent) of 

the study area is mapped as Urban Land or Urban Land Complex, or has been developed since the 

soil surveys were conducted and now should be considered as Urban Land. Overall, urban devel-

opment and erosion caused by such development encompass a total of 85 percent of the project 

area, with standing water comprising an additional .36 percent and quarries .2 percent. Together, 

developed land, eroded soil, and standing water comprise a total of 85.6 percent of the project area, 

with the remaining 14.4 percent of the project area classified as non-eroded and/or undeveloped 
soil (United States Department of Agriculture [USDA] 2011).

Map  
Symbol

Soil Type
Area  

(square meters)
Percent  

Project Area

AlB Altavista sandy loam, 0-4 percent slopes 25918.9 0.32%

AnB3 Appling sandy clay loam, 2-6 percent slopes, severely eroded 17288.7 0.22%

AnC3 Appling sandy clay loam, 6-10 percent slopes, severely eroded 50714.5 0.63%

AmD Appling sandy loam, 10-15 percent slopes 9429.4 0.12%

AmB Appling sandy loam, 2-6 percent slopes 9895.1 0.12%

AmC Appling sandy loam, 6-10 percent slopes 23054.1 0.29%

AgC Appling-Hard Labor Complex, 6-10 percent slopes 24563.8 0.31%

Table 2.1. Soil Types in the Project Area.
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Map  
Symbol

Soil Type
Area  

(square meters)
Percent  

Project Area

ArE Ashlar-Rion Complex, 6-25 percent slopes, stony 8678.1 0.11%

Cw Cartecay silt loam, silty variety 25447.8 0.32%

Cah Cartecay soils 211370.3 2.64%

CaA Cartecay-Toccoa Complex, 0-2 percent slopes, occasionally flooded 11266.1 0.14%

CYB2 Cecil sandy loam, 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 101928.3 1.27%

CYC2 Cecil sandy loam, 6-10 percent slopes, eroded 76970.0 0.96%

CeC2 Cecil sandy loam, 6-10 percent slopes, moderately eroded 5264.6 0.07%

CpA Congaree sandy loam, 0-2 percent slopes, occasionally flooded 26301.5 0.33%

GaE Grover-Mountain Park Complex, 10-20 percent slopes, stony 6150.7 0.08%

GaF Grover-Mountain Park Complex, 20-60 percent slopes, stony 59316.4 0.74%

GeD3 Gwinnett clay loam, 10-15 percent slopes, severely eroded 209255.8 2.61%

GeE2 Gwinnett clay loam, 15-25 percent slopes, eroded 24495.4 0.31%

GeB3 Gwinnett clay loam, 2-6 percent slopes, severely eroded 208245.4 2.60%

GeC3 Gwinnett clay loam, 6-10 percent slopes, severely eroded 370459.9 4.62%

GgD2 Gwinnett loam, 10-15 percent slopes, eroded 71224.7 0.89%

GgB2 Gwinnett loam, 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 143352.5 1.79%

GgC2 Gwinnett loam, 6-10 percent slopes, eroded 45440.8 0.57%

HSB Hiwassee loam, 2-6 percent slopes 38839.7 0.48%

HTC2 Hiwassee loam, 6-10 percent slopes, eroded 15467.5 0.19%

LkE Louisa gravelly sandy loam, 10-25 percent slopes 31830.2 0.40%

LNF Louisa soils, 25-60 percent slopes 25521.8 0.32%

LnE Louisburg sandy loam, 10-25 percent slopes 60597.7 0.76%

MsD3 Madison and Pacolet soils, 10-15 percent slopes, severely eroded 340397.0 4.25%

MsE2 Madison and Pacolet soils, 15-25 percent slopes, eroded 214125.2 2.67%

MDE3 Madison clay loam, 15-25 percent slopes, severely eroded 10501.4 0.13%

MDC3 Madison clay loam, 6-10 percent slopes, severely eroded 602351.8 7.52%

MgD2 Madison sandy loam, 10-15 percent slopes, eroded 261980.2 3.27%

MgB2 Madison sandy loam, 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 376850.9 4.70%

MgC2 Madison sandy loam, 6-10 percent slopes, eroded 217255.4 2.71%

MdC2 Madison-Bethlehem complex, 6-10 percent slopes, moderately eroded 1850.7 0.02%

MJF Musella and pacolet stony soils, 10-45 percent slopes 305911.8 3.82%

MlE3 Musella gravelly soils, 15-25 percent slopes, severely eroded 27037.5 0.34%

MlD2 Musella gravelly soils, 6-15 percent slopes, eroded 42909.6 0.54%

PgC3 Pacolet sandy clay loam, 6-10 percent slopes, severely eroded 171549.5 2.14%

PfD Pacolet sandy loam, 10-15 percent slopes 31002.4 0.39%

QU Quarry 15774.7 0.20%

ReD Rion sandy loam, 10-15 percent slopes 18719.7 0.23%

Ron Roanoke silt loam 22448.1 0.28%

Tod Toccoa sandy loam, local alluvium 51309.8 0.64%

Toc Toccoa soils 119584.0 1.49%

Ub Urban land 3213362.8 40.10%

W Water 29109.8 0.36%

Table 2.1. Soil Types in the Project Area (Continued).
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Flora and Fauna

The vegetation communities within the project area include mixed pine and hardwood forest. 

There are also small scattered stands of trees and ornamental landscaping associated with resi-

dential properties and other urban development. The hardwood forest has an overstory of oaks 

(Quercus spp.), sweet gums (Liquidambar styraciflua), tulip poplars (Liriodendron tulipifera), red 

maples (Acer rubrum), and hickorys (Carya spp.). The understory includes saplings of the over-

story species and persimmon (Diospyros virginiana), elm trees (Ulmus spp.), and flowering dog-

woods (Cornus florida). The hardwood forest also contains Chinese privet (Ligustrum sinense), 

Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), and poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans). These spe-

cies are also found within the stands of trees associated with the residential properties (Hodler and 

Schretter 1986:52-56). 

The fauna within the project area includes common birds and mammals associated with disturbed 

early to mid-successional vegetation communities of Metropolitan Atlanta area. These species in-

clude mammals such as white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), eastern gray squirrels (Sciurus 
carolinensis), eastern cottontails (Sylvilagus floridanus), and coyotes (Canis latrans). Common 

reptiles found in these communities include common garter (Thamnophis sirtalis), eastern king 

(Lampropeltis getula), and rat (Elaphe obsoleta) snakes, green anoles (Anolis carolinensis), and 

eastern box turtles (Terrapene carolina). Amphibians, associated with streams in the project area, 

include bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana), spring peepers (Pseudacris crucifer), and green frogs (Rana 
clamitans). Birds common to this area of the state include bluejays (Cyanocitta cristata), northern 

cardinals (Cardinalis cardinalis), American robins (Turdus migratorius), and mourning doves (Ze-
naida macroura) (Hodler and Schretter 1986:57-61).

climate

The metropolitan Atlanta area typically has long, hot summers and cool, mild winters. In the sum-

mer, moist tropical air from the Gulf of Mexico dominates the weather pattern, resulting in humid 

conditions and providing the moisture for afternoon thundershowers. Precipitation and tempera-

ture averages for the three counties crossed by the project area are very similar, so data collected 

from the weather station at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport between 1930 and 
2010 was selected for the purpose of typical climactic conditions for metropolitan Atlanta. Pre-

cipitation in the project area is fairly well distributed throughout the year, with March typically the 

wettest month with an average of 13.7 centimeters (5.4 inches) of rainfall, and October the driest, 

with an average of 7.3 centimeters (2.9 inches). Annual precipitation in the area averages 124.1 

centimeters (48.8 inches). The average daily high temperature ranges from a high of 31.5 degrees 

Celsius (88.7 degrees Fahrenheit) in July to a low of 11.3 degrees Celsius (52.3 degrees Fahren-

heit) in January. Low temperatures average 1.2 degrees Celsius (34.2 degrees Fahrenheit) in Janu-

ary to 21.2 degrees Celsius (70.1 degrees Fahrenheit) in July. Measurable snowfall is rare, with an 

annual average of 5.6 centimeters (2.2 inches) (Southeast Regional Climate Center [SRCC] 2011).
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cultuRal backgRouNd

introduction

This chapter summarizes the precontact and historic cultural development of the Georgia Piedmont 
with a focus, when possible, on the Upper Chattahoochee and Etowah River drainages, and on the 

project vicinity. This background is intended to serve as a context for assessing the significance of 
precontact and historic archaeological resources encountered in the project area. 

the Paleoindian Period (ca. 12000–8000 B.c.)
The Paleoindian period is recognized as the time in which the first human inhabitants made their 
way onto the continent. At present, it is uncertain when the first human populations permanently 
settled the western hemisphere, although most scholars believe it was sometime between 20,000 

and 13,000 years ago, in the last stages of the Pleistocene glaciation. Reliable dates as early as ca. 

11800 B.C. have been obtained from a Paleoindian site in Monte Verde, Chile (Dillehay 1989), 
suggesting that the peoples of North America occurred concurrently, or prior to, this time. The end 

of the Paleoindian period coincides with the Pleistocene/Holocene transition and in most areas of 

the Southeast is given an arbitrary terminal date of 8000 B.C. In the Southeast and Georgia, the 
Paleoindian period is typically partitioned into three broad temporal divisions, Early, Middle, and 

Late or Transitional, based, in part, on the occurrence of specific projectile point types. The Early 
Paleoindian period is typically characterized by relatively large lanceolates, which are similar to 
the classic Southwestern Clovis forms or variants of these types, while the Middle Paleoindian 

period is denoted by unfluted lanceolates and Simpson or Suwannee types. The Late Paleoindian 
period in Georgia is marked by Dalton and other related points (Anderson et al. 1990).

Traditional characterizations of Paleoindians portrayed them as nomadic hunters of Pleistocene 
megafauna, such as mammoth, mastodon, and bison. However, these descriptions were based on 

data from archaeological sites in the western United States. Reevaluations, based on data from the 

Southeast (Clausen et al. 1979; Sassaman et al. 1990) and the Northeast (Cushman 1982), sug-

gest that these groups relied on a somewhat more varied diet that included small mammals and 

plants. These interpretations further suggest that settlement patterns were probably less mobile or 

nomadic than traditionally thought (Anderson et al. 1990:20).

While fairly extensive evidence for Paleoindian settlement has been found in the neighboring 

Etowah and Oconee River basins, few Paleoindian sites have been recorded in the Chattahoochee 

River basin. Anderson et al. (1990:22) indicated that several major surveys conducted along the 

Chattahoochee failed to locate Paleoindian sites. They do note that this lack of evidence may be 

attributable to sampling error and that documented Paleoindian sites tend to be at the margins of 

the river valley, whereas surveys have focused on the central portions of the river valley. Previous 

work in the Allatoona Basin region of the Etowah River valley has revealed Paleoindian sites to 
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be very rare (Caldwell 2011:109; Ledbetter et al. 1987:169). Two Paleoindian fluted points have 
been found on alluvial bottomlands along Stamp Creek, in the northwestern portion of Allatoona 

Lake and another was found on the uplands terrace edge at Proctor’s Bend in the central portion 
of Allatoona Lake (Ledbetter et al. 1987:168-169). Several Paleoindian sites have been discovered 

in upland areas outside the immediate area of Allatoona Lake, all of which were recovered from 

around spring heads. The only significant observation of Paleoindian occupation of the Etowah 
Valley is that artifacts from the time appear to have been made of high-quality chert, whereas arti-

facts from the following Archaic period are fashioned from local quartz sources.

The end of the Paleoindian period (ca. 8000 B.C.) is associated with the end of the Wisconsin Ice 
Age and a shift to modern environmental conditions. New settlement and subsistence patterns 

were established as populations grew and regional technologies changed, in part based on chang-

ing environmental conditions. These trends are associated with the subsequent Archaic period.

the archaic Period (ca. 8000–1000 B.c.)
The transition from the Paleoindian to the Archaic period was gradual and related to the emer-

gence of modern climactic conditions, similar to those the first European explorers and settlers 
encountered. In Georgia, the transition has been dated to around 8000 B.C. Changes in technology, 
population demography, and diversity in social organization characterize this period. The growth 
of subregional traditions is marked by the appearance of a range of notched and/or stemmed hafted 

biface types across the Southeast (Sassaman et al. 1990). As with the preceding Paleoindian period 

and the subsequent Woodland period, the Archaic period has been partitioned into three temporal 

divisions.

Presently, the best data for Archaic period settlement in the Georgia Piedmont come from inten-

sively surveyed riverine areas in the inner Piedmont, particularly from the Wallace Reservoir and 

the Barnett Shoals area of the Oconee Basin, located less than 100 miles from the project area, 
and from Allatoona Lake in the Etowah River valley. These surveys document the increasing 

expansion into the Etowah and Oconee basins that began during the Paleoindian period (O’Steen 

1996). Excavations at 9GE309, a Late Paleoindian and Archaic period site located in Greene 

County along the Oconee River, produced one of the better stratigraphic sequences available for 

the Oconee Basin and surrounding area and is generally applicable to the nearby Etowah and upper 
Chattahoochee River valleys (Ledbetter et al. 1996). Data from this site are reflective of a broader 
pattern of settlement that occurred during the Archaic period of the Georgia Piedmont where na-

tive groups intensively utilized riverine locales and expanded into previously unoccupied upland 
settings to exploit a greater range of ecological settings and resources. The growing exploitation of 

diverse settings and resources resulted in an increased range of tool types, as well as in evidence 

of more frequent occupation and utilization of favored site locations.
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During the Early Archaic period (ca. 8000-6000 B.C.), a dramatic increase in population, evi-
denced by the increased number of archaeological sites dating to the period, resulted in decreased 

group mobility and exploitation of a wider range of food resources. The larger variety of Early 

Archaic period tools suggests more specialized tasks were undertaken as sites were occupied for 
longer periods. The population was likely organized into small bands of 25 to 50 individuals that 
coalesced at specific times of the year to more efficiently exploit seasonal resources and take ad-

vantage of the benefits provided by a wider social network. Large base camps have been identified 
primarily in floodplain settings and are characterized by evidence of long-term use. They contain 
evidence of varied activities and diverse resource utilization. Smaller sites have been found both 
in the floodplains and in upland settings. They reflect short-term seasonal usage (Anderson and 
Hanson 1988; Anderson and Joseph 1988).

Survey data from across the region point to the fact that settlement patterning changed through the 

Early Archaic period. In the Etowah Valley there seems to have been a shift away from the main 

Etowah River channel to smaller tributary streams. Concurrent with this shift appears to have 

been a move to more fully exploit upland settings above the smaller streams such that approxi-

mately one-third of all late Early Archaic period sites, as identified by the presence of Kirk Corner 
Notched projectile points, have been found in these upland settings (Ledbetter et al. 1987:180). 

By the end of the Early Archaic period there was a roughly equal division in settlement preference 
between alluvial zone, upland edge, and high elevation settings (Ledbetter et al. 1987:188).

Middle Archaic period (ca. 6000-3000 B.C.) lifeways are not well documented for large portions 
of the Georgia Piedmont. The available evidence indicates that subsistence and settlement changes 

continued to occur and that divergences in these areas among Piedmont and Coastal Plain popula-

tions began to emerge. For example, Sassaman (1988) notes that large-scale tool production and 

intensive occupation are typical of Middle Archaic sites in the Coastal Plain, particularly during 

the second half of the period, while in the Piedmont sites are smaller and exhibit less variability in 

technology. Sassaman et al. (1990) suggests this is likely due to the uneven distribution of lithic 

and food resources in the coastal region. The Middle Archaic period in the Piedmont is typically 

marked by the presence of Morrow Mountain points and small, predominantly quartz, lithic scat-
ters are common.

The Middle Archaic period in the Etowah River valley saw a marked increase in population, as 

reflected by an increase in the number of Middle Archaic sites found by archaeological survey. In 
the earlier part of the Middle Archaic period, sites are typically located in upland environments 

of moderate elevations that are generally located above river and tributary floodplains (Ledbetter 
et al. 1987:183). Soon thereafter in the middle part of the Middle Archaic period, as indicated by 

Morrow Mountain artifacts, sites were widely distributed throughout the region in relatively dense 

concentrations in both upland and floodplain settings with no apparent preference for any kind of 
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particular landform (Ledbetter et al. 1987:188). This settlement pattern seems to have followed 

through to the Late Archaic period where Benton and Savannah River phase sites have been found 
scattered widely throughout the central Etowah Valley on almost all tributary streams and rivers. 

Site preference does, however, seem to have shifted away from alluvial bottomlands to terraces 

that overlook active floodplains (Ledbetter et al. 1987:203).

Defining characteristics of the Late Archaic period (ca. 3000-1000 B.C.) in the Georgia Piedmont 
include the development of fiber tempered pottery, freshwater shellfishing, and the production 
of Savannah River projectile points. Other types of regional points from the Late Archaic period 

include Otarre and Paris Island, characterized by triangular blades, straight or slightly contracting 
stems, and straight bases. Populations continued to expand and became increasingly sedentary. 

In north-central and northeast Georgia, seasonal single-household occupations and special activ-

ity camps related to those occupations are common (Stanyard 2003). Cultural differences among 

Coastal Plain and Piedmont groups continued. For example, soapstone cooking vessels continued 

to be used by Piedmont groups who were slower to develop and utilize fiber tempered pottery 
(Sassaman et al. 1990).

Settlement patterning again appears to have undergone a marked shift from the Late Archaic to 

Early Woodland period in the Allatoona Basin of the Etowah River valley, in the northern por-
tion of the project area. Early Woodland sites of the Kellogg phase are almost entirely found on 

floodplains, with a very few situated on upland features such as ridge noses or knolls that are in 
almost every instance found close to water sources. This trend marks this as a time where there was 

clearly a riverine focus to the settlement pattern. Another trend observed in survey data is that sites 

tend to be small in size and probably composed of multi-seasonal habitations occupied by one or 
several families; no large Kellogg phase village sites from the Allatoona Lake region have yet been 

discovered (Ledbetter et al. 1987:221).

the Woodland Period (ca. 1000 B.c. – a.d. 1000)
Archaeologists traditionally partition the Woodland period into Early, Middle, and Late temporal 

divisions. Increased social complexity is reflected in widespread Woodland characteristics such as 
an increase in long distance trade, changes in ceramic technology, the development of sedentary 

village life, and the cultivation of domestic plants. 

Archaeological data from sites in the Piedmont suggest that the Early Woodland period (ca. 1000-

300 B.C.) was a time of increasing sedentism (Ledbetter et al. 1987). Large Early Woodland per-
manent villages seem to be confined to the floodplains of large rivers in the upper Piedmont, and 
appear to be absent from the lower Piedmont. Mast storage pits at Woodland habitation sites in-

dicate that nuts were an important food source (Caldwell 1958). Uplands were used for seasonal 

foraging and hunting during this period.
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In the Georgia Piedmont, the Early Woodland period is marked by an improved ceramic technol-

ogy, which involved stacking and smoothing clay coils instead of joining pre-made slabs of clay, a 

method typical of earlier ceramic manufacture. Pottery types characteristic of the Early Woodland 

period in north to central Georgia include Dunlap Fabric Impressed (Kellogg phase) and Mossy 

Oak Cord Marked. Cartersville Check Stamped pottery was produced somewhat later in the Early 

Woodland. At the Cane Island site, 9PM209, at Lake Oconee, Wood (1981) examined an Early to 

Middle Woodland household area. The 9PM209 pottery assemblage was dominated by Dunlap 

Fabric Marked and Cartersville Linear Check Stamped (Wood 1981:93). 

The Cartersville phase is a major cultural tradition associated with the Middle Woodland period 

in northern Georgia (Caldwell 1958, 2011; Pluckhahn 1997). Cartersville is identified by assem-

blages containing sand tempered plain, simple stamped, and check stamped sherds and vessels. 

Swift Creek ceramics also date to this period. Swift Creek ceramics are characterized by intricate 
complicated stamped surface designs (Williams and Elliott 1998). Cultigens such as maize were 
recovered from the Cartersville phase component of the Rush site, 9FL164 (Wood and Ledbetter 

1990), although they appear to be a minor overall part of the diet. Middle Woodland projectile 

point types include Baker’s Creek and Swan Lake (Espenshade 2008).

By the Middle Woodland period, population seems to have increased somewhat throughout pre-

sent-day Georgia and the riverine focus of settlement preference observed during the Early Wood-

land period shifted to a more balanced settlement pattern where riverine and upland sites are found 

in nearly equal numbers. Upland sites during this time tended to be located on ridge tops, knolls, 

and ridge noses, whereas bottomland sites are typically found on levees and terraces that overlook 

active floodplains. As with the Early Woodland period in the Allatoona Lake region of the Etowah 
Valley, no large village sites have yet been found and site type seems to have continued to consist of 

small groups of one to several families distributed over the landscape (Ledbetter et al. 1987:225).

Evidence of Hopewellian ceremonialism and exchange, common in the Midwest, has been identi-

fied at only a few sites in Georgia. An important example is the Tunacunnhee site, 9DD25, a rock 
mound and habitation site in Lookout Valley, in Dade County, in which Jefferies (1976) found 

numerous exotic exchange materials such as copper earspools and panpipes, mica, and shark teeth. 

Evidence of multicultural interaction and long distance trade has also been found at the Leake 

site, 9BR2, on the Etowah River (Keith 2010). The Leake site, in particular, was a major Middle 
Woodland period site in the Etowah River valley. Occupants of the site erected large earthworks, 

marked celestial events, engaged in ceremonial feasting activities, and participated in the produc-

tion and exchange of high-value and ideologically significant objects over long distances (Keith 
2010:457). Indeed, work at the Leake site revealed that multiple surrounding sites in the Etowah 

Valley were related to the occupation of Leake and participated in the pan-regional production 

and exchange network centered in the area around Leake. Such was the presumed importance and 
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extent of the exchange network in which occupants of the Leake site participated that most of the 

Middle Woodland period occupation of the Etowah River valley was very likely somehow related 

to or associated with the Leake site.

The onset of the Late Woodland period in northern Georgia is traditionally marked by Late Swift 

Creek Complicated Stamped and Napier Complicated Stamped ceramics. A Late Woodland set-

tlement in Henry County (9HY39) contained Swift Creek and Napier earth ovens, warm-weather 

structures, storage pits, as well as corn and squash remains (Webb et al. 1994). The Woodstock 

ceramic tradition is likely a marker of later Late Woodland-Early Mississippi period manifesta-

tions (Webb and Quirk 2001).

Diagnostic lithics of the Late Woodland period are Hamilton points and small, triangular hafted 

bifaces. The popularity of smaller triangular points in the Late Woodland period is likely attribut-

able to the introduction of the bow and arrow during this period (Bense 1994). A commonly recog-

nized archaeological phase of the Late Woodland period (A.D. 650 – 1050) in northern Georgia is 
Late Swift Creek (B variety) (Espenshade 2008). During the latter part of the Swift Creek phase in 
Georgia, the Napier ceramic tradition emerged and became a common component of Late Wood-

land period ceramic assemblages. Unlike Swift Creek pottery, which primarily consists of curvi-

linear stamped motifs, Napier pottery is decorated with rectilinear designs that includes squares, 

diamonds, and ladder-like chevron elements (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Bense 1994; Wood 
and Bowen 1995). In stratified deposits with both Swift Creek and Napier components, Napier pot-
tery seems to date to later in the Late Woodland period than Swift Creek; however, Napier’s place 

in the Woodland period chronology of Georgia is poorly understood because very little excava-

tion at sites with a purely Napier component has been completed (Wood and Bowen 1995). Lithic 
projectile point/knife (PP/K) types commonly found at Late Woodland period sites include Jack’s 

Reef Corner Notched, Woodland Triangulars, and Swift Creek Spike (Cambron and Hulse 1964; 

Coe 1964; Espenshade 2008; Justice 1995). 

Archaeological data (e.g., Caldwell 2011; Ledbetter et al. 1987) suggest that the Late Woodland 

period Allatoona Lake region underwent a rather dramatic decline in population. Swift Creek and 

Napier sites are extremely uncommon in the region. Those sites found by both Caldwell (2011) 

and Ledbetter et al.’s (1987) survey that do contain Swift Creek and Napier pottery only yielded a 

handful of sherds and Middle Woodland period components are always very minor parts of the as-

semblage. In light of these data, very little about Swift Creek or Napier settlement in the Allatoona 

Lake region of the Etowah Valley is known (Ledbetter et al. 1987:228). 

emergent mississiPPian

The Woodstock phase in northern Georgia exhibits traits commonly associated with both the Late 

Woodland and the subsequent Early Mississippi periods. Consequently, the Woodstock phase has 
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been variously designated by archaeologists as falling in the Late Woodland, Early Mississippi, 

or Emergent Mississippian periods (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Cobb and Garrow 1996; Es-

penshade 2008; Hally and Rudolph 1995; Lewis and Kneberg 1946; Markin 2007; Schroedl and 

Boyd 1991; Wauchope 1966). As noted by Hally and Rudolph (1995), Woodstock culture sites 
are contemporaneous with other Mississippian cultures in Tennessee, Alabama, and southern and 

southwestern Georgia, yet Woodstock sites have few aspects that can be confidently described 
as typically Mississippian. The Woodstock phase in north Georgia falls between the Late Wood-

land period Swift Creek/Napier phase and the Early Mississippi period Early Etowah phase. The 

Woodstock phase is contemporaneous with the Flint River phase on the Tennessee River in Ala-

bama (Heimlich 1952; Walthall 1980; Webb and Wilder 1951) and with the Hamilton phase of 

the Chickamauga Reservoir in east Tennessee (Lewis and Kneberg 1946). Woodstock pottery is 

characterized by a sand tempered ware, Woodstock Complicated Stamped. Stamped motifs on 
Woodstock vessels are predominantly rectilinear and include nested diamonds, herringbones, line 

blocks, and other geometric shapes such as squares.

In the Emergent Mississippi period, the Allatoona Lake region of the Etowah Valley experienced 

a rebound in population as Woodstock culture sites are relatively common. Based on the pattern-

ing of known sites, there was a shift to a decidedly riverine focused settlement preference with 

Woodstock sites typically situated on alluvial terraces that overlooked active alluvial plains of the 

Etowah River. Sites along tributary streams and creeks are present, but not in the same numbers as 

in floodplain settings. Upland sites are not altogether absent, but even those that have been found 
are located on upland landforms that protrude into floodplain portions of the Etowah River (Led-

better et al. 1987: 233). Sites from this time exhibit a range of sizes and types and include large 
villages. 

the mississiPPi Period (ca. a.d. 1000-1540)
Approximately 1,100 years ago, Native American life in the Southeast changed dramatically. Ar-

chaeologists have identified the emergence of a new way of life known as Mississippian culture 
around A.D. 1000 in multiple locations across the Southeast. Mississippian culture is typically 

recognized in the archaeological record through the presence of a series of traits, including but 
not limited to, intensive maize cultivation, settlement in the floodplains of major rivers, shell-tem-

pered pottery, rectangular wall-trench structures, pyramidal earthen mounds, and the long distance 

circulation of well-crafted prestige objects. The principal trait that defines Mississippian culture 
beyond all those previously listed is the emergence of true ranked societies that were politically 

and economically organized into chiefdoms of varying size and complexity. According to Fried 
(1967:109), rank societies are those in which positions of elevated status are limited to such an 

extent that not everyone has access. In ranked societies, chiefly positions of elevated status are 
typically inherited within a single group of elites and are recognized archaeologically by the pres-
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ence of platform mounds, upon which chiefly elites resided, conducted religious rituals, and in 
some cases, were buried.

Mississippi period chiefdoms have traditionally been characterized by the presence of flat-topped 
mounds, permanent large villages, agriculture, and distinctive ceramic types. Chiefdom-level so-

cieties expanded across the southeastern United States during this period. The development of a 

complicated network of villages and mound centers was an important factor behind the expansion 

of Mississippian chiefdoms.

In northern Georgia, the Mississippi period is generally partitioned into Early, Middle, and Late 

temporal divisions. Very little work has been done on Mississippi period sites in the Upper Chat-

tahoochee Valley as settlement in the region during this period was neither dense nor widespread. 

In the Etowah Valley, the Woodstock phase settlement pattern continued into and through the Early 

and Late Etowah phase where sites of increasing size and complexity were typically situated on al-
luvial features, such as levees, along the main channel of the Etowah River. Upland sites, while not 

as numerous as floodplain sites, were located on knolls and ridges that overlook the active Etowah 
River floodplain (Ledbetter et al. 1987:238).

In north-central Georgia, the Early Mississippi period is represented by the Etowah culture, which 

is named for the mound complex located near Cartersville, Georgia. Etowah phase ceramics ap-

pear to emerge from the preceding Woodstock phase ceramic tradition. Several cultural phases of 

Etowah culture have been proposed based on the presence of various ceramic design types (Hally 

and Rudolph 1995; King 1997). The Etowah phase in the Etowah Valley is typified by Etowah 
Complicated Stamped and Etowah Plain ceramics, with minor occurrences of check stamped, 

burnished, and red filmed ceramics (Williams and Shapiro, eds. 1990). Platform mounds were 
constructed at political centers like the Etowah mounds by at least A.D. 1150. At this time, simple 

chiefdoms were established on nearly every large river in Georgia. People were settled in relatively 

compact villages and rural farmsteads that were occupied year-round. The subsistence base was 

centered on maize agriculture and supplemented with hunting, trapping, fishing, and gathering.

As originally conceived, the Etowah phase was divided into four sub-phases, designated as Etowah 

I - Etowah IV (Caldwell 1958; Sears 1958a, 1958b; Wauchope 1948, 1950, 1966). Subsequent ar-

chaeological investigations in north Georgia have cast some doubt on the efficacy of this quadri-
partite division. More recently, Hally and several colleagues (Hally and Langford 1995; Hally and 

Rudolph 1995) have found that the first and last of these sub-phases are not present in the archaeo-

logical record and advocate for the collapse of the four sub-phases into an Early Etowah and Late 

Etowah phase, with the Early Etowah phase roughly equivalent to Etowah II and the Late Etowah 

phase roughly equivalent to Etowah IV. 
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Recent research by King (1995, 1996, 1997, 2001, 2003) has provided a political history of the 

Etowah chiefdom capital and the surrounding river valley. To understand the political history of 

the surrounding river drainage, it is necessary to understand the history of the central site in the 

chiefdom, the Etowah Mounds, 9BR1. The earliest Mississippi period occupation of the site dates 
to the Early Etowah phase (A.D. 1000-1100). During this period, archaeological evidence of com-

munal feasting and public structures at the site is widespread, and may be associated with the 

beginnings of mound construction (King 2003:54,60). It is not clear whether mound construction 

began during this period, although King (2003:54,86) notes that large pits filled with the refuse 
associated with feasts may have in fact been borrow pits for mound fill. Because there has been 
only one Early Etowah burial excavated at the site, there is no clear evidence of institutionalized 
social ranking associated with this phase, and there is also little evidence of non-local artifacts 

(King 2003:60). 

Although Mississippi period occupation at the Etowah site began during the Early Etowah phase 

(A.D. 1000-1100), King (2003:86) noted that there is little archaeological evidence of a multi-

community chiefdom in existence during this phase, since the only mound site in the valley with a 

known Early Etowah phase component is the Etowah site. Little (1999) interpreted the emergence 

of social ranking during the Early Etowah phase as the result of competition between Late Wood-

land period groups reliant on maize horticulture in the Etowah and upper Coosa River Valleys. 
Early Etowah leaders capitalized on this competition and were able to include other populations in 
the valley under their sway and gradually forged their own system of institutionalized social rank-

ing. This was accomplished not through warfare and political domination, but through activities 

that emphasized inclusion, such as communal feasting and mound building, evidence of which is 
abundant at the central site (King 2003:114). 

As mentioned above, a lack of burials and no evidence for exotic, non-local materials or objects 

in Early Etowah phase contexts at the Etowah site has been interpreted as a lack of institutional-

ized social ranking. The same is true for the subsequent Late Etowah phase (A.D. 1100-1200). 
The general lack of burials associated with these two phases at the site suggests that Early and 

Late Etowah interments were placed in cemeteries away from the heart of the site (King 2003:62). 

Expanded residential areas imply a general population increase at the site during the Late Etowah 

phase, which coincides with a period of construction on Mounds A and B. Like the Early Etowah 
phase, few non-local goods have been found in Late Etowah phase contexts.

Archaeologists have determined that during the Late Etowah phase (A.D. 1100-1200), three sim-

ple chiefdoms had emerged in the Etowah River valley (King 2003:115). The newly-emergent 

chiefdoms were centered at the Etowah, Wilbanks (9CK5), and Long Swamp (9CK1) sites. king 

(2003:46) noted that three stages of the mound at Long Swamp were constructed during this phase. 

Based on Hally’s (1993) research on the territorial size of Mississippian chiefdoms, the Etowah 
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and Long Swamp sites, which are separated by 48 kilometers, were clearly part of separate polities 

during this period (King 2003:89). The emergence of chiefdoms during this phase appears to have 

been the result of population growth in the Etowah Valley (King 2003:117). Excavation data dem-

onstrates that the three sites were similar, with all having large public structures, little evidence of 

exotic prestige goods, and few burials. King (2003:117) argued that these data indicate continued 

use of group inclusion in ritual and decision-making events.

In parts of central Georgia, the Early Mississippi period is represented by the Vining culture. 

Although the Mississippian groups in Georgia associated with mound building at Etowah and 

the Macon Plateau typically preferred settlement in broad, fertile floodplains, Vining sites were 
usually located in the interfluvial uplands (Elliott and Wynn 1991; Pluckhahn 1997; Worth 1996). 
The majority of identifiable Vining pottery is simple stamped (Pluckhahn 1997). The stamping 
on Vining vessels is typically finer than that seen on earlier Cartersville Simple Stamped vessels 
and the paste tends to be tempered with grit, which is distinguishable from the fine sand temper of 
Cartersville vessels. The Raccoon Ridge site, 9MG271, in the nearby Oconee Valley is one of the 

northernmost, large Vining sites known in the Georgia Piedmont. Artifacts from the site include 

simple stamped pottery and stone tools, such as triangular points, produced from Coastal Plain 

chert. Nearly all of the tools and lithic debitage recovered from the site appear to have come from 

a single source, which suggests an emphasis on local resources, as opposed to long-distance trade. 

Vining residential structures consisted of relatively small circular domiciles which were built using 

single-post construction.

In most of Georgia, the Middle Mississippi period is represented by the Wilbanks phase of the Sa-

vannah culture. Subsistence was based on intensive maize agriculture. Following the Late Etowah 
phase, the Etowah site is believed to have been abandoned for roughly 50 years. This is evidenced 

by a lack of transitional Etowah/Savannah assemblages in the excavated assemblages from the 

site itself and the rest of the Etowah River valley (Hally and Langford 1995; Hally and Rudolph 

1995; King 1997, 2001, 2003). The Etowah site was reoccupied and grew rapidly during the Early 

Wilbanks phase (A.D. 1250-1325), during which the palisade and ditch was started, a log-lined 

ramp was added to Mound A, Mound B was expanded, and the first burials were interred in the 
three stages of Mound C construction. Based on the burial assemblages, the architecture, and the 
exotic materials found in Early Wilbanks contexts, inherited social ranking was present during this 

period. Elite burial pits excavated in Mound C contained exotic artifacts including copper head-

dresses, chipped stone “swords” made from imported materials and beads, and gorgets made from 

Gulf Coast shells (King 2003:70). In contrast, burials of commoners excavated in the village rarely 

included grave goods. When such objects were recovered they were primarily associated with 

everyday domestic use, such as ceramic vessels and polished stone celts (Larson 1971:66). The 

evidence for social ranking and the circulation of elite prestige goods obtained via long distance 
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exchange associated with the Early Wilbanks phase suggests a shift in the nature of political lead-

ership at the site, as elites focused on elaborate displays to reinforce their status atop the political 

hierarchy (King 2003:73). 

During the Late Wilbanks phase (A.D. 1325-1375), the Etowah site reached its zenith of power 
and influence, while mound construction continued at all four of the subsidiary mound centers in 
the drainage (King 2003:51). The most elaborately adorned burials from Mound C at the Etowah 

site date to the Late Wilbanks phase (A.D. 1325-1375). Perhaps the most elaborate of these is Bur-
ial 57, which consisted of an individual interred in a log-lined tomb and associated with elaborate 

grave goods including copper celts, earspools, embossed plates, shell beads, drinking cups, and 

gorgets (Larson 1971). The individual was wearing a copper headdress, feather cape with pearls, 

and a collar made from shell beads. In addition to the groups of burials that necessitated an ad-

dition to Mound C, a large plaza was constructed near Mound A and the palisade was completed 
during the Late Wilbanks phase. Archaeological evidence, including charred posts and fired daub, 
indicates that the palisade wall burned and was not rebuilt. King (2003:78-79) noted that this act 

appears to have occurred just before the site was abandoned for a second time and just after the 

final burial was placed into Mound C. This final burial contained the marble statues of a man and 
woman so frequently associated with the site, broken from being tossed into the pit together, a 

disorderly scatter of the remains of multiple individuals, and prestige goods. In addition, a scatter 

of human bone and other grave goods continued down the Mound C ramps. King (2003:80-81) 

argued that the hasty construction of Mound C may have been performed under duress, shortly 

before the palisade burned and the mortuary temple on Mound C was sacked by enemy invaders.

Based on archaeological survey data, the settlement pattern of the Allatoona Lake region in the 
Wilbanks phase appears to have undergone a minor shift such that locations directly along the 

main channel of the Etowah River were not favored to the degree in which they were during the 

previous Woodstock, Early Etowah, and Late Etowah phases. During the Wilbanks phase, sites 

were typically established in equal numbers in both upland and floodplain settings. While the ten-

dency for sites to be located near water continued, they were more frequently founded away from 

alluvial soils (Ledbetter et al. 1987:241). Sites increased in size and complexity, a process that 
would have been accompanied by a concomitant increase in regional population. This may have 

been a consequence of a desire to maximize agriculturally productive lands by locating habitation 
areas on less productive soils.

The Late Mississippi period in nearly all of Georgia, as well as in portions of surrounding states, 

is represented by the Lamar culture. Even as surrounding regions experienced a dramatic increase 

in population in both the fertile river bottoms and in upland settings, population density in the 

Piedmont portion of the Chattahoochee Basin was very low in the Late Mississippi period. The 
high density of sites and regional archaeological importance to Lamar groups was not fully real-
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ized before the completion of large-scale surveys. Survey and excavations completed prior to the 
flooding of the Wallace Reservoir were the first large-scale archaeological investigations along the 
upper Oconee River (Fish and Hally 1983). Prior to this time, it was generally believed that upland 

sites in the Georgia Piedmont held very little research potential because it was thought that dec-

ades of logging and farming on the fragile Piedmont clays had destroyed all traces of the shallow 

Lamar farmsteads in the inter-riverine uplands. It has since been demonstrated that a great deal 

of research potential remains at these upland sites (Ledbetter 1988; Ledbetter and O’Steen 1986). 

Intact features extending into clay subsoil remain while the uppermost levels are often damaged 

by modern activities. Much has been learned about settlement patterns, intra-site organization, and 
subsistence strategies. Large-scale reservoir surveys revealed the first insights into the timing and 
scale of Late Mississippi period settlement. Survey work in the inter-riverine uplands (e.g., Elliott 

1981; Ledbetter and Kline 2006; Ledbetter and O’Steen 1986) has shown that by late Lamar times, 

there were as many sites in the uplands as there were in the alluvial bottomlands along the Oconee 

River (Kowalewski and Hatch 1991). There is a void in our understanding of the Lamar culture in 

the upper Piedmont portion of the Chattahoochee River. The large scale study associated with the 

impoundment of Lake Lanier identified only one small site with a Lamar component (Caldwell 
1953). However, there is a significant clustering of Lamar sites on the far upper Chattahoochee 
River in the Sautee-Nacoochee Valley located in White County, including the Nacoochee and East-

wood mounds (Hally and Rudolph 1995; Wynn 1990).

During the Late Mississippi period Stamp Creek and Brewster phases the settlement pattern in the 
Etowah River valley shifted to one that contrasted with the Wilbanks phase. In the Stamp Creek 

and Brewster phases, inhabitants of the region changed the focus of their settlement back to the 
main channel of the Etowah River and its tributary creeks and streams and established settlements 

on alluvial soils. While upland locales were not completely abandoned, only approximately 25 

percent of Late Mississippi period settlements in the Allatoona Lake region have been found in 

upland settings, a ratio of upland to lowland settlement that is roughly equivalent to what has been 

observed in the Woodstock and Early and Late Etowah phase (Ledbetter et al. 1987:245, 248).

historical overvieW oF the Project vicinity

The beginning of the Historic period is generally marked by Hernando de Soto’s 1540 entrance 

into present-day Georgia (Smith 1992). After the de Soto expedition, the Spanish established set-

tlements in present-day Georgia during the second half of the sixteenth century. Missions such as 

Santa Catalina de Guale, Santo Domingo de Tilaje, and San Phelipe de Atuluteca were established 

along the coast, while others such as Santiago de Ocone were established inland. Spanish gar-

risons and forts, such as San Joseph de Sapala, were also established by Spanish authorities to 

project Spanish power into the countryside and to afford protection to Spanish towns and missions 

(Spalding 1991:10-13). Although initially permanent settlements were confined to coastal areas, 
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the Spanish carried on extensive trade with interior Native American groups (Spalding 1991). 

Disease, war, and the introduction of European trade goods rapidly affected traditional regional 

societies (Smith 1992).

Prior to settlement by Europeans, Georgia was generally inhabited by two Indian groups broadly 

referred to as the Creek and the Cherokee. During the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 

various European groups, including the Spanish, English, and French, vied for territory and trade 

in what later became the state of Georgia. In 1732, the British Crown granted a charter to James 
Oglethorpe who founded a colony at Savannah, to provide a buffer between the Carolinas and 

Spanish Florida (Smith 1992).

While permanent European settlement in Georgia officially began with Oglethorpe’s landing at 
Yamacraw Bluff (now Savannah) in 1733, movement into more remote portions of the state did not 
occur until the late eighteenth century. Initially, Creek groups gradually ceded lands to European 

settlers. In 1763, the Creeks agreed to the first of several large land cessions. This first agreement 
gave Georgia the land between the Savannah and Ogeechee rivers, south of Augusta, along with 

coastal land between the Altamaha and St. Mary’s rivers (Warren 1981). An additional two million 

acres of land between the Ogeechee and Altamaha rivers and the headwaters of the Oconee and 

Savannah rivers was ceded to Georgia by the Creeks and Cherokees in 1773 (Coleman 1991:100). 

Treaties signed in Augusta in 1773 and 1784 opened large portions of the upper Savannah River 

area to settlement, although hunters, squatters, traders, and cattle raisers were probably encroach-

ing on Creek and Cherokee lands earlier (Tabor 1974).

coBB county history

Cobb County was created in 1832 from portions of the original Cherokee County and lands were 

distributed through a lottery system in 1838. Cherokee County was formed in 1819 and at that time 

encompassed 6,900 square miles of disputed land claimed by the Cherokee Nation (Bryant 1983). 
This action was the beginning of formal efforts to remove Cherokee groups from northern Geor-

gia. The Georgia Legislature felt that the creation of this county would legitimize Anglo-American 
claims against the land. Following the Treaty of New Echota in 1835, the United States govern-

ment forced the Cherokees to relinquish all land claims and the march to the Oklahoma territory 

was initiated in 1838. Due to extreme hardships caused in large part by mistreatment and neglect 

of the Cherokee by United States Indian agents, this march to Oklahoma is known to the Cherokee 

as the Trail of Tears (Smith 2010).

During the mid-nineteenth century, Cobb County developed into an important agricultural area, 

and by the 1840s the county had a population of 10,000 inhabitants. Following the initial rapid 

growth from the 1820s to the 1840s, the population of Cobb County grew steadily until the onset 

of the Civil War (Roth 1988). The presence of the Chattahoochee River ensured the prominence of 
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water-powered industry as grist mills, saw mills, and cotton gins proliferated. There were 21 grist 

mills and 21 saw mills in the county by 1849 (White 1849).

By 1850, regular train service between Atlanta (previously Marthasville), Georgia and Chatta-

nooga, Tennessee, had begun, which would play an integral role during the latter part of the Civil 

War when Cobb County became a focus of wartime activity and a battleground during the Atlanta 

Campaign. Small military skirmishes and probes occurred along parts of the northern reaches of 

Rottenwood Creek north of the current project area. The area was of strategic importance to mili-

tary operations leading to the Union crossing of the Chattahoochee River and the eventual siege 

and capture of Atlanta.

As a valuable railroad and supply depot, Atlanta’s capture was central to General William Tecum-

seh Sherman’s plan for a decisive end to fighting in the western theater. The region saw intense 
conflict from May 1864 until the fall of Atlanta on September 2, 1864. By the campaign’s end 
Cobb County would be the setting for several major engagements that left the countryside devas-

tated, including the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain and skirmishes along the Chattahoochee River. 
In the words of one eyewitness, “the trees looked as if they had been cut down for new ground, be-

ing mutilated and shivered by musket and cannon balls. Horses were writhing in their death agony 

and the sickening odor of battle filled the air” (Watkins 1999:137[1889]). After the fall of Atlanta, 
General Sherman continued his march through Georgia and captured Savannah in December of 

1864. 

The railroad between Atlanta, Georgia, and Chattanooga, Tennessee, was reconstructed quickly 

after the war mostly as a means to supply the occupying forces that remained in Georgia (Roth 

1988:30). This gave the residents of Cobb County and other areas along the line through northwest 

Georgia a boost towards recovery that was not available to most of Georgia following the war. This 

also allowed for rapid population growth, some of which included homeless people from other 

portions of the state. The population grew from 13,814 in 1870 to 20,748 in 1880 (Roth 1988:34).

During the postbellum years, agriculture continued to be the mainstay of the county, but there was 

an increase in manufacturing as well. Prior to the war, corn, wheat, and oats were the mainstays 

of the agricultural economy, while cotton was not a major crop. Following the war, corn remained 

an important crop, but cotton also became a major cash crop in the area. Much of the increased 

industry in the area was associated with the increased agricultural production. The main industries 

in the county in 1870 were leatherworking, saw milling, woolen and cotton goods manufacturing, 

and grist milling (Roth 1988).

The rural character of Cobb County continued into the twentieth century. Cobb County experi-

enced gradual growth through World War I. Many men left the county to fight in Europe during 
World War I. Following the conclusion of World War I in 1919, there was an overall period of 
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economic prosperity enjoyed throughout the United States. This changed rapidly following the 

collapse of the stock market in October 1929. In the 1930s, many of the farms were abandoned, 

significantly reduced, or bankrupted by the effects of the boll weevil epidemic and the overall eco-

nomic depression that followed the stock market collapse (Roth 1988).

During World War II, the United States Army constructed Marietta Army Airfield just south of 
Marietta. In 1950 the base became part of the newly formed United States Air Force, and the name 

was changed to Dobbins Air Force Base (which was changed to Dobbins Air Reserve Base in 1992 
and again in 2009), named after Captain Charles Dobbins, a Marietta native who was killed in 

action over the Mediterranean during World War II. By the mid-twentieth century, two large avia-

tion companies, the Martin Corporation and American Marietta, emerged as leading employers 

for Cobb County. These companies merged to form Martin Marietta, which later merged with the 

Lockheed Corporation to form Lockheed Martin (Roth 1988).

According to the United States Census of Agriculture, 24.7 percent of Cobb County was farmland 

in 1964. Livestock and livestock products were the chief farm income sources. Approximately 

two-thirds of the farm operators also held jobs off the farm. In the 1970s, with the growth of metro-

politan Atlanta, Cobb County became increasingly commercial and residential (Thomas 1973:69). 

The construction of major highways, including I-75, influenced this growth. Today Cobb County 
is a densely populated urban and suburban landscape. The aviation industry remains an important 

part of the Cobb County economy.

Fulton county history

Fulton County was created from DeKalb County and their histories are linked; therefore, these 

counties are discussed together. Land ceded by the Creeks in the Treaty of Indian Springs was 

divided into Henry, Dooly, Fayette, Houston, and Monroe counties. These counties were subse-

quently divided into 202.5 acre tracts, which were distributed to settlers in a land lottery. DeKalb 

County was established in 1822 (Cooper 1934). Much of what would become modern day Fulton 

County, including the portion in the current project area, was part of DeKalb County in its 1822 

form.

By 1830, the DeKalb County population had risen to 10,074. At this time, children typically were 
not included in population totals and it is probable that the actual population was higher. A total of 

4,301 were white males, 4,087 were white females, 786 were male slaves, 843 were female slaves, 

and 18 were free persons of color (United States Census 1830). Trees were cleared for crops and 

pastures for livestock and small cabins were built. The most popular early cash crops were corn 

and tobacco. The principal early food crops were corn, squash, beans, sweet potatoes, and Irish 

potatoes. Livestock, primarily cows, pigs, and sheep, were allowed to roam the woodlands (McIn-
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tosh 2000). In DeKalb and what would become Fulton County, sawmills, grist mills, and gins soon 

opened and the first small cabins were replaced with frame houses (Hudgins 1952).

Growth in DeKalb County was slow but steady until the introduction of railroads in the 1830s. In 

1836, the Georgia legislature approved a plan to link the interior of the state with Chattanooga by 

rail. Construction began in 1837. The point selected for the south end of the line was named Ter-

minus (Cooper 1934). Terminus was renamed Marthasville in 1843, when the railroad settlement 

consisted of a depot surrounded by a few log cabins. Marthasville received its present name, Atlan-

ta, in 1847. Construction of the railroads opened the area to industry, and development increased 

rapidly after the city limits were expanded to a 1-mile radius around the State Depot (Boney 1977; 
Cooper 1934). By the early 1850s, railroad lines linked Atlanta with Augusta, Macon, and Chat-
tanooga.

Fulton County was created by an act of the state legislature on December 20, 1853. Formed from 

the western half of DeKalb County, Fulton County is named for Hamilton Fulton, a surveyor for 

the Western & Atlantic Railroad, who also served as chief engineer of the state (Carpenter 2010).

The Civil War ushered in an era of industrial expansion for Atlanta. In 1862, fearing capture by 

Federal forces approaching Nashville, Tennessee, Atlanta became the site of a Confederate arsenal 

and the home of factories producing artillery, small firearms, swords, gunpowder, ammunition, and 
pikes (Carter 1973). Confederate uniforms, train track rails, and armor plating were also made in 

the city. Additionally, numerous hospitals were established in the Atlanta vicinity to accommodate 

the streams of wounded arriving from the battlefields of Tennessee and North Georgia. Atlanta’s 
transportation and war industries made the city one of the primary targets of the Federal army as it 

began its forays into the southern states (Scaife 1990).

In the spring of 1864, while in Chattanooga, Union General William T. Sherman received orders 

to advance his army of 100,000 troops as far as possible into Georgia. The primary objectives 

were to sever the lifeline of the Confederacy, the Western & Atlantic Railroad, and to destroy one 

of the major suppliers of the Confederate army, the armament industries in Atlanta (Scaife 1990). 

Reaching Atlanta in the late summer of 1864, Union artillery bombardments on Atlanta escalated 

in August, and lasted until the first of September (Scaife 1990). The Confederate army retreated 
from Atlanta south to Lovejoy Station on September 1, and Atlanta was officially surrendered on 
September 2, 1864. General Sherman’s army occupied the city until November 16, 1864, when 

his army began marching out of Atlanta, headed southeast for Savannah (Scaife 1990). The Union 

army passed south of the project area toward Milledgeville, which was the state capitol at that 

time. The long march of destruction ended when Union forces reached Savannah by Christmas 

1864 (Scaife 1990).
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Actions in the 1864 Atlanta Campaign are of particular relevance to the project area as US 41/

Cobb Parkway extends through an area that saw significant fighting during the Battle of Ken-

nesaw Mountain and in associated actions. The battle was fought on June 27, 1864. Formidable 

Confederate entrenchments on Kennesaw Mountain, just south of Marietta, Georgia, were situ-

ated so as to impede the Union advance on Atlanta. A large-scale frontal assault by Union forces 

was made against Confederate positions consisting of a three-pronged attack whereby feinting 

attacks against the northern and southern portions of Confederate lines were made while the main 

assault was directed against the Confederate center. This assault was repulsed with considerable 

loss to Union forces. While the battle was technically a tactical Union defeat, it did threaten the 

Confederate flank to the point where Confederate positions had to be abandoned and southern 
forces were withdrawn to positions closer to Atlanta, thereby resulting in a Union strategic victory 

(Scaife 1990). The project area extends along the northern portion of the area in which the battle 

was fought and numerous previously recorded entrenchments and gun emplacements have been 

recorded in or within 1 kilometer of the project area. These previously recorded Civil War sites are 

discussed in detail below.

The Civil War changed both the economic and the social structures in the South. The war in Geor-

gia disrupted everyday life in the state. Federal troops occupied the project area after the war. 

Slaves were set free, and many people, including former slaves and subsistence farmers, left the 

farms to find work, sometimes in cities such as Augusta, Savannah, and Atlanta (Messick et al. 
2001). The end of slavery resulted in a restructuring of the region’s agricultural system, hampering 

recovery from the conflict for rural areas in the region. Several variations of management/labor 
arrangements, which involved the use of tenant labor developed. Some of the common tenancy 

arrangements during this period included the “contract wage” system, sharecropping, and shar-

erenting (Messick et al. 2001). Under sharecropping, the owner supplied land, a house, half of the 

fertilizer, and the other supplies and equipment necessary to produce the crop and the tenant sup-

plied the labor and the other half of the fertilizer used. The landlord and tenant divided the crops 
equally. With share-renting, the landlord supplied the land, house, and a percentage of the fertilizer 
and the renter provided everything else required. At the harvest, the crop was divided according to 

the percentages of fertilizer each party provided (Messick et al. 2001).

The contract wage system settlement pattern was similar to the old plantations, which focused on 

the area around the main house (Prunty 1955). Sharecropping resulted in dispersed settlements 

across the landscape (Prunty 1955). The share-renter system allowed for even more disbursed set-

tlement than the sharecropper system. As archaeological sites, tenant houses often survive poorly 

leaving sparse remains (Joseph et al. 2004).

Many of the large plantations in the project area were sold after the Civil War, divided into smaller 

properties and many became smaller farms. Some plantation owners turned to tenant farming after 
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the war to save their land holdings. Cotton continued to be the primary cash crop after the war 

despite considerable soil depletion due to intensive open-field cultivation practices. Some farm-

ers in the area diversified their crops. Dairy and livestock production first became important dur-
ing Reconstruction in DeKalb County and surrounding areas. Later, in the early and mid-1900s, 

DeKalb and surrounding counties emerged as one of the largest dairy centers in the United States, 

becoming an important industry of the county (Williams 1957).

After the Civil War, Atlanta and the surrounding area had to rebuild from almost total destruc-

tion. In many areas, particularly rural ones, the process of rebuilding the means of production, 

transportation, and communications was hampered by heavy losses in capital and labor inflicted 
by the war. Much of Atlanta’s economy had been industrial and commercial and these businesses 

began to rebound quickly after the end of the war. Atlanta experienced exceptional economic 

growth in the late nineteenth century, far surpassing what had occurred before the war (Rabinow-

itz 1994:280). With Metropolitan Street Railway Company’s introduction of the “Dummy Line” 
in 1888, a single, steam-driven engine that was capable of pulling multiple cars, Atlanta citizens 
could live outside the congested urban core of the city and take advantage of the commerce it pro-

vided (Rabinowitz 1994:157).

While providing transportation and creating commerce, the Dummy Line was also integral to ce-

menting racial segregation in Atlanta. The line consisted of a single engine, one car reserved for 

whites (painted yellow) and one car (painted red) reserved for blacks to accommodate the needs of 

a segregated city (Rabinowitz 1994:157). Between 1900 and 1910, the rails played an important 
role in the relationship between race and labor as passenger service expanded and reached its apex 

in Atlanta. As contested spaces and racially-charged social spheres, street car lines would play a 

central role in the violence of the 1906 Race Riot. As more people used the rails, trains reflected a 
society where labor strikes, segregation, and racial violence were commonplace during the reign 

of “Jim Crow” (Kuhn et al. 2005:9). In 1909, a labor incident involving the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Firemen and Enginemen became known as the “Georgia Race Strike” while the Industrial 

Association of Machinists, primarily an Atlanta rail union, was the first to provide for segregation 
in its by-laws (Rabinowitz 1994:329).

Segregation continued to divide the citizens of Fulton and DeKalb counties through both World 
Wars (Kuhn et al. 2005:351). Black men and women returning from the World Wars were exceed-

ingly angry that they risked life and limb for the same country that does not allow them to vote, 

much less drink from the same fountain as a white person. During the July 4, 1944 primary, Primus 

King (a black citizen from Columbus, Georgia) was denied the right to vote (Tuck 2009). In 1946, 
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the decision of King v. Chapman et al. allowing 

only white men to cast a vote for the Democratic Primary in Georgia. Black voting registration 
rose to over 125,000 after only a few months in Georgia (Tuck 2009). In 1949, a bipartisan politi-
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cal organization called the Atlanta Negro Voters League was formed by a group of black leaders of 
Atlanta, to create a solid front of voters to maximize the strength of the black vote.

The 1954 landmark decision Brown v. Board of Education outlawed the segregation of public 
schools; however, in counties like Fulton and DeKalb, where racial lines have been drawn in all 

public spheres since its founding, desegregation does not happen overnight. It was not until Au-

gust 30, 1961 that Atlanta’s city schools were officially integrated. Although public schools were 
integrated in Fulton County, discrimination and segregation still existed.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, signed into law by President 

Lyndon B. Johnson, sought to end the unequal treatment of black citizens. The Civil Rights Act 
outlawed discrimination against black people, including the segregation of schools, the workplace, 

and public institutions. It ended the unequal application of voter registration requirements. While 

enforcing the fifteenth amendment (suffrage regardless of race, color, or previous condition of 
servitude), the signing of the Voters Rights Act outlawed discriminatory voting practices (poll 

taxes, literacy test, etc.). Civil rights issues persisted in Fulton County; problems with squalid 

housing conditions, unemployment, and local police brutality continued to impact the poor black 

city precincts (Tuck 2009). Race relations in Fulton County have improved significantly from the 
1950s and 1960s today. Black citizens now have equal rights under United States law and fully 
participate in all spheres of economic, social, and political activities throughout Fulton County.

The history of Atlanta is perhaps best known for issues of race relations and transportation innova-

tions. Mentioned previously, Atlanta’s role as a significant hub of railroad transportation helped 
to fuel the city’s economy in the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth centuries. During World War II 

nearly 100,000 people passed through Atlanta’s depots every day, but this trend did not continue 

(Martin 1987). The rise of the automobile and the interstate highway system all but removed pas-

senger travel from Atlanta’s railroad lexicon. A series of rail line mergers, a process started in 1894, 

left two primary freight lines, CSX and Norfolk Southern, in Georgia by the 1960s. Today, Atlanta 

remains a significant hub for a continually expanding freight service and a technological center as 
fiber optic lines follow existing rail corridors into the “Gate City” (Rabinowitz 1994:280).

The construction of the Interstate highway system was the driving force behind development of 

the northern Atlanta suburbs in the late twentieth century. The initial plan for the construction of 

a perimeter road around metropolitan Atlanta had been proposed after World War II, but it didn’t 

begin in earnest until the project was deemed eligible for Federal highway funds in 1954 (Martin 

1987:241). The project was included as part of the Federal Highway Act in 1956, which provided 

for the construction of a 41,000 mile network of super-highways that would connect across the 

United States. The project was to be 90 percent funded by Federal funds generated through gaso-

line taxes (Martin 1987:331).
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Construction of the Interstate system in metropolitan Atlanta began in the 1950s, with a large por-

tion of the roads constructed in the 1960s. The northwestern portion of I-285 in Cobb and Fulton 

counties was completed during the late 1960s. During the roadwork construction, and continuing 

into the 1970s, the construction of major commercial and residential complexes was completed in 

this area (Martin 1987). 

pRevious aRchaeological iNvestigatioNs WithiN aNd aRouNd the pRoject aRea

Prior to the commencement of fieldwork, a review of the Georgia Archaeological Site File (GASF) 
and Georgia’s Natural, Archaeological, and Historic Resources Geographic Information System 

(GNAHRGIS) database was completed. This search revealed that 89 previously recorded sites are 

located within 1 kilometer of the project area, 12 of which have been recommended eligible for 

the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (Table 2.2). These sites were discovered during 

the course of 70 archaeological surveys completed over the past 35 years. Of the 12 sites within 1 

kilometer of the project area that have been recommended eligible, seven are nineteenth century 

Civil War sites, three are non-Civil War Historic period sites, and two date to the Precontact era. 

The high number of Civil War sites is not surprising given that Union forces approached Atlanta 

from the northwest and most of the battles of the Atlanta campaign were fought in locales north-

west of the city and in locations through which the current project area passes (e.g., Kennesaw 

Mountain). In addition to the seven recommended eligible Civil War sites within 1 kilometer of 

the project area, five Civil War sites are of unknown eligibility and one has been determined to be 
ineligible for the NRHP (see Table 2.2).

Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO30
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Late Archaic Period Unknown -

9CO92 Precontact Village
Middle Woodland Period, Cartersville 

Phase; Mississippi Period
Unknown

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO96
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Early Archaic Period;  
Middle Archaic Period

Unknown
This site has been destroyed by 

road construction.

9CO97
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Late Archaic Period Unknown -

9CO111
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Unspecified Archaic Period Unknown -

9CO112 Lithic Scatter Middle Archaic Period Unknown -

9CO114
Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Archaic Period; Archaic Period;  
Late Woodland Period, Woodstock Phase; 

Mississippi Period; Historic Period
Unknown

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area.
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Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO125 Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified

Site form contains no data about 
this site other than where it is 

located. This is the same site as 
9CO446.

9CO134 Precontact Isolate Unspecified Precontact Ineligible -

9CO257
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Archaic Period Unknown

Site form indicates this site has 
been graded.

9CO265

Precontact Petroglyph; 
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic 
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic; Twentieth Century 

Historic Period
Unknown -

9CO266 Battlefield Nineteenth Century Historic Period  
(Civil War)

Recommended 
Eligible

Site form indicates this site is 
a Union gun emplacement that 

remains undisturbed.

9CO267 Precontact Quarry Unspecified Archaic Period Unknown
Site form indicates that only one 

artifact has been found at this site.

9CO268 Battlefield Nineteenth Century Historic Period  
(Civil War)

Unknown -

9CO278
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO279
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Late Archaic Period; Early Woodland 

Period, Dunlap Phase
Unknown -

9CO280
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO293
Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Archaic Period Ineligible
Site form indicates this locale has 

been destroyed.

9CO306 Quarry; Rock Garden Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible

Site form indicates this is an  
abandoned quarry operated by 

Cobb County in the 1950s using 
prison labor.

9CO307
Canal or Ditch;  
Fort or Battery

Nineteenth Century Historic Period  
(Civil War)

Recommended 
Eligible

Site form suggests this site is a 
Civil War entrenchment remnant.

9CO308
Unconfirmed Earthen 

Mound
Late Mississippi Period, Lamar Culture Unknown -

9CO309
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter; Rock Mound
Unspecified Precontact Unknown

Site form does not indicate that 
any artifacts were collected.  
Several other rock piles were  

discovered nearby.

9CO310
Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Early Archaic Period, Kirk and Palmer 
Phases; Middle Archaic Period, Morrow 
Mountain Phase; Unspecified Mississippi 

Period; Nineteenth Century Historic  
Period; Twentieth Century Historic Period

Unknown
Site form indicates this locale has 

been destroyed.

9CO311
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Archaic Period; Late Wood-
land Period, Woodstock Phase;  
Unspecified Mississippi Period;  

Nineteenth Century Historic Period

Ineligible
Site form indicates this locale has 

been destroyed.

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area (Continued).
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Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO312
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Middle Archaic Period; Late Archaic 

Period
Ineligible

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO313

Precontact Open  
Habitation; Precontact 
Indian Camp; Precon-

tact Lithic Scatter;  
Historic Artifact  

Scatter

Middle Archaic Period; Twentieth  
Century Historic Period

Unknown -

9CO314
Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Archaic Period; Nineteenth 
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Unknown

Site form indicates the possible 
presence of a Nineteenth Century 
Historic period (Civil War) com-
ponent, but no Civil War artifacts 
recorded as having been found at 

the site.

9CO315 Unknown Unknown Unknown
The site form associated with 

9CO315 on GNAHRGIS is for the 
wrong site.

9CO316
Unconfirmed Earthen 
Mound; Indian Village

Middle Woodland Period,  
Cartersville Phase 

Recommended 
Eligible

Site form indicates the presence 
of a possible Woodstock, Etowah, 

and Galt phase component in  
addition to a definite Cartersville 

phase component.

9CO318
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Early Archaic Period, Kirk Phase Unknown -

9CO319
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Unknown -

9CO320 Fort or Battery Nineteenth Century Historic Period  
(Civil War)

Unknown -

9CO342
Artifact or Shell  
Scatter; Historic  

Earthwork

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period

Recommended 
Eligible

Site form indicates this site  
consists of Confederate earthworks 

and a small assemblage of  
precontact artifacts.

9CO344
Grist Mill; House or 

Structure
Nineteenth Century Historic Period 

Recommended 
Eligible

This site is located on National 
Park Service property and possibly 
associated with the Akers family 

and Akers Mill.

9CO345
Historic Artifact  
Scatter; House or 

Structure

Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Recommended 
Eligible

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed. Original Phase 

I survey and Phase II testing 
revealed the site eligible for the 
NRHP. Phase III data recovery  

excavations were completed prior 
to the site’s destruction by  

highway construction.

9CO350 Historic Earthworks Nineteenth Century Historic Period Unknown -

9CO351 House or Structure Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible -

9CO356
Historic Artifact  
Scatter; House or 

Structure
Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible

Site form indicates a brick-lined 
well was found at this locale.

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area (Continued).
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Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO357
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Late Paleoindian Period, Dalton Phase; 

Late Archaic Period
Unknown -

9CO363 Rock Shelter Unspecified Precontact Unknown -

9CO407
Precontact Open 

Habitation; Precontact 
Lithic Scatter

Middle Archaic Period Unknown -

9CO428 City Trash Dump
Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Unknown -

9CO437
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Archaic Period Unknown

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO441
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Archaic Period Unknown

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO446
Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; House or 

Structure

Unspecified Archaic Period; Late  
Woodland Period, Woodstock Phase; 
Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Unknown This is the same site as 9CO125.

9CO460
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Archaic Period; Nineteenth 
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Unknown -

9CO487
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Unknown -

9CO498
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Unknown -

9CO500
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Archaic Period; Nineteenth 
Century Historic Period; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Ineligible -

9CO502
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 
Unspecified Historic Period Ineligible -

9CO527
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Unspecified Woodland Period;  
Unspecified Mississippi Period Ineligible -

9CO535 Earthworks
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Recommended 

Eligible

Site form indicates these Civil War 
earthworks are associated with the 

Battle of Kennesaw Mountain.

9CO536 Earthworks
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Recommended 

Eligible

Site form indicates these Civil War 
earthworks are associated with the 

Battle of Kennesaw Mountain.

9CO550
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible -

9CO551
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Early Archaic Period Ineligible

Site form indicates this locale has 
been destroyed.

9CO552
Farm; House or  

Structure
 Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Ineligible -

9CO553
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Middle Archaic Period Ineligible -

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area (Continued).
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Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO554
Farm; House or  

Structure
 Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Ineligible -

9CO555
Outhouse; House or 

Structure
Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible

Site form classifies this site as an 
outbuilding.

9CO556
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Middle Archaic Period, Morrow  

Mountain Phase
Ineligible -

9CO562
Earthworks; Historic 

Artifact Scatter
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Recommended 

Eligible
-

9CO567  House or Structure
 Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Unknown -

9CO570 Camp Twentieth Century Historic Period Unknown
Site form indicates this locale is a 

Civilian Conservation Corps camp.

9CO601
Farm; House or  

Structure
Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible -

9CO602
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact; Twentieth  

Century Historic Period
Ineligible -

9CO603
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 
 Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Ineligible -

9CO607
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Middle Archaic Period; Late Archaic 

Period
Ineligible -

9CO608
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible -

9CO609
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Unspecified Woodland Period;  
Unspecified Mississippi Period Ineligible -

9CO610
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Precontact; Unspecified 
Woodland Period; Unspecified  

Mississippi Period; Nineteenth Century 
Historic Period (Civil War); Twentieth 

Century Historic Period

Ineligible
Site form indicates this locale has 

been destroyed.

9CO611
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible -

9CO612 Historic Fish Weir Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible -

9CO613
Precontact Artifact 
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic Period (Civil War)

Ineligible

GNAHRGIS data do not specify a 
temporal association for this site, 
but site form data indicate Civil 

War artifacts found at this locale.

9CO615
Precontact Lithic  

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Ineligible -

9CO669
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Middle Woodland Period,  

Cartersville Phase
Recommended 

Eligible
Site form indicates this locale 

remains relatively undisturbed.

9CO680
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 
 Nineteenth Century Historic Period; 
Twentieth Century Historic Period

Ineligible -

9CO688 Earthworks
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Recommended 

Eligible

Earthworks determined to be part 
of the Brushy Mountain Line of 
fortifications from the Civil War.

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area (Continued).
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The two Precontact era sites within 1 kilometer of the project area and that have been recom-

mended eligible for the NRHP consist of an unconfirmed earthen mound and associated village 
site, 9CO316, and an artifact scatter, 9CO669. Site 9CO316 is located in the northern extent of the 

project area, roughly .5 kilometer south of the Cobb County Airport-McCullom Field. No associ-

ated report is on file for this site, but site form data indicate the site was first recorded in 1981 by 
the Archeological (sic) Survey of Cobb County. Artifacts recovered included Cartersville Check 

Stamped, unclassified linear check stamped, unclassified simple stamped, and an assortment of 
stone tools. In addition to these Middle Woodland period Cartersville phase artifacts, site form data 

indicate that a handful of possible Woodstock and/or Etowah phase sherds were recovered, in addi-

tion to what may have been Galt phase pottery. The site was apparently revisited by New South As-

Site  
Number

Site Type Temporal Association
NRHP  

Eligibility
Additional Notes

9CO706

Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Historic  
Artifact Scatter;  

Battlefield

Unspecified Precontact; Nineteenth  
Century Historic Period (Civil War)

Unknown

Site form indicates the Historic 
period component consists of 

both Civil War and post-Civil War 
artifacts.

9CO714
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 
Twentieth Century Historic Period Ineligible -

9CO741 Earthworks
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Recommended 

Eligible

Earthworks determined to be part 
of the Brushy Mountain Line of 
fortifications from the Civil War.

9CO742 Historic Cemetery Twentieth Century Historic Period Unknown
No site form is on file for this 

Historic period cemetery.

9FU37 Rock Shelter
Unspecified Precontact; Historic Period 

Indian
Unknown -

9FU129
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 
Twentieth Century Historic Period Unknown

Site form indicates only modern 
debris found at this locale.

9FU130
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter
Unspecified Precontact Unknown -

9FU131
Precontact Artifact 

Scatter

Middle Archaic Period; Early Woodland 
Period, Dunlap Phase; Middle Woodland 

Period, Cartersville Phase
Unknown

Site form classifies this locale as a 
Precontact era village site.

9FU173 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Site form was filed by an amateur 
archaeologist without any site type 

classification, temporal  
association, or NRHP eligibility 

recommendation.

9FU402 Earthworks
Nineteenth Century Historic Period  

(Civil War)
Unknown

Site form indicates these  
earthworks were constructed by 
Union forces during the seige of 

Atlanta.

9FU403
Historic Artifact  

Scatter 

Nineteenth Century Historic Period  
(Civil War); Twentieth Century Historic 

Period
Unknown

Site form indicates this locale  
consists of an historic roadbed 

(Old Paces Ferry Road) and a Civil 
War era artifact scatter.

Table 2.2. Previously Recorded Sites Within 1 Kilometer of the Project Area (Continued).
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sociates, Inc. in 1995, but the revisit site form contains minimal information and only indicates that 

Cartersville phase pottery and lithic materials were recovered. Neither site form on file contains 
any descriptive information about the site or the possible mound. The other precontact site within 

1 kilometer of the project area recommended as potentially eligible is 9CO669. This site is near 

the northernmost portion of the project area and is situated approximately 1 kilometer northeast of 

the Cobb County Airport. No report associated with this site is on file, but site form data indicate 
the site was recorded in 2004 by Greenhouse Consultants. Classified as a Precontact era artifact 
scatter, a total of 16 small eroded sherds possible dating to the Woodland period Cartersville phase 

and a handful of lithic debitage was recovered from six positive shovel tests. No information as to 

why this site was recommended eligible is contained on the site form, but the locale is described 

as being undisturbed and this may be why the site was so recommended.

Seven previously recorded sites dating to the Civil War and located within 1 kilometer of the pro-

ject area have been recommended eligible for the NRHP, six of which, 9CO226, 9CO307, 9CO535, 

9CO536, 9CO562, and 9CO688, are located within 3 kilometers of Kennesaw Mountain National 

Battlefield Park. The seventh potentially eligible Civil War site, 9CO342, is situated on the north 
side of Windy Hill Road and is roughly 6 kilometers northwest of the Chattahoochee River. All 

seven of these sites have been identified as gun emplacements or entrenchments with associated 
scatters of Civil War artifacts, such as Minié balls, buttons, buckles, and uniform hardware.

Two additional sites dating to the Historic period, but post-dating the Civil War, are located within 

1 kilometer of the project area and have been recommended eligible for the NRHP. Site 9CO344 

consists of a grist mill located on the banks of Rottenwood Creek. Site form data indicate this 

mill may have been operated by the Akers family, for whom Akers Mill Road is named. The mill 

dam and raceways have all been destroyed, but remains of the mill house are still extant. Artifacts 

recovered from the site during a 1993 survey suggest the mill dates to the 1870s or 1880s. Site 

9CO345 is a nineteenth century homesite thought to have been associated with the Akers Family 

and likely related to 9CO344. This site has been completely destroyed by highway construction, 

but Phase II testing and Phase III data recovery were completed prior to demolition. 

A total of nine previously recorded sites are recorded as being located within the project area. Two 

of these, 9CO345, and 9CO535, have been recommended eligible for the NRHP. The remaining 

seven sites situated in the project area, 9CO97, 9CO125/9CO446, 9CO428, 9CO502, 9CO555, 

9CO611, and 9CO613, have been recommended ineligible or of unknown eligibility for the NRHP. 

All nine of these sites were revisited during EPEI’s survey and are described in depth in Chapter 4.
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laNd use histoRy of the pRoject viciNity

The land use history for the project area is based on an examination of historic aerial photography. 

Aerial photographs dating back to 1955 and continuing in roughly 5 year intervals to 2007 were 

available for the entire project area. Historic aerial imagery was obtained from several sources. 

Aerial photographs were obtained from the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
(ASCS) of the USDA, original copies of which are stored at the University of Georgia (UGA) Map 

Library, in Athens. Digital copies of historic aerial photographs are available online for examina-

tion and purchase from Nationwide Environmental Title Research Online (NETR) (NETR 2009).

A review of early topographic maps and aerial photographs revealed that the majority of the pro-

ject area was comprised of rural forests and cleared agricultural fields prior to the construction of 
the Interstate system in the 1960s. The earliest aerial photographs of the project area available for 

review date to 1955 (NETR 1955). At that time, nearly the entire project area consisted of farm-

land and forest (Figure 2.1). The only major roadway in existence at that time was US 41/Cobb 

Parkway. This thoroughfare connected developed areas in Marietta and Smyrna to the Atlanta 

area. The present day city of Kennesaw was comprised entirely of farmland and wooded parcels. 

Major areas of development were located in Marietta and Smyrna. Dobbins Air Reserve Base 
was built in 1941 in the area between Marietta and Smyrna and what appear to be relatively new 

housing developments are visible on the north side of the base. Proceeding south from Smyrna 

to the Chattahoochee River, development in the project area is minimal and is best characterized 
as rural in nature (Figure 2.2). Development in the southern portion of the project area, from the 

Chattahoochee River to the southern project terminus is not particularly heavy. In 1955, work on 

I-75 was started, but had not progressed beyond the clearing of ROW from the southern terminus 

to approximately the location of present day Mount Paran Road (Figure 2.3).

Aerial photographs of the project area from 1960 do not reveal much additional development be-

yond what was visible in 1955 (NETR 1960). The density of housing north of Dobbins Air Reserve 

Base, between Marietta and Smyrna looks to have increased from what is visible in 1955 aerial 
images and commercial development along US 41/Cobb Parkway is relatively dense. The remain-

der of the project area from the northern terminus to the Chattahoochee River was predominantly 

rural in nature. South of the Chattahoochee River, in Fulton County, the major development was 

the construction of I-75, which extended from the southern project terminus northward where it 

merged with US 41/Cobb Parkway in the area of present day Mount Paran Road.

The next available aerial photographs date to 1968, but images from that year are only available 

for the central and southern portions of the project area, from the present day intersection of Windy 

Hill Road and US 41/Cobb Parkway to the southern project terminus. By 1968, construction of 
I-285 had been completed through the project area and construction of I-75 had been extended 
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Figure 2.1. Aerial photograph taken in 1955 showing the northern extent of the project area. Note the rural nature 
of the landscape.
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Figure 2.2. Aerial photograph taken in 1955 showing the central portion of the project area, in the area of the US 
41/Cobb Parkway at I-285 interchange. Note the rural nature of the landscape.
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Figure 2.3. Aerial photograph taken in 1955 showing the southernmost portion of the project area. Note dense 
urban development and I-75 under construction.
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north across the Chattahoochee River and through the project area along its present alignment. 

No significant urban development was present along US 41/Cobb Parkway, with the exception 
of the US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-285 interchange where land was cleared in advance of a large 

construction project on the northwestern quadrant of the interchange. South of this interchange no 

urban development is visible until the area of present day Paces Ferry Road and I-75 interchange 

where moderate commercial and residential development has taken place along I-75, from Paces 

Ferry Road to the southern project terminus.

Aerial photographs from 1972 reveal a significant increase in the density and degree of urban 
development along the project, particularly in the southern portion of the project area in Fulton 

County where commercial and residential development looks to have greatly expanded in the time 

between 1968 and 1972. At the I-285/I-75 interchange, a large tract of land has been cleared in 

advance of the construction of Cumberland Mall and other commercial developments are present. 

The area between I-285 and Smyrna does not appear to have experienced the same high degree 

of development as other parts of the project area, whereas the project area north of Smyrna ex-

perienced relatively heavy development. With the exception of the area immediately surrounding 

Cobb County Airport, the project area from Marietta to the northern terminus continued to consist 

primarily of rural fields and wooded tracts, with relatively little development. Cobb County Air-
port was in operation by 1972 and the area around the airport in the northern extent of the project 

area experienced heavy development. Remaining undeveloped lands in the northern portion of the 

project area that were formerly used for agricultural pursuits in years prior to 1972 appear to be in 

the early stages of forestation, a good indication that they are no longer being used for agricultural 

purposes to the extent of past years.

Aerial photographs from 1978 show that urban development progressed in the southern portion 

of the project area, from the Chattahoochee River to the southern project terminus, with more and 

a higher density of development between present day Paces Ferry Road and the southern project 

terminus (NETR 1978) (Figure 2.4). At the interchange of US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-285, Cum-

berland Mall was completed, as were other smaller commercial establishments (Figure 2.5). From 

this interchange to Windy Hill Road, development increased to a moderate degree, whereas from 

Windy Hill Road to north of Marietta, development progressed to the point where US 41/Cobb 

Parkway was nearly completely developed. By 1978 the only remaining parts of the project area 
that had not been very heavily developed was the northernmost extent of the project area, from 

just north of Marietta to the northern terminus, the only exception being the area immediately sur-

rounding Cobb County Airport (Figure 2.6).

Aerial imagery from 1988 reveals the entire project area to have been more-or-less completely 

developed with residential and commercial establishments (NETR 1988). From the Chattahoochee 

River to the southern project terminus, development is nearly continuous consisting primarily of 
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Figure 2.4. Aerial photograph taken in 1978 showing the southernmost portion of the project area. Note the 
continuing increase in development density.
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Figure 2.5. Aerial photograph taken in 1978 showing the central portion of the project area, in the area of the US 
41/Cobb Parkway at I-285 interchange. Note the completion of I-75, I-285, and Cumberland Mall.
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Figure 2.6. Aerial photograph taken in 1978 showing the northern extent of the project area. Note the completion 
of Cobb County Airport and development around this facility.
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residential developments, with industry and commercial enterprises concentrated around the I-75 

at US 41/Cobb Parkway intersection at the southern terminus; undeveloped parcels in this portion 

of the project area are uncommon. The central portion of the project area, from I-285 to Smyrna is 

completely developed, with business and commercial developments comprising the greatest por-

tion of such development. Lands north of Marietta and extending to the northern project terminus 

experienced moderate development, with the exception of lands immediately surrounding Cobb 

County Airport. By 1988, aerial images reveal that the only place where undeveloped parcels were 
present was in the small stretch of project area between I-285 and the Chattahoochee River and 

along US 41/Cobb Parkway to the northern terminus.

Aerial photographs from 1993, 2002, and 2007 all reveal the project area to have been completely 

urbanized (NETR 1993, 1999, 2002, 2007). Previously undeveloped tracts in the northern part of 
the project area, between north Marietta and the northern project terminus experienced significant 
development during this time, with growth especially pronounced in the area of Kennesaw (Fig-

ure 2.7). During this time, development related to the growth of Acworth, located a short distance 

north of the project area, began to progress south toward the northern extent of the project area. The 

only portion of the project area where undeveloped parcels were located was in the short stretch of 

corridor between I-285 and the Chattahoochee River, in Cobb County (Figure 2.8), and from the 

Chattahoochee River south to roughly the intersection of I-75 and Paces Ferry Road (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.7. Aerial photograph taken in 2013 showing the northern extent of the project area. Note increasing 
development surrounding Cobb County Airport and modern roadways.
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Figure 2.8. Aerial photograph taken in 2013 showing the central portion of the project area, in the area of the US 
41/Cobb Parkway at I-285 interchange. Note that very few undeveloped tracts remain in the project area.
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Figure 2.9. Aerial photograph taken in 2013 showing the southernmost portion of the project area. Note the near 
complete development of the area.
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ReseaRch QuestioNs

Several research questions appropriate for a Phase I archaeological survey were drawn from a 

study of the Historic and Precontact eras of the project area and surrounding environs. These ques-

tions guided the design and execution of the fieldwork and informed artifact analysis. In some 
cases Phase I data may not be sufficient to answer some questions, or may only provide insight 
into certain aspects of a particular research issue. In such cases, the research questions still have 

the ability to guide the field design and provide direction for future research in the region. These 
questions are:

1. What is the nature and distribution of Precontact era and Historic period archaeological re-
mains within the project area?

2. The northern portion of the project area is situated in the Etowah River valley, whereas the 
southern portion is in the Chattahoochee River valley. Is there any noticeable difference in the 
density, distribution, and nature of precontact sites in these two different ecological regions? 
If so, what might account for the observed differences?

3. The project area passes through areas in which Union and Confederate forces clashed during 
the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain and other actions related to the Atlanta Campaign. Conse-
quently, the discovery of Civil War sites during this survey is anticipated. What do such sites, if 
discovered, add to what is presently known about Civil War engagements in the region?

4. Predictive modelling studies carried out in the southern Georgia Piedmont (e.g., Kohler et 
al. 1979:71) have demonstrated that distance to roads is the variable with the most predictive 
value for Historic period sites. Does this finding hold true for the study area?

aRchaeological suRvey expectatioNs

Based on the cultural history of the Upper Chattahoochee River drainage, as well as findings from 
previous archaeological work in the region, several expectations pertaining to the local cultural 

traditions and their temporal and spatial distribution were developed and are discussed below.

Paleoindian Period

A very low frequency of Paleoindian sites is expected within the project area. This evaluation is 

based on the overall very low frequency of Paleoindian sites in the Upper Chattahoochee drainage. 

Assuming that Late Paleoindian period Dalton culture peoples exploited a wider range of environ-

ments than peoples from earlier parts of the Paleoindian period, it is expected that Dalton sites 

would be more frequent than those of earlier Paleoindian period groups.
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archaic Period

Based on previous research and archaeological work in northern Georgia, a trend of increasing site 
frequency from the Early Archaic to Middle Archaic period is expected. Early and Middle Archaic 

sites in the region are expected in upland settings in the form of relatively small and temporary re-

source acquisition and hunting camps. Settlement data from northern Georgia, as discussed above, 

suggest that Late Archaic peoples tended to settle on floodplains near rivers or streams, rather than 
in upland settings. Such sites on the floodplain are likely to reflect relatively longer term occupa-

tions than upland extractive sites or hunting camps, with artifacts indicative of more intensive and 

varied activities. Studies carried out in other parts of the southeastern United States show an in-

creasing reliance of locally available lithic materials through the Archaic period as the availability 

of or access to non-local materials decreased. Consequently, sites containing non-local materials 

are expected to be somewhat limited to the Early and Middle Archaic periods, with Late Archaic 

sites containing relatively greater quantities of local lithic material.

Woodland Period

Woodland period sites are expected to be located on alluvial settings nearby or adjacent to streams 

or rivers. For Woodland peoples, hunting and harvesting remained important aspects of their sub-

sistence strategy; however, horticulture and agriculture gradually assumed more significance in 
Woodland period subsistence practices through time. A mixed subsistence strategy suggests that 

alluvial settings would have been the primary focus of Woodland period settlement and such loca-

tions are expected to reveal relatively larger settlements that were occupied throughout the year, 

particularly during the Woodstock phase when it is thought maize agriculture assumed a more 
important role in subsistence. Hunting and harvesting activities would have taken place in both 

upland and alluvial settings. Upland settings are not expected to reveal the larger and relatively 

permanent settlements that are expected of alluvial settings, but upland locales are expected to 

yield evidence for intermittent temporary use for hunting, harvesting, and resource acquisition.

mississiPPi Period

The primary focus of Mississippian life in the northern Piedmont was on relatively broad alluvial 

bottom lands. Such occupations often took the form of palisaded settlements that contained numer-

ous residential and ancillary structures and artifacts indicative of a permanent year-round settle-

ment where a diverse range of activities took place. Accordingly, Mississippian sites are expected 

to be found in floodplain settings along the major streams and on the main channel of the Chat-
tahoochee River where agricultural fields would have been located. Upland locales overlooking 
alluvial bottoms or streams are likely locations for temporary hunting and/or harvesting camps. 

Based on previous research in the upper Chattahoochee River, it is expected that Early, Middle, 
and Late Mississippi period Etowah, Savannah, and Lamar culture sites are possible.
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Protohistoric and historic Period native grouPs

Historic period Cherokee or Creek components are most likely to be found in lowlands, along the 

major streams and the Chattahoochee River, with minor occupations in the upland areas. Isolated 

farmsteads are often found near workable terrace or floodplain soils. Historic accounts and map 
research indicate the presence of nineteenth century Cherokee towns and trading outposts along 

the Chattahoochee and on several of the larger tributaries in Cobb County (Smith 1992).

historic Period

During the Historic period of the Georgia Piedmont, factors that influenced settlement included 
access to communication and transportation facilities, availability of safe water resources, topog-

raphy, and soil conditions. The primary focus of historic land use in the region has been directed 

toward agricultural pursuits. Such activities would have resulted in the construction of farm build-

ings, outbuildings, and fence lines, usually in locations adjacent to roads. Residential structures 

are typically located on relatively flat ground with associated outbuildings and fence lines situated 
around farm buildings, fields, and pastures. Based on the number of historic sites recorded in 
the project vicinity, it is likely that historic remains will be encountered during the current study. 

During the Civil War, major actions related to the Atlanta Campaign took place in the project 

area. Entrenchments and fortifications related to the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain are particularly 
common in the project area in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain and sites exhibiting remains of 

these earthworks are expected, as are artifact scatters containing material related to the battle and 

associated actions.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS

liteRatuRe aNd RecoRds seaRch

Documentary research was undertaken in order to place the project area and archaeological sites 

in context. This research was used in the preparation of the cultural context (see Chapter 2) and 

guided the field design and artifact analysis. Numerous sources were consulted to construct a his-

tory of the project area. Records reviewed included maps and manuscripts archived at the Atlanta 

History Center and records housed at the Georgia State Archives, in Atlanta, Georgia.

Prior to the completion of fieldwork, a review of GASF records as well as of GNAHRGIS was 
conducted. Research was also conducted at the UGA Main Library and the UGA Map Library. His-

toric maps (e.g., topographic maps, soil maps, and especially aerial photographs) were examined 

in order to provide data pertaining to changes in the natural and built landscape of the project area.

aRchaeological field suRvey

The archaeological survey was completed by following the GDOT requirements stipulated in the 

Environmental Procedures Manual. Survey for this project utilized visual inspection, systematic 
shovel testing, and metal detecting to investigate archaeological sites. Standards and terminology 

for archaeological survey are defined in the Georgia Standards and Guidelines for Archaeological 
Surveys (Georgia Council of Professional Archaeologists [GCPA] 2001). This document defines 
an archaeological site as “a concentration of artifacts, ecofacts, or modifications to the landscape 
that are associated with past human activity and retain their context.” GCPA (2001) criteria state 

that a site must be least 50 years old and yield “three or more artifacts from the same broad cultural 

period on the surface within a 30-meter radius;” or contain a shovel test resulting in “two or more 

artifacts from the same broad cultural period, as long as the artifacts cannot be fitted together;” 
or contain “a shovel test that produces one artifact and at least one surface artifact from the same 

broad cultural period within a 20-meter radius from that shovel test;” or be “an area with visible 

or historically-recorded cultural features (e.g., shell midden, cemetery, rockshelter, chimney fall, 

brick walls, piers, earthwork, etc.).” GCPA (2001) define an isolated find as “no more than two 
historic or prehistoric artifacts found within a 30-meter radius. Isolated finds are, by definition, not 
considered eligible for listing on the NRHP.”

shovel testing

Throughout the project area, shovel tests were excavated at 30-meter intervals along transects 

spaced no greater than 30 meters apart. All shovel tests were at least 30 centimeters in diameter 

and were excavated to sterile clay subsoil, or to at least 80 centimeters below ground surface. Ex-

cavated soil was screened with .64 centimeter hardware cloth in a search for artifacts. Recovery 
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of cultural material 50 years old or older constituted a positive test and artifacts were bagged and 

labeled for later washing, identification, and analysis in the laboratory. For all excavations, soil 
colors, textures, and strata depths were recorded, and any soil disturbances were noted. Potential 

shovel test locations, as determined by transect placement interval, were occasionally skipped, or 

testing intervals modified, when field conditions or obstacles prevented the excavation of shovel 
tests. Examples of locations where shovel tests could not be excavated included drainage culverts, 

areas of standing water, steep slopes, or the presence of roadways, parking lots, buildings, or bur-

ied utilities within the project area. Such instances were noted as “no digs” in order to maintain a 

record of these impromptu, but necessary, alterations to sampling interval.

The excavation of a positive shovel test resulted in the halving of the survey testing interval. For 

both newly discovered and previously recorded sites within the survey corridor, site boundaries 

were delineated by the excavation of shovel tests at 15-meter intervals along transects spaced 15 

meters apart. Delineation was terminated when site boundaries were established or an impedi-

ment to testing (e.g., a road or standing water) or survey corridor limits were reached. In standard 

shovel test survey practice, two consecutive negative shovel tests at 15-meter intervals in each 

direction constituted complete delineation. Sites were mapped and boundaries generally defined 
to include all recorded surface finds or features and positive shovel test locations. Site delineation 
was discontinued when project area limits were reached, and thus actual site boundaries could not 

be determined for parts of some sites. Landform termination, such as drainages and roads was used 

to designate a site boundary, when appropriate.

Metal detection proceeded along the delineation shovel test transects until an equivalent distance 

of two negative shovel tests separated positive signals. New delineation shovel test transects were 

not established off of metal detector signals and additional close interval shovel testing was not 

completed if the site boundary was expanded solely through metal detection. At the discretion of 

the Principal Investigator, areas covered with standing water, pavement, or other modern develop-

ments including buildings, gravel lots, modern trash dumps, parking lots, and equipment yards, 

were not subjected to metal detector investigation. Each recovered item more than 50 years old 

had its geographic Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) location and approximate depth below 

ground recorded with Global Positioning System (GPS) devices. 

laboRatoRy methods

All cultural material collected in the field was returned to the EPEI laboratory in Smyrna, Geor-
gia, for processing and analysis. Artifacts were washed, classified, and temporarily curated at that 
facility.
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artiFact Processing and analysis

Artifacts arrived from the field accompanied by the bag list, which contained provenience infor-
mation recorded in the field for each bag. Bag list information was added to the database and pro-

venience numbers assigned. Artifacts were cleaned and placed in drying racks with mesh bottoms.

After initial processing, all artifacts were sorted and cataloged. Artifacts from each provenience 

lot were sorted by material and type into analytical categories. Artifacts were further analyzed to 
identify more specific typological characteristics, with the aim of obtaining relative dates. Previ-
ously defined types were used, when possible, to facilitate chronological and cultural association 
and intrasite comparisons.

Lab analysis of precontact materials sought to place artifacts in categories so that individual cul-

tural or technological trends could be observed. Lithic analysis was based on a typology first de-

veloped by Sullivan and Rozen (1985). Metric techniques were employed in the determination of 
formal tools, according to Cambron and Hulse (1964) and Whatley (2002). Precontact ceramics 

were categorized by surface treatment, tempering agent, and, when possible, by vessel morphol-
ogy. This information was used to place the ceramics temporally. Sources consulted to identify 

diagnostic ceramic design motifs included Wauchope (1966) and Williams and Thompson (1999).

Historic artifacts were initially sorted into material categories of ceramics, glass, metal, and other. 

Once in these material categories, artifacts were further classified by attributes such as manufac-

turing method, morphological attributes, color, and maker’s mark. One goal of historic artifact 

analysis is the refinement of site chronology. Extensive previous archaeological and historical 
research has developed relative dates for ceramics (Brown 1982; Burrison 1995; Miller 1980, 
2000; Noël Hume 1969; Sussman 1997), glass (Jones and Sullivan 1985; Society for Historical 

Archaeology [SHA] 2012), window glass (Day 2001), and nails (Elliott 2010; Orser et al. 1987; 

Wells 1998), as well as many other artifact classes (South 1977). In general, these dates help guide 

the establishment of site chronology, and assume the pattern of manufacture, use, and discard of 

artifacts identified in previous research has universal application.

curation

Processed artifacts were placed in 4-mil polyethylene bags for curation; metal specimens were 

placed within a microenvironment. Modern material and unstable metal specimens were discarded 

prior to the submission of the collection to the curation facility. All documents were acid free and 

digital data stored on gold preservation disks.

Notes, photographs, maps, and other records (i.e. site forms, artifact catalogs, etc.), including arti-

facts collected, produced during the project were temporarily curated at EPEI’s offices in Smyrna, 
Georgia. Following acceptance of the final report, copies of the final report and all project ma-
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terials were curated at the Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory, University of West 

Georgia, in Carrollton.

site evaluatioN 

As part of this survey, archaeological sites within the project area were evaluated by their potential 

for listing on the NRHP. The NRHP is the Secretary of Interior’s official list of cultural resources 
worthy of preservation. For a site to be eligible for listing on the NRHP, it must meet certain crite-

ria and retain its integrity. Each site encountered during survey was evaluated for significance and 
integrity as it relates to their potential for nomination to the NRHP.

The Secretary of the Interior outlines four criteria of significance for which a site can be consid-

ered eligible for the NRHP: Sites “A) that are associated with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or B) that are associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past; or C) that embody the distinctive characteristic of type, period, or method of 
construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that rep-

resent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; 
or D) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history” 

(National Park Service [NPS] 1997:2).

Criterion D is most often, but not exclusively, used with archaeological resources. National Regis-

ter Bulletin 36 (NPS 2000) outlines how to evaluate archaeological resources under Criterion D. In 
order to be eligible, the site must contain data and integrity sufficient to answer important research 
questions. Poorly preserved examples of common site types are generally ineligible.

To make informed determinations about a site’s potential to address topical and current research 

questions, culture period context studies specific to this region of Georgia were referenced. Over-
views of precontact archaeology include Anderson et al. (1990), Espenshade (2008), Hally and 

Rudolph (1995), Stanyard (2003), and Wood and Bowen (1995). For historic archaeological re-

sources, Joseph et al.’s (2004) overview of Historical Archaeology in Georgia and Messick et al.’s 

(2001) Tilling the Earth provided guidance by presenting summaries of past investigations, current 

research questions in the field, as well as further advisement in assessing a historic site’s eligibil-
ity. Historic cemeteries, having both structural and subterranean archaeological components, were 

evaluated in concert with project historians. The NPS National Register Bulletin 41: Guidelines 
for Evaluating and Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places (Potter and Boland 1992) provides 
guidance in evaluating cemeteries.

In addition to significance, a site must possess integrity to be eligible for the NRHP. The seven 
aspects of site integrity are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and associa-

tion, as described by Townsend et al. (2000). In evaluating archaeological site integrity on historic 
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sites, Joseph et al. (2004:221-223) condense aspects of integrity into three attributes: space, time, 

and occupation. Integrity of space represents the horizontal integrity of the site, defined as “the 
ability of a site to express its historic layout and design” (Joseph et al. 2004:221). Time “refers to 

a site’s ability to yield data that can be segregated on a temporal basis” (Joseph et al. 2004:222). 

Single component sites, stratified deposits, or closed context cultural features offer significant 
temporal integrity. The final attribute, occupation, suggests a site retains integrity if remains from 
different occupations are so well preserved as to be distinguishable from each other (Joseph et al. 

2004:222).

The above definitions of significance and integrity were used to assess eligibility for the previously 
recorded sites encountered during survey. In many cases, only a portion of a site may have been 

investigated due to the remainder lying outside the project area. In such cases these evaluation 

criteria were applied solely to the portion of the site investigated during survey.
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CHAPTER 4: SURVEY RESULTS

oveRvieW of iNvestigatioNs

Archaeological survey of the project area resulted in the revisitation of nine previously recorded 

sites and in the discovery of one Isolated Find (IF). A total of 826 shovel tests were excavated in 

the project area. Of this total, one was positive and 825 were negative. None of the previously re-

corded sites yielded any artifacts and many were found to have been destroyed in the years since 

they were originally recorded. Only one of the previously recorded sites revisited by EPEI for the 

current survey, 9CO535, contains extant features. This site, a Civil War entrenchment is thought 

to represent a remnant of the Brushy Mountain Line of entrenchments constructed by Confederate 
forces as part of actions related to the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain, during the Atlanta Campaign 
of 1864. The site is situated within a buffer area surrounding areas of proposed construction, as 

defined by the project description (see Chapter 1, page 1), and will not be disturbed or otherwise 
impacted by construction activities related to the proposed the Connect Cobb project.

Many shovel test locations were not excavated due to slope, standing water, exposed clay sub-

soil, buried utilities and infrastructure improvements, pavement, highway or roadside medians, or 

buildings (Figures 4.1a-4.1s). The primary impediments to the excavation of shovel tests varied 

from one part of the project area to another. In the northern portion of the project area, from the 

northern terminus to around the area of the intersection of US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-285, the 

primary conditions preventing the excavation of shovel tests included pavement, buildings, and 

to a lesser degree buried utilities and other infrastructure improvements. From that interchange 

to the southern terminus, the primary conditions preventing the excavation of shovel tests were 

steep slopes, particularly along deep roadbed cuts adjacent to I-75. In the southernmost portion 

of the project area, within 5 kilometers of the southern project terminus, urban development of 

downtown Atlanta was a primary factor in the inability of EPEI archaeologists to excavate shovel 

tests. This southernmost part of the project area was heavily developed with roads, parking lots, 

and buildings.

In general, environmental conditions along the length of the project area were relatively uniform. 

The project area is characterized by hilly terrain with a moderate degree of topographic relief. 
Drainages tend to be small, seasonal or intermittent streams in narrow, but steeply sloped stream 

beds. Stream size does show an overall tendency to increase in size as proximity to the Chat-
tahoochee River increases. Topographic relief decreases in degree closer to the Chattahoochee 

River, but no broad alluvial plain, common in the lower Chattahoochee River basin, is present in 

the project area. On the Fulton County side of the Chattahoochee, topographic relief is somewhat 

greater than in Cobb County, but is still best characterized as moderate.
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Figure 4.1a. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1b. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1c. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1d. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1e. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1f. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1g. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1h. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1i. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1j. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1k. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1l. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1m. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1n. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1o. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1p. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1q. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1r. Shovel test location map.
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Figure 4.1s. Shovel test location map.
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site 9co97 Revisit

Site 9CO97 is a previously recorded lithic scatter dating to the Late Archaic period (Figure 4.2). 

Circular in shape with a diameter of 30 meters, the site is located in the northernmost portion of 

the project area and situated at the intersection of US 41/Cobb Parkway and Old 41 Highway NW, 

north of Marietta (see Figure 4.1a). Noonday Creek is less than 1 kilometer west of the site and 

an unnamed tributary of Noonday Creek is approximately 25 meters south of 9CO97. At the time 

of EPEI’s visit, the site was occupied by a food mart and gas station (Figure 4.3). The majority 

of the site area was an asphalt parking lot. Several raised medians planted with grass were on the 

periphery of the site, but these all contained multiple buried utilities, including electric, telephone, 

gas, and water conduits.

Site forms on file contain limited information and no report describing the site is presently on file. 
What information is available on previously submitted site forms indicates the site was originally 

recorded in 1975 and possibly revisited by New South Associates in 1995. Information on the 

original site form describes the site as several outcrops of amphibolite rock surrounded by chert 

and quartz lithic debris. Soils at the site were described as having been severely eroded, with 
slopes of 6 to 10 percent. A revision to the original site form indicates that the site was destroyed 

shortly after its initial discovery by the construction of a mobile-camper development. No NRHP 

recommendation is indicated on any site form presently on file for 9CO97.

Additional archaeological work at the site may have occurred in 1995. A site form dated to that 

year was submitted by New South Associates, but all information on the 1995 site form appears 

to have been copied verbatim from the 1975 site form. Furthermore, the site form submitted by 

New South Associates was not designated as a revisit. Consequently, it is not clear that New South 

Associates archaeologists actually visited the site. No report is on file for this site and attempts 
to obtain additional information have thus far proven unsuccessful and it is unclear what manner 

of work occurred at the site. On both site forms currently on file the site is attributed to the Late 
Archaic period, but no temporally diagnostic artifacts are listed as having been recovered and it is 

not clear why the site was attributed to the Late Archaic period.

EPEI archaeologists found the area of the site to have been completely developed. No trace of the 

previously recorded rock outcroppings were observed and what few parts of the site that were not 

paved revealed no artifacts of any kind. One shovel test was excavated in a raised median covered 

with grass in the northwestern portion of the site where no buried utilities were present and the soil 

profile consisted of orange clay mixed with gravel fill. This indicated to the archaeologist that the 
land had been graded prior to the construction of the food mart and that soil in the raised median 

consisted of secondary fill. Buried utilities in the planted, raised medians surrounding the site 
prevented the excavation of any additional shovel tests. Based on soil conditions and observations 
as to the nature and extent of development in this locale, it is clear that the landscape has been in 
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Figure 4.2. Site map of 9CO97.
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almost every way altered from its original conditions and that nothing of the originally recorded 

lithic scatter remains.

An examination of historic aerial photographs revealed a relatively long history of intensive dis-

turbance at the site. The first available aerial photograph dates to 1955 and shows the locale as 
consisting of a cleared dirt lot with exposed soil clearly visible (NETR 1955). The lack of covering 

grass or other vegetation would have resulted in the rapid depletion of topsoil through the action 

of vehicles and rain-related erosion. Aerial images from 1960 and 1972 show that the lot was al-

lowed to be overgrown and by 1972 the lot was completely overgrown with trees (NETR 1960, 

1972). The next available aerial photograph dates to the year 1978, three years after the site was 

recorded (NETR 1978). In the 1978 aerial photograph, the food mart presently occupying the lot 

was built and the lot assumed the configuration it presently exhibits. Based on these photographs, 
the site was subjected to severe erosional processes beginning as early as the 1950s and continu-

ing for at least 10 years before it was fully overgrown. Sometime between 1975 and 1978 the lot 

was again cleared and the food mart observed by EPEI archaeologists was erected, complete with 

paved parking lots, buried gas storage tanks and raised medians containing gravel fill and numer-
ous buried utilities.

Figure 4.3. Photograph of 9CO97, facing southwest.
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EPEI was able to investigate the full extent of the previously recorded area of 9CO97. Prior de-

scriptions and current conditions all indicate that 9CO97 has been completely destroyed. None of 

the previously identified rock outcroppings are in existence and no artifacts were found in surface 
or subsurface contexts. Disturbances to the site, both historically documented through aerial pho-

tography and currently observed, are of the most severe nature. The site has been cleared at least 

two times in the past and the construction of the existing food mart and associated paving and 

installation of buried utilities have completely altered the site from its original condition and has 

resulted in a complete lack of subsurface integrity. What soils that are present in the raised medians 

present within the site boundaries are composed of redeposited clay and gravel fill and clearly rep-

resent secondary deposition. Due to the long history and extreme nature of surface and subsurface 

disturbance to 9CO97, the locale is lacking in integrity and is incapable of yielding any significant 
information pertaining to the culture history of the region. Consequently, EPEI recommends this 

site as ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.

site 9co125/9co446 Revisit

Site 9CO125/9CO446 is a previously recorded artifact scatter and Historic period homesite. The 

precontact component has been associated with the Late Woodland period Woodstock phase and 

the Historic period component with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The site is circular in 

shape with a diameter of 130 meters (Figure 4.4). This locale is situated in the northernmost part 

of the project area at the intersection of Chastain Road, NW and Town Point, NW, between Mari-

etta and Acworth (see Figure 4.1b). At the time of EPEI’s visit, the entire site area was completely 

developed with commercial buildings, roads, parking lots, and planted, raised medians containing 

numerous buried utilities, including phone, electric, gas, telephone, and water conduits (Figure 

4.5).

Information found on site forms and from a search of the GNAHRGIS database indicate the site 

has a somewhat confused history of investigation and recording, having been listed under site 

numbers 9CO125 and 9CO446. The site form on file for 9CO125 contains no information about 
the site other than its location, whereas the site form on file for 9CO446 contains more complete 
information. No report is on file documenting archaeological investigations at this locale under 
either site number, but site form data classify the site as a lithic scatter and historic house site. 

Data under the “Site Nature” heading of the site form for 9CO446 indicates that cultural material 

was found only on the surface and it is not clear whether the site was ever subjected to subsurface 

testing, or was merely surface collected. Curiously, the same site form mentions the recovery of 

Precontact era pottery that is attributed to the Late Woodland period Woodstock phase. Therefore, 

the site is more accurately classified as an artifact scatter, as opposed to a lithic scatter. No tempo-

rally diagnostic lithic artifacts are indicated as having been recovered and it is not presently clear 

why the lithic artifacts recovered from the site were attributed to the Archaic period. Historic pe-
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Figure 4.4. Site map of 9CO125/9CO446.
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riod glass and ceramics were recovered and the site form indicates that standing architecture was 

present when originally discovered.

EPEI archaeologists found the site to have been completely developed. The site is occupied by a 

hotel, with a large parking lot and raised, planted medians. Medians fronting Chastain Road, NW, 

and Town Point, NW, on the northwest and northeastern sides of the site, respectively, contain 

buried utilities, including electric, telephone, gas, and water conduits, all of which are prominently 

marked. The high degree and extent of development prevented systematic delineation of the site. 

Two shovel tests were excavated in the raised median fronting Chastain Road, NW, on the north-

western side of the site. Both shovel tests were negative for cultural material and the soil profiles of 
both revealed a disturbed mix of clay fill and gravel; no topsoil was evident in either shovel test. A 
visual inspection of the site revealed no evidence of standing architecture and no cultural material 

older than 50 years was observed on any part of the site. Based on survey conditions at the time of 
EPEI’s visit, it is clear that the site has been significantly altered from its original condition at the 
time of original recording.

Figure 4.5. Photograph of 9CO125/9CO446, facing east.
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An examination of historic aerial photographs revealed that the site had a long history of use for 

agricultural pursuits prior to its relatively recent development around the year 2000. The earliest 

available aerial photography for the locale dates to 1955 (NETR 1955). In the image from that 

year, the entirety of the site was occupied by a terraced agricultural field. Several buildings that ap-

pear to have been a farm were visible roughly 40 meters to the southwest of the site, but no build-

ings were visible on any part of the site as currently defined. This circumstance remained the same 
based on observations of the 1960 and 1972 aerial photographs (NETR 1960, 1972). From 1978 

through 1993 the site remained cleared and the terraces remained visible, but the farm buildings 

southwest of the site were not present (NETR 1978, 1988, 1993). This may be an indication that, 

while remaining cleared fields, the area of 9CO125/9CO446 may not have served as an active ag-

ricultural field. The next available aerial photograph, taken in 1999, shows that the field had been 
completely graded, the agricultural terraces formerly present destroyed, and construction of the 

hotel now occupying the site was underway (NETR 1999). By 2002, when the next aerial image 
was taken, the current conditions were in place as the entire area within and surrounding the loca-

tion of the site were completely developed. It is important to note that none of the aerial images 

depict a house or other structure ever having occupied the site area. This is not in accord with infor-

mation on the site form that records standing architecture present at the time the site was originally 

recorded and this discrepancy cannot be rectified at present. While it is certainly possible that a 
structure may at one time have been present within the recorded bounds of 9CO125/9CO446 at a 

time prior to 1955, aerial photographs show that no structure ever occupied the site after 1955 and, 

therefore, no standing architecture could have been present when the site was originally recorded.

The full extent of the recorded bounds of 9CO125/9CO446 was contained within the project area 

and EPEI investigated its entirety. Historic imagery and current conditions indicate that any site 

that may have once occupied this locale has been completely destroyed. No evidence of any ter-

raced fields, farm houses, or other previously recorded archaeological features remain in either 
surface or subsurface contexts. Research into and survey of this site have revealed a long history of 

surface and subsurface disturbances in the form of the creation of agricultural terraces, presumed 

plowing, and grading prior to modern construction that have resulted in a complete absence of 

integrity. Soils that are present at this site are located in raised medians and are composed of rede-

posited clay and gravel fill. Due to the long history of disturbance that has destroyed all integrity 
and the failure of EPEI archaeologists to locate any artifacts, the site has been determined to lack 

integrity and to possess no potential to yield data that is significant to the culture history of the 
region. Consequently, EPEI recommends this site ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. For 

the sake of clarity, EPEI further recommends that all data presently on record for this site under 

different site numbers be consolidated under the site number 9CO125, as that is the number under 

which the site was originally recorded.
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site 9co345 Revisit

Site 9CO345 is a nineteenth century house site associated with the Akers Mill site, 9CO344, which 

is located approximately 275 meters to the east (see Figure 2.1n). Located on I-75, near the inter-

section of that highway and Akers Mill Road, the site was initially recorded during a survey for 

the Kennedy Parkway project and recommended potentially eligible for the NRHP (Wheaton et al. 

1992) (Figure 4.6). The site was subsequently subjected to Phase II testing and recommended eli-

gible for the NRHP (Wheaton and Reed 1993). The site could not be avoided during the proposed 

highway construction and Phase III data recovery operations were conducted in 1994 to mitigate 

the impact to the site (Roberts et al. 1995). Following the Phase III investigation, the proposed 

ramps and roadway were constructed and the remainder of 9CO345 was destroyed (Figure 4.7). 

The site was revisited by EPEI archaeologists for a Phase I survey in advance of the Revive I-285 

Top End improvement project in 2011 (Quirk and Lewis 2012). At that time the former location 

of the site was occupied by travel lanes of I-75, the construction of which has destroyed the site.

The southwestern half of 9CO345 is encompassed by the project area. EPEI archaeologists found 

the site completely destroyed and all traces of the former location covered by northbound travel 

and off ramp lanes of I-75. Due to transportation infrastructure improvements, no visual or sub-

surface inspection was possible. As data recovery excavations were completed prior to the site’s 

destruction, no further work is required at this locale.

site 9co428 Revisit

Site 9CO428 is a previously recorded nineteenth and twentieth century historic trash dump, the 

easternmost part of which is located in the current project area (Figure 4.8). The site is located 

in the Barrett Lakes subdivision in the northernmost part of the project area, just south of Barrett 
Parkway, in Kennesaw, situated between US 41/Cobb Parkway and I-75 (see Figure 4.1d). Site 

9CO428 is recorded as being circular in shape with a diameter of 15 meters.

The site form on file contains rather limited information as to the nature of the site and what man-

ner of artifacts were recovered when originally discovered and documented. No report is on file for 
this site and it is unclear as to whether one was ever prepared. For instance, the site form indicates 

that the site was discovered during a survey, but spaces for information such as topography and 

current vegetation are filled in as unknown, but that information should have been evident to indi-
viduals recording the site. This raised the possibility that the site form on file with GASF and avail-
able on the GNAHRGIS database was completed based on second hand information. The site was 

given the name “Historic Bottle Dump,” but historic ceramics and metal are also listed as having 
been recorded, but no further information is provided. No information is given about temporally 

diagnostic artifacts and the basis for which the site was associated with the nineteenth century is 

unknown. On the site form currently on file for this locale, NRHP eligibility is listed as unknown.
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Figure 4.6. Site map of 9CO345.
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EPEI archaeologists revisited the site for the current project and found the recorded location to be 

completely covered by modern housing, including an apartment building, roads, sidewalks, park-

ing lots, and associated buried utilities (Figure 4.9). No portion of the site within the current project 

area could be investigated via shovel testing and a visual inspection of the site area yielded no trace 

of any Precontact era or Historic period artifacts.

An examination of historic aerial photographs of the recorded location of 9CO428 was undertaken 

in an effort to learn more about its history and to provide information about this poorly understood 

site. Aerial photographs dating back to 1955 were examined. From 1955 through 1999, the area 

where the site is recorded was an undeveloped wooded parcel. No roads are evident in any of 

the images, but there do appear to be what looks like several unpaved trails running through the 

woods that may have been large enough for vehicles to traverse (NETR 1955, 1960, 1972, 1978, 

1988, 1993, 1999). An aerial photograph taken in 2002 shows the site and much of the surround-

ing area to have been completely graded and stripped to clay subsoil, which is clearly visible in 

the photograph. Furthermore, construction was started on the housing development that currently 

occupies the site (NETR 2002). By the time of the next aerial photograph of the site area, taken in 

Figure 4.7. Photograph of 9CO345, facing southwest. The site is located inder the highway shown in this photograph 
and has been destroyed.
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Figure 4.8. Site map of 9CO428.
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2007, all features associated with the Barrett Lakes subdivision were in place, including apartment 
buildings, sidewalks, roads, parking lots, and all associated utility infrastructure. Based on this ex-

amination of aerial imagery, it is clear that nothing of the site originally recorded in 1995 remains, 

nor does any degree of surface or subsurface integrity remain.

Due to the complete development of the site and to the fact that only a small portion of the re-

corded site area was contained within the project area, 9CO428 could not be investigated fully by 

EPEI archaeologists. That said, the entire site was found to have been completely destroyed by the 

construction of the Barrett Lakes subdivision in 2002. However, since a portion of the site extends 
beyond the project area and was not subject to further archaeological testing, the site’s overall 

NRHP eligibility is recommended as of unknown status, with the portion of the site within the 

project area non-contributing to overall eligibility under Criterion D.

site 9co502 Revisit

Site 9CO502 is an artifact scatter dating to the Historic period. Located at the intersection of Big 
Shanty Road, NW, and George Busbee Parkway, NW, in Kennesaw, the irregularly shaped site 
measures 35 meters along the primary north-south axis and 30 meters along the shorter east-west 

Figure 4.9. Photograph of housing development located on top of 9CO428, facing southwest.
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axis (Figure 4.10). The Kennesaw State University soccer stadium is immediately adjacent to the 

northeastern side of the site (see Figure 4.1c). At present the site is bisected through the north-

south axis by George Busbee Parkway with portions of the roadside median on either side of the 
site. The site is comprised of small patches of median, in addition to paved roadway, a raised con-

crete center median, an asphalt parking lot, and concrete sidewalk (Figure 4.11). The project area 

encompasses the entirety of the site area as currently recorded.

According to the site form on file with GASF and available for review on the GNAHRGIS on-

line database, the site was originally discovered by Brockington & Associates in advance of the 
Busbee Parkway Realignment project in 1995. At the time of the site’s discovery Kennesaw State 
University was much smaller and urban development in the area was of a much lesser degree than 

in 2013. In 1995, the site is recorded as having been located in a cultivated field that was subject 
to moderate erosion. Recovered artifacts included one nail found in the lone positive shovel test, 

in addition to surface artifacts found in the roadbed of an unpaved field trail. Artifacts found on 
the surface included historic ceramics, glass, and unclassified iron fragments. No additional data 
concerning the recovered artifacts is listed on the site form and no associated report is available on 

the GNAHRGIS online database. Attempts to secure a copy of the survey report have thus far been 

unsuccessful. Based on these data, Brockington & Associates recommended the site ineligible for 
the NRHP.

EPEI archaeologists found the entire site area to have been completely developed. Three shovel 

tests were excavated in the grass-covered medians on either side of George Busbee Parkway, one 
on the west side and two on the east. All three shovel tests were negative for cultural remains. The 

soil profile of all three tests were nearly identical, consisting of a layer of planted grass encompass-

ing the uppermost 5 centimeters, with orange clay subsoil mixed with large granite gravel. This 

soil profile suggests that all soil in the medians consists of backfill, likely dumped in the area at 
the time George Busbee Parkway was realigned. A visual inspection of the roadside medians re-

vealed no artifacts. Based on these results and current survey conditions, it is clear that the area has 
undergone major development-related changes since the site was originally found in a cultivated 

field in 1995.

An examination of historic aerial photographs revealed that the site area assumed the current de-

gree of urban development within the past 15 years. Prior to 1999, the area surrounding the George 

Busbee Parkway at Big Shanty Road intersection was rural in nature and comprised of cleared agri-
cultural fields, orchards, and wooded tracts, with residential structures and farm-related structures 
having been very widely scattered across the landscape. Indeed, the current alignment of roadways 

through the area only assumed the current configuration around 1999. From 1955 through 1978 the 
site area was occupied by a cleared and cultivated agricultural field. George Busbee Parkway was 
not present and Big Shanty Road followed an alignment that took it north of the site and its current 
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Figure 4.10. Site map of 9CO502.
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course (NETR 1955, 1960, 1972, 1978). Aerial imagery from 1988 revealed that Busbee Parkway 
had been constructed and bisected 9CO502 and Big Shanty Road was realigned to a more southerly 
course such that its intersection with George Busbee Parkway was relocated to its current position 
(NETR 1988). The surrounding landscape was still very rural, consisting primarily of agricultural 

fields and wooded tracts, with no commercial development evident anywhere near the location of 
9CO502. Conditions in 1993 were nearly identical to those observed in 1988 (NETR 1993). The 

next available aerial photograph dates to the year 1999 and an examination of that image revealed 

some very significant changes to the landscape. Commercial development occupied most of the 
land formerly utilized for agricultural pursuits and the surrounding area was transformed from 
land characterized as rural in nature to land best characterized as heavily developed urban land. 
George Busbee Parkway was realigned to its present course and the southeastern, southwestern, 
and northwestern corners of the George Busbee Parkway and Big Shanty Road intersection were 
developed to current conditions. The northeastern corner of the intersection where Kennesaw State 

University’s soccer stadium is now situated was an undeveloped wooded lot (NETR 1999). Aerial 

photographs from 2002 and 2007 show that conditions in the site area remained nearly identical 

to those observed in the 1999 image (NETR 2002, 2007). The Kennesaw State University soccer 

stadium was not present in any available aerial imagery, indicating it was erected sometime after 

2007. In short, the site area was used as an agricultural field from as early as 1955 through 1978. 
Sometime between the years 1978 and 1988, George Busbee Parkway was built and followed a 
path that bisected the site. It seems reasonable to assume that the construction of that thoroughfare 

Figure 4.11. Photograph of 9CO502, facing west.
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effectively destroyed the site. No structures were observed in any of the aerial photographs exam-

ined for this study.

EPEI archaeologists were able to investigate the full extent of the recorded area of 9CO502. Three 

shovel tests were excavated at the site, with roadway pavement and raised concrete medians and 

sidewalks preventing further subsurface investigations. No artifacts were recovered from any of 

these tests and soil profiles observed during shovel testing revealed a soil profile consisting of 
redeposited clay and gravel fill. A visual inspection of the site area, where not covered with pave-

ment or other such disturbances, failed to recover any artifacts. An examination of historic aerial 

photographs of the site area revealed that the site has experienced major changes related to urban 

development since the site’s original discovery in the mid-1990s. These disturbances have com-

promised subsurface integrity to a degree that renders the site wholly incapable of yielding ar-

chaeological data significant to the culture history of the region. Consequently, EPEI concurs with 
the original determination that 9CO502 is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.

site 9co535 Revisit

Site 9CO535 is a previously recorded Civil War entrenchment remnant associated with the Brushy 
Mountain Line and related to the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain and other engagements that took 
place in the area from June 16 to July 2, 1864, during the Atlanta Campaign. This site was original-

ly recorded in 1998 during a Phase I survey conducted by Brockington & Associates, Inc. for the 
NPS and was situated on a ridge crest and ridge slope (see Figure 4.1d). As recorded by Brocking-

ton & Associates, Inc. the site is “T” shaped and measures 320 meters along the east-west axis, and 

137 meters along the shorter north-south axis (Figure 4.12). No artifacts were discovered during 

this initial work, but a fragment of what is thought to be the Brushy Mountain Line of earthworks 
and entrenchments was observed (Figure 4.13). When originally recorded in 1998 the land upon 

which this site was found was not developed and the site itself was relatively undisturbed. Due 

to the presence of earthworks related to the Civil War and the undisturbed condition of the site, 

9CO535 was recommended eligible for the NRHP. 

EPEI archaeologists found conditions at this site to have changed rather significantly since the site 
was originally recorded in 1998. Whereas the 1998 site form indicates the area to have been undis-

turbed, EPEI found the site area to have been very heavily developed by dense residential develop-

ment consisting of numerous apartment buildings, roads, driveways, parking lots, sidewalks, and 

buried utilities (Figure 4.14). Revisit investigations included close-interval shovel testing within 

the previously defined site limits, visual inspection of the surrounding area in an attempt to locate 
additional earthworks, and metal detector sweeps along transects spaced 15 meters apart. A total of 

eight negative shovel tests were excavated within and immediately surrounding the recorded site 

boundary, none of which yielded any artifacts. Soil profiles were uniformly shallow and evidenced 
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Figure 4.12. Site map of 9CO535.
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Figure 4.13. Photograph of 9CO535 looking down the length of the entrenchment, facing southwest.

Figure 4.14. Photograph of residential development in vicinity of 9CO535, facing southeast.
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signs of past erosion. The typical shovel test profile consisted of a humic layer of between 5 and 
7 centimeters thick, overlying a 5 to 10 centimeter thick layer of light brown sandy loam. Subsoil 

consisted of compacted reddish orange clay. There was a relatively large quantity of modern trash 

and other debris scattered and piled around the site and, coupled with rocky soil, prevented the 

excavation of one shovel test location within the site boundary. A small, remnant portion of an 

entrenchment line was found and was given a careful visual inspection to look for surface artifacts 

and exposed features. As originally recorded, the entrenchment was depicted as having been linear 

in shape, but EPEI archaeologists observed that rather than being straight, the trench followed the 

topography of the landform and was curved. Four metal detector transects were examined, two 

north of the entrenchment, one within the entrenchment, and one to the south of the entrenchment. 

No artifacts were discovered with metal detectors. No shovel tests could be excavated along the 

southern spur of the site, which was found to have an apartment building built atop it, but the area 

not occupied by the structure was inspected, and no sign of entrenchments was observed in the 

southern portion of the site.

In order to establish 9CO535 as an earthwork associated with actions of the Battle of Kennesaw 
Mountain, period maps of the Atlanta Campaign were examined (Ruger 1895). As can be seen 

on Figure 4.15, 9CO535 is located along the historically documented Brushy Mountain Line of 
entrenchments and fortifications. Given this, it is very likely that 9CO535 represents an intact frag-

ment of the Brushy Mountain Line and is associated with actions related to the Battle of Kennesaw 
Mountain.

In order to learn more about the history of land use in the site area, an examination of historic 

aerial photographs was completed. Photographs taken in 1955, 1960, 1968, 1972, 1978, 1988, and 

1993 show that the land surrounding the site was wooded throughout the entire span of time and 

no evidence for any sort of disturbance is visible (NETR 1955, 1960, 1968, 1972, 1978, 1988, 

1993). The first indication of modern disturbance to the line of entrenchments is visible in the 1999 
aerial photograph taken the year following the initial recording of the site. In that photograph, con-

struction on the housing development now occupying the site is clearly underway, but not totally 

complete (NETR 1999). The 2007 aerial photograph reveals that development reached the level 

present today in 2007 (NETR 2007). No trace of the Brushy Mountain Line is visible in the 2002 
or 2007 aerial photographs and it appears that the destruction of that feature was nearly complete 

by 2007 (NETR 2002, 2007).

The full extent of the previously recorded boundary of 9CO535 is within the project area and was 

examined by EPEI during this revisit. Shovel testing, visual surface inspection, and systematic 

metal detector investigations yielded no artifacts, but a small length of Civil War entrenchment 

was observed. An examination of aerial photography shows that the site has experienced relatively 

severe disturbances from the construction of housing developments, which started in 1999. Plot-
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Figure 4.15. Map made during the Civil War showing the Brushy Mountain Line in relation to the project area and 
to 9CO535.
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ting the site location onto period Civil War maps has established, with a good degree of confidence, 
an association between 9CO535 and the Brushy Mountain Line. When originally recorded, this 
site was recommended as potentially eligible for the NRHP. Based on extant remains of entrench-

ments and the association of these entrenchments with actions related to the Battle of Kennesaw 
Mountain, EPEI concurs with the potentially eligible recommendation under Criterion D. Present-

ly, this site is situated within a buffer area surrounding areas of proposed construction, as defined 
by the project description (see Chatper 1, page 1), and will not be disturbed or otherwise impacted 

by construction activities. Although the site will not be impacted by the proposed construction, 

EPEI recommends the locale be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) to help 

minimize the chance for inadvertent disturbance during planning or construction. If plans change 
to include this site in areas of construction such that the site cannot be avoided and would be im-

pacted, additional archaeological testing is recommended, including 100 percent examination via 

metal detector in order to recover any Civil War artifacts that may be present and cross-sectioning 

of the entrenchment in order to determine the structure and nature of the entrenchment.

site 9co555 Revisit

Site 9CO555 is a previously recorded site that has been classified as an outbuilding, a house or 
structure, and an outhouse that date to the twentieth century. The site is located on Old 41 High-

way, NW, in the northern portion of the project area and roughly 1 kilometer northwest of the 

intersection of Old 41 Highway, NW, and US 41/Cobb Parkway (see Figure 4.1a). Measuring 130 

meters in length and 70 meters wide, the site is oriented along the north-south axis (Figure 4.16). 

The southern half of the site lies in a very thickly wooded tract, whereas the northern half is in 

cleared pasture. A cemetery, known locally as Roberts Cemetery, lies 20 meters west of the site and 

is enclosed by a fence. A modern commercial establishment is located immediately south of the 

site and includes several retail establishments, asphalt parking lots, concrete loading ramps, raised 

medians, and buried utilities. Only the southern part of this site is encompassed by the project area.

According to information listed on the site form and contained on the GNAHRGIS online data-

base, the site was originally discovered by Southeastern Archeological Services (SAS) in 1999. 

At that time, SAS archaeologists recorded the presence of two concrete foundations, masonry 

retaining walls, an animal pen made of creosoted wood, the remains of a bulldozed structure, and 
an asphalt dump. According to the site form, these buildings were farming outbuildings associated 

with a house that was destroyed when the commercial establishment immediately south of the site 

was built. SAS archaeologists also discovered an inscription on the bulldozed concrete foundation 
that read “August 22, 1954.” No artifacts were collected during the SAS survey and the site was 

recommended ineligible for the NRHP.
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Figure 4.16. Site map of 9CO555.
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EPEI investigated the portion of the site in the project area via shovel testing and surface inspec-

tion. At the time of EPEI’s visit to the site, it was very heavily overgrown with trees and thick 

underbrush, which reduced surface visibility to near zero. Six shovel tests were excavated in the 
southern portion of the site that was within the APE, all of which were negative for cultural mate-

rial. The typical shovel test profile exhibited a relatively dense humic layer of between 5 and 10 
centimeters thick, overlying a layer of light brown loam that was between 10 and 15 centimeters 

thick. Orange clay subsoil was found at the base of all six shovel tests. Surface inspection revealed 

the presence of a brick pile in the west-central part of the investigated portion of the site, as well as 

two piles of asphalt rubble in the north-central portion of the investigated part of the site (Figures 

4.17 – 4.18). Additionally, portions of the concrete retaining wall reported by SAS were found in 

the southwestern portion of the site, but not in the southeastern portion. As noted above, SAS ar-

chaeologists reported the discovery of the piled asphalt rubble, but no mention of a brick pile was 

made by the recording archaeologists. The concrete retaining walls and two concrete pads were not 

found by EPEI archaeologists, but the near zero surface visibility may have obscured them. SAS 
archaeologists also reported the discovery of an animal pen and bulldozed structure, but these were 
found in the northern portion of the site beyond the current project area.

Figure 4.17. Photograph of brick pile at 9CO555, facing south.
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Historic aerial photographs of the site area were examined in order to learn more about the occu-

pational history of 9CO555. Photographs of the site are available in irregular intervals from 1955 

through 2007. In the earliest photograph from 1955, Roberts Cemetery is clearly visible to the 

northwest of the site. The land surrounding the site was cleared and under cultivation. Two large 

buildings in locations corresponding to the concrete pads discovered by SAS are visible, as is a 

structure corresponding to the animal pen recorded by SAS. In addition to these structures, several 

other smaller outbuildings are clearly visible on the 1955 aerial photograph (NETR 1955). Aerial 

imagery taken in 1960 shows the site to have looked much the same as in 1955, with only minor 

differences in the layout of driveways. Fields surrounding the site were cleared and appear to have 

been under cultivation in 1960 (NETR 1960). The next available aerial photograph was taken in 

1972. That image shows that all buildings within the bounds of 9CO555 were razed. Several struc-

tures southeast of the site are visible in the 1972 photograph, but it is not possible to determine 

whether they were in use in 1972. The site area remained cleared of vegetation, but all structures 

within the boundary of 9CO555 were no longer visible by that year. Furthermore, no evidence of 

any rubble or debris piles can be seen in the photograph (NETR 1972). The next available aerial 

photograph was taken in 1978 and that image shows that the commercial establishment currently 

Figure 4.18. Photograph of asphalt rubble at 9CO555, facing north.
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standing on the south side of the site was in place. The site area was still clear of vegetation and 

the concrete pads observed by SAS archaeologists can barely be seen (NETR 1978). By 1988, the 
formerly cleared site was completely overgrown with vegetation and no evidence of any surface 

features, such as concrete retaining walls or foundations, are visible (NETR 1988). From 1988 

until present, conditions at the site have remained the same (NETR 1993, 1999, 2002, 2007). This 

series of aerial photographs reveals that the site was occupied from a time prior to 1955 and re-

mained occupied and actively maintained until sometime between 1960 and 1972. From 1972 until 

1978 the site remained unoccupied and all structures razed until the commercial establishment 
now occupying the site was built sometime in the mid-1970s.

EPEI archaeologists were not able to investigate fully the entire recorded area of 9CO555. The 

current survey investigated the southernmost portion of the site via the excavation of six close-

interval shovel tests and surface inspection, neither of which yielded any artifacts. The site is very 

heavily wooded and surface visibility was near zero and these conditions limited the effectiveness 
of surface inspection. The concrete pads recorded by SAS were not relocated by EPEI archaeolo-

gists, but heavy leaf litter and root mat may have obscured them. EPEI archaeologists did discover 

several piles of asphalt rubble, a pile of bricks, and one of the concrete retaining walls observed 

by SAS archaeologists in the southwestern portion of the site. An investigation of aerial imagery 

revealed the site was abandoned and the structures razed between 1960 and 1972 and a modern 
commercial establishment was erected on the site between 1972 and 1978. It is possible that the 

site was graded as no rubble piles or other structural debris appears on any aerial photographs and 

none have been observed by this or previous archaeological investigations. Shovel test profiles re-

vealed a very thin layer of intact soil, but no artifacts were recovered during this or previous inves-

tigations. Although recommended ineligible for the NRHP by SAS at the time of the site’s initial 

discovery, EPEI did not investigate the entirety of the site and, consequently, recommend the site 

as of unknown eligibility. However, due an absence of artifacts, the lack of standing architectural 

features, and the long history of disturbance, this site is unlikely to yield data significant to the 
culture history of the region and the portion of the site within the project area does not contribute 

to its overall eligibility under Criterion D.

site 9co611 Revisit

Site 9CO611 is a previously recorded lithic scatter of unknown temporal association. The site is 

circular in shape with a diameter of 20 meters (Figure 4.19). Site 9CO601 is situated in the north-

ern extent of the project area and is located on Ellison Lakes Drive, approximately 180 meters 

south of US 41/Cobb Parkway (see Figure 4.1a). At the time of EPEI’s revisit of the site, the locale 

was occupied by an undeveloped lot that had recently been graded and stripped of topsoil such that 

orange clay subsoil was exposed on the surface (Figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.19. Site map of 9CO611.
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The site form on file for this site indicates it is a lithic scatter that was originally discovered in 
2002 by R. S. Webb & Associates in advance of a private housing development (Bloom and Tilley 
2002). When originally discovered, none of the roads or structures now occupying the tract were 

present, whereas today several housing and commercial developments, including roads, drive-

ways, and parking lots, are located on the tract. When originally discovered the site consisted of 

a single positive shovel test that yielded two quartz reduction flakes and three flake fragments. 
The positive shovel test was delineated fully via the excavation of two consecutive negative close 

interval shovel tests in cardinal directions. No other artifacts were found and the site was recom-

mended ineligible for the NRHP.

For the current project, EPEI archaeologists excavated a judgmental shovel test within the record-

ed boundary of the site, which was negative for artifacts. Land surrounding the site was examined 

by visual inspection, but no artifacts were observed. Since this site’s initial discovery, the parcel 

upon which the site is situated has experienced a rather severe degree of disturbance through the 

grading of the parcel. No subsurface integrity appears to remain within the site boundary, or within 

the vicinity of the site. Based on the fact that commercial development and grading activities have 
completely compromised subsurface integrity of the locale and no artifacts were recovered from 

Figure 4.20. Photograph of 9CO611, facing northwest.
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the shovel test excavated within the site boundary, EPEI finds no evidence upon which the origi-
nal recommendation should be changed. Accordingly, EPEI concurs with the original finding that 
9CO611 is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.

site 9co613 Revisit

Site 9CO613 is a previously recorded artifact scatter with components associated with an unspeci-

fied period of the Precontact era and with the nineteenth century (Civil War). This site is bisected by 
Lake Heights Circle and is located approximately 150 meters southwest of US 41/Cobb Parkway 

in the northern extent of the project area (see Figure 4.1a). The site is oriented northwest-southeast, 

with the primary axis measuring 114 meters and the secondary axis measuring 95 meters (Figure 

4.21). Survey conditions at the time of EPEI’s revisit were very poor as the entire site area was 

occupied by a dense housing development and associated roads, driveways, parking areas, and 

buried utilities (Figure 4.22).

At the time of its initial discovery by R. S. Webb & Associates in 2002, the site was located on a 

ridge spur overlooking a small pond and intermittent stream. When originally discovered the site 

was cleared of vegetation and was a pasture. All shovel tests excavated at the site in 2002 were 

negative for artifacts, but the site’s proximity to Kennesaw Mountain prompted a metal detector 

sweep of the site. This work resulted in the discovery of 13 artifacts, eight of which were attrib-

uted to the Civil War and included iron kettle fragments, one Union brass button, an iron key, one 

.54 caliber Minié ball, two .58 caliber Minié balls, and a piece of melted lead. Five other metal 

artifacts were found as well, but none were temporally diagnostic (Bloom and Tilley 2002:72). 
The recovery of Civil War artifacts led to further examination of the site via the excavation of four 

backhoe trenches. An additional 11 artifacts were recovered from the backhoe trenches, including 

the only precontact artifacts found at the site: one flake fragment and one expended core. Other ar-
tifacts found in the backhoe trenches included bottle glass, window glass, and one sherd of alkaline 

glazed stoneware. Bloom and Tilley (2002:77) ultimately concluded that some of the twentieth 
century artifacts could have been discarded from businesses located along the nearby US 41/Cobb 

Parkway. No subsurface features or other surface features, such as entrenchments or gun emplace-

ments were observed at the site. Citing the diffuse and disturbed nature of the site, 9CO613 was 

recommended ineligible for the NRHP.

When EPEI archaeologists revisited the site, conditions had been radically changed since the origi-

nal recording of the site in 2002. The construction of a large housing development resulted in land-

forms being flattened and the pond and intermittent creek were both filled in to level the ground 
in advance of construction. The construction of this housing development, with the associated 

grading of landforms and infilling of water features, has completely destroyed the site. One shovel 
test was excavated within the recorded boundary of the site in a grass-covered median in front of 
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Figure 4.21. Site map of 9CO613.
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one of the housing units. The test was negative for artifacts and exhibited a soil profile of orange 
clay subsoil with no top soil.

EPEI’s revisit of 9CO613 resulted in the recovery of no artifacts and revealed conclusive evidence 

that construction has completely destroyed the site. This locale retains no subsurface integrity as 

the landform upon which the artifacts were discovered in 2002 has been graded to level. Due to 

the destruction of the site, this locale holds no potential to yield data significant to the culture his-

tory of the region. Consequently, EPEI finds no basis by which R. S. Webb & Associates’ original 
ineligible recommendation (Bloom and Tilley 2002:77) should be altered. EPEI concurs with the 
recommendation that this site is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.

isolated fiNd 1

Isolated Find 1 is situated in the northern extent of the project area along the embankment of 

US 41/Cobb Parkway (see Figure 4.1e). This locus consists of a single positive shovel test from 

which was recovered a single artifact (Figure 4.23). The artifact recovered from IF 1 was a piece 

of porcelain that may have been from a figurine. The object is approximately 2.5 centimeters in 
diameter and is decorated in relief with what appear to be feathers. The object is not a cup, bowl, 

Figure 4.22. Photograph of 9CO613, facing east.
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Figure 4.23. Map of IF 1.
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or plate fragment. The positive shovel test was delineated by two consecutive negative shovel tests 

to the northwest and southeast and the northeastern boundary was established by the presence of 

US 41/Cobb Parkway. The site was not delineated to the southwest as the project area boundary 

prevented the excavation of shovel tests in that direction. Consequently, the boundary is unknown 

on that side of IF 1. Due to the fact that this locus was not delineated fully, its overall eligibility 

is unknown, but the portion within the project area does not contribute to overall eligibility under 

Criterion D.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

phase i summaRy

During August, September, and October of 2013, EPEI conducted a Phase I archaeological survey 

for the proposed Connect Cobb project in Cobb and Fulton counties, Georgia. The project corridor 

is approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) long and runs from the southern terminus in Midtown 

Atlanta (Fulton County) to its northern terminus in Acworth (Cobb County). The project would 

include arterial rapid transit service in primarily exclusive bus lanes along US 41/Cobb Parkway 

starting in Kennesaw and then running in I-75 HOV lanes south of Akers Mill Road. The project 

would also include express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes and HOV lanes from Acworth 

to the Arts Center Station in Midtown Atlanta. Approximately 20 stations will be located along the 

corridor. It is anticipated that some additional ROW beyond the existing ROW limits of US 41/

Cobb Parkway will be required for implementation of the proposed project; however, the amounts 

and locations of this additional ROW have yet to be determined.

There is one alternate associated with the beginning of the project. The alternate alignment begins 

at the Kennesaw State Station near the intersection of Frey Road and the Skip Spann Connector  

(which is currently under construction) and continues in mixed traffic west on Chastain Road/Mc-

Collum Parkway until the intersection with US 41/Cobb Parkway.  The alignment then turns south 

on US 41/Cobb Parkway in fixed guideway, and connects to the Locally Preferred Alternative at 
Barrett Lakes Boulevard. 

The recommended transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 
Boulevard, McCollum Airport, Chastain Road, Roberts Road, Barrett Parkway, Battlefield, Belles 
Ferry, WellStar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White Water, Big Chicken/Roswell Road, 
University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, Cumberland North, Cumberland South, 
Northside Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, BeltLine, Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station, 
and MARTA Arts Center Station. The proposed Barrett Lakes Boulevard, Barrett Parkway, Roberts 
Road, Chastain Road, and McCollum Airport transit stations are for the alternate alignment only.

Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, the APE is limited to a 46-meter (150 feet) 
buffer on either side of the proposed alignment and a 152-meter (500 feet) buffer around each 

proposed station location. Because this project could involve the creation of lane separations, a 
number of intersections would be modified.

EPEI’s Phase I survey resulted in the revisitation of nine previously recorded sites and the discov-

ery of one IF (Table 5.1). Sites 9CO97 and 9CO611 are both lithic scatters dating to an unspeci-

fied period of the Precontact era. Sites 9CO125/9CO446 and 9CO613 contain both precontact and 
Historic period components. The former of these two sites yielded Precontact artifacts dating to 
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the Woodstock phase of the Late Woodland period as well as Historic period artifacts dating to the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries and most likely associated with a homesite. Site 9CO613 is a 

lithic scatter dating to an unspecified time during the Precontact era and an artifact scatter that is 
associated with the Civil War. The remaining five previously recorded sites are all characterized by 
Historic period components. Sites 9CO345 and 9CO555 are both Historic period homesites, with 

the former dating to the nineteenth century and the latter to the twentieth century. Site 9CO428 is 

a trash dump dating to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Site 9CO502 is an artifact scatter 

that yielded artifacts dating to an unspecified part of the Historic period and 9CO535 is a remnant 
of a Civil War entrenchment that was part of the Brushy Mountain Line, a series of fortifications 
associated with the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain, during the Atlanta Campaign of 1864. The site 
is situated within the aforementioned buffer area surrounding areas of proposed construction and 

will not be disturbed or otherwise impacted by construction activities related to the proposed Con-

State Site 
Number

Temporal Association and  
Site Type

NRHP  
Recommendation

Does Portion of Site in Project Area  
Contribute to NRHP Eligibility

9CO97
Late Archaic Period Lithic  

Scatter
Ineligible

No/Entire Site Encompassed by  
Project Area

9CO125/ 
9CO446

Late Woodland Period Artifact 
Scatter and Nineteenth and  

Twentieth Century Homesite
Ineligible

No/Entire Site Encompassed by  
Project Area

9CO345 Nineteenth Century Homesite Eligible Site was Mitigated Prior to Destruction

9CO428
Nineteenth and Twentieth  

Century Trash Dump
Unknown

No/Portion of Site in Project Area is  
Non-Contributing

9CO502 Historic Period Artifact Scatter Ineligible
No/Entire Site Encompassed by  

Project Area

9CO535
Nineteenth Century (Civil War) 

Entrenchment
Eligible

Yes/Site Will Not be Impacted by 
Construction

9CO555 Twentieth Century Homesite Ineligible
No/Portion of Site in Project Area is  

Non-Contributing

9CO611
Unspecified Precontact Lithic 

Scatter
Ineligible

No/Entire Site Encompassed by  
Project Area

9CO613
Unspecified Precontact Lithic  
Scatter; Nineteenth Century  
(Civil War) Artifact Scatter

Ineligible
No/Entire Site Encompassed by  

Project Area

IF 1 Historic Isolate Unknown
No/Portion of IF in Project Area is  

Non-Contributing

Table 5.1. Archaeological Sites Located Within the Project Area.
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nect Cobb project. One Historic period isolate, IF 1, was also discovered in the project area. This 

resource extended beyond the project boundary and could not be delineated fully. Consequently 

it is of unknown eligibility, with the portion within the project area non-contributing to overall 

NRHP eligibility under Criterion D.

ReseaRch QuestioNs

As described in Chapter 2, several research questions appropriate for a Phase I archaeological sur-

vey were drawn from a study of the Historic and Precontact era of the project area and surrounding 

environs. These questions guided the design and execution of the fieldwork and guided the artifact 
analysis. Having presented the findings of EPEI’s Phase I archaeological survey in the preceding 
chapter, we will now turn to a consideration of the findings in the context of the research questions 
that guided the design and execution of the fieldwork.

1. What is the nature and distribution of Precontact era and Historic period archaeological re-
mains within the project area?

Overall, archaeological sites are not particularly plentiful within the project area. This is most 

clearly illustrated by the fact that the only cultural resource discovered during this survey was a 

single IF. All but one of the previously recorded sites in the project area have either been destroyed 

or impacted to such a degree that they no longer contain artifacts or any kind of integrity. Nearly 

the entire project area follows the existing ROW of several thoroughfares that have been in place 

for a very long time and that have experienced significant commercial and residential development 
for many decades. Such development has resulted in large tracts of land having been graded, filled, 
paved over, or built upon. Other disturbances include the installation of buried utilities, such as 

telephone, phone, water, sewer, and gas conduits, to support developed areas.

In spite of the magnitude of disturbance and the extent to which such development has had a del-

eterious effect on archaeological resources, the one pattern that stands out in the distribution of 

archaeological sites in the project area is that all sites and IFs, both previously recorded and newly 

discovered were located in the northernmost extent of the project area, in the vicinity of Kennesaw 

and Marietta. Some of this is attributable to the fact that the project area passes through lands upon 

which the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain and associated actions were fought. These events left an 
archaeological signature on the landscape in the form of entrenchments, gun emplacements, and 

artifact scatters. Another factor in the dearth of sites in the southern part of the project area in Ful-

ton County is the proximity to downtown Atlanta. The scope and magnitude of urban development 

in this part of the project area may well have effectively denuded the landscape of archaeological 

sites. Since the most intensive development in effect radiated from downtown Atlanta outward, 

archaeological sites closer to the city would have been negatively impacted at an earlier date than 

those in the middle section of the project area, in the vicinity of the Cobb-Fulton County border. 
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As Marietta and Kennesaw retained their rural character for much longer than Atlanta, the sites 

discovered in the northern extent of the project area are primarily nineteenth and twentieth century 

homesites and artifact scatters.

2. The northern portion of the project area is situated in the Etowah River valley, whereas the 
southern portion is in the Chattahoochee River valley. Is there any noticeable difference in the 
density, distribution, and nature of precontact sites in these two different ecological regions? 
If so, what might account for the observed differences?

EPEI’s survey of the Connect Cobb project area entailed the revisitation of four archaeological 

sites containing precontact components: 9CO97, 9CO125/9CO446, 9CO611, and 9CO613. Of 

these four sites, three consisted of non-diagnostic lithic scatters and one (9CO125/9CO446) was 

an artifact scatter that yielded several sherds of Woodstock phase pottery. Addressing this particu-

lar research issue is very difficult given the extremely limited dataset yielded by this survey. What 
can be said in regards to this question is that all four of these sites with precontact components 

were located in the northernmost part of the project area, in the Etowah River valley.

Given that one of the primary loci of the distribution of Woodstock phase sites is the Etowah River 

valley, finding one in the northern part of the project area is not surprising, and would even be 
expected. Furthermore, past work with settlement patterns of precontact peoples in the Etowah 

Valley (e.g., Caldwell 2011; Ledbetter et al. 1987) have found small lithic scatters to be a relatively 

common occurrence in the uplands dividing the Etowah and Chattahoochee River basins and that 

exposed rock outcroppings typical of that upland setting were exploited by many different peo-

ples throughout most of the Precontact era. Therefore, the occurrence of such sites in the uplands 

dividing these two river systems would, as was the case for Woodstock phase sites, be expected. 

While these observations are well suited for addressing general patterns of site distribution, the 

lack of temporally diagnostic artifacts from these lithic scatters renders addressing issues of set-

tlement pattern change through time impossible. As discussed at some length in Chapter 2, several 

settlement models have been developed based on a study of the changing distribution of different 

kinds of sites through time. Such studies have shown that the exploitation of upland locales varied 

in intensity through the Precontact era. Determining whether the sites situated in the project area 

fit these settlement models requires a degree of temporal control that is absent from the dataset 
yielded by this survey.

3. The project area passes through areas in which Union and Confederate forces clashed during 
the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain and other actions related to the Atlanta Campaign. Conse-
quently, the discovery of Civil War sites during this survey is anticipated. What do such sites, if 
discovered, add to what is presently known about Civil War engagements in the region?
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As discussed in Chapter 2, at the outset of the Connect Cobb survey the discovery of Civil War 

sites was considered a likelihood. This expectation was due to the fact, as noted above, that the 

project area passes through land upon which both Union and Confederate entrenchments were 

erected during the Atlanta Campaign of 1864 and very nearby areas in which combat took place 

in actions related to the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain. Furthermore, previous research conducted 
by EPEI has shown that entrenchments that were part of the Brushy Mountain Line of Confeder-
ate defenses were situated such that US 41/Cobb Parkway passes through that line (Silliman and 

Pietak 2007). This research demonstrated that no actual combat occurred within the project area, 

but the Brushy Mountain Line was attacked by Union forces several kilometers to the southeast of 
the project area.

One previously recorded site, 9CO535, was revisited by EPEI in which an intact portion of the 

Brushy Mountain Line was found. This small remnant of entrenchment was roughly 70 meters in 
length and eroded such that only the parapet and back ditch are visible today, and in a state that 

appears to have been much affected by erosion. Subsurface testing and metal detection yielded no 

artifacts. Another previously recorded and revisited site containing a nineteenth century Civil War 

component is 9CO613. Since its original discovery, this site has been completely destroyed by a 

housing development and no additional information about this site or how it may have related to 

actions associated with the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain or to the Atlanta Campaign was found. 
In short, the Connect Cobb survey discovered no new data that could be used to gain new or addi-

tional insight into what is already known about the Civil War in the project area. That circumstance 

does, however, inform us of the fact that along the larger and older thoroughfares in the Kennesaw 

and Marietta vicinity, of which US 41/Cobb Parkway is one of the oldest, modern development has 

destroyed much in the way of Civil War sites. The Brushy Mountain Line is a prime example of 
this fact in that it was a relatively large and well-built line of entrenchments and gun emplacements 

that has virtually vanished from the modern landscape.

4. Predictive modelling studies carried out in the southern Georgia Piedmont (e.g., Kohler et 
al. 1979:71) have demonstrated that distance to roads is the variable with the most predictive 
value for Historic period sites. Does this finding hold true for the study area?

Predictive locational modelling studies carried out in other parts of the Georgia Piedmont have 

shown that variables useful in predicting the potential for the discovery of sites include slope, 

distance to water, soil type, and access to transportation and communication facilities (Kohler et 

al. 1979:71). The predictive value of each of these variables changes through time as the subsist-

ence strategy of those inhabiting a given space change. For example, soil type is not as effective 

a variable for predicting Archaic period sites as it is for predicting Mississippi period sites as the 

former engaged in a foraging-based subsistence strategy whereas the latter subsisted primarily on 

agriculture, which required productive soils. Similarly, distance to roads is an extremely effective 
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predictor for historic sites, whereas it plays no role in predicting the probability of encountering 

precontact sites (Kohler et al. 1979:71).

Based on the results of the Connect Cobb survey, this observation seems to be wholly applicable 
to the project area. In all cases, previously recorded historic sites were located adjacent to roads. 

This fact seems to be solid evidence in support of the idea that distance to roads is an effective 

predictor of Historic period site location within the project area. That said, the observation must be 

interpreted keeping in mind that the project area very seldom departed from established roads and 

proceeded along a route occupied by existing ROW. What this means in terms of the evaluation 

of the idea of distance to roads as an effective predictor is that we have very little in the way of 

comparative data for non-roadside areas.

NRhp RecommeNdatioNs

The Phase I survey of the Connect Cobb transit improvement project resulted in the revisitation 

of nine archaeological sites and in the discovery of one IF. Sites 9CO97, 9CO125/446, 9CO502, 

9CO555, 9CO611, and 9CO613 were all recommended ineligible for the NRHP at the time they 

were initially discovered. EPEI’s revisit of 9CO97 found the site to have been totally destroyed by 

modern development since its original discovery. Given this circumstance, EPEI finds no grounds 
by which the original recommendation of ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D should be 

changed. Site 9CO125/9CO446 is one site that has been recorded under two different site num-

bers. As with 9CO97, EPEI’s revisit to this site found it to have been totally destroyed by modern 

development. Visual surface inspection and opportunistically excavated shovel tests yielded no 

artifacts and revealed a disturbed soil column. Therefore, EPEI concurs with the original recom-

mendation that this site is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. EPEI further recommends 

that the 9CO446 site number be abandoned and that the site be referred to by the original designa-

tion of 9CO125 in order to eliminate the potential for future confusion about the nature and loca-

tion of this site. Likewise, 9CO502 is a previously recorded site that EPEI’s revisitation found to 

have been destroyed by road construction since its original discovery. Consequently, EPEI concurs 

with the original recommendation that this site is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. Site 

9CO555 is a previously recorded homesite that was recommended ineligible for the NRHP when 

first recorded. EPEI’s revisitation of the site found the locale to have suffered significant deteriora-

tion and overgrowth such that several of the originally recorded features (e.g., concrete pads, con-

crete retaining walls) could not be relocated. Only the southern portion of this site is encompassed 

by the project area and EPEI found nothing in that portion of the site that contributes to overall 

eligibility. Consequently, EPEI concurs with the original recommendation that this site is ineligible 

for the NRHP under Criterion D. Site 9CO611 is a previously recorded Precontact era lithic scat-

ter that has been destroyed by road construction and grading since it was originally recorded. A 

shovel test excavated in the previously defined area of the site yielded no artifacts. Due to the fact 
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that the site has been destroyed since it was originally recorded, EPEI concurs with the original 

recommendation that 9CO611 is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. Site 9CO613 is a pre-

viously recorded Precontact era lithic scatter and nineteenth century artifact scatter. When origi-

nally recorded, this site was recommended ineligible for the NRHP following close interval shovel 

testing and the excavation of four backhoe trenches. EPEI’s revisit of the site found it to have been 

completely destroyed such that surrounding landforms had been graded to level and creeks and a 

swamp adjacent to the southwestern portion of the site had been filled in. One opportunistic shovel 
test was excavated within the site area and revealed a disturbed soil column and no artifacts. The 

entire site area is encompassed within the project area. Given the fact that the site has been com-

pletely destroyed by grading, leveling of landforms, and infilling of low spots, EPEI concurs with 
the original recommendation that this site is ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.

Site 9CO428 is a previously recorded site that was originally classified as a nineteenth and twenti-
eth century trash dump and recommended as of unknown eligibility for the NRHP. EPEI revisited 

the site, but only a very small part of the eastern portion of the site was contained within the current 

project area. Since it was originally recorded, 9CO428 has been destroyed by the construction of 

a housing development. Due to the presence of buildings and pavement, no shovel tests could be 

excavated within the site boundary. Because this site could not be fully investigated, EPEI concurs 
with the original recommendation that this site is of unknown eligibility to the NRHP, with the por-

tion of the site examined and recorded as non-contributing to overall eligibility under Criterion D. 

It can be stated, however, with absolute confidence that this site has been completely destroyed by 
the construction of the Barrett Lakes housing development as the entire site area is now occupied 
by an apartment building, a road, and a parking lot.

Sites 9CO345 and 9CO535 were both recommended eligible for the NRHP at the time they were 

originally discovered. The former of these, a nineteenth century homesite, has since been destroyed 

by highway construction, but Phase III data recovery excavations took place at this locale prior to 

the commencement of construction. Therefore, while an eligible resource, it no longer exists and 

no additional work is required at this site. Site 9CO535 is a remnant of the Brushy Mountain Line 
of entrenchments that was erected by Confederate forces during the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain, 
in 1864. When originally recorded this site was recommended eligible for the NRHP. No artifacts 

were recovered at that time, but the association of the entrenchment with the Civil War and to the 

Battle of Kennesaw Mountain in particular resulted in the site being recommended eligible for the 
NRHP. EPEI’s revisit of the site found conditions in the site area to have changed significantly 
since it was originally discovered. Since discovery, several housing developments have been con-

structed along with the attendant roads, parking lots, driveways, and buried utilities. In spite of 

the many disturbances associated with such development, a stretch of approximately 70 meters of 

intact entrenchment is still present. Five shovel tests were excavated within the previously defined 
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site boundary, but none yielded any artifacts. Shovel testing was supplemented by systematic 

metal detecting along four transects, one within the trench itself and three paralleling the trench. 

Piles of modern trash have been dumped in the area, but no artifacts older than 50 years old were 

discovered via metal detecting. In spite of the absence of artifacts, the identification of this site as a 
part of the Brushy Mountain Line (see Chapter 4) and association of it with the Battle of Kennesaw 
Mountain during the Atlanta Campaign of 1864 leads EPEI to concur with the original recommen-

dation that this site is eligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. Additional excavation of this site, 

such as cross-section trenches, could shed light onto the subject of how soldiers stationed in such 

postings led everyday life and also yield additional information regarding construction techniques 

employed to create such features. Based on current plans, this site will not be impacted by any 
proposed construction for the Connect Cobb project, and EPEI recommends no further work at this 

site. If plans should change such that this site will be impacted, additional work will be required. 

Although the site will not be impacted by the proposed construction, EPEI recommends the locale 

be designated as an ESA to help minimize the chance for inadvertent disturbance during planning 
or construction. 

Additionally, IF 1 was discovered during the current survey. This locale could not be delineated 

fully and is of unknown eligibility, but the portion within the project area does not contribute to 

overall eligibility.
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO97 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A    Site Name:  Barnes Property Site                          
County:  Cobb     Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 721680   UTM North:   3764830            
Owner:    Citgo                   Address: 2057 Cobb Pkwy NW, Kennesaw, GA                
Site Length:   60    meters   Width:   60    meters   Elevation: 1000 feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Lithic scatter.      
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):   Graded roadside.                                                                                 
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.): _Grassy lawn & paved surfaces.______________________ 
Additional Information:  Previously recorded Late Archaic lithic scatter on surface, little info known other 
than location. Upon revisit, site has been completely razed/graded and is at least partially under pavement for 
Citgo gas station at the corner of Cobb Parkway and Old 41 Hwy NW. Likely further disturbed by the 
installation of buried gas tanks. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. Due to the 
long history and extreme nature of surface and subsurface disturbance to 9CO97, the locale is lacking in 
integrity and is incapable of yielding any significant information pertaining to the culture history of the 
region. Consequently, EPEI recommends this site as ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D.    

  

 
  

   SKETCH MAP                                                  OFFICIAL MAP 
                   (Include sites, roads, streams, landmarks)                       (Xerox of proper map) 



APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:    9CO97 (revisit)              Institutional Site Number:        N/A           
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:   further development/road expansion._ 

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor: Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  07/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                      
               
Other Reports:      None.             
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  N/A___           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:   None.            
Name:       N/A                         Address:       N/A                                                                      
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:   Late Archaic period.          
Phases:     None.                                                                                                                                              
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
 10/17/2013   ____Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO125 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:  Frey/Chastain Road Site                
County: Cobb       Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad     USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 723300   UTM North:  3768050             
Owner:   NA                              Address: NA                    
Site Length:  125_   meters   Width:  125    meters   Elevation: 1000 feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Lithic scatter and historic house site.   
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Ridge, graded development.                                                                
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Grassy medians and paved surfaces.__________________ 
Additional Information:  This site has been recorded multiple times, and is the same site as 9CO446. The 
assemblage consists of a precontact lithic scatter and historic artifact scatter identified on the ground surface. 
9CO125/446 has been razed and is currently underneath a hotel and parking lots for both the hotel & a 
nearby Kennesaw State University administration building. Site dimensions are based on previously 
recorded investigations. Due to the long history of disturbance that has destroyed all integrity and the failure 
of EPEI archaeologists to locate any artifacts, the site has been determined to lack integrity and to possess no 
potential to yield data that is significant to the culture history of the region. Consequently, EPEI recommends 
this site ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. For the sake of clarity, EPEI further recommends that all 
data presently on record for this site under different site numbers be consolidated under the site number 
9CO125, as that is the number under which the site was originally recorded.      

 
   SKETCH MAP                                                  OFFICIAL MAP 
                   (Include sites, roads, streams, landmarks)                       (Xerox of proper map) 

 
 



APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:    9CO125 (revisit)            Institutional Site Number:        N/A           
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:   further development.   

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor: Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  07/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                      
               
Other Reports:   None.                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                    
Artifacts Collected: None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  __N/A_           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:      N/A                          Address:           N/A                                                                  
  
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:  Possibly Archaic, Late Woodland, Historic period.      
Phases:   Woodstock, Nineteenth and twentieth century.                                                                               
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
  10/17/2013    _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO345 (revisit)     
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:     N/A                                             
County: Cobb       Map Name:  Sandy Springs     USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 735340   UTM North: 3752040              
Owner:       N/A                          Address:  N/A                   
Site Length: 30 meters   Width: 30 meters   Elevation: 930 feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Nineteenth century house site.   
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.): Ridge.                                                                                                    
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Interstate pavement and ramps._______________________ 
Additional Information: Site 9CO345 was a house site associated with Akers Mill, located approximately 
900 feet to the east. First identified during a survey for the Kennedy Parkway project, later recommended 
eligible after Phase II testing, and finally mitigated at the Phase III level prior to construction of the Kennedy 
Parkway when the site was destroyed. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. EPEI 
archaeologists found the site completely destroyed and all traces of the former location covered by 
northbound travel and off ramp lanes of I-75. Due to transportation infrastructure improvements, no visual or 
subsurface inspection was possible. As data recovery excavations were completed prior to the site’s 
destruction, no further work is required at this locale.        
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APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:    9CO345 (revisit)           Institutional Site Number:        N/A           
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:   N/A      

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor: Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                       
Other Reports:   None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:   N/A    ______      
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:           N/A                     Address:                     N/A                                                        
  
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:   Historic period.            
Phases:     Nineteenth century.                                                                                                                        
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
  10/18/2013     _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO428 (revisit)     
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:   Historic Bottle Dump                  
County: Cobb       Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad     USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 724100    UTM North:  3764850          
Owner:     N/A                            Address: N/A                    
Site Length:   15    meters   Width:   15    meters   Elevation:   344    feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Historic dump.     
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.): Ridge.                                                                                                    
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Parking lot, apartment complex.______________         
Additional Information:   Site 9CO428 is a previously recorded historic bottle dump. The site location is 
currently underneath pavement and development of an apartment complex, and is completely destroyed. That 
said, the entire site was found to have been completely destroyed by the construction of the Barrett Lakes 
subdivision in 2002. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. Due to the fact that the 
site extends beyond the project area, the site’s overall NRHP eligibility is recommended as of unknown 
status, with the portion of the site within the project area non-contributing to overall eligibility under 
Criterion D.              
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APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:     9CO428 (revisit)              Institutional Site Number:       N/A            
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:     N/A    

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor:  Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                       
Other Reports:    None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  __N/A_____          
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:        N/A                        Address:       N/A                                                                      
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:    Historic period.           
Phases:           Nineteenth and twentieth century.         
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
   10/18/2013    _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO446 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:  Frey/Chastain Road Site                
County: Cobb       Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad     USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 723300   UTM North:  3768050       
Owner:        N/A                         Address:  N/A         
Site Length:  125_   meters   Width:  125    meters   Elevation: 1000 feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Lithic scatter and historic house site.   
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Ridge, graded development.                                                                
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Grassy medians and paved surfaces.__________________ 
Additional Information:  This site has been recorded multiple times, it is the same site as 9CO125.   
                ____________ 
_____****SEE 9CO125 SITE FORM FOR MORE INFORMATION & MAPS****   
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APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:    9CO446 (revisit)            Institutional Site Number:       N/A            
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:   further development.   

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor: Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  07/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.            
Other Reports:    None.            
Artifacts Collected: None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  ___N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:          N/A                      Address:       N/A                                                                      
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:  Possibly Archaic, Late Woodland, Historic period.       
Phases:              Nineteenth and twentieth century.         
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
  10/17/2013    _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                        



APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO502 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:              N/A                         
County: Cobb       Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 724520   UTM North: 3767720        
Owner:      N/A                           Address:  N/A         
Site Length:  30    meters   Width:  35    meters   Elevation:  302    feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Historic scatter._     
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Small knoll top.                                                                               
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.): __Pavement and graded, grassy roadside._____    
Additional Information: Site 9CO502 is a historic artifact scatter, with an assemblage consisting of historic 
ceramics, glass, and metal. This site was previously recorded along a field road, which has since become a 
continuation of George Busbee Parkway - this development has destroyed 9CO502. Site dimensions are 
based on previously recorded investigations. These disturbances have compromised subsurface integrity to a 
degree that renders the site incapable of yielding archaeological data significant to the culture history of the 
region. Consequently, EPEI concurs with the original determination that 9CO502 is ineligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion D.             
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APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:     9CO502 (revisit)           Institutional Site Number:        N/A           
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:   further development.   

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor:  Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.            
Other Reports:        None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  ___N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:   None.            
Name:         N/A                       Address:         N/A                                                                    
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:    Historic period.          
Phases:         Unknown.                                                                                                                                   
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
   10/18/2013     _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO535 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:   Trench 1                                        
County: Cobb      Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 724520   UTM North:  3764850             
Owner:          N/A                       Address:  N/A                   
Site Length:  120    meters   Width:  60   meters   Elevation: 1230 feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Civil War earthworks.     
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Ridge & slope.   __                                                
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.): Mature woods between residential developments. ______ 
Additional Information: The earthworks are associated with the Brushy Mountain Line, part of the fortifications 
occupied by The Army of Tennessee from June 9-18, 1864. These trenches are situated between two residential 
developments and are at least partially disturbed by the construction of these; in addition, a veneer of modern trash 
(cans, wrappers, general garbage) is littered across the ridge & slope. Shovel testing and metal detection was conducted 
but no artifacts were encountered. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. Based on extant 
remains of entrenchments and the association of these entrenchments with actions related to the Battle of Kennesaw 
Mountain, EPEI concurs with the potentially eligible recommendation under Criterion D. If this site cannot be avoided 
by the current project, additional archaeological testing is recommended, which could include 100 percent examination 
via metal detector in order to recover any Civil War artifacts that may be present and cross-sectioning of the 
entrenchment in order to determine the structure and nature of the entrenchments.      
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State Site Number:   9CO535 (revisit)             Institutional Site Number:       N/A            
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:    construction.     

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor: Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                       
Other Reports:     None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:  N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:             N/A                   Address:          N/A                                                     
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:  Historic period.          
Phases:  Nineteenth century, Civil War Atlanta Campaign/Battle of Kennesaw Mountain.____________ 
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
 10/18/2013        _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO555 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:   _N/A__                                        
County: Cobb      Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 721440   UTM North:  3765180             
Owner:       N/A                          Address:  N/A                   
Site Length:  70  meters   Width:  70   meters   Elevation:   311    feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Outbuildings.      
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):     Ridge top.         
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.): _Mature woods with very dense secondary growth._______ 
Additional Information: Site 9CO555 is a previously recorded locus of two bulldozed outbuildings associated with 
a mid-twentieth century house site. The house is currently under the retail development to the south and east of 
9CO555. Within the APE, no artifacts were encountered; however, a section of stacked rock retaining wall was located 
at the southwestern corner of the site. Site 9CO555 continues well outside of our project area to the north, so the full 
extent is not known. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. Although recommended 
ineligible for the NRHP by SAS at the time of the site’s initial discovery, EPEI did not investigate the entirety of the 
site and, consequently recommend the site as of unknown eligibility. However, due an absence of artifacts, the lack of 
standing architectural features, and the long history of disturbance, this site is unlikely to yield data significant to the 
culture history of the region and the portion of the site within the project area does not contribute to the its overall 
eligibility under Criterion D.            
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State Site Number:     9CO555 (revisit)          Institutional Site Number:     N/A              
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:    further development.    

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor:  Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                       
Other Reports:         None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:   N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:            N/A                    Address:            N/A                                                                
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:    Historic period.          
Phases:           Twentieth century.            
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
  10/18/2013      _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO611 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:         N/A                                  
County: Cobb      Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 720990   UTM North:  3765230             
Owner:       N/A                          Address:  N/A                   
Site Length:  20   meters   Width:  20   meters   Elevation:  318     feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):    Lithic scatter.      
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Ridge.                                                                                                   
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Graded field with young pine growth._    
Additional Information:    Site 9CO611 is a previously recorded lithic scatter of unknown temporal association. For 
the current project, EPEI archaeologists excavated a judgmental shovel test within the recorded boundary of the site, 
which was negative for artifacts. Land surrounding the site was examined by visual inspection, but no artifacts were 
observed. No subsurface integrity appears to remain within the site boundary, or within the vicinity of the site. Site 
dimensions are based on previously recorded investigations. Based on the fact that commercial development and 
grading activities have completely compromised subsurface integrity of the locale and no artifacts were recovered from 
the shovel test excavated within the site boundary, EPEI finds no evidence upon which the original recommendation 
should be changed. Accordingly, EPEI concurs with the original finding that 9CO611 is ineligible for the NRHP under 
Criterion D.              
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State Site Number:     9CO611 (revisit)           Institutional Site Number:      N/A             
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:    construction.     

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor:  Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and 
Fulton Counties, Georgia.                       
Other Reports:      None.            
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
              
               
Location of Collections:   N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:             N/A                   Address:       N/A                                                                      
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:    Precontact period.         
Phases:               Unknown.                                                                                                                              
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
   10/18/2013    _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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APPENDIX APhase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM 
 1990 
 Official Site Number:  9CO613 (revisit)  
Institutional Site Number:  N/A   Site Name:      N/A                                     
County: Cobb      Map Name:  Kennesaw 7.5 Minute Quad    USGS or USNOAA 
UTM Zone:  16      UTM East: 721117   UTM North:  3765109             
Owner:         N/A                        Address: N/A                    
Site Length:  95   meters   Width:  114   meters   Elevation:  308     feet 
Orientation:       1. N-S        2. E-W        3. NE-SW      4. NW-SE      5. Round    6. Unknown 
Kind of Investigation: 1. Survey 2. Testing 3. Excavation      4. Documentary 

5. Hearsay 6. Unknown 7. Amateur 
Standing Architecture:   1. Present 2. Absent 
Site Nature: 1. Plowzone  2. Subsurface  3. Both  4. Only Surface Known 

5. Unknown  6. Underwater 
Midden:  1. Present    2. Absent   3. Unknown    Features:  1. Present   2. Absent   3. Unknown 
Percent Disturbance:   1. None   2. Greater than 50   3. Less than 50    4. Unknown 
Type of Site (Mill, Mound, Quarry, Lithic Scatter, etc.):   Artifact scatter.     
Topography (Ridge, Terrace, etc.):  Ridge.                                                                                                   
Current Vegetation (Woods, Pasture, etc.):_Residential development._       
Additional Information:  Site 9CO613 was previously recorded in 2002 as Federal entrenchments associated with 
the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain. A prehistoric lithic scatter was also identified on this site. Development of a 
townhome neighborhood has destroyed 9CO613, and the entirety of the site area is currently underneath pavement, 
structures, or highly graded patches of ground surface. This locale retains no subsurface integrity as the landform upon 
which the artifacts were discovered in 2002 has been graded to level. Site dimensions are based on previously recorded 
investigations. Due to the destruction of the site, this locale holds no potential to yield data significant to the culture 
history of the region. Consequently, EPEI finds no basis by which R. S. Webb & Associates’ original ineligible 
recommendation (Bloom and Tilley 2002:77) should be altered. EPEI concurs with the recommendation that this site is 
ineligible for the NRHP under Criterion D. __       ____   
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APPENDIX A Phase I Archaeological Survey for the Proposed Connect Cobb Transit 
Improvement Project in Cobb and Fulton Counties, Georgia

 
State Site Number:    9CO613 (revisit)            Institutional Site Number:     N/A              
 
Public Status: 1. National Historic Landmark  2. National Natural Landmark 
 3. Georgia Register  4. Georgia Historic Trust  5. HABS    6. HAER 
 
National Register Standing:  1. Determined Eligible  2. Recommended Ineligible 

3. Recommended Eligible 4. Nominated    5. Listed 6. Unknown   7. Removed 
 
National Register Level of Significance:  1. Local  2. State   3. National 
 
Preservation State (Select up to two): 1. Undisturbed  2. Cultivated     3. Eroded 

4. Submerged     5. Lake Flooded 6. Vandalized     7. Destroyed         8. Redeposited 
9. Graded 10. Razed 11. Logging/replanting 

 
Preservation Prospects: 1. Safe  2. Endangered by:     construction.    

3. Unknown 
 
 
 RECORD OF INVESTIGATIONS 
Supervisor:  Tom Lewis  Affiliation: Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.     Date:  7/11/2013  
Report Title:  Phase I Survey for the Connect Cobb Transit Improvement Project, Cobb and Fulton 
Counties, Georgia.                        
Other Reports:      Bloom, Jonathan A., and Doug Tilley 2002  Phase I Cultural Resources Survey of the 
Proposed 52.6 Hectare (130-Acre) Kennesaw Tract, Cobb County, Georgia. Report prepared for Gaultney 
Development Company, LLC. Georgia Archaeological Site File Report No. 2507. Report prepared by R.S. 
Webb & Associates, Holly Springs, Georgia.          
Artifacts Collected:  None.                                             
               
Location of Collections:   N/A           
Location of Field Notes:     Antonio J. Waring, Jr. Archaeological Laboratory University of West Georgia, 
Carrollton.                                    
Private Collections:  None.             
Name:            N/A                    Address:              N/A                                                               
 CULTURAL AFFINITY 
Cultural Periods:    Precontact, Historic period.          
Phases:       Unknown, Nineteenth century (Civil War)        
  
FORM PREPARATION AND REVISION 
    Date   Name     Institutional Affiliation  
 10/18/2013       _Andrew Carbo       Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc.  
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Artifact Catalog

Site: IF 1

Provenience: JST827-28

Bag Description: Judgmental Shovel Test 827-28

Catalog 
Number DescriptionCount

Weight 
in grams

Bag Number: 1

Additional Notes

1 1 1.60 possible figurine fragment porcelain

1 1.60Total:

1 1.60Site Total:

1 1.60
Project 
Total:

Page 1 of 1
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Report Purpose and Organization 
 
This report identifies and evaluates properties within a designated survey area as it relates to the 
proposed Connect Cobb transit project. However, this report will also detail the development of 
the primary roadway affected by this project, Cobb Parkway.  
 
The report is divided into four sections and three appendices. The first part of the report includes 
basic information regarding the project and previously identified historic resources within the 
project area. A second section includes a discussion of project methodology and limitations. 
Because many of the resources identified in this survey do not conform to typical Georgia 
architectural types and styles, a third section is included to describe and classify the survey 
findings. The fourth section of the report contains property information forms (PIFs) for 
resources identified during the survey. Appendix A includes copies of notification and early 
coordination correspondence. Appendix B includes documents related to previously identified 
properties. Appendix C includes background information on roadway development in the project 
area. 
 
Project Introduction: 
The proposed project was field surveyed for historic properties in compliance with Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and amendments thereto. The survey boundary 
and methodology were established based on previous project experience and in consultation with 
the Federal Transit Administration.  
 

The proposed project includes arterial rapid transit (ART) service and associated improvements 
on US 41/Cobb Parkway, as described below. The term ART is descriptive of a system that 
would operate on arterial roads and is now a common term for similar transit systems. The 
majority of the ART system would operate on fixed guideway (from Kennesaw to Cumberland), 
would have continuing service to the existing MARTA Arts Center Station on existing roads, 
and would begin at the terminus station at KSU near the intersection of Chastain Road and Frey 
Road.  
 
The alignment is routed as follows from Kennesaw State Station: 

 Continues north on Frey Road in mixed traffic where it crosses I-75 on the proposed Skip 
Spann Connector to Busbee Drive (construction of the Skip Spann Connector is 
underway and scheduled to be complete in 2016) 

 Continues south on Busbee Drive to George Busbee Parkway, where it travels past Town 
Center and Barrett Parkway to the proposed South Barrett Reliever Phases 2 and 3  

 Continues on the proposed South Barrett Reliever, which includes one dedicated lane for 
ART vehicles and one general purpose lane in each direction. The alignment then 
continues on dedicated guideway on Barrett Lakes Boulevard until US 41/Cobb Parkway. 
Transitions to center-running dedicated guideway (one lane in each direction) on US 
41/Cobb Parkway between Greers Chapel Road and Cumberland Boulevard 

 Continues on Cumberland Boulevard in center-running dedicated lanes, one in each 
direction, between US 41/Cobb Parkway and Akers Mill Road 

 Transitions to side-running dedicated bus lanes on either side of Akers Mill Road from 
Cumberland Boulevard to I-75 
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 Accesses I-75 southbound and operates in existing HOV lanes, exiting at US 
41/Northside Drive. No improvements will be on I-75 as part of the proposed project. 

 Operates in mixed traffic on US 41/Northside Drive. No improvements will be made to 
Northside Drive as part of the proposed project. 

 Turns east onto 17th Street and uses the existing side-running dedicated bus lanes, 
crossing I-75/I-85 and turning onto Spring Street in mixed traffic. No improvements will 
be made to 17th Street or Spring Street as part of the proposed project. 

 Continues south on Spring Street and turns east onto 14th Street, then north onto West 
Peachtree Street to the existing MARTA Arts Center Station, all in mixed traffic. No 
improvements will be made to Spring Street, 14th Street, or West Peachtree Street as part 
of the proposed project. 

In total, the length of the proposed project is 25.3 miles from Kennesaw to the existing MARTA 
Arts Center Station. Of this length, 13.2 miles (52.2 percent) is in fixed guideway and 12.1 miles 
(47.8 percent) is in mixed traffic. In addition to the 14 stations to be added for ART, it is 
anticipated that the existing MARTA Arts Center Station would be modified with the addition of 
bus bays/platforms to accommodate ART vehicles. 
 
The proposed transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 
Boulevard, White Circle, Battlefield, WellStar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White 
Water, Big Chicken/Roswell Road, University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, 
Cumberland North, Cumberland South, and MARTA Arts Center Station. The Northside 
Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, BeltLine, Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station stations 
are proposed future stations and are not part of the proposed project. 
 
The area of potential effects (APE), as defined in 36 CFR 800.16(d), is the geographic area or 
areas within which an undertaking may directly or indirectly cause changes in the character or 
use of historic properties if any such properties exist. Based on the nature and the scope of the 
undertaking and past experience with similar projects, Edwards-Pitman has evaluated and 
defined the APE for this proposed project. Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, 
the APE is limited to parcels on either side of the proposed alignment and a 500’ buffer around 
each proposed new station location. Because this project could involve the creation of lane 
separations, and intersection modifications, the potential for indirect effects outside the project 
corridor exists. This potential for indirect effects will be further evaluated as projected data 
becomes available and a clearer picture of possible changes in traffic patterns and development 
pressures emerge. 

Identified Resources 
Existing information on previously identified historic properties has been checked to determine if 
any are located within the APE of this undertaking. This review revealed no proposed National 
Register nominations, no National Register listed properties, no National Historic Landmarks, 
and no bridges determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register in the updated Georgia 
Historic Bridge Survey (GHBS) within the proposed project’s area of APE.  
 
The review of existing information also revealed that four properties 50 years old or older were 
identified within the proposed project's APE in previous Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources GADNR surveys. These include a 1994 Cobb County Historic Resources Survey, a 
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2005 Cobb County Historic Resources Survey, and a 2005 Fulton County Historic Resources 
Survey. These survey sites are 205165, 205166, 206288, and 206341. These sites were field 
surveyed by an Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. historian between August and October 
2013. Of the historic properties identified on the GADNR survey, two no longer exist. The sites 
that no longer exist are 205165 and 205166. Resource 206341 is within a larger neighborhood 
that was evaluated as a single resource (#64) in this study.  
 
Six resources identified within the APE of the proposed project have previously been identified 
for GDOT projects P.I. #0006980, P.I. #0011738, BRMLB-9004(8) (P.I. # 752630) and CSNHS-
0008-00 (256) (PI # 0008256).These resources were evaluated for National Register eligibility 
and those recommendations have been approved by the Georgia State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO). See Table 1 for eligibility determinations and Appendix B for concurrences and 
Property Information Forms for these resources. 
 
In addition, 68 properties, not identified in previous GDOT surveys, were found within the 
proposed project’s APE during the historic resources field survey. An Edwards-Pitman 
Environmental, Inc. historian conducted this survey between August and October 2013.  
 
As a result of these efforts, a total of 74 properties 45 years old or older were identified within 
the proposed project’s APE during the historic resources field survey. These properties are 
described in the following table: 
 

Table 1: Surveyed Resources 
Name of 

Resource 
Date of 

Construction 
Type and/or 

Style Location National Register 

Recommendation 
Resource 1 

(MP Eval.: 

Motels) 

ca. 1954 Motel: Cottage 
Court, Motor 
Court, Motor Inn 

637 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 2 

(MP Eval.: 

Motels) 

1957 Motel: Motor 
Court 642 S Cobb 

Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 3 

(MP Eval.: 

Motels) 

1952 
Motel: Motor 
Court 

525 N Cobb 
Pkwy Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 4 (MP 
Eval.: Motels) 

ca. 1960 Motel: Motor 
Court, Motor Inn 

801 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 5 

(MP Eval.: 

Motels) 

1945 Motel: Motor 
Court 

807 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 6 

(MP Eval.: 

Motels) 

1947 Motel: Cottage 
Court 

871 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 7 

(MP Eval.: 

Industry) 

1955 Other 552 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A 

Resource 8 

(MP Eval.: 

Industry) 

1953 Prefab: Barrel 
Vault 

456 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A 
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Name of 

Resource 
Date of 

Construction 
Type and/or 

Style Location National Register 

Recommendation 
Resource 9 
(MP Eval.: 
Industry) 

1967 Industrial 1091 Industrial 
Park Dr. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 10 1969 Residential: 
Apartments 

2345 S Cobb 
Pkwy. 

Smyrna Not Eligible 

Resource 11: / 
PI#0011738 

1954 Cemetery 2000 S Cobb 
Pkwy. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 12 1968 Retail: Detached 
Department Store 

1901 Terrell 
Mill Rd. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 13 1960 Block 1291 S Cobb 
Pkwy. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 14 

1946 Auto: 
Gas/Service 
Station, Service 
Garage 

1263 S Cobb 
Pkwy. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 15 
1956 Auto: 

Gas/Service 
Station 

1011 S Cobb 
Pkwy. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 16 1943 Military 
Installation S Cobb Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 17 
1966 Auto: 

Gas/Service 
Station 

628 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 18 1962 Restaurant: Fast 
Food 

614 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 19 
ca. 1959 / 
1985 

Auto: 
Gas/Service 
Station 

590-596 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 20 
1956 Block: 

Residential-
inspired 

580-586 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 21 1969 Restaurant: 
Casual 

562 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 22 1960 Bowling Alley 565 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 23 1958 Block 497 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 24 1955 Block 487 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 25 1955 Retail: Multiple 
Retail 

345 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 26 1961 Other 337 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 27 1958 Restaurant: Fast 
Food 

380 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 28 1953 Other 358 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 29 1960 Retail: Single 316 S Cobb Marietta Not Eligible 
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Name of 

Resource 
Date of 

Construction 
Type and/or 

Style Location National Register 

Recommendation 
Retail Pkwy. 

Resource 30 1967 Restaurant: 
Casual 

306 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 31 1966 Restaurant: Fast 
Food 

271 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 32 1951 Prefab: Barrel 
Vault 

249 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 33 

(IHOP) 

1969 Restaurant: 
Casual 

179 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / C 

Resource 34 1962 Retail: Detached 
Department Store 

1140 Roswell 
Rd. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 35 

PI#0008256 

(Marietta 

Muffler) 

1956 Auto: 
Gas/Service 
Station 

1109 Roswell 
Rd. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 36 Pre-1955 Prefab: Gable 30 Key Dr. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 37 1969 Retail: Detached 
Department Store 

119 S Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 38 1963 Restaurant: Fast 
Food 

12 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 39 1967 Block 150 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 40 1960 Block 341 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 41 1966 Block 652 Allgood 
Rd. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 42 

(Marietta Auto 

Center) 

1968 Auto: Service 
Garage 

436 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Eligible / A 

Resource 43 1959 Retail: Multiple 
Retail 

450 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 44 ca. 1960 Prefab: Barrel 
Vault 

488 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 45 1959 
Prefab: Gable 

508 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 46 1965 
Other 

519 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 47 1950 Other 562 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 48 

1930s-1960s Residential: 
Subdivision 

SE of 
intersection of 
N Cobb Pkwy. 
and Allgood 
Rd. 

Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 49 1954 Restaurant: 
Casual 

611 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 50 1961 Auto: 
Gas/Service 

623 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 
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Name of 

Resource 
Date of 

Construction 
Type and/or 

Style Location National Register 

Recommendation 
Station 

Resource 51 1963 Restaurant: 
Casual 

633 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 52 

(Hillcrest 

Apartments) 

1959 Residential: 
Apartments 

642 Allgood 
Rd. Marietta Eligible / A&C 

Resource 53 1964 Residential: 
Apartments 

619 Kiowa Dr. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 54 
1950 Block: 

Residential-
Inspired 

745 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 55 1952 School 700 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 56 / 
PI#752630 

1959 Prefab: Gable 910 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 57 / 
PI#752630 

1942 Other 915 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 58 1964 Other  820 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 59 1940 Residential: 
Bungalow 

1458 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 60 1940 Residential: 
Other 

1459 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 61 1969 Block 1660 N Cobb 
Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 62 1960 Other 1699 Greers 
Chapel Rd. Kennesaw Not Eligible 

Resource 63 
(GNAHRGIS 

#206288) 

ca. 1920 Residential: 
Georgian Cottage 1106 N Cobb 

Pkwy. Marietta Not Eligible 

Resource 64 
(GNAHRGIS 

#206341) 

1950-1966 Residential: 
Subdivision 

Near Mary Ada 
Dr. & Greers 
Chapel Rd. 

Kennesaw Not Eligible 

Resource 65 / 

(CSX railroad) 

PI#752630 

 Railroad Near Canton 
Rd. Marietta Eligible / A 

Resource 66 Not used 
Resource 67 Not used 
Resource 68 Not used 

Resource 69 1960 Residential: 
Linear Ranch 523 Roberts Ct. Kennesaw Not Eligible 

Resource 70 Not used 
Resource 71 Not used 
Resource 72  Not used 

Resource 73 1963 Other 1231 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Not Eligible 

Resource 74 

(Woodruff 

1968 Other 1280 Peachtree 
St. Atlanta Eligible / A,B&C 
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Name of 

Resource 
Date of 

Construction 
Type and/or 

Style Location National Register 

Recommendation 
Arts Center) 

Resource 75 

(First 

Presbyterian 

Church) 

1919 Church: Front-
Gabled 

1328 Peachtree 
St. Atlanta Eligible / C 

Resource 76 1965 Other 1316 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Not Eligible 

Resource 77 

(Artmore 

Hotel) 

PI#0006980 

1923 Residential: 
Apartments 

1302 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Eligible / C 

Resource 78 1967 Retail and Office 1280 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Not Eligible 

Resource 79 1964 Residential: 
Other 

1270 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Not Eligible 

Resource 80 1960 / 1980 Offices 1230 West 
Peachtree St. Atlanta Not Eligible 

In addition to the Georgia State Historic Preservation Office (Georgia SHPO), other potential 
consulting parties were identified based on the nature of the undertaking. The other potential 
consulting parties invited to participate in the Section 106 process were: City of Acworth, City of 
Atlanta, Atlanta Regional Commission, Cobb County Board of Commissioners, Cobb County 
Historic Preservation Commission, Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society, Dobbins Air 
Reserve Base, Georgia SHPO, City of Kennesaw, Kennesaw Historic Preservation Commission, 
Kennesaw State University, Life University, City of Marietta, City of Smyrna, Smyrna Historical 
and Genealogical Society, Southern Polytechnic State University, and Vinings Historic 
Preservation Society. The consulting parties were asked to provide information on any 
unidentified National Register listed or eligible properties within the project’s APE by a 
Notification dated October 17, 2013. A response to the invitation to become a consulting party in 
the Section 106 process was received from the Georgia SHPO by a memorandum dated 
November 8, 2013, from Dobbins Air Reserve Base by an email dated October 23, 2013, and 
from the Cobb County Community Development Agency, Planning Division by a letter dated 
October 24, 2013, (see Notification and Early Consultation Correspondence in Appendix A). 

For each property 45 years old or older identified within the APE, a Property Information Form 
with attached photographs has been prepared. The Criteria for Evaluation were applied to each 
property and a recommendation regarding National Register eligibility has been made.  For those 
properties recommended eligible for listing in the National Register, a proposed boundary 
depiction has also been attached to the Property Information Form. Of the properties 45 years old 
or older that were surveyed and to which the Criteria for Evaluation were applied, 12 have been 
recommended eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The properties 
recommended eligible for inclusion in the National Register are: Resource 1, Marietta Motel; 
Resource 2, Regency Inn & Suites; Resource 3, Crown Inn; Resource 5, Traveler’s Motel; 
Resource 6, Sun Inn; Resource 7, Atlanta Office Machines; Resource 8, Bisma Cars; Resource 
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33, IHOP; Resource 42, Marietta Auto Center; Resource 52, Hillcrest Apartments; Resource 74, 
Woodruff Arts Center; and Resource 75, First Presbyterian Church. See Figures A and B on the 
following pages for locations of all previously and newly identified eligible resources. Several 
groups of resources were evaluated together according to a common theme. This report contains 
two groups of these multiple property evaluations. One group evaluated the motel resources and 
one included industrial resources. The multiple property motel evaluation recommended five 
resources eligible and one not eligible for the National Register. The multiple property industry 
evaluation recommended two resources eligible and one not eligible. These two multiple 
property evaluations are included in this report immediately before the individual property 
evaluation forms. 

Other Resources 
During background research and survey, the project historian identified one historic marker 
within the APE, but it was not evaluated in this report. This marker for the Brushy Mountain 
Line is on the east side of N Cobb Parkway approximately 400' north of the northern intersection 
with White Circle NW. It was placed by the Georgia Historical Commission in 1954, and is 
typical of historical markers of this period. It is a rectangular metal sign with raised lettering, and 
is mounted on a reinforced concrete post. As an object that is “primarily commemorative in 
intent”, it is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria Consideration F as it does not 
possess significance on its own value. There are hundreds of identical markers throughout the 
state and this one does not possess any unique merit in terms of its design. However, care should 
be taken during project construction and implementation to retain it in good condition. 
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Figure 1A: Resource Location Map  
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Figure 1B: Resource Location Map  
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Figure 1C: Resource Location Map  
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Methodology: 
 
Survey Methodology 
FTA determined that the historic resource survey for the Connect Cobb project would include 
resources constructed through 1969. This 45-year cutoff (rather than the standard 50-year) was 
established in an effort to postpone the obsolescence of the report. This study and survey consists 
of a relatively large number of properties, therefore, substantial background research was 
completed prior to undertaking the fieldwork portion of this study. The architectural historian 
consulted Cobb and Fulton County tax records for construction dates of properties within the 
project APE. Properties with construction dates on or before 1969 were noted for further 
investigation. These construction dates were checked against historic USGS topographic maps 
and historic aerials. Those properties that had construction dates on or before 1969 and which 
had comparable buildings indicated on historic maps and/or aerials, were indicated for field 
survey. The survey consisted of a visual inspection of the buildings, photography of the building 
exterior, and, in many cases, interviews of building owners or occupants. Following the survey, 
the project historian evaluated whether each property was eligible for inclusion on the NRHP. In 
order to provide an objective approach for these evaluations, some general classification for 
commercial resource types (below) as well as background information regarding the 
development of Cobb Parkway has been included. 

Research Methodology 
After resources were surveyed, they were researched further based on the photographs, 
interviews, and other information obtained in the field. Historic aerials were consulted again at 
this stage to confirm information about additions or changes to buildings or properties. Historical 
archives of newspapers often contained information about the construction or permitting process 
of properties; this information helped to confirm construction or alteration dates. For high-profile 
construction projects, such as the Cumberland Mall development, there were numerous articles 
about design, construction, permitting, and opening dates of the buildings. Occasionally, 
occupant interviews revealed previous names or occupants of commercial properties. Historical 
news articles could sometimes confirm these. Other resources consulted included subject files at 
the Georgia Room of the Cobb County Library and the Atlanta History Center. We also 
consulted various files at the Georgia State Historic Preservation Office. These included 
environmental review project files, topical indexes, National Register files, as well as identified 
sites files.  
 
Initially, the project historian planned to trace property occupants or business names back in time 
by searching for identical address numbers in historical city directories. This proved to be one 
area of limitation for the research regarding properties in Cobb County. This is because initially 
(ca. 1940), most of the properties along Cobb Parkway did not have street numbers. Later (ca. 
1950), most properties were assigned numbers, but they were irregular, i.e. not necessarily 
sequential and even/odd numbers not necessarily on opposite sides of the roadway. The 
properties were numbered in a more standard fashion ca. 1970; however, even these numbers 
have sometimes changed slightly to allow for new buildings. The result is that for many less 
prominent resources it is not possible to establish past occupants or uses. Historical city 
directories proved more reliable for the resource in Atlanta, although some address renumbering 
was apparent.  
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Classification of Resources: 
This survey resulted in a large number of recorded resources, most of which are commercial in 
nature. For classification of the single-family residential resources (including those converted to 
commercial uses), the project historian used the Georgia SHPO publication, House Types in 
Georgia for reference. Residential resources also included multi-family examples, such as 
apartments. Several resources were the only ones of their kind included in this survey; however, 
they conform to readily identifiable categories such as railroads and are identified as such in this 
report. Initially, the Georgia SHPO publication, Commercial Types in Georgia was used as a 
guide for the classification of the commercial resources. This proved problematic however, as 
this document does not address many of the building types found during this survey. 
Additionally, it does not include resources of the 1960s, which were much of what was 
encountered during this survey. Therefore, several building types and subtypes were employed 
for the classification of commercial resources. The standard Georgia SHPO commercial types 
and house types were used whenever appropriate, and alternate classifications were used in cases 
where standard types were not applicable. The building types “office” and “industrial” were used 
in several instances. These are not elaborated in the following section as they do not necessarily 
conform to a general building description. The following is a listing of the various types included 
in the survey that are described as alternate commercial types and subtypes. This section also 
serves as a study in the building types encountered along this corridor. 
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Commercial Resource Types 
Auto 
The category of auto-related buildings includes a wide variety of structures that were designed to 
accommodate the sale, service, or maintenance of automobiles. Buildings in this category 
include garages, gas stations, and car dealerships. It is possible that auto-related buildings could 
be eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criteria A, B, C, or D either as individual 
resources, or as part of a district. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Gasoline Station Types, from The Gas Station in America 
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Gas/Service Station 
The gas/service station is a form that has been well documented. See John A. Jakle and Keith A. 
Sculle’s The Gas Station in America for a thorough discussion of the evolution of the gas station 
and history of the retail sale of gasoline. According to that study, early manifestations of the gas 
station include curbside filling stations, sheds, houses, houses with canopy, and houses with 
bays. Curbside stations, simply a gas pump located at the curb, were typically associated with 
another business like a grocery or hardware store. By the 1920s curbside stations were outlawed 
in many cities because of fire safety concerns, however, they persisted in rural locations. Newer 
stations then required a separate drive-in arrangement. Small sheds were constructed to house an 
attendant and equipment to accommodate the new, safer station type. The house-type station 
represented an effort by oil companies to use the station design to attract attention as well as 
project a positive image. Sometimes a canopy was used with the house-type station to provide 
shelter over the gas pumps, and later, bays were added to accommodate repairs, car washing, and 
other services. The house form and its variants were constructed through the 1930s. During the 
current investigation, we found no examples of any of the earliest gas station forms.1  
 
The oblong box station type was popular from 1930s-1960s. It was a basic design that allowed 
oil companies to adapt building color, materials, and ornamentation to illustrate a brand identity. 
This type was generally designed with a flat roof, service bays (often one for repairs and one for 
washing), and a cluster of office, storage, and restrooms to one side. Several examples of this 
type were found during the survey. Because of the oil companies move away from offering 
repair services, new owners have usually converted these older gas stations to other uses.2 
 
Smaller station buildings became popular in the 1970s; these include the small box and the 
canopy with booth. This station type eliminated the additional services made possible by the use 
of service bays. It represented an attempt to streamline gas sales in an era of fuel shortages. No 
examples of these types were found in the study area. The convenience store with canopy is a 
more recent adaptation of the gas station form. The majority of gas stations in the study area are 
of this type; however, none were included in this report. This is because the convenience store 
type did not become popular until recent decades, and resources built after 1969 were not 
included.3  
  

                                                 
1 John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle, The Gas Station in America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1994) 130‐144. 
2 Ibid, 144‐150. 
3 Ibid, 153‐154. 
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Figure 3: Oblong Box station example, Resource 35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Convenience Store station example  
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Service Garage 
The auto service garage seems to be a category that has had limited study and definition. 
However, it is clear that the auto service garage is a different category than the gas/service 
station. Where the gas/service station primarily sells gasoline and may offer repairs, the service 
garage is exclusively designed for repair and servicing of automobiles or other vehicles. It is 
important to note that the use or function of the building may be different from its form or type. 
For example, a prefabricated (prefab) building may function as a service garage. In this case, the 
form of the building would be considered prefab, but the use would be auto service. 
 
The service garage is generally larger than a gas station, usually possessing more than two bay 
openings that allow cars to enter the structure. The service garage is typically a square or 
rectangular masonry structure, often made of concrete masonry units (CMU). Flat roofs are 
common, but other forms are found including sloped and gabled. Metal-framed windows are 
often found, either awning or casement. These are usually placed higher than the average 
commercial window, perhaps to facilitate ventilation. Some space in the garage is typically given 
to an office, storage area, as well as restrooms. Examples found during this survey were 
constructed in the 1950s and 60s, but it is reasonable to assume that later examples would be 
common as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Service Garage example, Resource 42 
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Sales 
Like the service garage, it appears there has been limited study of auto sales buildings 
(dealerships); however, the information in Chester H. Liebs’ Main Street to Miracle Mile is a 
good introduction to the subject. His discussion focuses on the earliest iterations of the type but 
also includes variations that are more modern.4 One barrier to the classification of this building 
type is the diversity of buildings that can accommodate auto sales. This survey found auto-
related sales uses (used and new) in gas station buildings, restaurant buildings, and basic block-
type buildings. The reason for this diversity is that the parking lot and roadside are often the 
primary showroom. A small office with a restroom surrounded by a large parking lot can easily 
accommodate a basic used car lot. There is however, a distinction between the small or 
independent (typically used) car sales location and a dealer-associated (typically new) sales 
location. These are usually larger, and they nearly always employ the surrounding parking area 
for the display of vehicles while also having interior showroom areas. Interior spaces typically 
also accommodate offices, restrooms, accessory display and sales areas, waiting rooms, and 
service bays. Facades are often wide expanses of storefront glass; this storefront may extend 
around the building in order to admit as much natural light as possible into the showroom space. 
Showroom areas are typically in the front of the building, with offices behind and service areas 
to the rear. Dealerships often employ some bold architectural element to draw attention to their 
location. This may take the form of dramatic curves, angles, or roof shapes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Auto sales example  

                                                 
4 Chester H. Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile, (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1985), 75‐93. 
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No examples of this auto-related building in the sales subtype were included in this report, 
although the building depicted above is located along the project corridor. Other buildings used 
for auto sales fell under alternate building types, often because they were used car sales locations 
occupying an available building, rather than a new car dealership in a purpose-built showroom. It 
is important to classify the auto sales building type because many were constructed in the 1960s-
80s and will soon fall under the 50-year umbrella. The classification of auto sales buildings is 
applicable to this report as it relates to the overall Classification of Resources and helps to put 
the commercial resources of this study (and future, similar studies) into context as requested by 
the Georgia SHPO. 
 
Block 
The category of block buildings includes one basic building type that is purposely generic in 
form, fenestration and interior arrangement. This common design allows for a building that is 
able to accommodate any number of uses including restaurant, retail, and auto-related operations 
among others. Quite often, these buildings are not owner-occupied. Instead, an owner will lease 
the building to a succession of occupants and will typically modify the building to suit each new 
tenant. These modifications can include signage, exterior coloring and materials, fenestration, 
interior arrangement, roofline additions or changes, as well as associated parking and 
landscaping. Commercial leases, often two-five years, result in frequent alterations to block 
buildings. 
 
The block form is different from the single retail form discussed in Commercial Types in 
Georgia in several ways. 5 First, the block is often larger and is exclusively found in a stand-
alone arrangement, not attached to other structures. The block seldom has the three-bay façade 
found in the single retail type. The block form is in no way related to a “main street” 
arrangement and the block form is divorced from its function. While it can be used for retail, it 
can easily accommodate other uses too, even being subdivided to accommodate multiple tenants. 
Last, while the single retail type is reported (in Commercial Types in Georgia) to have been 
constructed between the 1880s and the 1950s, the block is a form born of the highway and 
roadside and was commonly constructed in the 1950s, 60s, 70s and beyond. 
 
In its most basic form, the block is a square or rectangular building, usually with exterior 
masonry walls, a flat roof, a front entry (often centrally located), and a façade consisting of either 
aluminum/glass storefront or a combination of large, fixed panes of glass and glass entry doors. 
Often this type will have no interior structural members (columns), but rather, trusses resting on 
exterior walls support the roof. This allows maximum freedom to create a variety of interior 
arrangements without the limitations of interior columns.  
 
It is unlikely that any examples of block-type buildings would be individually eligible for the 
NRHP under Criterion C because they are purposely designed to be buildings without 
distinction. The design intent of these buildings is to be adaptable to a variety of business uses: 
change out the storefront, alter the faux roofline, renovate the interior, paint the exterior, add new 
signage and voila, it is a new building. The idea that an individual block building would 
“embody the distinctive characteristics of a type [or] period” is the antithesis of its existence. If 
                                                 
5 Georgia State Historic Preservation Office, Commercial Types in Georgia 
http://georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/commercial_types.pdf (accessed December 10, 2013). 
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an unaltered example were found it could potentially be eligible under Criterion C as an example 
of a particular method of construction. This would be unlikely because of the frequent and total 
remodeling these buildings typically undergo. A block building could however, be part of an 
eligible district, or part of a multiple property nomination, under Criteria A, B, or D as it is 
entirely possible it could be associated with a prominent person or event, or could contain some 
potential for study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Basic block example, Resource 40  
 
Residential-inspired 
Based on the results of this study, there appears to be a sub-type of the block building, the 
residential-inspired block. These have the basic characteristics of the block (exterior masonry 
walls, a front entry, and a façade consisting of either aluminum/glass storefront or a combination 
of large, fixed panes of glass and glass entry doors) with the exception of the flat roof. The 
residential-inspired block typically has a gabled roof and sometimes has other elements of 
residential design such as columns, a front porch, or wood cladding accents.  
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Figure 8: Residential-inspired block example, Resource 54 
 
 
Motel 
The various forms of motels have been well documented. See John A. Jakle, Keith A. Sculle, and 
Jefferson S. Rogers’ The Motel in America for a thorough discussion of the history and evolution 
of the motel. The motel forms discussed here are in a different category than the downtown 
hotel. That type had been the standard since the heyday of rail travel in the nineteenth century. 
The basic forms of the motel include the auto camp, tourist home, cabin camp, cottage court, 
motor court, motor inn, and highway hotel. Only the cottage court, motor court, and motor inn 
are represented in this survey. Often, motels have been modified and have undergone numerous 
updates and additions over the years. The result is that several different motel building forms 
may be found on the same property. The Marietta Motel (Resource 1), built ca. 1940, is an 
interesting example that includes the cottage court, motor court, and motor inn forms. It is 
possible that motel buildings could be eligible for inclusion in the National Register under 
Criteria A, B, C, or D either as individual resources, or as part of a district. 
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Figure 9: Motel Types, from The Motel in America 
 
The auto camp, tourist home, and cabin camp are the earliest evolutions of motel architecture. 
The auto camp began in the early days of the twentieth century and remained popular through the 
1930s. The camps freed tourists from spending money on accommodations. Instead, it allowed 
them to spend more on fuel and take longer trips. Tourist homes, common in the eastern US in 
the 1930s, were private homes that rented rooms on a nightly basis. No tourist homes currently 
exist in the survey area, but according to City Directories there were several in the 1940s and 
50s. Cabin camps represent the first generation of buildings constructed specifically for 
accommodating the auto tourist along the roadways. These were also popular in the 1930s and 
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were often used in conjunction with an auto camp or tourist home. No examples of auto camps, 
tourist homes, or cabin camps were identified during this survey.6  
 
Cottage Court 
Cottage courts were built during the same time period as the cabin camp, however, the cottage 
court buildings were more substantial and were intended for year-round occupancy. They were 
usually arranged around an open central space and accommodated automobiles with covered 
parking adjacent to the room. The cottage court typically included a private bathroom and had a 
level of amenities designed to appeal to the middle class traveler. No unmodified examples of the 
cottage court were identified during this survey, however, cottage courts were found on motel 
properties in conjunction with other motel forms.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Cottage court buildings at the Marietta Motel, Resource 1 
 
Motor Court 
Motor courts, popular in the 1950s and 60s, had many of the same features of the cottage courts. 
They were geometrically arranged around courtyard areas, included private bathrooms, and had 
basic furnishings that created a residential feel. The primary difference between these and the 

                                                 
6 John A. Jakle, Keith A. Sculle, and Jefferson S. Rogers,  The Motel in America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1996) 23‐41. 
7 Ibid, 41‐43. 
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earlier cottage courts is that the rooms of the motor court are all grouped under a single roofline 
and parking was moved to the front or rear of the structure.8  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Motor court example, Resource 2 
 
Motor Inn 
Motor inns represent a period in the 1950s when the industry began to transition from owner-
operated locations to larger chain operations. Motor inns often featured enhanced public spaces 
including courtyards, swimming pools, restaurants, lobbies, and cocktail lounges. These were 
usually multi-story structures and were near airports, interchanges, and more populated areas. In 
this survey, there is one example of a multi-story motel structure; however, it is mixed with older 
motel building types (Resource 1).9  
 
The highway hotel has been a common type since the 1960s. These are typically in high-rise 
arrangements and feature more extensive amenities than their predecessors. No examples of 
highway hotels were found during this survey.10  

                                                 
8 Ibid, 43‐49. 
9 Ibid, 49‐51. 
10 Ibid, 51‐52. 
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Figure 12: Motor inn example, Resource 1 
 
Prefabricated 
Prefabricated (prefab) buildings do not appear to have had much attention in historical 
architectural literature. This is probably because they are a relatively recent building type, they 
are not associated with any specific use or industry, and they are generally not buildings with 
distinctive design elements. In this study, prefab buildings had construction dates from the 1940s 
through the 1960s. Many more examples were present, but these had post-1969 construction 
dates. The prefab category includes the standard, metal, gable-roofed warehouse building that is 
commonly associated with this type, as well as an earlier version, the barrel vault. 
 
Gabled 
The gabled sub-category of prefabricated buildings refers to pre-engineered structures that are 
often referred to as “Butler” buildings. However, Butler refers to a specific company, when there 
are actually a number of companies that produce these structures. This type of prefabricated 
building undergoes extensive preparation and assembly at the factory so they can be erected with 
a minimal amount of effort and time once they arrive on site. Prefabricated buildings are 
significantly less expensive than standard construction. Additionally, the open-span steel frame 
generally allows for large interior spaces, free of columns. This makes them ideal for a wide 
range of uses including garages, warehouses, gyms, schools, and offices, among others.  
 
A prefabricated building usually has a low-sloped gable roof clad with corrugated metal as well 
as an exterior skin of corrugated metal. However, the materials and detailing of these structures 
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is highly customizable. It is possible to use any type of exterior cladding including masonry, 
stone, or stucco and to customize the façade with storefront glass, entryways, and parapets.  
 
While it is unlikely that a gabled prefab building in its basic form would be NRHP-eligible under 
Criterion C, it is possible that it could be eligible as part of a district, a multiple property 
nomination, or a larger grouping of buildings such as an industrial or farm complex. If it was 
used as the basic structure of a building that illustrated distinctive characteristics or design 
aesthetic, it is possible that it could be individually eligible under Criterion C. Additionally, these 
buildings could be eligible under Criteria A, B, or D.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Example of prefabricated building with gabled roof, Resource 45 
 
Barrel Vault 
The barrel vault is another sub-type of the prefab building. They are used as warehouses, 
garages, and industrial applications. They have the same open interior spaces uninterrupted by 
columns, but they do not appear to occur in sizes quite as large as gabled prefab structures. 
Additionally, it seems that they consist of prefabricated roof trusses attached to site-built 
masonry walls. Structural components of roofs for barrel vault buildings are typical steel, but 
some earlier examples may have wood structural members as well. The barrel vault buildings 
surveyed had construction dates from the 1940s through the 1960s. Based on this (limited) 
observation, it appears that the barrel vault building represents an early iteration of prefabricated 
structures. It also appears that barrel vault and gabled prefab buildings were used concurrently 
for a time, but that the gabled type became more popular and is now the standard.  
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Because it appears to be a distinctive construction type, it is possible that a barrel-vaulted 
building could be eligible under Criterion C; however, this building type does not appear to have 
been studied in the historical architectural literature. It is unknown how many examples of these 
buildings exist, who built them, or their original functions. More study of this type is necessary 
to understand them within a local and state context. These buildings could also be eligible under 
Criteria A, B, or D. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Example of barrel vaulted building, Resource 8 
 
Restaurant 
The history and trends in the restaurant industry, including the design of restaurant buildings has 
been well documented. See John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle’s Fast Food: Roadside 
Restaurants in the Automobile Age for a thorough discussion of the history and evolution of 
restaurants and the restaurant industry. Unfortunately, in a departure from the approach of the 
two other similar references (The Motel in America and The Gas Station in America), the 
restaurants discussed are not distinguished so much by their building type as they are by the type 
of food they served. It is possible that restaurant buildings could be eligible under Criteria A, B, 
C, or D. The following is a description of some of the general characteristics of two basic 
restaurant types: the casual restaurant and the fast food restaurant. This report does not include a 
discussion of fine dining establishments, as none were encountered during this study. 
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Casual 
The basic distinction between the casual restaurant and its fast food counterpart is that patrons 
enter the casual restaurant, are seated at a table or bar, and are served food that is generally 
intended to be consumed onsite. While there are many variations, such as neighborhood 
restaurants with curbside take-out service, restaurants will generally fit into one of these two 
categories. Casual dining establishments can be chains or franchises or they may be local 
businesses. When they are chains, they will often have readily identifiable brand details, such as 
the IHOP A-frame. Generally, the casual restaurant will have a side, rather than a front, entry; 
often the entryway includes a small waiting area. Windows on a casual restaurant are often 
individual, fixed units rather than open walls of storefront-type glass. They are usually larger, 
rectangular buildings with distinctive roofline detailing, and parking often surrounds the 
building.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Example of a casual restaurant building, Resource 33 
 
Fast Food 
Dining patterns at fast food restaurants are more diverse than at casual restaurants. Patrons may 
enter the fast food restaurant and order at a counter, and then they may consume food onsite, or 
take it to go. Additionally, they may place orders to go at a drive-thru window. Occasionally, fast 
food restaurants have no interior dining space, and can only accommodate walk-up or drive-thru 
orders. The drive-thru is the primary distinction between the casual and fast food restaurant 
types. Fast food restaurants usually have entryways on both sides of the building and may or may 
not include a front entry. Typically, these are chains or franchise establishments with distinctive 
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brand details such as overall building style, colors, and signage. Windows on fast food 
restaurants are often large spans of storefront-type glass. These buildings are usually small and 
square with flat roofs, and parking at both sides of the building.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16 Example of a fast food restaurant building, Resource 31 
 
Retail 
Several retail types have been defined in the Georgia SHPO publication Commercial Types in 
Georgia. These types include community store, corner store, retail & office, single retail, 
multiple retail, and office tower. The “Commercial Types” have been used to identify properties 
included in this survey where appropriate. The single retail and multiple retail types were used 
several times in this survey. The retail and office type and the office tower type were employed 
for a number of buildings included in this survey. However, it should be noted that although they 
SHPO guidance indicates the periods of significance for these types range between 1880s and the 
1930s, they are actually quite common in more modern construction as well. While some 
examples of the previously defined types were found during this survey, another type, the 
detached department store, was identified as well.  
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Detached Department Store 
The detached department store type appears to have emerged in the 1960s. These stores 
revolutionized retailing by providing one-stop shopping for the newly auto-dependent consumer. 
This type is referred to as “detached” for two reasons. First, it is a stand-alone store unlike earlier 
downtown department stores, which were typically part of a larger city streetscape. Second, it is 
unlike modern departments stores that are often attached to a shopping mall. The detached 
department store is typically a discount establishment; when they first emerged they were 
subsidiaries of well-known brands, such as Rich’s (Richway) or J.C. Penney (Treasure Island). 
Because these stores included such a massive amount of floor space, they were often not 
practical for single tenant reuse. Therefore, some of these buildings have been converted to 
accommodate multiple retail outlets (Resources 12 and 34). These examples have been 
categorized as detached department store, rather than multiple retail however, as the multiple 
retail type better describes groupings of smaller stores. The general characteristics of the 
detached department store are that they are large buildings (roughly 100,000 square feet or more) 
with flat roofs. They usually have masonry walls, steel framed roofs and skylights. The site 
typically has extremely deep setbacks and large parking lots in front. Loading areas are to the 
rear and/or sides. When these stores are chain operations, they will have distinctive brand colors, 
signage, and entryway finishes. The interior of the detached department store is mostly open 
space, with limited warehouse, office, and amenity space around the perimeter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Example of a detached department store building, Resource 12 
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Evaluation of Resources 
For each resource included in this report, the project historian researched the history of the 
property, its buildings, and its owners or occupants. Sources for this research included historical 
newspaper articles, property records, company websites, and occupant or owner interviews. 
Where relevant historical material was found, it has been included in the “Dates of 
Development” section for that resource. Despite quite a bit of interesting information, few 
properties or buildings significant under Criteria A or B and no properties significant under 
Criterion D were found. Due to the limited depth of information available for most resources, 
there was no basis for evaluating them under Criteria A or B. In cases where this information 
was available and pertinent, these resources were evaluated under Criterion A. Categories of 
significance considered included architecture, commerce, community planning and development, 
economics, entertainment, military, social history, and transportation. There was only 
information regarding people connected with these resources in a few cases. When this 
information was available, the resources were evaluated under Criterion B. Most properties were 
evaluated under Criterion C. See the “National Register Criteria and Level of Significance” 
section for each included resource for a discussion of which Criteria and Criteria Considerations 
were used for individual evaluations.  
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Multiple Property Evaluation: Motels 
This multiple property evaluation includes all newly recorded motel resources encountered 
during the Connect Cobb survey effort. See the table (below) for basic information on each of 
these resources. All of these resources are considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register, with the exception of Resource 4. This evaluation is organized as follows: First, the 
introduction discusses motel resources in general; second is a discussion of the National Register 
eligibility and the integrity of this group of motel resources. The last section in this multiple 
property evaluation is individual resource information including location, description, and 
photographs.  
 
Table 2: Motel resources included in multiple property evaluation 
Resource 
# 

Historic Name Current Name Construction 
Date 

NRHP 
Recommendation 

1 Marietta Motel Marietta Motel ca. 1954 Eligible 
2 Mayflower 

Motor Hotel 
Regency Inn & 
Suites 

1957 Eligible 

3 Lamar Motel Crown Inn 1952 Eligible 
4 Traveler’s Haven  White Columns Inn ca. 1960 Not Eligible 
5 Blue Top Motor 

Court 
Traveler’s Motel 1945 Eligible 

6 Holcomb Motel Sun Inn 1947 Eligible 
 
While none of the individual motel resources would be eligible for the National Register as a 
singular example of motel development, design, or construction, taken together, they illustrate an 
important aspect of the history of Cobb Parkway and the surrounding communities. These types 
of roadside motels were built in response to the needs of a growing number of tourists traveling 
by car. Roadside accommodations represent a departure from the more formal hotels found 
closer to city centers before and during this period. These establishments tended to be located 
close to the roadway, just outside of town. Mom-and-pop enterprises, rather than large chains 
typically built these establishments, so the design and standard of accommodation often varied. 
In the days before online reservations, these places needed to be highly visible and attractive to 
consumers. They often had large signs as well as central courtyards with pools or landscaping 
that would draw the attention of motorists. 
 
Because these motels were often privately owned, they have usually been sold multiple times 
over their lifespan. Each new owner can bring a different aesthetic, updated business objectives, 
and new money to the motel. Often, each new owner leaves their mark on the building with guest 
room remodels, façade updates, building additions, and creation or elimination of amenities. 
Sometimes these alterations are money-saving steps (such as infill of pools) and sometimes they 
are revenue generating (such as addition of new guest rooms). Another very common alteration 
is an expansion of an original office building or area to include living space for the motel owner 
and/or staff. Either way, these changes represent important measures that keep these roadside 
establishments in business. Although these types of alterations may affect the integrity of these 
resources slightly, when examined as a group, only one of the examples (Resource 4, White 
Columns Inn) has had such extensive alterations that it can no longer be considered eligible for 
the National Register.  
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Figure 18: Location map of all motel resources included in multiple property evaluation 
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National Register Criteria and Level of Significance 
These resources were evaluated for eligibility for listing in the National Register using the 
National Register Criteria for Evaluation as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known 
associations with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and 
documented with these properties. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of 
background research on the project area and deed research on the properties, in any response to 
the Department's early consultation correspondence received from consulting parties or in an 
interview with the current occupants. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the properties 
under Criterion B. In addition, there are no indications that the properties are likely to yield 
information on important research questions in history or prehistory. These properties do not 
appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating them under Criterion D. 
 
Resources 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were evaluated under Criteria A and C for eligibility for listing in 
the National Register. Resources 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are all significant under Criterion A at a local, 
state, and regional level in the areas of commerce, recreation, social history, and transportation. 
They illustrate the new ways that the growing post-WWII population was choosing to travel by 
car. They were taking advantage of a national system of roadways that was under continuous 
improvement and expansion between the 1930s and 1970s. First with the creation of a national 
highway system, and later, with the establishment of the national system of interstates. These 
motels are all emblematic of mom-and-pop roadside establishments that were built to take 
advantage of this increased tourism. They share the characteristics of location along a highway 
only a few miles from busy cities (Atlanta and Marietta) as well as a military base. They are 
arranged to maximize visibility along the roadway by being long, low (one-to-two story), and in 
some cases (Resource 3), angled toward the incoming travel direction rather than perpendicular 
to the roadway.  
 
The exception is Resource 4. Resource 4 has been so heavily modified that it can no longer 
convey significance under Criteria A or C. Additionally; it was constructed piecemeal between 
1950 and 2000 and is not a good illustration of any motel building type. Therefore, it is 
recommended not eligible for the National Register within the context of this multiple property 
evaluation. 
 
The motel resources (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) are also significant under Criterion C as examples of mid-
century motel architecture. These properties represent a building type (the motel) not previously 
defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied in architectural literature 
and which was defined in this report. Taken together, these motel resources create an interesting 
collection of the various subtypes of the motel form. While they have all been modified to some 
extent, most retain enough integrity to illustrate their significance.  
 
Integrity 
When evaluating the integrity of these resources, it is important to consider their age, changes in 
industry trends, and their basic revenue-generating purpose. In order to retain the viability of 
these establishments, they were often altered. This has happened to some extent in every case. 
Essentially, the position of this report is that, despite changes such as exterior material changes, 
window and door replacements, swimming pool removal, and office building additions and 
changes, collectively, these buildings retain enough integrity to illustrate their significance. If the 
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original motel building arrangement was typical of its subtype (cottage court, motor court, etc.) 
is intact and operating under its original purpose, it is considered eligible. The only resource that 
had alterations so egregious that its integrity was completely lost was Resource 4. Examples of 
these alterations include a three-story building addition at the center of the property, a shed 
addition atop the original office, as well as other alterations to individual buildings. The 
following is a discussion of the seven aspects of integrity and how the motel resources have been 
affected in each category. 
o Location: All of these motel resources retain integrity of location, because none has been 

moved.  
o Design: Most of these motels have lost some of the design integrity of the office 

area/building. A very common alteration to these structures was the addition of living space 
to the original building. Some of these alterations were more aesthetically pleasing than 
others, but do not destroy the overall design and layout of the resource as a whole. Resources 
1 and 4 in particular, have had significant alterations and additions. Resource 1 has lost the 
original southern half of its cottage court arrangement, but because it still includes good 
examples of the cottage court, motor court, and motor inn types (all at least partially visible 
from the roadway) this loss is not completely detrimental to its contribution to the overall 
theme. Resource 4, on the other hand, has a very large multi-story motel building constructed 
within the courtyard area as well as numerous alterations and additions to the other buildings. 
In this case, the integrity of design of the resource has been significantly diminished.  

o Setting: All of the resources retain their general integrity of setting, as they are all still 
located along a busy roadside outside a major city. However, in most cases, the immediate 
setting has been altered. The removal of original swimming pools is the most common 
example.  

o Materials: The integrity of materials of most of these resources has been diminished. The 
most common alteration to materials is the application of stucco over original brick exteriors 
(Resources 1, 2, 3, and 5). This type of material alteration is not entirely detrimental to the 
integrity of the resource because it does not disguise the form of the building, and, in theory, 
is a reversible alteration.  

o Workmanship: In the case of these resources, the buildings were not great architectural 
creations when constructed. They were built to meet a need and to make money and could do 
so with few architectural embellishments. Therefore, workmanship is a less important aspect 
of the integrity of these buildings than the six others in this section. However, the fact that 
the buildings have lasted under heavy and constant use, is a testament to the quality of their 
original construction. 

o Feeling: In most cases, the integrity of feeling is intact because the motel buildings are used 
for their original purpose. One exception is Resource 4, which now functions as an extended 
stay/apartment facility. 

o Association: The motels were designed to be on a busy commercial roadway, and although 
the nature of the traffic has changed with the majority of traffic now being local, rather than 
long-distance, the basic commercial nature of the area remains. 
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Resource 1 (Marietta Motel) 
This resource has been called the Marietta Motel since the 1950s, and this is likely the original 
name. It was not previously identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 637 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of New Hope Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  Resource 1 (Marietta Motel) is a study in the development of the 
motel form. This location has added rooms periodically throughout its history using whatever 
configuration was most popular at the time. Because of this, it is a combination of cottage court, 
motor court, and motor inn. According to the tax assessor’s record, Resource 1 was constructed 
in 1957, however, the actual date is somewhat earlier. A V-shaped arrangement of eight cottage 
courts appears on aerial maps dated 1955 and a listing for the Marietta Motel appears in a 1950 
City Directory. The cottage court arrangement was common from the 1930s into the 1940s, so it 
is possible that these units were built as early as the late 1930s or early 1940s. By 1960, a linear 
set of motor court buildings are located east of the cottage courts, running parallel to Cobb 
Parkway. By the early 1970s, the two-story motor inn building was constructed. Originally, a 
small office building was located close to the road, but this was demolished circa 1990, and a 
new larger office was built a bit further back from the road. Around this time, the southern row 
of cottage courts was demolished, this portion of the property was sold, and a McDonalds was 
constructed on this land. Other alterations include roof enclosures of parking areas between 
cottage courts and covering the original brick exteriors with stucco and stacked stone veneer. 
 
Description: Marietta Motel is a combination of the cottage court, motor court, and motor inn 
building types. Now the property contains four primary buildings: a front office, a two-story 
motor inn, a row of cottage courts, and a series of motor court buildings at the rear. The office 
building is a narrow rectangular structure that is perpendicular to the roadway. It has a shed roof 
and a stucco and stacked stone veneer exterior. A small office is at the front of this building and 
a series of motel rooms is to the rear.  
 
The two-story motor inn building has approximately ten guest rooms with exterior entrances. 
The main part of this building has a flat roof, but a metal-clad pyramidal roof accent is on the 
southwest corner over the exterior stairs. The remaining row of cottage courts is immediately 
behind the motor inn building. There are four cottages, each containing two guest rooms with 
side entrances. The original brick exteriors are covered on the front and sides with stucco. Each 
of the cottages has a hipped roof covered with asphalt shingles. There are parking areas between 
each of the cottages. The cottages would have originally been separate, possibly with a small 
shed over the parking areas. Although the roofs over the parking areas have been merged with 
the cottage roofs, the individual hipped roofs of the cottages are still easily discernable. A small, 
brick boiler building with a chimney is just north of (behind) the cottages. 
 
The motor court portion of the motel originally consisted of three separate linear buildings with 
hipped roofs. Laundry and utility rooms have been constructed in between the individual motor 
courts creating one continuous structure. The utility areas have flat roofs while the separate guest 
room buildings are still defined by their individual rooflines. At the center of each roof, there is a 
small cupola with a pyramidal top. The motor court guest rooms have exterior entrances that 
open onto a breezeway. The exterior of the motor court building is covered with stucco.  
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The property is separated from the roadway by a wide grassy strip. There are small trees, hedges 
and flowers at the front of the property and around the office, motor inn, and cottage court 
sections of the property. There are no plantings around the motor court buildings. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register boundary 
of Marietta Motel corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 2.4 acres. The proposed 
boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the property and 
the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the 
western border of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way does not contain 
any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729895.91 Northing 3757921.90. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Postcard view of Resource 1 ca. 1965, note the original brick exteriors (Image from 
www.cardcow.com ) 
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Figure 1.2: View of Resource 1, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway, office building and motor 
inn building in foreground, cottage courts and motor courts to rear 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3: South oblique of Resource 1, motor inn, facing north   
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Figure 1.4: South elevation of Resource 1, cottage courts, facing northeast 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: West elevation of Resource 1, motor courts, facing southeast
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Resource 2 (Regency Inn and Suites) 
This property is the location of the Regency Inn and Suites. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 642 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, across from New Hope Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  This motel was built in 1957, according to Cobb County tax records. 
It was originally called the Mayflower Motor Hotel, and this name was used through the 1970s. 
A row of eight additional units was added to the north side of the motel circa 1965. A pool house 
structure in the courtyard was likely built at this time too. The swimming pool in the courtyard 
was filled in circa 1990. A postcard image of the motel, dated 1960, shows the buildings with 
brick exteriors, but this has been covered with stucco. The brick is still visible on the rear 
elevations of the guest room buildings. 
 
Description:  Resource 2 (Regency Inn and Suites) is a motor court-type motel in a U-shaped 
arrangement. It contains approximately 40 guest rooms. Most of the rooms face onto a central 
courtyard and have a row of parking directly in front of the rooms. An additional row of rooms is 
on the north side of the motel, and parking is provided in front of these rooms. A small office is 
at the front (northeast corner) of the building and a drive-through canopy provides shelter for 
cars in front of the office. The building is one-story with an asphalt shingle-covered gable roof. 
The roofline extends beyond the guest room doors to create a breezeway in front of the rooms. 
Rectangular, stuccoed columns with geometric accents support the roofline. A single, fixed light 
window and a steel door delineate each guest room. 
 
A small rectangular building is on the northwest corner of the courtyard. It was the pool house 
and now serves as a laundry room and vending area. It has a side-gabled roof and stucco exterior. 
A shed roof extension on the north side shelters vending machines. The property has little 
landscaping other than small plantings near the office and a lawn across the courtyard. Two 
drives admit cars to the property: an entry drive near the office and an exit on the south side. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register boundary 
of the Regency Inn and Suites corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 2.1 acres. 
The proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of 
the property and the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been 
proposed as the eastern border of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way 
does not contain any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility 
of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729869.25 Northing 3757868.98. 
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Figure 2.1: Postcard view of Resource 2, ca. 1960, note the courtyard with pool and original 
brick exterior (Image from www.cardcow.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: View of Resource 2, facing southwest from across Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 2.3: View of center section of building, facing west from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: View of southern section of building, facing south from driveway 
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Resource 3 (Crown Inn) 
This property is the location of the Crown Inn. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 525 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Seminole Drive. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1952. It was called the Lamar Motel from the 1950s through the 1980s, and is 
now called the Crown Inn. Each of the three guest room buildings and the office building were 
built in 1952. The rear addition to the office building was added ca. 1975. The original brick 
exteriors were covered with stucco (date unknown). The historic postcard image (see below) 
appears to show white asphalt shingle roofing; the roofs are now covered with metal. Aerial 
photos indicate this change was made since 2007. The buildings originally had square cupolas at 
the ridgelines; it is likely these were removed when the roof material was altered. 
 
Description:  The siting of this property is interesting, because it is not perpendicular to the 
roadway, as is typical for commercial buildings. This motel is placed at approximately a 30-
degree angle to the road. In this way, it was best positioned to attract motorists driving south. 
Two drives lead from the roadway into the property. Grassy areas surround the front and rear of 
the property and a creek runs along the rear of the lot. A large power line easement runs along 
the northwest side of the property. 
 
The office building sits at the center of the lot. The original part of this building has a hipped 
roof and a breezeway at the front. The gabled roofline of the rear addition is slightly higher than 
the original building. The guest rooms are in three buildings arranged in a U-shape around the 
office. All of the guest rooms open onto a breezeway that separates them from the parking area. 
The rear building is constructed on two levels and steps down near the center of the structure. 
This building has a side-gabled roof. The two side buildings have gabled roofs at the rear and 
hipped roofs at the front. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register boundary 
of the Crown Inn corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 1.5 acres. The proposed 
boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the property and 
the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the 
western border of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way does not contain 
any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727975.12 Northing 3760914.12. 
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Figure 3.1: Postcard view of Resource 3, ca. 1960, note the original brick exteriors (Image from 
www.atlantatimemachine.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Oblique view of Resource 3, office facing west from Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 3.3: View of southern section of Resource 3, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: View of Resource 3, facing south from Cobb Parkway
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Resource 4 
This property is the location of the White Columns Inn. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 801 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this motel was 
constructed in 1950. However, aerial photos indicate that only the northernmost building existed 
at this time (see postcard image below). In 1956, a small portion of the western row of guest 
rooms was built at a cost of $7,000.10 In 1970, a $9,000 addition was constructed.11 By 1972, a 
roughly U-shaped arrangement of guest room building is in place. There are also two small 
buildings at the northwest corner of the property (each containing an individual guest room). In 
addition, there are three separate buildings within the rows of guest rooms. At this time, it 
appears that there is a swimming pool at the front and center of the property. It appears that the 
pool was infilled sometime in the 1990s, and the three-story guest room building was constructed 
ca. 2000. The property was originally named Traveler’s Haven, and later was called the 
Friendship Inn Motel. 
 
Description:  This resource is adjacent to several restaurants, a motel and apartments. A series 
of curbed, grassy medians separates the property from the roadway. A restaurant (Resource 73) 
and parking lot is at the eastern corner of the property and appears as though it was originally 
part of this same parcel. Generally, these guest rooms are arranged in a U-shape, but several 
buildings have been constructed within these boundaries.  
 
On the northwest side of the property is the original row of guest rooms. A shed roof addition is 
at the front of this row and contains motel offices. Two small buildings are at the rear of this 
row. A row of guest rooms is at the rear of the property and another row is at the southeastern 
side. At the north end of this building a second story has been added to a small section. This is 
clad with wood siding, which contrasts with the brick cladding on most of these structures. Three 
additional, small buildings are near the center of the property. Each of these contains several 
guest rooms. A large three-story building is near the front of the property. This building is clad 
with vinyl and has breezeways that wrap around the structure on each level.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727412.81 Northing 3761488.59.  
  

                                                 
10 _, “Cobb County Building Permits Total $235,650 On March 8-15,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 20, 1956. 
11 _, “Record Firm, Homes Head Cobb Permits,” Marietta Daily Journal, November 1, 1970. 
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Figure 4.1: Postcard view of Resource 4, ca. 1955, the front hipped section of the building has 
been demolished and the half-story, shed roof addition is approximately where the cupola was 
located (Image from www.ebay.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: View of Resource 4, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 4.3: View of guest room buildings at north side of Resource 4, facing north from parking 
lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: View of guest room buildings at east corner of Resource 4, facing northeast from 
parking lot
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Resource 5 (Traveler’s Motel) 
This property is the location of the Traveler’s Motel. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 807 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this motel was 
constructed in 1945. This motel was originally called the Blue Top Motor Court. There have 
been several changes to these buildings. The guest room exteriors have been covered with stucco 
and the blue roofs have been replaced. It is unclear if the original roofs were metal or some other 
material; however, in either case, they are no longer blue. The small, side-gabled office building 
has been expanded into a two-story structure.  
 
Description:  This resource is adjacent to the Resource 4 to the south and a car dealership to the 
north. The buildings are arranged perpendicular to the roadway in a U-shape. The office building 
is at the center of the U. A series of islands and drives separates the motel from the roadway. 
Parking covers all of the lot between the buildings.  
 
The office, guest rooms, and adjacent restaurant all have stucco exteriors that were originally 
brick. The restaurant has a faux mansard roofline at the façade that is covered with asphalt 
shingles, as are the roofs of the motel structures. The guest room buildings are unusually narrow, 
with steeply pitched, gabled roofs. A shed extension along the front of the roofline creates a 
breezeway that runs along the front of the guestrooms. The office building is two-story with a 
side-gabled roof. A front-gabled portico creates a covered, check-in parking area. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register boundary 
of Traveler’s Motel corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 2 acres. The proposed 
boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the property and 
the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the 
eastern border of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way does not contain 
any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727349.78 Northing 3761569.56.  
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Figure 5.1: Postcard view of Resource 5, ca. 1950, note the original brick exteriors, blue roofs, 
and adjacent restaurant, still extant (Image from www.atlantatimemachine.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Oblique view of Resource 5 office, facing west from Cobb Parkway  
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Figure 5.3: View of southern section of Resource 5, facing south from parking lot  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: View of Resource 5, restaurant facing west from Cobb Parkway  
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Resource 6 (Sun Inn) 
This property is the location of the Sun Inn. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 871 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, across from Industrial Park Drive. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1947. This resource is an example of the cottage court motel subtype, however, 
the rooflines have been altered to disguise the fact that these are actually individual structures, 
rather than a series of guest rooms within a single building. The historic postcard image (see 
below) only shows the office building and row of cottages at the side and one in the rear. By 
1955, however, there was a full U-shaped arrangement of cottages. Originally, these would have 
been individual buildings, each containing two guest rooms. Car shelters were between each 
cottage.  
 
Description:  This property is in an area with several auto-related businesses nearby. The 
buildings sit perpendicular to the roadway in a narrow, U-shaped arrangement. A grassy 
courtyard is at the center of the property behind the office building. A driveway with parking 
encircles this courtyard. The office building is at the front center of the property, with three guest 
room buildings surrounding it. Small cabins are also at the western and southern corners of the 
property.  
 
The guest room buildings have side-gabled roofs covered with asphalt shingles. The exterior 
walls are a combination of brick and board-and-batten siding. The southern row of cottages has 
been combined under a single roofline. The original division of the building is still visible 
because of the car shelters between the buildings. The roofline of the individual cottages is more 
visible on the northern row of guest rooms. The original office building is still in place, although 
a  vinyl-sided shed addition has been constructed over the façade. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register boundary 
of Sun Inn corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 2 acres. The proposed 
boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the property and 
the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the 
eastern border of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way does not contain 
any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727200.68 Northing 3761725.18. 
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Figure 6.1: Postcard view of Resource 6, ca. 1950 (Image from www.ebay.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: View of Resource 6, facing west from Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 6.3: View of Resource 6, office facing south from driveway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4: View of Resource 6, southern section, facing southwest from driveway 
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Figure 6.5: View of Resource 6 (original cottage courts) facing west from driveway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: View of Resource 6 (rear view of original cottage courts) facing southwest from 
adjacent property 
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Multiple Property Evaluation: Industry 
This multiple property evaluation includes several industry-related resources that share a 
common developmental history. Several additional industrial resources were included in the 
survey, but were evaluated individually because they had a history that was quite different from 
those included below. See table 3 for basic information for each of the included resources. These 
resources are considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register, with the exception of 
Resource 9. Although this resource is significant, it has had extensive alterations that have 
damaged its integrity and rendered in not eligible for the National Register. This evaluation is 
organized as follows: First, the introduction discusses industrial trends along Cobb Parkway; 
second is a discussion of the National Register eligibility and the integrity of this group of 
resources. The last section in this multiple property evaluation is individual resource information 
including location, description, and photographs.  
 
Table 3: Industrial resources included in multiple property evaluation 
Resource# Historic Name Current Name Construction 

Date 
NRHP 
Recommendation 

7 Carson Tool & 
Machine 

Atlanta Office 
Machines 

1955 Eligible 

8 Harris Machine & 
Tool Works 

Bisma Cars 1953 Eligible 

9 Coca-Cola Bottling 
Plant  

Coca-Cola 
Bottling Plant 

1967 Not Eligible 
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Figure 19: Location map of all industrial resources included in multiple property evaluation 
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National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: These resources were evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with these properties. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the properties, in any response to early consultation correspondence 
received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the properties under Criterion B. In addition, there are no indications 
that the properties are likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. These properties do not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating them under Criterion D. 
Resources 7, 8, and 9 were evaluated under both Criteria A and C.  
 
The three properties evaluated here represent a variety of building types that have not previously 
been defined by the Georgia SHPO. One of these types, the prefabricated barrel vault, has been 
defined and discussed earlier in this report. These resources do not represent an architectural type 
that is important to Georgia’s history; therefore, they hold no significance under Criterion C. 
However, these resources are significant under Criterion A for association with the development 
of industry along Cobb Parkway in the 1950s and 1960s.  
 
In addition to the industrial businesses in existence in the area since the nineteenth century, a 
number of enterprises were begun in Marietta during World War II. Some were a direct result of 
the opening of the Bell Bomber Plant in 1943, as they provided parts or supplies to support that 
industry. Others were begun in order to meet the needs of the growing population near Marietta. 
When the war ended and the Bell Bomber Plant shut down in 1946, many of these Marietta-area 
industrial businesses shut down too; however, others had continued success. Although businesses 
and housing were developing along Cobb Parkway (also known as the Four-lane) industrial 
development tended to be located closer to the center of Marietta and along Roswell Street east 
of the square. 
 
Marietta’s population continued to grow in the post WWII period. In 1951, the Air Force 
facilitated the reopening of the aircraft plant, now operated by the Lockheed Company. By this 
time, the businesses that had begun during the Bell era and had outlasted its departure were well-
established enterprises. Their owners knew that the reintroduction of the aircraft industry to 
Marietta would mean an increase in business and an opportunity for profit. Some of these 
businesses expanded and moved to new locations on Cobb Parkway. 
 
Both Carson Machine Shop and Harris Machine would supply parts and/or services to Lockheed. 
A Marietta Daily Journal article in 1953, mentions all three of the businesses included in this 
evaluation. However, in 1953, they were still in their original locations: Harris Machine and Tool 
Works at 104 Dobbs Street; Marietta Coca-Cola Bottling Co at 506 Roswell Street; and Carson 
Machine Shop at 121 Butler Street.12  
 
In the 1950s, both Harris Machine and Tool Works and Carson Tool and Machine (previously 
called Carson Machine Shop) built new facilities on Cobb Parkway. In similar fashion, the Coca-
Cola Bottling Plant moved to a new building on Cobb Parkway in the 1960s. The move allowed 

                                                 
12 J.J. Daniell, “Diversified Industry Wise As Varied Crops,” Marietta Daily Journal, August 6, 1953. 
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these businesses more land available than their previous locations, as well as easy access to a 
busy US highway. The three resources evaluated here are significant under Criterion A at the 
local and state level in the areas of commerce and industry as representative examples of the 
expansion and migration of industrial production to Cobb Parkway in the mid-twentieth century. 
Additionally, Resource 9 was evaluated for its significance to the history of Coca-Cola. 
Although limited information was available regarding this bottling plant and its history, it is 
known that this was not the first such plant in Marietta. This plan replaced the older one on 
Roswell Street. There was also a Dr. Pepper bottling plant on Cobb Parkway in the 1950s and 
1960s, as indicated by city directories. It does not appear to have played a significant role in the 
history of the Coca-Cola Company, even at a local level, and because the integrity of the 
building is so poor, it does not have the physical features necessary to convey its significance.  
 
Integrity:  Two of the resources included in this evaluation (7 and 8) have good integrity and are 
eligible for inclusion on the National Register. Resource 9 has had extensive alterations that have 
rendered it not eligible. The following is a discussion of the seven aspects of integrity and how 
these resources have been affected in each category.  
o Location: All of these resources retain integrity of location, because none has been moved. 
o Design: Resources 7 and 8 have good design integrity as they have had few exterior 

alterations. Resource 9 has lost design integrity because of changes to the overall structure of 
the building, especially the façade and relocation of the main entry.  

o Setting: Resources 7 and 8 retain their general integrity of setting, as they are all still located 
along a busy roadside outside a major city. However, in most cases, the immediate setting 
has been altered by the addition of parking and outbuildings. Resource 9 has lost some 
integrity of setting because its main entrance appears to have been moved from the northwest 
elevation to the southwest elevation. 

o Materials: Resources 7 and 8 have good integrity of materials as they have had few exterior 
alterations. Resource 9 has lost original exterior materials on the south and east elevations 
due to the additions to these sides. 

o Workmanship: Resources 7 and 8 have good integrity of workmanship as they have had few 
exterior alterations. The alterations to the south and east elevations of Resource 9 have 
caused a loss of integrity of workmanship to this resource.  

o Feeling: Resource 7 has lost integrity of feeling because it is now used as an office and no 
longer serves its original, industrial purpose. Resource 8 is no longer used for its original 
purpose, but is an auto repair shop, and probably has a character similar to its original use. 
Resource 9 retains integrity of feeling because it is still a beverage bottling facility. 

o Association: These resources were moved to these locations in order to be on a busy 
commercial roadway and to have access to more land. Although the nature of the traffic has 
changed with the majority of traffic now being local, rather than long-distance, the basic 
commercial nature of the area remains. 
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Resource 7 (Atlanta Office Machines) 
This property is the location of Atlanta Office Machines. It was not identified in any previous 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 552 S Cobb Parkway (originally #431) 
in Marietta, Georgia, across from Church Road SE.  
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1955. The Carson Tool and Machine Company occupied it that same year. Carson 
manufactured plastic and aluminum molds, dies, and other equipment and machinery for 
companies such as Scripto, Westinghouse, and Lockheed.13 Carson operated at this location until 
1988, when the company was dissolved. Changes to the building are minimal but include 
replacement of the front door and removal of window panes for ventilation. The interior is now 
arranged as offices, and this is likely different from its original appearance. The date of these 
changes is unknown. A modern, prefabricated warehouse is at the rear of the property.  
 
Description:  Resource 7 (Atlanta Office Machines) is sandwiched between two restaurants, and 
several other retail, recreation, and auto-related businesses are in the vicinity. The building sits 
close to the road and is separated from the roadway by a parking lot and a small curbed grassy 
area. A row of parking and a paved drive lead to the rear of the property and the warehouse 
building.  
 
The building is a long, narrow, rectangular structure that contains offices, but was originally a 
manufacturing facility. The building has a CMU exterior and a flat roof with a slightly raised 
square portion at the northeast corner. The façade entryway and two windows are within this 
square. The entryway has a glass door with aluminum frame and glass blocks within an opening 
that was originally a sidelight. Façade windows are four-and-nine-light with metal frames. 
Undetailed wood trim surrounds the windows, but does not appear to be original. Large, 
industrial 21-light windows line the north side. Several sections of these windows have been 
removed and the glass replaced with vents.  
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register 
boundary of Atlanta Office Machines corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 
1.5 acres. The proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and 
features of the property and includes the historic building and the immediate surrounds. The non-
historic warehouse building on the west side of the property is not a contributing feature. The 
right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the eastern border of the proposed 
boundary because the area within the right-of-way does not contain any landscape or other 
features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729729.44 Northing 3758151.74. 
 
  

                                                 
13 _, “For Public Sale 6% Debentures,” Marietta Daily Journal, November 18, 1956.  
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Figure 7.1: View of façade of Resource 7, facing west from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Oblique view of Resource 7, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
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Resource 8 (Bisma Cars) 
This property is the location of Bisma Cars auto repair shop. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 456 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1953. It was the new location of the Harris Machine and Tool Works, previously 
located at 104 Dobbs Street. Two prefabricated metal buildings were constructed at the rear of 
this property. The southern building was built ca. 1975, and the northern was ca. 1985. The 
window openings on the south end of the façade have been altered. One window has been 
removed and replaced with a double glass and aluminum doors with lit transom. The windows on 
either side of the door have been enlarged.   
 
Description:  This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Other properties 
along Cobb Parkway nearby include a motorcycle dealership, a landscape supply, and a church. 
A residential neighborhood is northeast of this property along Wilshire Avenue. The lot is 
separated from Cobb Parkway by a small grassy median and parking area. Parking is also at the 
sides and rear of the building, and two prefabricated structures are at the rear of the property. A 
fence surrounds a parking lot to the rear (northeast side) of the building.  
 
This building is a barrel vault prefab building as described earlier in this report. It has a 
rectangular footprint. The exterior walls are painted concrete blocks. The roof is covered with 
corrugated metal. This building runs parallel to the roadway. A projecting rectangular section 
with concrete block walls and a flat roof is at the center of the façade. The façade has a single 
entry door with concrete steps in front. Three-and-twelve-light windows with concrete sills and 
metal frames are on either side of this door. The remaining windows on the main block of the 
warehouse are 16-light metal framed with concrete sills. Large bay doors with concrete loading 
docks are at either end of the building.  
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register 
boundary of Bisma Cars corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 2.2 acres. The 
proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the 
property and includes the historic building and the immediate surrounds. The two non-historic 
warehouse buildings on the east side of the property are not contributing features. The right-of-
way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the western border of the proposed boundary 
because the area within the right-of-way does not contain any landscape or other features that 
contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728227.40 Northing 3760761.17. 
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Figure 8.1: Oblique view of Resource 8, facing north from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Façade view of Resource 8, facing northeast from parking lot
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Resource 9 
This property is the location of the Coca Cola Bottling Plant. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the southeast corner of N Cobb Parkway and Industrial Park Drive 
at 1091 Industrial Park Drive in Marietta, Georgia.  
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1967. This building originally consisted of a rectangular building near the center 
of the property and a smaller, square building at the southern side of the property. A long, 
rectangular section was added to the southern end of the main building ca. 1978. A section at the 
rear of this was added ca. 1988. An addition was made to the front (southwestern) side of the 
small, square building ca. 1988, as well. That addition has since been demolished. 
 
In aerial photos from 1968, it appears the primary entrance to the property was on the northwest 
elevation. A rectangular projection now exists on that elevation; this was added ca. 1978. It now 
contains an entrance for employees and/or vendors and is enclosed by a fence. Now, the main 
entrance is on the southwest elevation. The façade appears to have been reconstructed. This 
change was probably concurrent with the large addition near the southern corner of the building 
(ca. 1978). The ribbed concrete panels wrap around both the southeast and southwest elevations 
and extend past the sections that were constructed in the 1970s, indicating they were added on 
top of existing sections of the building. The section of the façade that is covered with glass 
curtain wall was probably added when the main entrance was moved to this elevation (ca. 1978). 
 
Description: This facility sits on a large industrial parcel of land in an area south of the Canton 
Road intersection. Other businesses nearby include auto, hotel, and retail establishments. There 
are several buildings on the property. The primary structure is the largest, and sits close to Cobb 
Parkway. One smaller building is at the southern end of the property and another is near the 
eastern corner of the lot. The primary structure is separated from Cobb Parkway by a grassy area 
with a mature tree and small hedges. Three cylindrical storage tanks are at the southern end of 
the façade. A parking lot is at the western corner of the lot and the rear of the property is 
completely fenced and used as a loading and supply area.  
 
The building is a large, low rectangular structure that faces southwest onto Cobb Parkway. The 
western corner section of the building has a lower roof and different exterior treatment than other 
parts of the structure. This section has a light-colored brick exterior and a flat roof. Windows are 
narrow and have pebbled panels above. A projection on the northwest elevation contains an 
employee entrance and the public entrance is recessed on the southwest elevation. At the center 
of the façade is a section of glass curtain wall. On the southern end of the façade the exterior is 
covered with ribbed concrete panels. Coca-Cola signage is attached to this section of the façade. 
Much of the remaining elevations visible from public areas is also covered with the same ribbed 
concrete.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
726929.19 Northing 3762083.70. 
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Figure 9.1: Oblique view of Resource 9, facing north from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.2: Oblique view of Resource 9, facing southeast from Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 9.3: Resource 9, northwest elevation, facing southeast from parking lot 
 

 
Figure 9.4: Aerial photograph indicating approximate dates of construction for Resource 9 
building and additions, red arrows indicate entrances (original on northwest elevation, new on 
southwest elevation) 
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Individual Resource Evaluations 
 
Resource 10 
This property is the location of the Kenwood Creek apartments. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 2345 S Cobb Parkway in Smyrna, 
Georgia, at the intersection with Plumtree Parkway.   
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor’s records, the complex 
was built in 1969. This complex was previously called Mint Tree Apartments according to 
leasing agent Tamu Douglas. No significant alterations have been made to the buildings, aside 
from basic maintenance. This apartment complex was built during a high point of apartment 
construction in the suburban areas north of Atlanta. The construction of I-285 made travel 
around Atlanta easier and resulted in an increased number of people ready to take advantage of 
this suburban area. This complex was not, however, the first of its kind in this area. Another 
complex – Galleria Commons, similar in size and building appearance, is located just west along 
Spring Road. In the last few years of the 1960s and the first part of the 1970s, the number of 
apartment complexes in this area increased significantly. 
 
Description: This apartment complex contains approximately 25 buildings. They are set back 
from the main roadway (Cobb Parkway), and are arranged in a linear fashion along three main 
drives that traverse the complex. Mature trees are located throughout the property and the 
grounds are landscaped with a variety of lawn areas and shrubs. A leasing office and swimming 
pool are located near the center of the complex. The buildings range from small arrangements, 
with approximately four units per building, to larger ones with ten or more. Parking areas are 
situated in front of each building and along the drives through the complex. The rectangular 
buildings have white brick cladding and faux mansard roofs with asphalt shingle cladding. Metal 
framed windows are accented with window hoods on the upper story and segmental brick arches 
on the first floor.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 10 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D. 
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Resource 10 was evaluated under Criterion A but does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of community development. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of suburban development in Cobb County in the mid-twentieth century. Resource 10 was 
evaluated in this context because it was constructed around the time I-285 was built and was part 
of the development in Cobb County during this period. The property is not considered significant 
in this broader contextual framework because it was not the first apartment complex in this area. 
This apartment complex was not the first to be constructed during the late 1960s, as the Galleria 
Commons nearby on Spring Road was in place by 1966. Neither does it appear to have spurred 
any particular development. Instead, it was built as a reaction to the increased access to interstate 
highways in the area. Therefore, Resource 10 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A. 
 
Resource 10 was also evaluated under Criterion C. This apartment complex represents a common 
building type of the mid-to-late twentieth century. It is not an outstanding example of its type, 
but rather, one of many such apartments built during this period. It does not appear that this 
complex was associated with any significant builder, developer, or architect, as no information in 
this regard was revealed during background research. Therefore, Resource 10 is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 10 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map. Sandy Springs Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 733081.22 Northing 3753379.08. 
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Figure 10.1: View of Resource 10 leasing office building, facing north 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.2: View of buildings in northeast corner of the Resource 10 complex
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Resource 11 
This property is the location of Georgia Memorial Park Cemetery. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. However, it was determined not eligible for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places in a previous Section 106 survey, PI # 0011738. Based on 
the current investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for a copy of the 
property information form and Georgia SHPO concurrence letter for this property. 
 
Location:  The property is at 2000 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia, on the northwest 
corner of the intersection with Windy Hill Road 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map. Sandy Springs Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 732119.39 Northing 3754424.65. 
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Resource 12 
This property is the location of several stores as well as a Guitar Center. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is at 1901 Terrell Mill Road in Marietta, Georgia, on the east side of S 
Cobb Parkway just south of the intersection with Terrell Mill. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor’s records, this store was 
built in 1968. Originally it was the location of a large discount department store called Treasure 
Island. The J. C. Penney Company owned the Treasure Island stores. When it was first 
constructed, it had 270,000 square feet and included departments that sold clothing, appliances, 
and a supermarket. It also housed a variety of services including a restaurant, dry cleaners, 
beauty and barbershop, as well as an auto service center. At the time, this was one of three 
Treasure Island locations in the Atlanta area, and a fourth was being planned.14 As originally 
constructed this Treasure Island store (and the others planned) were to have “brick and glass 
façades with distinctive inverted “V” rooflines...” “In conjunction with each store, there [would] 
be an auto service center of nearly 20,000 square feet, with 16 service bays and a diagnostic 
lane…”15 The store closed in April of 1981, along with the other local Treasure Island 
locations.16 The main store building has since been divided into three separate tenant spaces and 
the auto service center has been converted to a retail outlet, Guitar Center. The façade of the 
store has been covered by the creation of three separate tenant spaces. These tenants have likely 
turned over multiple times since 1981 and the façade has probably been altered each time. The 
auto service building has had the service bays enclosed, the date of this alteration is unknown, 
but this building has probably also seen a succession of alterations with each new tenant over the 
past 30 years.  
 
Description: Resource 12 is adjacent to several strip shopping centers and is across the road 
from the Georgia Memorial Park Cemetery. The property consists of two separate buildings. The 
primary building is the original Treasure Island store; the secondary building was for auto 
service. The main building is set far back from the roadway beyond a large parking lot. The auto 
service structure (Guitar Center) is close to the roadway and separates it from the parking lot.  
 
The store structure is a large, roughly rectangular building with masonry walls and a flat roof. It 
is a detached department store as described earlier in this report. The flat roof has covered the 
original “V” roofline (essentially an accordion roof). Several of the V sections are still visible at 
the rear of the building. The building has been divided into three separate tenant spaces and each 
has a different storefront design. The façade (west elevation) is clad with a variety of stucco 
paneling designs. The south elevation has a metal awning that shelters a loading area. The east 
and north elevations are plain, masonry walls without detailing or decoration 
 
The auto service structure has been converted to retail. Areas that would have originally been 
auto bays are now covered with stucco paneling. This building is rectangular with an open bay 

                                                            
 

14 Marilyn Mayes, “Penney’s Slates Construction Of Treasure Island Store Here,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 23, 
1967. 
15 _, “The Treasure Island Look Is,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 26, 1967. 
16 Cathy Schoppenhorst, “Treasure Islands Close,” Marietta Daily Journal, April 6, 1981. 
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extension on the north side. The main part of the building has exterior stucco cladding. Six pairs 
of tall, narrow windows divide the façade, and likely delineate the original bay openings. A 
parapet wall extends above. The northern elevation has three open, drive-through bays, each 
large enough to accommodate two cars across and two cars deep. This area currently serves as 
parking. A CMU addition with a flat roof has been constructed on the east (rear) elevation. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 12 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 

Resource 12 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a retail building type, the 
detached department store, that has not been previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which 
has been described as part of this report. This retail type reflects an increase in the construction 
of large, discount department stores during this period. At the time it was built, this was one of 
several Treasure Island locations, but it has not been a part of that brand for over 30 years. 
Because this building no longer retains its historic appearance, it does not have the defining 
features necessary to convey any significance associated with the detached department store 
building type. Therefore, Resource 12 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register under Criterion C.  
 
Integrity: Resource 12 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association. Its original design, as one large department store has been 
lost by the subdivision of the original store into multiple tenant spaces. The materials and 
workmanship associated with the original structure, especially the distinctive sawtooth roof 
design, have been lost to alterations to the exterior of the building. The feeling and association of 
a single, large department store have been lost because of the store’s subdivision as well.   
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map. Sandy Springs Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 732327.43 Northing 3754569.59. 
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Figure 12.1: Architect’s rendering of the planned Treasure Island Department Store, note the 
sawtooth roof design (Marietta Daily Journal, March 26, 1967) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12.2: View of façade of Resource 12 facing northeast from across parking lot 
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Figure 12.3: View of west elevation of Resource 12 (former auto service center) facing southeast 
from Cobb Parkway
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Resource 13 
This property is a Dollar/Thrifty rental car facility. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 1291 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, south of the intersection with Delk Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to Cobb County tax assessor’s records, this building was 
constructed in 1960. According to Marietta City Directories, it was Warlick’s Restaurant in the 
1970s, and it became Fischer’s Restaurant in the 1980s. The building has undergone some 
renovation, which may have been completed when its use changed from a restaurant to a rental 
facility. The windows have been replaced, as evidenced by a partial infill above the existing 
windows. A door opening on the south elevation has been partially enclosed with paneling and a 
window. Another window opening on the south elevation has been fully enclosed. Several 
window and door openings on the rear (east) elevation have been enclosed as well. A faux 
mansard roof is likely not original.  
 
Description: Resource 13 is in a commercial area and is across the road from the Dobbins ARB 
east gate. Several office buildings and auto-related businesses are nearby. This is an example of a 
block-type building, as defined earlier in this report. The building sits close to the road, separated 
by a small parking lot and a curbed grassy area. Resource 13 is rectangular masonry structure 
with a flat roof. The façade and sides of the building are clad with painted brick. The façade has 
three large window openings with brick sills. Two of these openings have a pair of fixed glass 
panes. The remaining opening has a single pane. A projecting entryway has two windows and a 
glass door. Brick planters line the façade. Similar windows are on both sides of the building. A 
wide CMU chimney is at the rear of the building. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 13 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 13 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. While the resource represents a building type defined in this report, this 
building type does not have any unique or exceptional design features that convey any notable 
architectural significance. Furthermore, this building has undergone extensive interior and 
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exterior alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. Therefore, this resource is not 
considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 13 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 730847.48 Northing 3756105.77. 
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Figure 13.1: View of façade of Resource 13, facing east from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.2: View of east elevation of Resource 13, facing west from rear parking lot
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Resource 14 
This property is the location of Pruitt’s Truck Sales. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 1263 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, south of the intersection with Delk Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: The Cobb County tax assessor records indicate these buildings were 
constructed in 1946. Rick Trammell, an employee of 30 years, provided the following 
information about the business: The property was originally part of a larger tract of land, 
approximately 2000 acres, that was owned by the Thomas family. The elder Mr. Thomas sold 
part of this land in the early 1940s for the construction of an airport, which became the Bell 
Bomber Plant (Marietta Army Airfield), and later Dobbins. In the mid-1940s he sold another 
portion of land to his son, Paul, upon the younger Thomas’s return from WWII. This land is 
where Pruitt’s is now located. When Paul Thomas acquired the land, he built a filling and service 
station that may have been called Thomas Service Station. He operated the service station until 
the mid-1970s, when he leased the building to Randy Pruitt. Pruitt operated an auto sales 
business out of the service station building and an auto repair shop out of the garage. He 
continued to lease the building until about 1994, when Mr. Thomas died. He purchased the 
property from the Thomas family at that time, and has continued to operate an auto related 
business there ever since.  
 
The service station building originally had a central entrance with auto bays on either side. The 
garage building was rectangular with four bay openings. In the 1950s, the garage had a rear 
addition that changed this building into an L-shape. In the 1970s, the service station building was 
altered and given a Mission style exterior treatment that included stucco and faux wood beams. 
A projecting foyer was added at the entry, and the southern bay opening was enclosed for office 
space. In the 1980s the garage had another addition that made the structure into a large rectangle. 
This rear portion had several additional bay openings. Around this time the service station 
building exterior was covered with vinyl siding. The bay doors on both buildings have been 
replaced. 
 
Description: Resource 14 is in a commercial area and is across the road from the Dobbins Air 
Reserve Base (ARB) east gate. Several office buildings and auto-related businesses are nearby. 
This property contains an example of both a gas/service station and a service garage building, as 
defined earlier in this report. The service station building sits close to the road, separated by a 
small parking lot and a curbed grassy area. The garage building is just to the north and is set back 
slightly farther from the roadway.  
 
The service station building is a rectangular masonry structure with a flat roof. It is similar in 
size to the oblong box-type stations of this period. However, rather than grouping service bays 
on one side of the building, there is a bay on either side of the entryway. The exterior is clad with 
vinyl siding; the projecting foyer remains. Windows and doors are all modern replacements. The 
door is a solid door without detail, and the windows are single fixed panes.   
 
The original rectangular portion of the garage building has a CMU exterior with a parapet topped 
by a brick rowlock course. Four bay openings are at the front with the two center openings being 
slightly taller. Metal framed awning windows are at the sides of this part of the building. The 
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1950s rear addition also has CMU walls, a flat roof, and metal awning windows. The 1980s 
addition is a metal building with a shed roof and four bay openings on the north side. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 14 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified with this property. No associations were 
indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area and deed research 
on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received from consulting 
parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, there was no 
basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications that the 
property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. 
This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important 
information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D.  
 
Resource 14 was evaluated under Criterion A and does appear to possess significance in the 
areas of commerce and transportation. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of suburban development in Cobb County in the mid-twentieth century. Resource 14 was 
evaluated in this context because it was constructed in the early years of Cobb Parkway’s 
existence and was part of the development in Cobb County during this period. The property is 
considered significant in this broader contextual framework because it appears to be an early 
example of a gas/service station along this roadway. However, extensive modifications to the 
interior and exterior of this resources buildings has eliminated the character defining features 
necessary to convey this resource’s significance. Therefore, Resource 14 is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A. 
 
Resource 14 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied in architectural 
literature and which was defined in this report. Resource 14 is significant at the local and state as 
an example of an early gas/service station. However, Resource 14 has had extensive 
modifications to both buildings, and no longer serves its original function. Therefore, it is 
considered not eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 14 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. Successive renovations to the interior and 
exterior of both buildings have caused a loss of integrity in the areas of design, materials, and 
workmanship. New exterior cladding as new windows and doors on the service station building 
have covered all the original materials and details of this building. There would have originally 
been a concrete island with fuel pumps and possibly a shelter overtop, however, this element has 
been removed. The garage building has more original fabric evident than the station building, 
however two bay openings at the front have been enlarged and the rear metal addition is not in 
keeping with the rest of the structure. The change in function from a gas/service station to 
auto/truck sales has damaged the property’s integrity of feeling and association to a significant 
degree. The fact that it is no longer used for its original purpose and that the primary elements of 
this original purpose (fuel pumps, island, and signage) have been removed, eliminates the 
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relationship between the current business and the original. Because the primary significance of 
the property is as an early example of a gas/service station, and because evidence of this function 
has been removed, it no longer has the integrity to convey this significance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
730803.18 Northing 3756171.93. 
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Figure 14.1: Oblique view of Resource 14 service station building facade facing north from 
parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14.2: Oblique view of Resource 14 garage building facade facing south from parking lot
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Resource 15 
This property is the location of the Marietta Auto Mart. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 1011 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, north of the intersection with Delk Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to Cobb County tax assessor records, this building was 
constructed in 1956. It was first built as a gas/service station and was likely constructed by one 
of the major oil companies. By the early 1970s, it was used as a car sales lot. The building has 
had two major alterations that probably coincide with this transition in use (1980s). The first is a 
wood frame, shed roofed addition at the rear. The second is the enclosure of the service bays for 
the creation of more interior office space. Original glazing has been replaced with modern 
aluminum storefront glass. The original front door has been enclosed with a single pane of glass. 
The two bay openings have been enclosed with storefront glass. One of these now contains a 
double door entry. Windows on the north side have also been replaced with fixed glass panes. 
 
Description: Resource 15 is in a commercial area with several auto-related businesses nearby. 
The building sits close to the road, separated by a small parking lot and a curbed grassy area. The 
property backs up to a heavily wooded area, and the lot is covered with asphalt paving.  
 
This building is an example of the oblong box-type gas/service station and has many of the 
design features included in service stations of the major oil companies during the 1950s. These 
include wide roof overhangs, porcelain enamel exterior panels, and arrangement consisting of 
two bays and an office. The rectangular structure has masonry walls covered with porcelain 
enamel panels. It has a flat roof with wide, angled overhangs and a canopy extending from the 
façade. The two bays are on the northern end of the building and the office is to the south.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 15 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D. 
 
Resource 15 was evaluated under Criterion A and does appear to possess significance in the 
areas of commerce and transportation. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of suburban development in Cobb County in the mid-twentieth century. Resource 15 was 
evaluated in this context because it was constructed in the early years of Cobb Parkway’s 
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existence and was part of the development in Cobb County during this period. The property is 
considered significant in this broader contextual framework because it appears to be an early 
example of a gas/service station along this roadway. However, extensive modifications to the 
interior and exterior of this resources buildings has eliminated the character defining features 
necessary to convey this resource’s significance. Therefore, Resource 15 is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A. 
 
Resource 15 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied in architectural 
literature and which was defined in this report. Resource 15 is significant at the local and state as 
an example of an early gas/service station. However, Resource 15 has had extensive 
modifications, and no longer serves its original function. Therefore, it is considered not eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 15 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. It retains integrity of design because the 
basic elements of the original station design are intact. Conversion of the station from a service 
station to auto sales has resulted in renovations that have removed some of the original materials 
such as the fuel pumps and signage as well as all the original windows and doors. The result is a 
loss of integrity to materials and workmanship. The change in function from a gas/service station 
to auto sales has damaged the property’s integrity of feeling and association to a significant 
degree. The fact that it is no longer used for its original purpose and that the primary elements of 
this original purpose (fuel pumps, island, and signage) have been removed, eliminates the 
relationship between the current business and the original. Because the primary significance of 
the property is as an early example of a gas/service station, and because evidence of this function 
has been removed, it no longer has the integrity to convey this significance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
730396.00 Northing 3756894.05. 
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Figure 15.1: Oblique view of Resource 15, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15.2: Oblique view of Resource 15, facing east from parking lot
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Resource 16 
This property is Dobbins Air Reserve Base. Historic buildings potentially within the viewshed of 
the current project include 800, 802, 826, 829, 838, 931, and 922. One building (838) was 
previously identified in a 1994 GADNR survey. None of these resources were determined 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in the FY2012-2016 Integrated 
Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP) for Dobbins Air Reserve Base, FP-120817-001. 
Based on the current investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for a copy of 
the identified resources from the ICRMP and Georgia SHPO concurrence letter for that report. 
Additionally, there is a static aircraft display within the Dobbins ARB boundary, and within the 
project viewshed. Sweet Eloise, a B-29 bomber, is owned by the National Museum of the US Air 
Force. According to the Dobbins ARB 2007 ICRMP, “it is the National Register’s and the Air 
Force’s policy not to include aircraft on the register if they are a part of a museum collection…” 
In addition, “the aircraft has no direct association with Dobbins ARB; it was neither constructed 
at the Bell Bomber Plant nor was it operated from Dobbins or by a unit stationed at Dobbins.” 
The ICRMP states that the aircraft is to be relocated to the Aviation Museum at Marietta, GA 
once the facility is complete. The aircraft remained in place at the time of this survey.  
 
Location: The property is in Marietta, Georgia, west of Cobb Parkway and south of South Cobb 
Drive. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map. Sandy Springs Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 730823.96 Northing 3756043.04. 
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Resource 17 
This property is the location of Georgia Auto Pawn. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 628 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, across from New Hope Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1966. It was originally a gas/service station, and in the 1980s, it was used as a car 
dealership (Marietta Toyota and Marietta Auto). Since then, it has been converted to office space 
and currently serves as an auto pawn operation. At some point, the three auto bays were enclosed 
with storefront glass and the angled clerestory windows above these bays were enclosed with 
wood paneling. The section of the building that would have been the office/sales area originally 
would have had large panes of glass surrounding it. This glass has all been removed and replaced 
with siding. A front door leading into the office has been removed and replaced with a blank 
panel. The two doors on the south side of the building originally led to restrooms. These have 
been replaced with windows.  Originally, the station would have had at least one island with gas 
pumps, but no evidence of pumps or an island remains. 
 
Description: Resource 17 is in a commercial area with a hotel, car rental facility, and other 
commercial buildings nearby. The building is separated from the roadway by a small parking lot 
and a curbed grassy area. This building is an example of the oblong box-type gas/service station. 
It has remnants of features typical of the ranch-style gas station that became popular in the 
1960s. This style represented an attempt to make gas stations blend with their architectural 
surroundings, rather than stand out. They featured low-sloped, gable roofs, and textured exterior 
materials such as brick and wood.  
 
This building has a low-sloped roof with two front-facing gables. A brick chimney-like structure 
extends from the roofline, and would have originally had signage attached. A stucco wainscoting 
and synthetic molding extend around the building covering the lowest portion of exterior wall. 
Three auto bay openings contain storefront glass and the center opening has a glass entry door. 
Stucco and wood paneling surrounds the three bays. The office area of the building has been 
enclosed with vertical wood paneling on the façade and horizontal paneling on the south 
elevation. Brick cladding covers the north wall. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 17 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there is no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 17 was evaluated under Criterion A and is significant at the local and state level under 
Criterion A in the areas of commerce and transportation for its association with the development 
of this highway corridor. However, Resource 17 has had extensive modifications and no longer 
serves its original function. Therefore, Resource 17 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A 
 
Resource 17 was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied in architectural 
literature and which was defined in this report. It is significant as an example of a ranch-style 
corporate gas/service station. However, Resource 17 has had extensive modifications and no 
longer serves its original function. Therefore, Resource 17 is not considered eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 17 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. It retains integrity of design because the 
basic form of the original station design is intact. Conversion of the station from a service station 
to a retail operation has resulted in renovations that have removed some of the original materials 
such as the fuel pumps and signage as well as all the original windows and doors. The result is a 
loss of integrity to materials and workmanship. The change in function from a gas/service station 
to retail has damaged the property’s integrity of feeling and association to a significant degree. 
The fact that it is no longer used for its original purpose and that the primary elements of this 
original purpose (fuel pumps, island, and signage) have been removed, removes the relationship 
between the current business and the original. Because the primary significance of the property is 
as an example of a gas/service station, and because evidence of this function has been removed, 
it no longer has the integrity to convey this significance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729812.20 Northing 3757932.53. 
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Figure 17.1: View Resource 17, southeast oblique, facing northwest from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17.2: View Resource 17, northeast oblique, facing southwest from parking lot 
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Resource 18 
This property is the location of Enterprise Rent-a-Car. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 614 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, north of the intersection with Barclay Circle. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1962. It was originally a McDonalds restaurant, and operated under this name 
until about 1989, when a new McDonalds location opened across the street. In 1990, it became a 
Chinese fast food restaurant (Wency’s Café). It was later converted for use as a rental car 
facility. The original fenestration has been removed and replaced with storefront glass. Side 
entry doors were removed and a central, front entry has taken its place. The original sliding, 
drive-thru window has been replaced with fixed glass. A metal garage structure has been built 
onto the rear of the building in what was once the drive-thru lane. 
 
Description: Resource 18 is in a commercial area with an auto pawn business and shopping strip 
adjacent. Several restaurants, stores, and auto-related businesses are nearby. This is an example 
of a fast food restaurant building as defined earlier in this report. The building sits close to the 
road, separated by a small parking area and a curbed grassy area with signage. Resource 18 is a 
rectangular, brick-clad structure with a shingle-covered, mansard roof. Storefront glass covers 
openings on the façade and sides of the building. A central, double door opening is on the façade. 
On the south side of the building there is a rectangular projection with windows on all three sides 
(the original drive-thru window). A rectangular parking lot surrounds the building.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 18 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. Also, there are no 
indications that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in 
history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal 
source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under 
Criterion D. 
 
Resource 18 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. However, this report has defined the fast food restaurant building as an 
architectural type. Based on a comparison to other fast food restaurant buildings in the project 
study area, this example does not appear to be significant. It does not retain many of the 
character defining features of its type (side entry, drive-through window, brand signage and 
materials) furthermore; it is no longer associated with its original brand (McDonalds) or even its 
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original function as a restaurant. At the time it was built, this was one of several McDonalds 
locations in the area, but it has not been a part of that brand for over 20 years. Therefore, this 
resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 18 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729809.51 Northing 3757974.23. 
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Figure 18.1: Northeast oblique of Resource 18, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18.2: South elevation of Resource 18, facing northwest from parking lot
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Resource 19 
This property is the location of a strip shopping center. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 590-596 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Polytechnic Lane SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor’s information, this 
building was constructed in 1971. However, occupant interviews indicated that at least a portion 
of the structure was older and had previously been a Hess gas station. Aerial photographs 
confirm that the smaller, angled portion of the building is, in fact, older than the remainder of the 
strip. The angled portion of the building appears on aerial photographs from 1960, and was 
presumably constructed shortly before this time (ca. 1959). In 1978, a Marietta Daily Journal 
classified ad lists this address as an Imperial Oil station. The strip shopping center that runs 
parallel to Cobb Parkway was constructed sometime in the early-to-mid 1980s, as aerial 
photographs from 1988 show the strip center in place. This section of the building may have 
originally served as an auto service garage.  
 
Description: Resource 19 is adjacent to a car rental facility and another retail facility. Several 
retail, recreation, and auto-related businesses are in the vicinity. The building is separated from 
the roadway by a parking lot and a small curbed grassy area. The building was built in at least 
two separate sections: the first is at a 45 degree angle to the roadway and originally housed a 
gas/service station; the second is longer, and runs parallel to the roadway. The older, gas/service 
station section is a one-story, rectangular building with a flat roof. It originally had a brick 
exterior, but this has since been covered with stucco. This was originally an oblong box-type 
station as evidenced by the corner office/entry area and two separate bay openings still visible on 
the façade. These have both been enclosed with a combination of storefront glass and stucco 
panels.  
 
The newer section of the building is connected to the original gas station building and is also 
one-story, rectangular, and with a flat roof. This section is constructed of CMU which has also 
been covered with stucco. The newer portion also has a basement level accessible from the rear 
of the building. Sections of storefront glass and stucco paneling are arranged in a variety of 
configurations across this part of the building. Several sections appear to be the size of an auto 
bay opening, indicating this may have originally served as an auto service garage before being 
converted to a retail facility. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 19 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
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from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D. 
 
Resource 19 was evaluated under Criterion A and does appear to possess significance in the 
areas of commerce and transportation. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of suburban development in Cobb County in the mid-twentieth century. Resource 19 was 
evaluated in this context because it was constructed in the early years of Cobb Parkway’s 
existence and was part of the development in Cobb County during this period. The property is 
considered significant in this broader contextual framework as an example of a gas/service 
station with an unusual, angled arrangement.. However, extensive modifications to the interior 
and exterior of this resources buildings has eliminated the character defining features necessary 
to convey this resource’s significance. Therefore, Resource 19 is not considered eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A. 
 
Resource 19 was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied in architectural 
literature and which was defined in this report. Resource 19 is significant at the local and state as 
an example of an early gas/service station. However, Resource 19 has had extensive 
modifications, and no longer serves its original function. Therefore, it is considered not eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 19 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. Conversion of the station from a service 
station to retail has resulted in renovations that have removed or covered all of the original 
materials such as the fuel pumps and signage as well as all the original windows and doors. The 
result is a loss of integrity to design, materials, and workmanship. The change in function from a 
gas/service station to retail has completely removed the property’s integrity of feeling and 
association. The fact that it is no longer used for its original purpose and that the primary 
elements of this original purpose (fuel pumps, island, and signage) have been removed, 
eliminates the relationship between the current business and the original. Because the primary 
significance of the property is as an example of a gas/service station, and because evidence of 
this function has been removed, it no longer has the integrity to convey this significance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729773.42 Northing 3758040.27. 
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Figure 19.1: View of façade of Resource 19, facing northwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19.2: View of southern section of Resource 19, (original gas/service station) facing 
southwest from parking lot 
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Resource 20 
This property is the location of a computer repair business and a pawn shop. It was not 
previously identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 586 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Polytechnic Lane SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1956. It opened in 1957 as a lumber and construction supply company called 
Northside Supply Co. In the mid-1960s it became Anderson-Tumlin Lumber Company. In the 
1970s, a waterbed retailer called Waterbed Concepts occupied the space. The building has 
undergone a total façade renovation although it is unknown when these changes were made. The 
original address number of the building was 453. Cobb Parkway addresses were adjusted and re-
numbered in the 1960s and 1970s, when the building was numbered 580, and later, 586. The 
building originally had a Modern style with an asymmetrical front-gabled roof and angled 
clerestory windows (see Figure 20.1). Rectangular, stucco parapet walls have covered the 
roofline and clerestory windows. Additionally, the store has been divided into two separate 
tenant spaces. The original low-sloped, gabled roof is still visible on the rear elevation of the 
building. 
 
Description: Resource 20 is adjacent to a small shopping strip, and several retail, recreation, and 
auto-related businesses are in the vicinity. The building is separated from the roadway by a 
parking lot and a small curbed grassy area. Originally a residential-inspired block building, the 
resource is now divided into separate tenant spaces. It is roughly square with a flat roof. It has 
CMU structural walls with brick veneer on the façade. Resource 20 houses two separate tenant 
spaces. The southern space has a stucco-covered parapet wall at the front that extends over the 
façade and creates a covered walkway. This space has a central entry with three fixed glass panes 
on either side. The northern tenant space has a smaller stucco parapet, and the entry is on the 
northern end of the façade. One single and one double pane of fixed glass front this space. The 
parapet wall over each space holds signage for the business occupant.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 20 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. . There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 20 was evaluated under Criterion C. This property originally represented a building 
type (the residential-inspired block). However, it has been so drastically altered from its original 
appearance that it no longer easily fits into any type or style category, and does not illustrate any 
particular architectural type or trend that would lend it significance in terms of architecture. 
Therefor it is not considered eligible for the National Register under Criterion C.  
 
Integrity: Resource 20 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729757.27 Northing 3758077.50. 
 

 
Figure 20.1: Advertisement for Northside Supply upon its opening, Marietta Daily Journal 
September 26, 1957, (note the front gabled roof and clerestory windows)   
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Figure 20.2: View of façade of Resource 20, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20.3: Rear elevation of Resource 20, facing east from rear parking lot
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Resource 21 
This property is the location of the El Ranchero Mexican Restaurant. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 562 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, across from Church Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1969. It has likely been a Mexican restaurant throughout its history, as it was 
previously a Taco Tico in the 1970s, according to Marietta City Directories. Taco Tico 
restaurants often featured stuccoed, adobe-like exterior walls and other stereotypical 
southwestern design elements. This restaurant retains these characteristics, and therefore may 
have some of its original exterior elements intact. Areas below windows on the east and west 
elevation appear to have been enclosed. The current occupants of the restaurant were not familiar 
with its history.  
 
Description: Resource 21 is adjacent to an office building and a title pawn business, and several 
other retail, recreation, and auto-related businesses are in the vicinity. The building is separated 
from the roadway by a parking lot and a small curbed grassy area.  
 
The building is a small restaurant structure of the casual dining subtype as defined earlier in this 
report. It is roughly square, with a flat roof, and a stucco exterior. A low parapet wall is topped 
with clay tiles and a narrow, covered walkway surrounds the building on three sides. The roof 
over the walkway is covered with clay tiles and supported by wooden columns. Small arched 
openings on the front and rear elevations hold fixed panes of glass. Two larger arched openings 
on the south elevation are infilled with aluminum storefront glass and entry doors. A paved 
parking lot surrounds the building on three sides and a line of trees borders the building on the 
north side. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 21 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 21 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The property represents a building type not previously defined by the 
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Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in architectural literature. However, 
this report has defined the casual dining restaurant building as an architectural type. At the time 
it was built, this was one of several Taco Tico locations in the southeast, but it has not been a 
part of that brand for at least 30 years. This restaurant does not appear to be a particularly good 
example of a casual dining restaurant as defined in this report because it is smaller than average 
for this type and lacks an entryway waiting area. As an example of a Taco Tico restaurant, this 
building does not appear to follow the typical design for this brand. Internet research regarding 
the Taco Tico brand indicates these restaurants usually featured a dramatic faux roofline that 
sloped nearly to the ground, along with large, curved entry areas recessed below this roofline. 
Vigas26 (likely decorative) were also typical features of these restaurant’s design. This building, 
with its vertical walls, tiled faux roofline, and absence of vigas does not exhibit any of the typical 
characteristics of the Taco Tico brand. Additionally, the building would likely have had typical 
brand signage, which is no longer in place. Because it does not exhibit the typical features of a 
casual dining restaurant, and because it no longer retains the typical features of its original brand, 
Resource 21 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 21 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729739.01 Northing 3758124.94. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21.1: Example of a typical Taco Tico restaurant (http://www.city-
data.com/businesses/155132699-taco-tico-inc-topeka-ks.html ) 
  

                                                            
26 Roughly dressed wood members, which support roofs in adobe buildings. 
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Figure 21.1: Southeast oblique view of Resource 21, facing northwest from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21.2: Southwest oblique view of Resource 21, facing northeast from parking lot
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Resource 22 
This property is the location of Marietta Lanes. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 565 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Church Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  This resource was constructed in 1959. The Grand Opening for the 
facility was held on October 3, 1959. The building was constructed at a cost of $750,000, and 
was 25,000 square feet with 24 bowling lanes. It also included a restaurant, game room, pro 
shop, meeting rooms, and kid’s recreation area. The interior featured seating designed by Henry 
Dreyfuss, a well-known industrial designer. Barney Nunn, who owned and operated the Nunn 
Better Cabinet Company, constructed the facility. Gerhard Trojahn, who also designed the 
adjacent cabinet company building, designed the bowling alley.29 By the following year, an 
expansion that would double the size of the facility, up to 48 lanes, was under consideration.30 
The plans for that expansion were only partially implemented, and 12 lanes were added 
sometime in the early 1960s. This section of the building is level with the original structure and 
parking is provided on a lower level. The exterior of the building has been covered with stucco 
cladding, likely in the 1990s. The interior has undergone a succession of renovations over the 
past 50+ years of operations. 
 
Description: Resource 22 is a large, single-story, rectangular building. Paved parking surrounds 
the structure. A 12-lane addition is on the north side of the building. This section of the building 
has parking located below. A concrete retaining wall is in front of the building and divides the 
lower level parking from the main level. A flat stucco cornice is across the façade and side 
elevations and exposed beams covered with stucco extend below this cornice on the façade. An 
arched stucco accent is located over the entryway. Entry doors are aluminum and glass with lit 
transoms.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 22 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. In addition, there are no 
indications that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in 
history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal 
source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under 
Criterion D. 

                                                            
29 _, “Gala Opening Night To Feature Governor Entertainment, Bowling Stars,” Marietta Daily Journal, October 2, 
1959.  
30 _, “Marietta Lanes Plans Expansion,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 31, 1960.  
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Resource 22 was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to possess significance at the local 
level as a recreational facility. It was evaluated within the context of mid-twentieth century 
recreational buildings along Cobb Parkway. It represents one of a variety of recreational 
activities that were once available to residents along the Cobb Parkway corridor. These included 
mini golf ranges, drive-in restaurants, drive-in movie theaters, as well as small theme parks such 
as Storyland. The growth of the recreational businesses appears to have paralleled that of other 
businesses in the area including industrial, auto-related, and restaurants. Recreational resources 
in general and this resource in particular, do not appear to have had an impact on the overall 
development of the roadway. This is the only historic recreational resource identified within the 
project study area. However, the building no longer retains its historic appearance, because of 
complete interior renovations and the addition of exterior stucco cladding; therefore, it no longer 
possesses the character defining features necessary to convey its significance and association 
with this historic context.  
 
Resource 22 was also evaluated under Criterion C. This is a building type not previously defined 
by the Georgia SHPO. As a singular example of a bowling alley, this type was not defined in this 
report either. This building type appears to follow general building practices, as far as its 
structural system and exterior finishes. However, it does not appear to represent any significant 
or innovative building practices. Because it does not represent any particular architectural type, 
trend, or design, it holds no significance under Criterion C. It has also undergone extensive 
alterations that have drastically modified its historic identity. Therefore, it is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 22 retains integrity of location, setting, and association because it has not 
been moved and the general commercial nature of the area remains. Alterations to the building 
include addition of 12 additional lanes, complete stucco exterior alteration, and multiple interior 
renovations. The result is a loss of integrity to design, materials, workmanship, and feeling. The 
lane addition is historic and does not affect the integrity. However, the total façade alteration has 
hidden or removed the original exterior materials, eliminating integrity of materials and 
workmanship. Interior renovations that removed all original finishes and fixtures, including the 
Henry Dreyfuss-designed seating, have caused a loss of integrity of design. Both of these 
changes contribute to a loss of feeling. Because the primary significance of the property is as an 
example of 1960s-era recreational resource, and because evidence of this time period has been 
removed, it no longer has the integrity to convey its significance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729813.79 Northing 3758111.75. 
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Figure 22.1: Oblique view of Resource 22, facing northeast from across Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22.2: Detail view of Resource 22, facade facing northeast from parking lot 
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Resource 23 
This property is the location of the Taste of New York restaurant. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 497 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of South Marietta Parkway SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1958. This building functioned as a bakery thrift store in the 1980s, based on city 
directory listings from this period. Occupants of the building were not familiar with the history 
of the building. It appears that the windows and front door are replacements and not historic. It is 
possible that the faux mansard roofline is not historic.  
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Nearby properties 
are all commercial in nature and include restaurants, retail, and auto-related uses. This resource 
sits close to the roadway, separated by a parking lot and a curbed grass island. Parking is at the 
side and rear of the building as well, resulting in a lot that is almost completely paved. An 
outdoor dining area is at the front of the building. It is partially enclosed with a metal fence and 
has several concrete tables with concrete benches.  
 
This is a block-type building. It is rectangular with a masonry exterior and a flat roof. The façade 
is clad with brick and has two large window openings with brick sills as well as two aluminum 
and glass entry doors with lit transoms. A faux mansard roof with synthetic shingles extends 
from the front roofline and shelters the façade. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 23 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 23 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. While the resource represents a building type defined in this report, this 
appears to be one of many such buildings along this corridor, and this example appears to have 
undergone several alterations. These include the loss of the historic windows and doors, possible 
alteration of the roofline, as well as several transitions in use. Resource 23 is but one 
manifestation of this building type and does not possess any unique or exceptional design 
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features that convey any notable architectural significance. Therefore, this resource is not 
considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location and setting because it remains on its 
original site of construction and is still located along a busy commercial corridor. However, it 
has lost some of the integrity of its design, materials, and workmanship because of the non-
historic alterations to the façade, including window, door, and roofline changes. Additionally, it 
has lost some of the integrity of its feeling association. Although its original function is unclear, 
it does not appear to have historically been a restaurant, but rather, a retail establishment. 
Therefore, it has lost its association with this historic function. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729723.80 Northing 3758302.62. 
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Figure 23.1: Oblique view of Resource 23, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway 
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Resource 24 
This property is the location of the Atlanta Auto Brokers car dealership. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the southeast corner of Cobb Parkway SE and South Marietta 
Parkway SE at 487 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1955. Based on inspection of historical city directory listings, it appears that in the 
1960s and 1970s this property was #504 and housed an auto auction business (Marietta Auto 
Auction). The footprint of the building is unchanged, however the façade fenestration and faux-
mansard roofline are not likely original. 
 
Description: This property is on a corner lot in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. 
Nearby properties are commercial in nature and include restaurants, retail, and auto-related uses. 
This resource sits close to Cobb Parkway, separated by a parking lot and a curbed grassy strip 
that encloses the lot except for a drive at the front of the building. Parking is at the front, side and 
rear of the building, resulting in a lot that is almost completely paved.  
 
This building is similar to the block-type, except that it has a projection at the façade that creates 
a fat “L” shaped footprint. It has a painted masonry exterior and a flat roof. The façade is clad 
with painted brick and has four sets of window openings with brick sills. At the side of the 
façade projection, there is an aluminum and glass entry door with a series of adjacent windows. 
A faux mansard roof extends from the front roofline and shelters the façade. Windows on the 
north and south elevations have metal frames and are covered with metal bars. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 24 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 24 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property does not represent a building type 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO; however, the block building was defined in this report. 
This resource is not a good example of the block type because, rather than the typically simple 
square or rectangular footprint of a block building, this building has an L-shaped footprint. 
Because it is not a good and typical example of this common building type, and because it has 
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non-historic fenestration alterations, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 24 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. The overall design and workmanship 
appears to be intact as is the feeling, and association with an auto-related use. However, material 
changes to the fenestration and façade materials have resulted in a loss of integrity in this area.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729704.17 Northing 3758359.15.  
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Figure 24.1: Southwest oblique view of Resource 24, facing northeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24.2: Northwest oblique view of Resource 24, facing southeast from parking lot 
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Resource 25 
This property is the location of a small strip shopping center. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 345 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Frey’s Gin Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1955. This property has two sets of buildings: one that sits close to Cobb Parkway 
and another to the rear. Aerial images from 1960 show the northern and southern sections of the 
building close to Cobb Parkway and the entire rear building in place. The central section of the 
front building was built sometime in the early 1960s, as it is in place in an aerial dated 1968. 
Fixed pane windows and similar aluminum and glass entry doors are likely a later addition, as 
are the metal awnings at the façade. 
 
Description: This property consists of two rows of buildings that are the multiple retail type as 
defined by the Georgia SHPO. The front row of buildings sits close to the roadway divided only 
by a sidewalk and narrow strip of parking. A drive is on the south side of this building and leads 
down a slope to a larger parking lot behind. Another row of buildings is at the rear of the 
property. A wooded area abuts the rear of the property but other surrounding properties are 
commercial with an assortment of restaurant, retail, and auto related uses.  
 
The front building has four separate tenant spaces constructed in three connected sections. The 
façade has doors and windows with aluminum frames and metal awning coverings. Façade walls 
are brick and side and rear walls are concrete block. Some terracotta parapet caps are visible. 
Metal casement windows are at the sides of the building. The rear building is similar with brick 
façade and parapet cap. However, the fenestration is a combination of bay and standard doors 
and casement and awning windows.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 25 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 25 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property is similar to a building type 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, the multiple retail building. However, this example 
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was completed in the early 1960s, outside of the defined period of significance (1910s-1950s) for 
this type of resource. Additionally, Resource 25 does not have a major character-defining feature 
of the multiple retail type. The separate spaces in the building do not have identical facades, and 
only one has the typical 3-bay facade. As such, it is not a good example of this building type, 
therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 25 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area remains. Successive renovations to the interior and 
exterior have caused a loss of integrity in the areas of design, materials, and workmanship. This 
includes replacement of all façade fenestration with modern aluminum and glass fixtures and 
addition of metal awnings. The feeling and association with its commercial use appears 
unchanged. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729524.97 Northing 3758702.20. 
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Figure 25.1: Northwest oblique of Resource 25, facing southeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25.2: Southwest oblique of Resource 25, rear building, facing northeast from parking lot
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Resource 26 
This property is the location of Sound Sensations. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 337 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Frey’s Gin Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1961. Based on aerial images from this period, it appears that the building retains 
its original footprint. However, the façade has had extensive alterations including the addition of 
stucco covering, pilasters and cornice, as well as the addition of stacked stone veneer and new 
aluminum and glass storefront. The date of the exterior material changes is unknown, but appears 
to be ca. 2000.The open bays on the north side of the building may not be original, as the 
building was historically used as a frame shop and warehouse (according to Marietta City 
Directories).  
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Nearby properties 
are all commercial in nature and include restaurants, retail, and auto-related uses. This resource 
sits close to the roadway, separated by a parking lot and a sidewalk. Parking is at the north side 
and rear of the building as well, resulting in a lot that is almost completely paved.  
 
This building does not represent any of the types defined by the Georgia SHPO, or those types 
defined earlier in this report. There are several sections which include a square portion near Cobb 
Parkway, a long section at the rear, a small, square section on the north elevation, as well as a 
modern prefab warehouse near the southeast corner. The front building has a stucco and stacked 
stone veneer exterior with aluminum and glass storefront. In addition, it has four auto bay 
openings on the north side. The rear and north side sections appear to function as garage space 
and the warehouse as storage and are also covered with stucco. The warehouse building is 
corrugated metal. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 26 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 36 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The property does not represent a building type previously identified by the 
Georgia SHPO, nor does it represent any of the building types defined in this report. As a large 
building with multiple sections, and interior structural members, it does not reflect the block 
building type discussed earlier. It does not appear to represent a significant trend in Georgia's 
architectural history in terms of its type or style. Therefore, the property is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 26 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729506.92 Northing 3758743.93. 
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Figure 26.1: Southwest oblique view of Resource 26, facing northeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26.2: North elevation of Resource 26, facing southwest
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Resource 27 
This property is the location of a Dairy Queen. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 380 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of South Marietta Parkway SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: Dairy Queen opened at this location March 9, 1956.31 A Dairy Queen 
has operated at this location ever since. According to city directory listings, the address number 
was 307, 381, and finally, 380. By 1958, there were two other Dairy Queen locations nearby, one 
at 1300 Roswell Street and another north of Belmont Hills in Smyrna. Aerial photographs show 
that the original building is not the same as the existing structure. The original building was a 
smaller, square structure housing a walk-up style restaurant. This building was torn down and in 
the early 1970s; it was rebuilt in the “Country Fresh” style that Dairy Queen introduced in the 
1960s. This design typically featured a gambrel roof with bright red aluminum shingles. It was 
intended to be reminiscent of American agricultural architecture.32 In the case of this building, 
the 1970s structure consists of a gambrel roof on the south side and a flat roof with faux-mansard 
parapet on the north side. The building appears to have had relatively few changes since the 
1970s. An area enclosed with vertical wood planks is on the south side of the building, and the 
windows and doors may have been replaced. 
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. It is within an 
“island” area created by the junction of Cobb Parkway, White Avenue, and South Marietta 
Parkway. Nearby properties are commercial in nature and include restaurants, retail, and auto-
related uses. This resource sits close to Cobb Parkway, separated only by a curbed grassy strip. 
Parking is at the sides of the building and the drive-thru lane loops around the rear of the 
structure. 
 
This resource is a fast food-type restaurant building, as discussed earlier in this report. It is a 
rectangular structure with a combination of flat and gambrel roofs. The gambrel section is 
covered with red aluminum shingles and a faux-mansard roof projects from the edge of the flat 
roof. The front-facing gambrel end has vinyl siding and Dairy Queen signage. The lower portion 
of the exterior walls is two-tone painted brick. Large, fixed windows are at the front and sides of 
the building. Aluminum and glass doors are on both sides of the building.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 27 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 

                                                            
31 _, “Dairy Queen No. 2 To Open Friday,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 8, 1956. 
32 John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle, Fast Food: Roadside Restaurants in the Automobile Age, 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 186-188. 
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the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 27 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been studied in architectural literature 
and which was defined in this report. Resource 27 is a good example of a fast food restaurant as 
defined in this report and a good example of the type of “Country Fresh” architectural branding 
that appears to have been used by Dairy Queen during the 1960s and 1970s. Without 
comparative information or inventories of other similar establishments in Georgia or in the 
region, it is difficult to speculate about the significance of this resource on those levels. 
However, this resource is not a locally significant example of this type of building, as there are 
many fast food restaurants, constructed in the 1960s and 1970s, that are still operational along 
this corridor, within the immediate community and throughout Cobb County. For example, there 
are at least three other Dairy Queen locations designed in the “Country Fresh” style, and 
constructed in the 1960s and 1970s, in Cobb County. Therefore, this resource is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 
 
Integrity: Resource 27 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729515.85 Northing 3758616.62. 
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Figure 27.1: View of façade of Resource 27, facing west from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27.2: Northeast oblique of Resource 27, facing southwest from parking lot
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Resource 28 
This property is the location of an auto service garage. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 358 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of South Marietta Parkway SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: Although the Cobb County tax assessor indicates the construction date 
of this building as 1953, it was actually built a bit earlier, in 1950. It originally functioned as a 
grocery store called The Little Farm. It was advertised as a self-service store offering meat, fresh 
produce, and staples. H.C. Darnall, C. E. Gantt, and A.M. Marr first operated the store, but Gantt 
assumed ownership and management the following year.33 A 1987 city directory lists this 
address as the Parkway Mart Grocery, so the building was used as a grocery until sometime in 
the 1980s or 1990s, when it became an auto garage with additional retail space.  
 
Based on aerial photographs, this was originally a rectangular building running parallel to Cobb 
Parkway. A wing was added to the south end of the rear elevation ca. 1968. This alteration 
created an L-shaped building. The 1951 photograph (see below) from the Marietta Daily Journal 
appears to show the façade as a large opening (probably enclosed with storefront glass or roll-up 
gates or doors). Based on this photo, it seems that the individual bay openings that now comprise 
the façade are a more recent alteration. It is possibly that the bay openings were not constructed 
until the building became an auto garage (in the 1980s or 1990s). The building also had neon-
accented signage atop the building. This signage is no longer extant and was likely removed in 
the 1980s when the name of the establishment changed. 
 

 
Figure 28.1: Advertisement for The Little Farm grocery, Marietta Daily Journal, October 7, 
1951. 
 
  

                                                            
33 _, “’The Little Farm’ To Open Soon,” Marietta Daily Journal, February 12, 1950 / _, “The 
‘Little Farm’ To Be Operated By C. E. Gantt,” Marietta Daily Journal, October 7, 1951. 
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Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. It is within an 
“island” area created by the junction of Cobb Parkway, White Avenue, and South Marietta 
Parkway. Nearby properties are commercial in nature and include restaurants, retail, and auto-
related uses. This resource sits close to Cobb Parkway, separated by a narrow paved strip and 
sidewalk. Parking is at the sides of the building and the rear of the structure abuts a grassy hill 
along White Avenue. 
 
The building is an L-shaped concrete block structure. The section closest to Cobb Parkway has a 
rear-sloping flat roof with a pronounced overhang. Three concrete roof beams are visible at the 
roofline on the north elevation. A series of auto bays lines the façade and a section of aluminum 
and glass storefront is on the north elevation. A separate retail space is located at the southeast 
corner of the building. Aluminum and glass storefront is at the front of this space. The south 
elevation has a set of fixed glass windows, a double and single door opening as well as an 
additional auto bay. There is a small shed addition at the rear.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 28 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D. 
 
Resource 28 was evaluated under Criteria A and C. This resource is significant under Criterion A 
for its association with commerce as an example of early retailing along Cobb Parkway. As the 
post-WWII population grew in Marietta, more stores opened to meet the needs of the nearby 
residents. Before the new highway (Cobb Parkway) was completed, many of these stores had 
been closer to the Marietta Square. As the highway was finished and surrounding neighborhoods 
constructed, there was a greater need for this type of retailer that supplied people’s everyday 
needs. However, significant changes to the building have resulted in a loss of integrity that have 
rendered the building not eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
This building is a property type not previously defined by the Georgia SHPO. It currently serves 
as an auto garage and has been modified to meet the requirements of this use, so it no longer 
reflects its original function (grocery store). Because of these alterations, the building no longer 
illustrates its original use and is not significant under Criterion C. Therefore, it is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: This resource retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and it remains in a busy commercial area on Cobb Parkway. However, the change in use has led 
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to a loss of all other aspects of its integrity (design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association). The design has been altered because the building originally had a façade that was 
mostly open; this façade has since been divided into separate bay openings. The original material 
on the façade is unknown, but presumably it was some type of gate or grill that has been 
removed. The design, materials, and workmanship associated with the building’s original 
signage was lost when the rooftop signs were removed. The feeling and association that the 
building would originally have had with its use as a grocery store have been lost with the change 
in use.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729497.27 Northing 3758653.92. 
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Figure 28.2: Northeast oblique view of Resource 28, facing southwest from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28.3: Southwest oblique view of Resource 28, facing northeast from hill behind building
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Resource 29 
This property is the location of Pawn Mart. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 316 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of White Avenue S. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1960. The original address number, 265, was changed to 316 in the 1970s or 80s. 
In 1960, the Apex Plumbing Supply Company built a headquarters building at 265 South Four 
Lane Highway (S Cobb Parkway). Construction cost for the new headquarters building was 
expected to be $37,000. The building was to be 8,000 square feet with 6,500 of that to be used as 
warehouse space. Sidney Clotfelter was to be the builder.32 This address (#316) is listed in a 
1987 city directory as Apex Supply Company, so the company persisted at this location until at 
least that date. 
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. The Marietta Diner 
building nearly abuts Resource 29 on the north side, and a large, modern warehouse building is 
near the northwest corner. The building is separated from the roadway by some parking spaces 
and a small curbed grassy area. The lot is mostly paved and more parking is on the south and 
west sides of the building. Most nearby properties are commercial in nature and include 
restaurants, retail, and auto-related uses, but a neighborhood along Martin Court backs up to this 
property.  
 
This is a single retail-type building, although it does not have the three-bay façade typical of this 
type. It is rectangular with a masonry exterior and a flat roof. The façade is clad with brick. 
Aluminum and glass storefront runs nearly the entire width of the façade. A faux parapet at the 
façade is covered with corrugated metal. A bay opening, two single doors, one fixed pane 
window, and five metal framed windows are on the south elevation. A warehouse building with a 
higher roofline is attached at the rear. This building represents a sizable addition to the original 
structure as it was reported to be approximately 14,500 square feet, while the building as it exists 
today is 27,464 square feet, according to the Cobb County Tax Assessor. The historic (front) 
section of the building has storefront glass that does not appear to be historic and the corrugated 
metal cladding along the top of the building façade appears to be a non-historic alteration as 
well. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 29 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 

                                                            
32 _, “Plumbing Supplies Headquarters Seen,” Marietta Daily Journal, November 20, 1960. 
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this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 29 was evaluated under Criterion C. Although the property is similar to a building type 
defined by the Georgia SHPO in Commercial Types in Georgia (the single retail type) it is not a 
good example of the type. It does not have the three bay façade that is typical of single retail 
buildings. Additionally, it was built in 1960, which is outside the stated period of significance 
(1880s-1950s) for this type. Because it does not possess the typical features of this type and 
because it was not built within the period of significance, this is not a significant example of the 
single retail building type. Nor does it appear to be representative of any other recognized 
building type or style. Therefore, it is not significant under Criterion C and is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 29 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729427.96 Northing 3758776.28. 
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Figure 29.1: Oblique view of Resource 29, facing northwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29.2: Resource 29 view of south elevation and rear building, facing west 
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Resource 30 
This property is the location of the Marietta Diner. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 306 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of White Avenue S. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1967. It was a Village Inn Pizza from the 1960s through the 1980s. In 1995, the 
Marietta Diner opened at this location. This was one of a series of “diner” style restaurants 
operated by The Diner Group around that time. Other locations included the Atlanta, Northlake, 
and Gwinnett Diners. It appears that the Gwinnett location is no longer open, but the first three 
locations remain in operation at the time of this report.  
 
The Marietta Diner location has undergone extensive alterations. The original building was a 
completely different configuration with a combination flat and A-frame roof. All the classic 
“diner-style” embellishments were added ca. 1995, and later, including metal paneling, windows, 
and neon lighting and signage. According to the owner, the building has also been expanded 
several times since the Marietta Diner opened. 
 
 

 
Figure 30.1: Advertisement for Village Inn Pizza with image of Resource 32 in 1969 (Marietta 
Daily Journal, November 27, 1969) 
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Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway near a heavy 
concentration of retail and restaurants. Several drives and curbed islands separate the building 
from the roadway. The islands feature an eclectic arrangement of shrubs and other plantings. 
Paved parking covers most of the lot. A neighborhood of single-family houses is at the rear of 
this property and a driveway extends through to Martin Court. 
 
The building faces north onto the adjacent parking lot, rather than toward Cobb Parkway. It has a 
roughly rectangular footprint, and is an example of the casual restaurant as defined in this report. 
Most of the exterior is clad with a combination of brightly polished metal, mosaic tile, and large 
windows. The roofline and signage is accented with neon lighting. A colorful tower tops the 
entryway and holds a clock, signage, and other embellishments. None of this exterior treatment 
is historic. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 30 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 30 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property does not represent a building type 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but the casual restaurant type was defined in this 
report. This building has no historic integrity, as the interior and exterior have been completely 
transformed from their historic appearance. Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 30 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729419.15 Northing 3758802.34. 
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Figure 30.2: Northeast oblique view of Resource 30, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30.3: Northwest oblique view of Resource 30, facing southeast from parking lot
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Resource 31 
This property is the location of a Krystal restaurant. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 271 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Frey’s Gin Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1966. The manager of this location was unsure if any alterations had ever been 
made to the building’s interior or exterior. Although, because the building has signage and color 
scheme in keeping with the modern presentation of the Krystal brand, it can be presumed that the 
exterior has undergone periodic updates. 
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway near a heavy 
concentration of retail and restaurants. The lot is wedged between Cobb Parkway and Frey’s Gin 
Road and has two drives to each roadway. A drive-thru loops around the rear of the building and 
parking is primarily on the south side of the structure.  
 
This is an example of a fast food restaurant, as discussed earlier in this report. The footprint of 
the building is roughly rectangular, and faces west onto Cobb Parkway. The structure has a flat 
roof and a recessed parapet wall disguises roof equipment. Brand signage is central on the façade 
roofline. The entry doors are on the south elevation but the forward most door is angled toward 
the façade. A curved projection extends from the façade around south elevation to shelter the 
entryway. Aluminum and glass storefront extends from the north elevation, across the façade and 
along the south elevation. The drive-thru pickup window is on the north elevation. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 31 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 31 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type that has 
not been previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been defined in this report. 
Although this building maintains its historic use as a fast food restaurant, it does not appear to 
have retained its historic appearance and materials. Because it has undergone alterations that 
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have removed its historic features, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 31 retains its integrity of location and setting because it remains on its 
original site and is located along this historically busy highway corridor. It retains integrity of 
feeling and association because it still functions as a fast food restaurant. This resource has lost 
the integrity of its design, materials, and workmanship, because of the periodic interior and 
exterior renovations that are typical of fast food establishments.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729458.35 Northing 3758858.84. 
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Figure 31.1: Northwest oblique view of Resource 31, facing southeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31.2: Southeast oblique view of Resource 31, facing northwest from rear parking lot
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Resource 32 
This property is the location of Houston Bros. Inc. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 249 S Cobb Parkway just north of the 
intersection with Frey’s Gin Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: The Cobb County tax assessor dates the construction of this building 
to 1951. Rick Morris, a long-time employee of Houston Bros. stated the barrel vault warehouse 
was the first building, and that the other parts of the building were added later. He was unsure of 
exact dates, but believed the garages on the southeast corner were from the 1950s, the gable roof 
“showroom” area at the front was added in the 1960s, and that the gabled garage on the 
northwest side was from the 1970s. The building was original the Crane’s body shop and 
wrecker service. Later, the Crane business shifted to specialty automobiles (limousines and 
funeral cars). Currently it is called Houston Bros. Inc. but still sells specialty vehicles. 
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway near a heavy 
concentration of retail and restaurants. Several drives and curbed grassy islands separate the 
building from the roadway. Parking areas are on all sides of the building. The rear portion of the 
lot is enclosed with a metal fence and scrubby trees and brush line the rear boundaries of the lot. 
 
The property contains a series of connected buildings that were constructed between the 1950s 
and 1970s. The central structure and original structure is a barrel vaulted warehouse as described 
earlier in this report. It has a painted concrete block exterior and a corrugated metal roof. This 
building has a wood framed roof structure, which appears to be more typical of early examples 
of the barrel vaulted warehouse. Bay doors are at the southeast and northeast elevations. A series 
of metal framed windows is on the southeast elevation as well. A gabled-roof prefab building 
was added to the front of the original warehouse. This section has aluminum and glass storefront 
on three sides. It has served as both an office and a showroom.  
 
A two-part garage addition is at the southeast corner of the original structure. This section 
appears to have been constructed in two parts. One section is smaller, has a lower flat roof, and 
small metal framed windows. A larger section has a higher shed roof and large metal framed 
windows. Both sections have concrete block exteriors. Another gable roof building is on the 
northwest elevation. This building has a series of bay doors on the northwest side and a larger 
bay door at the front. The front of this structure is clad with brick, and the roof is covered with 
corrugated metal  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 32 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
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correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 32 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. Although this report has attempted to define the prefab building as an 
architectural type, it is not characterized by a specific method of design in terms of massing, 
proportion, fenestration pattern, material texture, and ornamentation. Construction of this 
particular building type was generally not associated with any distinctive details or design, but 
instead manifested itself in many different architectural forms generally emphasizing 
functionality over aesthetics. This resource is but one manifestation of this building type and 
does not possess any unique or exceptional design features that convey any notable architectural 
significance. Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 32 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729424.82 Northing 3758917.72. 
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Figure 32.1: Southwest oblique view of Resource 32, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32.2: South elevation of Resource 32 warehouse, facing north from parking lot
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Resource 33 (IHOP) 
This property is the location of an IHOP restaurant. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 179 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Frey’s Gin Road SE. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1969. Originally constructed as an International House of Pancakes restaurant (the 
company has since changed to the IHOP name), this building does not appear to have had any 
significant alterations. This building is an example of the iconic IHOP A-frame building that was 
the company’s form of architectural branding until 1979. The most significant change to the 
property is the incorporation of updated signage in front of and attached to the building. This 
new signage uses the “IHOP” name, whereas the historic signage would have used the older 
“International House of Pancakes” name. It is unclear when this signage was changed, however, 
it was likely mandated by the parent company, and implemented across the brand.  
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway near a heavy 
concentration of retail and restaurants. Two drives and a curbed grassy island separates the 
building from Cobb Parkway. Parking is at the sides and rear of the building and the rear of the 
property is lined with small trees and brush.  
 
The building has a steeply pitched, cross-gabled roof covered with bright blue metal shingles. 
This is an example of the typical A-frame IHOP building. A large brick chimney is on the north 
side of the building. Copper colored vertical metal paneling covers the gable ends. Brick and 
stucco covers the lower part of the exterior, and fixed windows and entry doors are across the 
façade and north and south elevations. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: The IHOP was evaluated for eligibility 
for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation as outlined 
in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations with 
individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this 
property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the 
project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
The IHOP was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type that has not 
been previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which was defined in this report. This is a 
good example of a casual restaurant as defined in this report as well as a good example of the A-
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frame IHOP restaurant building. The last A-frame IHOP (nationwide) was constructed in 1979, 
so this building (built in 1969) was likely constructed during a high point for this design. 
Without comparative information or inventories of other similar establishments in Georgia or in 
the region, it is difficult to speculate about the significance of this resource on those levels. 
However, this resource appears to be a locally significant example of this type of building, as it 
appears to be the only remaining A-frame IHOP in Cobb County. This resource is significant at a 
local level as an example of architectural branding and because it appears to be a relatively rare 
example for this type of building in this area. Therefore, this resource is considered eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: This resource retains integrity of location and setting because it remains on its original 
site along a busy commercial corridor. It still exists in its historic form and retains the iconic A-
frame, illustrating the integrity of its design. Though some of its exterior materials may have 
been replaced in kind, no exterior alterations are apparent and the original workmanship is still 
evident. Also, it is still associated with the IHOP brand and used as an IHOP restaurant (its 
original purpose) thus retaining its integrity of feeling and association. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): The proposed National Register 
boundary of the IHOP corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains .52 acre. The 
proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and features of the 
property and includes the restaurant and the immediate surrounds. The right-of-way line along 
Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the western border of the proposed boundary because the 
area within the right-of-way consists of a grass island and does not contain any landscape or 
other features that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property (see attached 
boundary graphic). 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729331.43 Northing 3759105.44. 
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Figure 33.1: Façade view of the IHOP, facing east from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33.2: Southwest oblique view of the IHOP, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway
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Resource 34 
This property is the location of the Sears department store. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is near the southeast corner of S Cobb Parkway and Roswell Road in 
Marietta, Georgia, at 1140 Roswell Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1962. It was originally built as a Thrift City department store. The 10.4-acre tract 
of land was purchased in October 1961, for $223,000, and the cost of construction was expected 
to be $750,000. The building was planned to be 102,000 square feet and to have 1,200 parking 
spaces. Companies involved in the original venture were Alterman Investment Corporation, JTS 
division of Butler Shoes, Holly Stores, and United Shirt Shops.33  Another Thrift City location 
was planned to open on Bankhead Highway about the same time. These were two of four 
planned Atlanta area Thrift City stores; six additional stores planned within a 250-mile radius of 
Atlanta.34 Despite a splashy opening, the Thrift City was short-lived. This store (as well as the 
Bankhead location) closed at the end of 1963. The Marietta store was remodeled at this time and 
became a Kmart store by early 1964.35 It was a Kmart into the 1990s and is currently occupied 
by several retailers including a Sears Outlet. Alterations include the removal of the original 
curved entry shelter and original signage and a series of interior renovations. A raised patio area 
was added to the west elevation ca. 1980.  
 
Description: This property is just east of the corner of Cobb Parkway and Roswell Road and 
west of Frey’s Gin Road. A row of businesses separate this property from Cobb Parkway and 
one fast food restaurant is on an outparcel along Roswell. Most of the lot is paved and is 
accessible from one drive on Cobb Parkway, two on Frey’s Gin and several points along 
Roswell. A retaining wall separates this lot from Frey’s Gin and a row of trees and brush lines it 
on the south. The building faces north and sits far off the roadway. 
 
This is a large, rectangular department store building. The exterior walls are unpainted brick. 
Stucco covers the upper part of the wall extending to the top of the parapet. The primary retail 
space (Sears Outlet) has an entry of aluminum and glass storefront. This area of the façade is 
sheltered by a stucco projection supported by brick columns. A smaller aluminum and glass 
entry way accesses an additional retail space on the façade. The west elevation has a concrete 
block shed extension that leads to a raised and fenced patio area. An auto repair shop is 
accessible from this elevation. Six auto bay openings serve this purpose. A loading dock and 
several service entrances are on the south and east elevations. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 34 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 

                                                 
 
33 Larry Irby, “Marietta Picked For Giant Store,” Marietta Daily Journal, November 16, 1961. 
34 Otis Brumby, “Thrift City Opens Here Next Month,” Marietta Daily Journal, July 15, 1962. 
35 _, “K‐Mart to Open Soon On Thrift City Site,” Marietta Daily Journal, December 22, 1963.  
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as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating it 
under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 34 was evaluated under Criterion C. At the time it opened, this property was one of 
several Thrift City stores in the Atlanta area, however, that brand was relatively unsuccessful in 
the region, and the store has changed hands several times over its lifetime. The property 
represents a building type that has not been previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which 
does not appear to represent a significant trend in Georgia's architectural history, though the 
detached department store retail type has been described as part of this report. Although this is an 
example of a detached department store, it does not retain its historic appearance and it has been 
subdivided several times. The result is a loss of integrity that has rendered this property not 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location and setting because it remains on its 
original site near a busy commercial corridor. However, the loss of the Thrift City brand and the 
related non-historic exterior alterations and subdivision of the building have resulted in a loss of 
integrity in the areas of design, materials, and workmanship. The most significant historic design 
element was the façade. With its space-age style canopy over the entry and large lettering along 
the roofline, it presented a striking appearance. All of these original façade elements have been 
removed. Additionally, the building has been subdivided and the interior spaces have also been 
completely renovated. This has altered the original design significantly, as well as resulting in a 
loss of the buildings original association with a single, large department store.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729385.48 Northing 3759351.11. 
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Figure 34.1: Intersection of Cobb Parkway and Roswell Street ca.1965, facing southeast, with 
Resource 34 visible at the top center of the frame (photo from the Old Marietta Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Old-Marietta-OM/177730505614791?hc_location=timeline ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34.2: Detail façade view of Resource 34, facing south from parking lot  
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Figure 34.3: Façade view of Resource 34, facing south from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34.4: Southwest oblique view of Resource 34, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway
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Resource 35 
This property is the location of Marietta Muffler. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. However, it was determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places in a previous Section 106 survey, PI #0008256. The property has had no apparent 
alterations and should still be considered an eligible property. See Appendix B for a copy of the 
property information form and concurrence letter for this property. 
 
Location: The property is located on the north side of the road at 1109 Roswell Rd in Marietta, 
Georgia. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729232.16 Northing 3759502.79.  
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Resource 36 
This property is the location of a Cobb County maintenance shop. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 30 Key Drive in Marietta, Georgia, just 
north of Roswell St. 
 
Date(s) of Development: The Cobb County tax assessor does not indicate a construction date for 
this building. It appears on aerial photographs from 1955 and was constructed sometime prior to 
that date. Changes to the building’s exterior include the addition of a bay opening and a small 
shed on the west elevation. On the interior, the vault doors have been removed.  
 
Based on the presence of the weapons vault and information provided by the current occupants 
of the building, it appears this property was used as a National Guard or Army Reserve facility. 
However, contact with individuals from these services did not reveal any information regarding a 
military connection to these buildings. 
 
Description: This property is separated from Cobb Parkway by an adjacent lot that contains a 
small modern building. This property is wedge shaped and fronts Key Dr. A steep slope 
separates the lot from Key Dr. on the north side and a gravel drive accesses the property on the 
west. A gravel parking area is toward the center of the lot and grassy areas surround the east and 
south sides of the building.  
 
The building is a prefab structure with a gable roof that rests on a concrete foundation. The roof 
and exterior walls are covered with small-gauge corrugated metal. A large bay opening is on the 
north elevation, along with a single door with a small shed shelter. A similar bay door is on the 
south elevation. Small, metal frame windows are on both the east and west elevations. It appears 
that there would have originally been four windows on each side, but one was removed by the 
bay door addition.  
 
The interior is essentially an open area. However, on the east wall there is a concrete enclosure 
(approx. 10’x10’). This is similar to the weapons vaults found in military facilities, especially 
National Guard and Army Reserve installations. The door to the vault has been removed.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 36 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
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be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating it 
under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 36 was evaluated under Criterion A, but is not significant under Criterion A because 
although it may have previously been associated with the military, it no longer has any military 
connection. Furthermore, it does not appear to have been a facility of primary importance, but 
rather a secondary location focused on storage of material and vehicles.  
 
This resource was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. Although this report has defined the prefab building as an architectural 
type, it does not appear to reflect any particular importance in architectural history. Therefore, 
this resource does not possess significance under Criterion C and is not considered eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register 
 
Integrity: Resource 36 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728994.75 Northing 3759566.63. 
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Figure 36.1: Circa 1965, photo of the intersection of Cobb Parkway and Roswell Street, facing 
southeast, with Resource 36 visible at the bottom left (photo from the Old Marietta Facebook 
page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Old-Marietta-OM/177730505614791?hc_location=timeline ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36.2: North elevation of Resource 36, facing south from near Key Drive  
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Figure 36.3: West elevation of Resource 36, facing southeast from near Key Drive    
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Resource 37 
This property is the location the North 41 Plaza shopping center. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 119 S Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Gresham Avenue. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1969. The façade of this shopping center has been updated, though the date of this 
change is unknown. Several openings on the south elevation have been enclosed. The interior has 
likely been altered with each new tenant as well. A new retail space was added to the northeast 
corner of the shopping center ca. 2005. A building was constructed on an outparcel at the 
southeast corner of the property ca. 1995. 
 
Description: This property is on the northwest corner of Cobb Parkway and Gresham Avenue 
just north of the Big Chicken. Several groupings of office buildings are in the vicinity, and an 
apartment complex is just behind the shopping center. One outparcel is on the southeast corner of 
the lot. Most of the lot is paved parking. The center is accessible from two drives on Cobb 
Parkway and two on Gresham Avenue. A row of trees and brush lines the property on the north 
and west sides, and the lot is separated from the roadway by curbed islands on the east and south. 
The building faces east and sits far off the roadway. The area behind the buildings is enclosed 
with a fence. 
 
This is a large, rectangular department store building with a flat roof. The exterior walls are 
painted brick. Projecting stucco parapets accent each retail space. These projections are 
supported by brick piers and square columns. This area of the façade is sheltered by a stucco 
projection supported by brick columns. The primary retail space (Cobb Antique Mall) has an 
entry that is sheltered by a higher parapet. Aluminum and glass storefront areas access each retail 
space. A ca. 2005 retail space is at the northeast corner of the building and has a stucco exterior 
and a raised corner tower with brand signage.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 37 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
There are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important research 
questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the 
principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 37 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a retail building type, the 
detached department store, that has not been previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which 
has been described as part of this report. Although this retail type may represent a significant 
trend in Georgia's architectural history, this example has been highly altered and no longer 
retains its integrity. Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location and setting because it is on its 
original site along a busy commercial corridor. It has lost the integrity of its design, materials, 
and workmanship because of the large addition to the north side of the building, which has 
broken the otherwise linear form of the building, and the façade renovation, which has covered 
or removed the original façade materials. The building retains some integrity of feeling and 
association because it is still used as a retail strip, but the construction on the outparcel and the 
addition to the north side have altered the historic relationship between the building and the 
roadway.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
728855.42 Northing 3759774.97. 
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Figure 37.1: Façade view of Resource 37, facing northwest from across Gresham Avenue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37.2: Detail façade view of Resource 37, facing northwest from parking lot
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Figure 37.3: New addition on north side of Resource 37, facing west 
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Resource 38 
This property is the location of Kentucky Fried Chicken (a.k.a. the Big Chicken). It was not 
previously identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the northeast corner of Cobb Parkway and Roswell Road at 12 N 
Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia.  
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1963. The restaurant operated as Johnny Reb’s Chick-Chuck-N-Shake when it 
opened in 1963. The chicken was 65feet tall and cost $10,000.39 This was the first drive-in 
restaurant opened by the Davis Brothers Restaurant chain (the original owners).40 This location 
became a Kentucky Fried Chicken ca. 1966, and has operated under that name ever since. A 
tornado in 1992 resulted extensive damage to the original structure. The restaurant and chicken 
were reconstructed at that time. A comparison of photographs of the chicken and building shows 
that both were reconstructed ca. 1993 (see below). The new chicken has a slightly different 
profile and cladding. The new building has a higher roofline, stucco exterior rather than brick 
with storefront glass, and an overhanging faux mansard roofline. Therefore, this building was 
only twenty years old at the time of this report. A 2007 SHPO memo regarding the Big Chicken 
is duplicated below. 
 
Description: This square restaurant building is angled toward the corner of Cobb Parkway and 
Roswell Road. It has a stucco exterior and entries on the façade and southeast elevations. A 
drive-thru extends around the back of the structure. A large chicken tower faces the intersection 
and shelters the entryway. The chicken has operational eyes and beak. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Because this building was completely 
reconstructed in 1993, it is a modern structure and therefore not eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register nor is it “of exceptional importance” that it would be an exception to the 50-
year age requirement. It has been included in this report because of its importance as a local 
landmark. It would likely be eligible under Criteria A and C when it reaches the 50-year 
threshold. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 729146.08 Northing 3759524.30. 
  

                                                 
 
39 This appears to have been a typo, as other references to the size of the chicken indicate it was 56 feet tall. 
40 Paul Brookshire, “The Marietta Business Journal,” Marietta Daily Journal, June 16, 1963. 
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Figure 38.1: View of Resource 38, ca. 1990 (http://www.roadsideamerica.com/story/7021 ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38.2: Oblique view of Resource 38, facing north from parking lot 
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Figure 38.3: Oblique view of Resource 38, facing east from across Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 38.4: SHPO memo regarding National Register eligibility of the Big Chicken 
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Resource 39 
This property is the location of a pawn shop. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 150 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Gresham Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1967. One occupant stated that the building was originally used as an S&H 
Greenstamp redemption center. In the 1980s, it was used as an auto parts store, according to 
Marietta City Directories. The current occupants were not sure what changes might have been 
made to the building since they started leasing (ca. 2000). The building does not appear to have 
had significant changes. The storefront glass may have been altered or replaced, but no 
information regarding its original appearance was found during background research. Any 
original signage associated with the S&H Greenstamp program has been removed and replaced 
with a metal or plastic sheet with signage for the current occupants. Wood framing attached to 
the façade appears to have supported some structure or signage, but the frame is all that remains. 
 
Description: Resource 39 is in a commercial area with several office parks and a shopping 
center nearby. The property is set back from Cobb Parkway and is up a small hill. A single drive 
accesses a parking lot at the front of the building. A grouping of mature trees encircles the lot on 
the north side. 
 
This is an example of a block-type building, as defined earlier in this report. It is square brick 
structure with a flat roof. A section of the façade has an aluminum and glass storefront with a 
single door at the center. The sides of the structure are unpainted brick and a loading dock is on 
the rear (east) elevation.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 39 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 39 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. However, this report has defined the block building as an architectural 
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type. This building does not appear to reflect any architectural trend in Georgia or in this 
community. Although it appears to be a block building, it does not exhibit any architectural or 
design distinction. Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 10 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
729034.37 Northing 3759797.07. 
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Figure 39.1: Oblique view of façade of Resource 39, facing northeast from Gresham Road 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39.2: Rear (southeast) oblique of Resource 39, facing northwest from Gresham Road 
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Resource 40 
This property is the location of a Title Max. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 341 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1960. A window opening on the north elevation has been filled in, and a bay 
opening on the south elevation has been replaced with aluminum and glass storefront. It is also 
likely that the stucco exterior and metal roof accent are additions, but the date of these alterations 
is unknown. 
 
Description:  This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Nearby properties 
along Cobb Parkway are commercial in nature but the lot backs up to a neighborhood of single-
family residences. This resource sits close to the roadway, separated by a row of parking and a 
small curbed island. Parking extends from the south side of the building to Austin Drive.  
 
This is a block-type building. It is rectangular with a stuccoed exterior and a flat roof. The façade 
has a set of double glass doors with transoms and a row of windows. A corrugated metal accent 
extends from the façade roofline and around the south elevation. It has signage at the façade and 
shelters entry doors at the front and sides of the building. A single door and several glass panes 
fill a bay opening on the south elevation. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 40 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 40 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. This property represents a building type not previously defined by the 
Georgia SHPO, but which has been defined in this report. Resource 40 is but one manifestation 
of this building type and does not possess any unique or exceptional design features that convey 
any notable architectural significance. Furthermore, this building appears to have been altered for 
subsequent occupants and does not appear to retain its historic appearance. Therefore, this 
resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
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Integrity: This resource retains integrity in the areas of location and setting because it is on its 
original site along a busy highway corridor. The integrity of its design, materials, and 
workmanship have been reduced because of the large addition of the blue metal roof accent, 
infill of windows and covering of the exterior with stucco. The integrity of feeling and 
association is lost because although the original business is not known, it was not likely a title 
pawn business.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728443.17 Northing 3760442.40. 
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Figure 40.1: Oblique view of Resource 40, facing south from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40.2: Southeast elevation of Resource 40, facing northwest from parking lot 
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Resource 41 
This property is the location a coin laundry. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the south side of the road at 652 Allgood Road in Marietta, 
Georgia, just west of N Cobb Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1966.  
 
Description:  This property is just off Cobb Parkway. It is between a business that fronts that 
roadway and a grouping of apartments near the intersection of Fairground Street and Allgood 
Road to the west. This resource is separated from the roadway by a paved parking area. Concrete 
retaining walls are on the east and west sides of the lot and a wooded area is behind the building. 
 
This is a block-type building. It is rectangular with a masonry exterior and a flat roof. It is 
divided into two separate tenant spaces. The larger space to the east is a laundry and a small 
space to the west is a salon. The façade is almost exclusively comprised of an aluminum and 
glass storefront. A series of shorter windows marks the salon space. A blank brick wall accent is 
at the east end of the building and extends above the roofline. A painted roof projection extends 
from the front roofline and shelters the façade. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 41 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 41 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. However, the block building has been defined in this report. This building 
is not a good example of the block building for several reasons. First, it is larger and longer than 
they typical block. The CMU-walled salon space on the west side of the building does not fit 
with the block type, which does not incorporate this type of segregated space. This section of the 
building appears to be an addition; however, aerial photographs do not indicate this space was 
added to the original structure. Because this building does not represent a significant or typical 
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example of its type, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register 
under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 41 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727587.18 Northing 3761259.48. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41.1: View of façade of Resource 41, facing southeast from Allgood Road 
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Resource 42 (Marietta Auto Center) 
This property is the location of the Marietta Auto Center. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 436 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1968. It appears the property has been used as an auto repair garage since the 
beginning. In the 1977, Marietta city directory the property is listed as R&M Diesel Service; in 
1987, it is listed as Fender Mender. At the time of this report it is the Marietta Auto Center. In 
aerial photographs it appears this building may have originally had a flat roof, though it is 
difficult to discern when it was altered to its current appearance. Several windows on the north 
elevation have been covered with boards and the door and window into the office appear to have 
been altered. A metal roofed shed has been attached to the rear of the building, but it is only 
visible from aerial photographs, as the rear of the property is fenced.  
 
Description:  This property faces Cobb Parkway and is separated from the roadway by a 
rounded, curbed island. Several auto and landscape related businesses are nearby. Asphalt paving 
covers nearly all of the lot in front of the building and a wooded area is to the rear of the 
property. A metal fence encloses the area behind the building.  
 
This is a rectangular building with a side-gabled roof covered with asphalt shingles. This is an 
example of an auto garage type building, as described earlier in this report. The exterior of the 
building is a combination of brick, concrete block, and vertical wood siding. A significantly 
recessed area is at the northern half of the building. A bay opening and an office are in this 
portion of the structure. Four bay openings are at the façade on the southern end of the building. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: The Marietta Auto Center was evaluated 
for eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals 
whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of research on the project area and deed 
research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received from 
consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications that the 
property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. 
This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important 
information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
 
The Marietta Auto Center was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to be significant in the 
areas of transportation and commerce for its association with the development of auto-related 
property uses along this highway corridor. This property was evaluated within the broader 
historical context of mid-twentieth-century development of the Highway 41 corridor in Cobb 
County. This type of auto service garage would have been a primary source for auto repairs prior 
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to the arrival of large auto repair chains. This property is considered significant within that 
context, as it is one of the few examples of an auto service garage within the study area of this 
project. It also appears to be the only example that was used as a service garage throughout its 
life, although there were several different occupants. These include the R&M Diesel Service 
(1970s), Fender Mender (1980s), and the Marietta Auto Center. Although this building has had 
some alterations, these have not obscured the essential function of the building. Therefore, the 
property is considered eligible for inclusion in the National register under Criterion A. 
 
The Marietta Auto Center was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a 
building type not previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly 
studied in architectural literature. This report has defined the auto garage as an architectural type; 
however this example does not appear to convey any notable architectural significance. 
Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under 
Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location, design, and setting because it is on 
its original site along this busy corridor and appears to retain its overall historic form and design 
with an enclosed office area and several auto bays. The resource has lost some integrity of 
materials and workmanship because of minor alterations to windows, doors, and the office area. 
The possibility that the roofline has been altered also presents a potential loss of integrity in these 
areas. The resource also retains is integrity of association and feeling as it is still used for its 
historic purpose, auto repair.  
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):  The proposed National Register 
boundary of the Marietta Auto Center corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 
.33 acre. The proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying characteristics and 
features of the property and includes the house, associated outbuildings and the immediate 
surrounds. The right-of-way line along Cobb Parkway has been proposed as the western border 
of the proposed boundary because the area within the right-of-way consists of a grassy island and 
does not contain any landscape or other features that contribute to the National Register 
eligibility of this property (see attached boundary graphic). 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728292.33 Northing 3760652.98. 
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Figure 42.1: Oblique view of Resource 42, facing east from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 42.2: View of facade of Resource 42, facing north from parking lot
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Resource 43 
This property is the location of an Enterprise Rent-a-Car facility. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 450 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1959. Aerial photos appear to show the southern half of the retail structure in 
place by 1955. The second half was built by 1960, as was the gabled structure to the northeast. 
The garage structure to the rear of the property was built ca. 1990. The metal hipped roof shelter 
over the façade of the retail structure is probably an alteration to the original building.  
 
Description: This property is on a large lot in a commercial section of Cobb Parkway. Nearby 
properties include industrial, landscaping, and auto-related uses. This resource sits close to the 
roadway, separated by a paved area and a curbed grass island. Much of the lot is paved with 
either asphalt or gravel. A power line right of way runs along the northeast side of the property. 
A wooded area is to the rear of the lot.  
 
The primary building on this property is a multiple retail type structure. Although it is relatively 
small, like the block building defined in this report, it is not an example of that type. It has two 
entirely different tenant spaces with a masonry dividing wall in between. This pattern of two 
separately constructed, but adjacent tenant spaces, with a shared wall is not consistent with the 
block typology. The façade is brick with a raised central parapet, which hold signage. A hipped, 
metal shelter covers the façade openings. Each of the two tenant spaces has a single door near the 
center of the building and a row of large windows across the remainder of the façade. A brick sill 
is at the base of these windows. Brick-and-concrete block quoins are visible at the sides of the 
building. A bay opening is at the rear of the longer (southern) section of the building.  
 
A gabled roof concrete block structure is to the rear of the primary building. It serves as an office 
for the auto-related business that occupies it and the newer garage building at the rear of the 
property.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 43 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
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be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 43 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type previously 
defined by the Georgia SHPO, the multiple retail building. However, this is not a good and 
representative example of this type. It does not have the standard 3-bay façade, and the two sides 
are quite different in size. Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 43 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728273.44 Northing 3760697.04. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43.1: View of façade of Resource 43, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway 
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Figure 43.2: Northwest elevation of Resource 43, facing southeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43.3: Oblique view of gabled office structure behind Resource 43, facing northeast from 
parking lot
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Resource 44 
This property is the location of the Assembleia de Deus church. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 488 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: This building first appears on aerial photographs in 1960, indicating it 
was constructed in the late 1950s. The original or historic function of this building is unknown, 
although it likely had some industrial use. Visible alterations to the building include the 
enclosure of a loading dock on the northwest elevation. The date of this alteration is unknown.  
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Other properties 
along Cobb Parkway nearby include a motorcycle dealership, auto repair shop, and landscape 
supply. A residential neighborhood is east of this property along Wilshire Avenue. The lot is 
separated from Cobb Parkway by a small grassy median and parking area. A low brick wall with 
plantings is at the façade. A retaining wall of railroad ties extends from the southern corner of the 
building toward Cobb Parkway. A parking lot on the northwest side of the building is not 
separated from Wilshire Avenue. A fence surrounds a parking lot to the rear (northeast side) of 
the building.  
 
This building is a barrel vault prefab building as described earlier in this report. It has a 
rectangular footprint. The exterior walls are painted concrete blocks. The roof is covered with 
corrugated metal. The façade has a single entry door sheltered by a flat, metal covering. Large 
square vents are near the roofline at the façade and rear of the structure. A wooden ramp leads to 
a single metal door on the northwest elevation. A loading dock and single door are at the rear. 
One modern, wooden shed is near the northeast corner of the building.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 44 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 44 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been defined in this report. The barrel 
vault building does appear to represent a minor trend in Georgia’s architectural history, however, 
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Resource 8 / Bisma Cars, which is located next door to this resource, appears to be a better 
example of this type. Bisma Cars appears to retain more of its historic elements such as doors 
and windows. Additionally, Bisma Cars used as an auto repair facility, and while this is not 
identical to its original function as an industrial facility, it is likely a more compatible use than a 
church. This resource is but one manifestation of this building type and does not possess any 
unique or exceptional design features that convey any notable architectural significance. 
Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under 
Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 44 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource has lost some integrity of its design, materials and workmanship because 
of the alterations to the exterior. It has also lost integrity of feeling, and association because it 
does not appear to have been used as a church historically. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728172.43 Northing 3760806.38. 
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Figure 44.1: View of façade of Resource 44, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44.2: West oblique view of Resource 44, facing east from across Wilshire Avenue  
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Resource 45 
This property is the location of WOW Motorcycles. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the east side of the road at 505 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of North Marietta Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1959. The resource was the Georgia Tractor and Trailer Company in the 1970s, 
and is listed as such in the 1977 Marietta city directory. In the 1980s, it was the Olympia School 
of Gymnastics. The large warehouse on the northwest elevation appears in aerial images ca. 
1980. Two additional warehouse buildings on this side were added ca. 2005, and a protruding 
front section with two garage bays appears to be an alteration to the original structure as well. 
 
Description:  This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Other properties 
along Cobb Parkway nearby include a church, auto repair shop and landscape supply. A 
residential neighborhood is east of this property along Wilshire Avenue. The lot is separated 
from Cobb Parkway by a small grassy median. A parking lot on the southeast side of the building 
is not separated from Wilshire. A heavily wooded area is northwest of the building and a row of 
trees lines the northeast boundary of the lot.  
 
The buildings on this property consist of a series of prefab gabled warehouse buildings. The 
primary building sits near the corner and has its main entrance facing Wilshire. It has a low 
sloped gabled roof that is clad with metal. The exterior walls of the building are corrugated 
metal. Bay openings are on the southwest and southeast elevations. The main entry consists of 
double aluminum and glass entry door sheltered by a small metal shed covering. A corrugated 
metal shed addition is at the rear (northeast) elevation of the primary structure. A larger metal 
prefab warehouse is attached to the northwest elevation. Two additional warehouse buildings are 
also attached to this side.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 45 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 45 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been defined in this report. This 
resource is but one manifestation of this building type and does not possess any unique or 
exceptional design features that convey any notable architectural significance. It has also had 
several significant additions that have more than doubled the size of the original structure, and it 
likely does not reflect its historic appearance. Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 45 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource appears to have lost some integrity of its design, materials, and 
workmanship because of alterations to the structure. The integrity of feeling and association has 
been lost with repeated conversions of the building for various uses. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 728130.72 Northing 3760839.40. 
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Figure 45.1: Oblique view of Resource 45, facing north from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45.2: Rear oblique view of Resource 45, facing west from parking lot
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Resource 46 
This property is the location of Earth Products. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 519 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Seminole Dr. 
 
Date(s) of Development: Aerial images show this building was built ca. 1965. A warehouse (on 
a separate parcel but part of the same business) was constructed ca. 1975. According to the 
owner, Mark Deveau, the structure was first built to serve as offices for the landscape 
business/greenhouses that were on the property. It was never built as a house, despite its 
residential appearance. It was rented out to a tenant in the late 1960s and served alternately as a 
liquor store and Greyhound bus station, according to the owner. There have been no apparent 
alterations to the building’s exterior. 
 
Description: This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Other properties 
along Cobb Parkway nearby include a hotel, auto repair shop and gas station. The property to the 
south and rear of this building is also part of the Earth Products business. That lot contains a 
warehouse building surrounded by a paved area with landscaping material storage. A creek 
separates this office property from the warehouse. The lot is separated from Cobb Parkway by a 
small grassy median. Parking areas are to the sides and rear of the building. An eclectic mix of 
landscaping elements is displayed in front of the building. 
 
Although it was built to house an office, this structure does not conform to any particular 
architectural type or style. This building is rectangular with a side-gabled roof. The exterior walls 
are brick and the gable ends are covered with unpainted, board-and-batten siding. The façade is 
recessed, creating a covered area overtop. Square wood columns support this overhang. A pair of 
glass front doors and large windows are centered on the façade. Small casement windows are at 
the sides and rear of the building.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 46 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 46 was constructed in a residential style, but is not an example of any particular 
building type or style as defined by the Georgia SHPO, in standard architectural literature, or in 
this report. Because it does not represent any architectural type or style that would be significant 
at a local or state level, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register under Criterion C.  
 
Integrity: Resource 46 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
728045.26 Northing 3760845.74. 
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Figure 46.1: Oblique view of Resource 46, facing northwest from parking area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46.2: View of northwest elevation of Resource 46, facing southeast
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Resource 47 
This property is the location of an auto garage. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 562 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Seminole Terrace. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1950. Newspaper articles and city directory listings appear to indicate this 
building was the location of H&H Metals Company from the 1960s through the 1970s. It is 
currently an auto repair garage. Aerial photographs indicate the building footprint has not been 
altered, though it is likely that some alterations were made when the property was converted 
from an industrial function to auto repair.  
 
Description:  This property is in a heavily traveled section of Cobb Parkway. Other properties 
along Cobb Parkway nearby include restaurants, retail, and auto repair outlets. A residential 
neighborhood is east of this property along Seminole Terrace. The lot is separated from Cobb 
Parkway by a grassy hill. A parking area on the southeast side of the building leads to Seminole 
Terrace. A wooded area is northeast of the lot and a metal fence surrounds the property. 
 
Although this building is currently used as an auto garage, it does not reflect any of the building 
types defined in this report. This building is roughly square and has a flat roof. The exterior walls 
are made of concrete panels. Concrete pilasters are visible on the exterior walls. The building 
faces Seminole Terrace to the southeast. This elevation has three bay openings and a single door 
opening. Four windows are near the roofline. The southwest elevation faces Cobb Parkway, but 
is not a primary entrance. A single door with cantilevered covering, and eight window openings 
covered with bars or screens are on this side of the structure. A mixed arrangement of windows 
is on the northwest (rear) elevation. The northeast elevation is covered with a metal shed 
addition. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 47 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 47 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property does not represent a building type 
defined in this report or by the Georgia SHPO. It was converted from an industrial purpose to an 
auto garage sometime since the 1970s. The building has been adapted to use as a garage, but is 
not a representative example of that type. This building does not appear to “embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or…represent the work of 
a master, or…possess high artistic values…” Therefore, the property is not considered eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C.   
 
Integrity: Resource 47 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource has lost the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association because of additions and alterations to the original structure and changes in use. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
727897.97 Northing 3761074.82. 
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Figure 47.1: Oblique view of Resource 47, facing north from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47.2: Southwest elevation of Resource 47, facing southeast from Cobb Parkway 
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Resource 48 
This resource is the Allgood Manor Subdivision. It was not previously identified in any GADNR 
surveys. 
 
Location: This resource is southeast of the intersection of Allgood Road and N Cobb Parkway. 
It includes all residential parcels along Tom Read Drive and Seminole Terrace as well as all 
properties on the intersecting streets Mary Lane, Bothwell Place, Agricola Street, and Rita Street. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, most of the houses in this 
subdivision were constructed between 1942 and 1964. Generally, the neighborhood was 
developed as follows: Houses were constructed in the early 1940s along Tom Read Drive prior 
to the platting of the subdivision. In the early 1950s, many of the houses were constructed 
throughout the neighborhood. Houses from other parts of town were moved to the neighborhood 
at this time. In the 1960s, the northern sections of the neighborhood were constructed and vacant 
lots within the neighborhood were built out as well. 
 
Henry Clay Hudgins owned the land by 1943. Several houses were constructed along the south 
side of Tom Read Drive in the 1940s. The neighborhood was platted in April 1952, and this is 
when the name Allgood Manor first appears (see Figure 56.1). The platting of the subdivision 
coincides with the construction of Sprayberry High School on the opposite side of Allgood Road. 
Most of the lots in the subdivision were built out in the 1950s. The northern ends of Mary Lane 
and Seminole Terrace, as well as the houses along Bothwell Place, were not constructed until the 
early 1960s.  
 
Several houses on the Mary Lane cul-de-sac are older houses (1920s and 1930s) that were 
moved to lots within the subdivision in the 1950s. One of these houses was relocated from 
Roswell Street. In March 1957, a $1,000 permit was issued for Marshall Cavitt to move a house 
from 220 Roswell Street “into the country.”36 Cavitt moved another house from 728 Roswell 
Street to 704 Mary Lane in May 1960.37 Of the seven houses on this section of Mary Lane, four 
appear to have been constructed in the 1920s and 1930s. 
 
It appears that many lots in the subdivision were sold to builders who constructed houses and 
then marketed the move-in ready properties to buyers. In some cases the houses were promoted 
to defense workers, in others they were advertised as available to anyone. D.L. Stokes was the 
sales agency in many cases, but it is not clear who was responsible for construction of many of 
the 1950s-era homes. Based on the diversity of house types and designs, there was not a single 
developer who oversaw construction in the neighborhood. In the 1960s, the partnership of 
McNeel Builders and Kingsberry Homes was responsible for the construction of several homes 
on Bothwell Place.38   
 
Many of the homes have had some alterations. Widespread changes include window, door, and 
siding replacement. Front porch additions and carport additions or enclosures are also common. 
In most cases, these changes are not historic. 

                                                            
36 John Lowery, “Five Houses Are Razed On Roswell,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 27, 1957. 
37 _, “Marietta Office Okays Permits For 3 Homes,” Marietta Daily Journal, May 8, 1960. 
38 _, “By Owner…,” Marietta Daily Journal, February 17, 1963. 
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Description: This subdivision is near a section of Cobb Parkway with several apartment 
complexes and a school. It consists of approximately 125 single-family houses. A power line 
right of way runs roughly north-south through the neighborhood, east of Seminole Terrace 
Allgood Manor is accessible from Tom Read Drive on Allgood Road and from Seminole Terrace 
on Cobb Parkway. A row of commercial parcels separates the neighborhood from Cobb Parkway 
to the southwest. Along Allgood Road, several houses have been converted to commercial use 
but remain associated with the neighborhood (see Figures 48.2, 48.3). 
 
The roads within the subdivision are arranged in a curvilinear fashion. Concrete curbing is at the 
edge of the roadway throughout, and there are no sidewalks present. Setbacks of the houses are 
uniform and most have lawns and concrete drives at front. Houses on the corners along Tom 
Read Drive are placed at a 45-degree angle to the roadway. Other houses are roughly parallel to 
the roadway. Mature trees are found throughout the neighborhood especially in the rear yards, 
with the exception of the power line right of way (see Figures 48.4, 48.5). 
 
The subdivision has many examples of American Small House and ranch house variants that do 
not fit any predefined type or style. Some houses have four rooms, side-gabled roofs, and 
exterior siding and are larger than the usual American Small House type. Another form found is 
a variant of a compact ranch. These are smaller than a usual compact ranch, with small windows, 
hipped roofs, and exterior siding (see Figures 48.6-48.9). 
 
A few examples of typical American Small Houses are present. Typical ranch house types 
(compact and linear) are more common among the houses constructed in the late 1950s and 
1960s to the rear (north side) of the neighborhood. The north end of Mary Lane contains several 
cottages and bungalows moved from other locations (see Figures 48.10-48.14). 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 48 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D.  
 
This resource was evaluated under Criterion A within the context of development in this part of 
Cobb County as a result of nearby defense worker activity at Lockheed in the 1950s. It was 
evaluated within this context because many of the houses appear to have been constructed in the 
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1950s, when the plant (originally Bell Bomber, later Lockheed) was reopened to provide aircraft 
for the Korean conflict. Although this subdivision seems to have provided housing for workers 
during this period, it does not seem to have been exclusive to war workers. The subdivision is 
not a clear-cut example of houses built during this period because it includes houses built from 
the 1940s through the 1960s. No information was revealed during research that indicated this 
neighborhood played an important role in housing defense workers in the 1950s because of this 
extended period of construction. Only a few houses were in place during WWII, so it did not 
play a significant role in housing workers for that conflict. Then, in the 1950s, more houses were 
constructed, but were marketed to both defense workers and the public, while other houses were 
not built until the following decade. Because of its extended period of construction, and non-
exclusive marketing strategy, this resource does not appear to be significant under Criterion A 
for its association with the housing of defense workers in this area of Cobb County. 
 
This resource was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The subdivision includes house types identified in Georgia's Living Places: 
Historic Houses in Their Landscaped Settings that are significant in Georgia's architectural 
history. In addition, it contains identified subtypes of the Ranch House, which have been 
determined a significant type in Georgia’s architectural history in The Ranch House in Georgia: 
Guidelines for Evaluation. However, the subdivision is not considered a good and representative 
collection of either American Small House or Ranch House types of the 1950s, as most of the 
houses are variants of these types. Because the construction of the houses occurred over the span 
of several decades, and because they are not of a common design, it is not likely that they have a 
common builder, developer, or architect that oversaw their design and construction. Therefore, 
the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in 
the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location and setting because the houses 
generally remain on their original sites and it is still a residential neighborhood located near a 
busy commercial corridor. The subdivision retains the integrity of its design because the original 
houses are generally extant and the street patterns are unchanged. Some material and 
workmanship integrity has been lost due to renovations and additions to some of the houses. The 
neighborhood has lost some integrity of feeling and association with the conversion of formerly 
residential units along Allgood Road for commercial use.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 (Tom 
Read Drive at Seminole Terrace) Easting 728018.69 Northing 3761399.54. 
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Figure 48.1: April 1952 plat map of Allgood Manor Subdivision   
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Figure 48.2: Power line easement through Allgood Manor Subdivision, facing north 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.3: Houses converted to commercial use along Allgood Road, facing northeast
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Figure 48.4: View facing east down Tom Read Drive near neighborhood entrance, note angled 
house at corner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.5: View facing northwest on Mary Lane (#687, 691, and 697)  
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Figure 48.6: American Small House and ranch house variants along the west side of Seminole 
Terrace (#611, 619, and 627), facing north 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.7: American Small House variant at 641 Seminole Terrace, facing west 
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Figure 48.8: Compact ranch variant at 651 Seminole Terrace, facing west 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.9: Compact ranch variant at 681 Bothwell Place, facing north  
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Figure 48.10: Ranch houses along Bothwell Place (#670, 667), facing west 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.11: Compact ranch house at 734 Seminole Terrace, facing east  
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Figure 48.12: American Small House with large rear addition at 749 Mary Lane, facing 
northwest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 48.13: Georgian cottage with Craftsman porch addition on east side of Mary Lane, facing 
northeast  
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Figure 48.14: Bungalow on west side of Mary Lane, facing west 
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Resource 49 
This property is the location of the El Nopal restaurant. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 611 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Allgood Road.  
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1954. Though the original occupant is not known, newspaper articles from the 
period indicate this was the location of Joe’s Steak House in the 1960s and 1970s and Eric’s 
Reef & Beef in the 1980s. Aerial photos appear to indicate the building was expanded on the 
northwest elevation in the late 1960s. A porch with a clay tile roof was added to the façade ca. 
1995.  
 
Description:  Resource 49 is near an assortment of office, retail, and auto-related businesses. 
The building faces northeast and is separated from the roadway by a curbed grassy area. Paved 
parking is to the south side and rear of the building and a line of trees is at the rear of the lot.  
 
The building is a small restaurant structure of the casual dining subtype as defined earlier in this 
report. It is roughly square, with a flat roof, and a brick exterior. A façade addition with a clay 
tile roof covers a recessed patio dining area. A shed projection at the front of the structure is 
supported with square brick columns.  An aluminum and glass entry door is on the southeast 
elevation, within the addition to the front of the building. Another door is near the center of the 
original structure. Two window openings near the rear have been painted over.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 49 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 49 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been defined in this report. This 
resource has had significant alterations to the exterior that have removed historic materials and 
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altered the appearance. Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register. 
 
Integrity: This building retains its integrity of location and setting because it is on its original 
site along a busy highway. It also retains some integrity of feeling and association because it is 
still a restaurant (although no longer a steak house) and reflects its historic use. However, it has 
completely lost the integrity of its design because of the large façade addition of a pillared shed 
that has completely altered the appearance from the roadway. Likewise, it has lost the integrity 
of its materials and workmanship because of alterations to the façade.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727744.06 Northing 3761168.80. 
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Figure 49.1: Oblique view of Resource 49, facing south from adjacent parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49.2: Southeast elevation of Resource 49, facing northwest from parking lot 
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Resource 50 
This property is the location of Brandt Auto Brokers. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 623 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1961. Marietta city directories list this address as the Benny Orr Texaco Service 
station in 1969, and the Old Hickory House Union 76 in 1972. A canopy extends from the 
northeast corner of the building in historic aerials. This canopy was removed ca. 1995. The 
building was originally a narrow rectangular structure with a small projection at the southeast 
corner. The building was expanded on the southeast elevation ca. 1980, and is now a roughly 
square structure. A stucco exterior with faux window molding, keystones, and quoins is an 
alteration to the original structure (ca. 1980). A stucco parapet wall was likely created about this 
time as well. 
 
Description: Resource 50 is in a commercial area with several auto-related, restaurant, and 
professional businesses nearby. The building sits slightly further back from the road than the 
adjacent structures. It is separated from the roadway by a small parking lot and a curbed grassy 
area. Additional parking is at the rear of the building and the lot is almost completely paved. The 
property backs up to the Hillcrest Apartments. 
 
This building was a gas/service station but is not readily identifiable as such because of extensive 
exterior alterations. The overall footprint is now roughly square. The roof is a low sloped shed 
that angles toward the front of the building. A stucco parapet is at the front of the roofline. The 
façade is slightly recessed at the northeast corner. Two separate doors access the building on the 
east elevation and several large fixed-pane windows are on the east and north elevations. The 
exterior is covered with stucco and stucco quoins, window trim, and keystones accent the 
structure. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 50 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of the property. Therefore, 
there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications 
that the property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion 
D. 
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Resource 50 was evaluated under Criterion A and is significant at the local and state level under 
Criterion A in the areas of commerce and transportation for its association with the development 
of this highway corridor. However, Resource 50 has had extensive modifications and no longer 
serves its original function. Therefore, Resource 50 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A 
 
Resource 17 was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type (the 
gas station) not previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which has been thoroughly studied 
in architectural literature and which was defined in this report. Because of extensive alterations, 
this building does not represent any of the gas station types discussed earlier in this report. 
Therefore, Resource 50 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under 
Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 50 retains integrity of location and setting because it has not been moved 
and the general commercial nature of the area still exists. However, it has lost integrity in the 
areas of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Extensive alterations to the 
building and a change in use from gas station to auto sales have all contributed to this lack of 
integrity. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
727713.44 Northing 3761174.09. 
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Figure 50.1: Oblique view of Resource 50, facing south from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50.2: Façade view of Resource 50, facing southwest from parking lot
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Resource 51 
This property is the location of Brandt Auto Brokers. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 633 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1963. Newspaper articles and city directory listings from the period indicate this 
was the location of the Old Hickory House BBQ in the 1970s and 1980s. The building now 
serves as offices for an auto dealership. The interior has been completely converted to an office 
layout, and no longer resembles a restaurant.  
 
Description: Resource 51 is near an assortment of office, retail, and auto-related businesses. The 
building faces northeast and is separated from the roadway by a curbed grassy area and a row of 
parking. The lot is covered with paved parking and a fence lines the rear boundary of the lot. 
 
The building is a small restaurant structure of the casual dining subtype as defined earlier in this 
report. It is roughly square, with a flat roof, a wood sided exterior. A faux mansard roof, covered 
with corrugated metal, is at the façade roofline and wraps around the side elevations. Five large 
fixed windows are at the façade. A slightly projecting area at the southeast corner has a glass 
entry door on either side. A handicap accessible ramp and stairs are on the southeast elevation.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 51 was evaluated for eligibility 
for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation as outlined 
in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations with individuals 
whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of research on the project area, deed research 
on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received from consulting 
parties, or in an interview with the building occupants. Therefore, there was no basis for 
evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. Also, there are no indications that the property is 
likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. This property 
does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information. 
Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 51 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, and which has not been thoroughly studied in 
architectural literature. However, the casual restaurant has been defined as an architectural type 
in this report. This example has had extensive alterations that have made its original use as a 
restaurant indistinguishable and it no longer has the essential features to convey its original 
function. Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 51 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
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corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
727692.27 Northing 3761213.70.  
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Figure 51.1: Oblique view of Resource 51, facing west from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 51.2: Oblique view of Resource 51, facing south from adjacent parking lot
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Resource 52 (Hillcrest Apartments) 
This property is the location of the Hillcrest Apartments. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the southeast corner of Fairground Street NE and Allgood Road at 
642 Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1959. It was originally called the Georgian Apartments. The owner was Arthur 
Crowe and construction, to be completed by contractor Sidney Clotfelter, was estimated at 
$300,000.41 In 1959, only one building at the corner of Allgood Road and Fairground Street had 
been built. It had 38, one, two, and three bedroom units. The building was designed by I.E. 
Saporta of Atlanta and had patios, air conditioning, and an “Olympic” swimming pool.42 At the 
time, there were plans to construct 24-30 more units on an adjacent parcel.43 An additional six 
apartment buildings were built in the complex by 1968. A pool was near the center of these 
building as well. Both pools within the complex have been filled in. A roundabout was 
constructed ca. 2012, in front of the complex, at the intersection of Fairground Street and 
Allgood Road. 
 
Description: This apartment complex is in a transitional area between the commercial buildings 
along Cobb Parkway and residential structures that are more common in the areas south and west 
of this development. The 1959 building is a long structure that mostly fronts Fairground Street 
but curves to the northeast at the intersection. This building is designed in an International style; 
it is two stories in height with an additional lower story on the south end. It has a flat roof and 
brick and vertical wood paneled exterior. Windows have 1/1 double hung sashes and doors are 
flat wood panels. A parking lot runs behind the building to the northeast. 
 
Exact construction dates of the six additional apartment buildings are unknown, but all were in 
place by 1968, according to historic aerial photos. These six buildings are built with two 
different exterior treatments and arrangements. There is one building, oriented east-west, that is 
directly south of the 1959 building. It is a long, rectangular, two-story structure with a side-
gabled roof. It has brick on the lower story and vertical wood paneling on the upper. It has 6/6 
double hung sash windows and flat wood doors. Parking is adjacent to this building.  
 
A different exterior treatment was given to a group of buildings is at the south end of the 
property. This group consists of two buildings oriented east-west and three oriented north-south. 
These buildings are all rectangular with side-gabled roofs, but they are all slightly different sizes. 
The exteriors are gray Roman brick with vertical wood paneling at the gable ends and between 
first and second story windows. The windows are sliding rather than double hung and doors are 
flat wood panels. Parking is adjacent to this building. The two southeastern buildings in this 
grouping have parking and entryways accessible from Custer Street. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.   
                                                            
41 _, “Apartments Being Built For $300,000,” Marietta Daily Journal, May 7, 1959. 
42 It is unlikely there was ever an Olympic sized pool because one is not visible in aerial photos from1960. There is, 
however, a round pool between the building and the adjacent parking lot. 
43 _, “Georgian Apartments Ready For Occupants,” Marietta Daily Journal, November 1, 1959. 
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National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Hillcrest Apartments was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no indications that the property is likely to yield 
information on important research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not 
appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. Hillcrest Apartments was therefore 
evaluated under Criteria A, B, and C.  
 
Hillcrest Apartments was evaluated under Criterion A and appears to possess significance in the 
area of community development. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of mid-twentieth-century residential development in Cobb County. Hillcrest Apartments 
was evaluated within this context because it represents the efforts of county officials, developers, 
and the local architect, Isaac Saporta, to increase the amount of affordable housing in this area 
during a period of pronounced growth for the county. This property is considered significant 
within this context because it appears to be one of the larger apartment complexes built during 
this period, additionally, it is one of the few (if only) examples in the International style. 
Although this resource has lost some integrity, particularly of its setting, it still conveys its 
original purpose, design, and overall appearance. The Hillcrest Apartments possess the character-
defining features necessary to convey its significance and association within this historical 
context. These features include the striking curved building shape, flat roof, and lack of 
ornamentation. Therefore, the Hillcrest Apartments are considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A. 
 
This property was also examined under Criterion B for its associations with the Atlanta architect 
Isaac E. Saporta. He was a Georgia Tech professor, artist, and proponent of thoughtful urban 
development. He helped to found the Atlanta Planning Department and the Atlanta Metropolitan 
Planning Commission.44 Although Saporta was certainly the designer of the original building in 
this apartment complex, it is not clear how extensive his architectural career was. He did found 
an architectural firm in Atlanta in the 1950s.45 However this study uncovered no other buildings 
designed by Saporta. It is unknown how many buildings he may have designed over his career 
and how many of these buildings were ultimately constructed. Despite a connection with an 
architect, this resource does not appear to be significant under Criterion B as “[a] property is not 
eligible under Criterion B if it is associated with an individual about whom no scholarly 
judgment can be made because either research has not revealed specific information about the 
person’s activities and their impact, or there is insufficient perspective to determine whether 
those activities or contributions were historically important.”46 There is not enough information 
about Isaac Saporta to determine if this building is a good representative example of his work or 
if his work is, in fact, significant.  
 
Resource 52 was further evaluated under Criterion C. This apartment complex was not included 
in but does reflect some of the trends discussed in the “Georgia’s Modern Apartment 
Complexes” National Register Multiple Property Submission. The six buildings constructed 

                                                            
44  Richard  Thornton,  “Ike  Saporta:  Greek  freedom‐fighter,  American  architect,” 
http://www.examiner.com/article/ike‐saporta‐greek‐freedom‐fighter‐american‐architect  (accessed November 15, 
2013). 
45 Ibid. 
46 U.S. Department of  the  Interior National Park  Service, National Register Bulletin: How  to Apply  the National 
Register Criteria for Evaluation, (1997) 15. 
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within this complex post-1959, are not significant under Criterion C as they do not “embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or…represent the work of 
a master, or…possess high artistic values…” No information about designers, architects, or 
developers for these six buildings was revealed during background research. However, the 
original 1959 apartment building is significant at the local level as an example of a mid-century 
apartment building designed in the International style. The property represents a building type 
and style that is significant in Georgia's architectural history. It has lost some integrity due to 
alterations to the landscaping and setting of the property; however, it retains its historic function 
and still reflects its original form and style. Because the International style was not as common 
as more vernacular style apartments, this is a relatively rare example of this style. Therefore, the 
property is considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in the area 
of architecture.   
 
Integrity:  The following discussion of integrity applies to the original, 1959, apartment building 
on this property. Resource 52 has been determined to possess integrity of location and design 
because it has not been moved and retains its overall form. The integrity of its setting, feeling, 
and association has been damaged because of alterations to the overall apartment property and 
roadways that line the property. The architect-designed portion of the property included the 
curved, corner 1959 apartment building and an interior courtyard area with a pool, lawn, and 
parking along the eastern border. The expansion of the property to the south and later (1960s) 
construction of six additional buildings damaged the original intent of the architect regarding the 
setting and the building’s association with its surroundings. The feeling of a single apartment 
building with a semi-private interior courtyard was completely altered by the construction of the 
additional buildings. Alterations to the roadway along the western and northern borders of the 
property have also affected the setting. This area was originally a simple intersection but the 
recent construction of a roundabout at the intersection has widened the roadway and increased 
the traffic flow in front of the 1959 building. The integrity of materials may have been 
diminished because of possible window and door replacements; however, the general integrity of 
workmanship is intact concerning the detailing of the exterior.  
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): Because there are no other features 
within the legal boundary that contribute to the architectural significance of the property, the 
proposed National Register boundary of the Hillcrest Apartments is a visual boundary, and 
contains approximately 2 acres. The boundary corresponds to the legal property boundary along 
the east side of the property; however, it does not include the ca. 1968 buildings on the south end 
of the property. The edge of pavement along Allgood Road to the north and Fairground Street to 
the west has been proposed as the north and west borders of the proposed boundary because the 
area within the existing right-of-way contains a portion of the property’ grassed lawn, a metal 
fence, and a sidewalk. These landscape features are considered contributing elements of the 
setting of the proposed eligible property. The proposed boundary contains all National Register 
qualifying characteristics and features of the property and includes the 1959 apartment building, 
the enclosed lawn to the north and west, and the open area (including the location of the infilled 
pool) directly behind the 1959 building, and the parking immediately southeast of this building. 
None of the ca. 1968 buildings, parking lots, or outbuildings contribute to the property’s 
National Register eligibility and are thus not included in the boundary. These structures are non-
contributing because they were built later, are not in the International style, and were not 
designed by Isaac Saporta. The right-of-way line along Fairground Street and Allgood Road has 
been proposed as the western and northern borders of the proposed boundary because the area 
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within the right-of-way consists a sidewalk and does not contain any landscape or other features 
that contribute to the National Register eligibility of this property. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727598.29 Northing 3761119.61. 
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Figure 52.1: Advertisement for the opening of the Georgian Apartments, (Marietta Daily 
Journal, November 15, 1959) 
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Figure 52.2: Original, 1959, building of the Hillcrest Apartments, facing east from across traffic 
circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52.3: Curved units of the Hillcrest Apartments, 1959, building, at corner, facing 
southwest from Allgood Road 
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Figure 52.4: Hillcrest Apartments, 1959 building, facing northeast from Fairground Street 
west from Allgood Road  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52.5: Hillcrest Apartments, infilled pool behind 1959 building, facing northeast  
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Figure 52.6: Oblique view of center buildings of the Hillcrest Apartments, facing southeast from 
parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52.7: Oblique view of southern buildings of the Hillcrest Apartments, facing southeast 
from driveway  
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Resource 53 
This property is the location of the Garden Terrace Apartments. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the north side of the road at 619 Kiowa Drive in Marietta, Georgia, 
just north of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this apartment complex 
was constructed in 1964. The complex originally had a swimming pool at the center of the U-
shaped building arrangement. This pool has been filled in (date unknown). All unit doors are 
steel panels and windows on all buildings are 1/1 double hung sashes. These are probably all 
replacements but the date of this change is unknown. 
 
Description: This apartment complex is in a transitional area between the commercial buildings 
along Cobb Parkway and residential structures that are more common in the areas south and west 
of this development. A gas station and fast food restaurant are on the northeast side of the 
property and a new housing development is on the southeast side. Kiowa Drive divides the 
apartment complex in two. Kiowa Drive extends northwest from the traffic circle at Allgood 
Road and Fairground Street. Northeast of Kiowa there are three buildings. Two are long, 
rectangular structures that face Kiowa Drive. The third is a much smaller building perpendicular 
to Kiowa Drive. The buildings on the southwest side of the road are in a U-shaped arrangement. 
One building faces Chicopee Drive (an extension of Allgood Road) with the other four buildings 
running perpendicular to this roadway. Angled parking is located throughout the complex. 
 
This apartment complex appears to share some design elements of the ranch house, which was a 
popular type at this time. All buildings have side-gabled roofs covered with asphalt shingles. The 
first floor exteriors are covered with brick as are the gable ends. The second floor exteriors are 
covered with wood siding. Windows have 1/1 double hung sashes and doors are 6-paneled steel. 
All windows and doors are probably replacements. Breezeways line the first and second floors in 
front of the unit doors. Scrolled metal supports and railings with scrolled accents are at the 
breezeway exteriors. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 53 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with individuals whose 
specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this property. No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area 
and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation correspondence received 
from consulting parties, or in an interview with the occupants of the property. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion B. Also, there are no indications that the 
property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. 
This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important 
information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 53 was evaluated under Criterion A but does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of community development. The property was evaluated within the broader historical 
context of mid-twentieth-century residential development in Cobb County. Resource 53 was 
evaluated within this context because it represents an example of an apartment complex that was 
constructed during a period of pronounced growth for the county. This property is not considered 
significant within this context however, because it does not appear to have been an especially 
early or late example of this type of construction, nor does it appear to have spurred any other 
development trends. Therefore, Resource 53 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A. 
 
Resource 53 was also evaluated under Criterion C, and does not appear to “embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or…represent the work of 
a master, or…possess high artistic values…” This apartment complex does not appear to 
represent any particular developmental trends or architectural type or style, and does not appear 
to have any architectural significance. It does not represent any residential architectural type that 
has been determined to be significant to Georgia’s architectural history. No information about 
designers, architects, or developers was revealed during background research. Therefore, this 
resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 53 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727493.47 Northing 3761240.80. 
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Figure 53.1: Building on southwest side of Kiowa Drive, facing west from across Kiowa Drive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 53.2: Building at western corner of complex, facing southeast from rear parking lot
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Figure 53.3: Building on northeast side of Kiowa Drive, facing north from across road 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 53.4: Small building on northeast side of Kiowa Drive, facing north from parking lot 
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Resource 54 
This property is the location of the Cajun Gulf Seafood restaurant. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 745 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Allgood Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1950, however, it was actually constructed somewhat later, as it does not appear 
on aerial photographs until 1968. This was the retail location of the Miss Georgia Dairies (a 
dairy cooperative for area farmers) in the 1960s. In the 1970s it was an Italian restaurant, 
Montecalvos. It remains a restaurant today. Several large windows on the façade and sides of the 
building have been replaced. Doors on the façade and north elevations are not historic. Also, a 
section of brick (approximately the size of one of the existing windows) appears to have been 
infilled toward the rear of the building. No historic photos were available for this resource, so it 
is not clear what the original fenestration pattern was. However, the appearance of the building 
suggests that there were originally two large windows on the north elevation.  
 
Description: This property faces Cobb Parkway and is separated from the roadway by a 
rounded, curbed island. A school, apartments, and motel are nearby. Asphalt paving covers 
nearly all of the lot at the front and north side of the building. A brick retaining wall runs along 
the southeastern boundary of the property. 
 
This building is rectangular with a cross-gabled, asphalt-shingled roof. It is an example of a 
residential-inspire block-type building, as described earlier in this report. The exterior walls are 
painted brick. Angled clerestory windows are at the front-and-side-gabled ends. Large 
rectangular windows are at the front and side elevations as well. A single door on the façade 
leads to the dining area. One service door is at the northwest side. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 54 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 54 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. This building does not represent a type previously defined by the Georgia 
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SHPO; however, it has been classified as a residential block type building as defined in this 
report. This example is not an especially good example of a block building however, as that type 
is purposely generic. This building, with its steep gabled roofline and clerestory windows 
presents a more distinctive appearance than is usual for the block type. The building’s use has 
changed from a retail outlet to restaurant the building has housed several different enterprises 
during its life. It is likely that the fenestration pattern was altered and the large window infilled 
during one of the changes in use or tenants. While the resource represents a building type defined 
in this report, this building is not a good example of that type, and has had several alterations that 
have changed its historic appearance. Therefore, this resource is not considered eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 54 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource has lost integrity in the areas of design, materials, and workmanship 
because of alterations to the windows and doors. The resource has also lost integrity of feeling 
and association as it was originally a retail location for a dairy cooperative, and now functions as 
a restaurant. 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 Easting 
727447.48 Northing 3761456.21. 
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Figure 54.1: View of façade of Resource 54, facing southwest from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 54.2: Oblique view of Resource 54, facing south from parking lot
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Resource 55 
This property is the location of The Walker School. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the northeast corner of N Cobb Parkway and Allgood Road at 700 
N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  This school was originally called Sprayberry High School. The first 
buildings of this large school complex were constructed in the between 1950 and 1952, at a cost 
of $300,000. The new school had 18 classrooms, cafeteria, gym, commercial and home 
economics departments and a science lab. It was dedicated in September 1952. It was named 
Sprayberry High in honor of Paul Sprayberry, the Cobb County school superintendent. He led a 
county-wide school expansion and improvement program in the 1950s that was funded by a 1950 
county bond issue and federal funds that he was instrumental in acquiring. His career with the 
Cobb County district lasted 29 years, with 13 years spent as a school principal.53 The complex 
was used as Sprayberry High until about 1975, when it was converted for use as county school 
board offices. In 1977, the property was purchased by the Walker School and is still used by that 
school. 
 
When the school was first constructed, it consisted of two long, rectangular wings extending 
from the northwest elevation of a larger rectangular structure that contained the gym and other 
common spaces. A linear addition was built behind the wings ca. 1960. The southwestern wing 
was extended around the same time. Several buildings were constructed to the southeast of the 
original structures ca. 1995. Several more buildings were added to the northwest ca. 2000. An 
adjacent parcel was acquired for the construction of those buildings and for parking and ball 
fields nearby. An addition on the southeast and southwest elevations of the original common 
building was added ca. 2010. None of the windows or doors are historic. Historic aerial images 
from the 1970s show the primary vehicle circulation areas on the southeast side of the building. 
It appears that both busses and cars moved through this area and entered on this side. Today, the 
vehicle circulation is separated with busses accessing the building from the southeast side and 
cars from the southwest side. This change occurred ca. 1990 as a parking lot does not show up 
southwest of the school until 1993.  
 
Description: Resource 55 is a large school complex. This building does not represent any 
particular academic style, and does not represent any of the building types illustrated in the 
Georgia SHPO’s School Types in Georgia (found here: http://georgiashpo.org/historic/schools ). 
However, it does resemble the Early Modern Public School as categorized in the “Public 
Elementary and Secondary Schools in Georgia, 1868-1971” Multiple Property National Register 
nomination form found in the Georgia SHPO’s online reference materials for school buildings in 
the state. 
 
It is situated at the northern corner of Allgood Road and Cobb Parkway. An oblong arrangement 
of drives, angled parking, and medians lines the property to the southwest, along Cobb Parkway. 
Several large parking lots and ball fields occupy the northwestern side of the property. 
Additional sports fields are on the northeast side of the property. Most of the school’s structures 
are clustered along Cobb Parkway near the southern end of the campus. The core group of 

                                                            
53 Bill Kenney, “New Cobb School Named Sprayberry High School,” Marietta Daily Journal, September 4, 1952. 
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building is at the center of the cluster with a group of ca. 1995 buildings to the southeast and a 
group of ca. 2000 buildings to the northwest. 
 
The original classroom buildings are long, low structures. The exterior walls are brick and the 
roofs are flat with wide overhangs. Windows on the classroom buildings are replacements, 1/1 
double hung sashes with concrete sills. Some windows are paired but many occur in long 
groupings indicating the locations of individual classrooms. The exterior of the original common 
building had a similar brick exterior and flat roof with wide overhang. Some exterior walkways 
have asymmetrical concrete shelters with flat roofs. New buildings and additions to the original 
buildings have stucco exteriors. Additions to the façade of the original buildings have pebbled 
walls and rows of 1/1 windows. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 55 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no indications that the property is likely to yield 
information on important research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not 
appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. Resource 55 was therefore evaluated 
under Criteria A, B, and C.  
 
Resource 55 was evaluated under Criterion A and does appear to possess significance at a local 
level in the area of education. The property was evaluated within the broader historical context of 
mid-twentieth century development in Cobb County. The property was evaluated in this context 
because it was built in the mid-twentieth century in Cobb County to serve the educational needs 
of a growing population. However, alterations and additions to the school building have 
diminished its integrity, and it no longer has the ability to convey its significance under Criterion 
A, therefore, it is not eligible for inclusion in the National Register.  
 
This resource was then evaluated under Criterion B, as it was named for Paul Sprayberry. 
However, he was not a teacher at this school and did not work at this location. His only 
connection with the resource is his name. Therefore, it does not appear that he had any direct 
association with the resource, and it is not significant for an association with this individual. 
Therefore, Resource 55 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under 
Criterion A. 
 
Resource 55 was further evaluated under Criterion C, but does not appear to not appear to 
possess significance in the area of architecture. Resource 55 does not serve as a good example of 
an Early Modern Public School as categorized in the “Public Elementary and Secondary Schools 
in Georgia, 1868-1971” Multiple Property National Register nomination form found in the 
Georgia SHPO’s online reference materials for school buildings in the state. Resource 55 is not 
considered significant because it no longer serves as a good or typical example of buildings built 
and used for public education after World War II. During this time, perceptions about the 
appropriate design of school buildings underwent a significant transformation. Insulated flat 
roofs were now considered more economical than a pitched roof. Elaborate architectural 
ornamentation was rejected more for economical reasons than preferences of taste. Basements 
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were regarded as unnecessary spaces. Steel frame construction replaced earlier masonry load-
bearing structural systems. Ceilings were lowered as a way of saving money, and an emphasis on 
natural light became more desirable. Also, the early modern public school was generally located 
near the center of the school population it served.54 
 
Although Resource 55 was constructed to embody all of these characteristics, the resource has 
been significantly altered since construction and no longer clearly reflects the larger patterns and 
trends associated with the development of post-war public schools in Georgia from the late 
1940s to the early 1970s. The original flat roof and unadorned exterior are still intact on the 
original portion of Resource 55. However, the additions to the school complex do not reflect this 
midcentury aesthetic, and the original doors, windows, and exterior materials have all been 
removed or covered. The open setting which once surrounded the resource has been substantially 
compromised by the construction of several large, non-historic classroom and recreational 
structures which dwarf the 1950s structure as well as paved parking which covers much of the 
area in front of and west of the school buildings. The original entrance to the school has likely 
been altered, and the original flow of traffic for busses and parents is no longer intact. Today, 
parent pickup is through the front entrance, while bus access is on the southeast side. Although 
the original arrangement of this building does follow the trends of mid-century schools in 
Georgia as discussed above, because of the changes to the building, it no longer represents a 
significant trend in Georgia's architectural history. Therefore, Resource 55 is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 
 
Integrity: This school retains integrity of location because it has not been moved. It has lost 
integrity of design, setting, feeling, and association because the original grouping of one 
common building with two wings has had additions and expansions that have transformed it into 
a sprawling school complex. An additional parcel added to the property ca. 2000 allowed 
additional buildings, parking, and ball fields. Some integrity of materials and workmanship is 
intact on the original classroom buildings; however, the general changes to the original buildings 
and overall campus have caused a loss of integrity for the resource rendering it ineligible for 
inclusion in the National Register.   
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727529.88 Northing 3761490.84. 
  

                                                            
54 Marion Ellis, Bamby Ray, and Lynn Speno, “Public Elementary and Secondary Schools in Georgia, 1868‐1971,” 
(National Register Multiple Property Listing, obtained online at 
http://georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/Historic_Schools_Context.pdf ), 32‐33. 
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Figure 55.1: Aerial view of Resource 55, 1955 (image from http://www.historicaerials.com/ )* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 55.2: Aerial view of Resource 55, 2007 (image from http://www.historicaerials.com/ )* 
 
*Images not to scale 
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Figure 55.3: View of entry walkways near south corner of original Resource 55 buildings, facing 
north from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 55.4: View of additions to façade of original common building, facing northeast from 
parking lot 
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Figure 55.5: View of rectangular addition extending from façade, facing north from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 55.6: View of southwestern classroom building wing (ca. 1960 addition end), facing east 
from parking lot 
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Figure 55.7: View of ca. 1960, rear classroom wing, facing south from football stadium seating 
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Resource 56 
This property is the location of Ferguson Plumbing Supply. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. However, it was determined not eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places in a previous Section 106 survey, PI # 752630. Based on the current 
investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for a copy of the property 
information form and concurrence letter for this property. 
 
Location:  The property is located on the west side of the road at 910 N Cobb Parkway in 
Marietta, Georgia. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727081.55 Northing 3761955.26. 
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Resource 57 
This property is the location of the Ma Sani restaurant. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. However, it was determined not eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places in a previous Section 106 survey, PI # 752630. It was identified as Resource 2 in 
that study. Based on the current investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for 
a copy of the property information form and concurrence letter for this property. 
 
Location:  The property is located on the west side of the road at 915 N Cobb Parkway in 
Marietta, Georgia. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727000.58 Northing 3761932.12. 
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Resource 58 
This property is the location of an office building with warehouse. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the southeast corner of N Cobb Parkway and Industrial Park Drive 
at 820 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1964. It was originally the offices of the Cobb County Chamber of Commerce. 
The ground breaking for the building was held on November 21, 1963. The land and many of the 
building construction services were to be donated by area businesses.56 The building dedication 
was held on August 26, 1964. The final cost of construction was $60,000, with an additional 
$10,000 spent on furnishings and equipment.57 The Marietta architectural firm of Bothwell and 
Nash designed the building. Their work consisted of a variety of educational and civic projects in 
the Atlanta and north Georgia region. 
 
The original structure consisted of a small, rectangular building near the western corner of the 
lot. A 1963 artist’s rendering of the building shows a sawtooth roof design. It is not clear if this 
design was implemented during construction, however, if it was, it has been altered significantly. 
A large, ca. 1995 addition includes an extension on the southeastern side of the original building, 
plus a large warehouse on the northeastern elevation. The resulting building is an L-shaped 
structure.  
 
Description:  The building is in a commercial and industrial section on Cobb Parkway. There is 
a hotel adjacent to this building and a motorcycle dealership across Industrial Park Drive. 
Resource 58 is situated on a corner lot. The building is L-shaped with a blonde brick exterior and 
a flat roof. The section of the building that runs parallel to Cobb Parkway is an office building 
with two separate front entrances, one in the original section, and one in the new section. A small 
parking lot and curbed, grassy area separates the building from the street. A large parking lot is 
at the rear of the building and allows access to the warehouse area in the rear wing. The original 
portion of the building has a front-gabled portico that shelters an entry door and a wall of 
storefront glass. A ribbon of clerestory windows lines the southern section of this part of the 
façade. The newer part of the building has a roofline that is slightly higher than the older. It has a 
smaller front-gabled portico that extends over another entry door with lit transom and large 
sidelights. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 58 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of 
background research on the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to 
early consultation correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the 
current occupants of the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under 

                                                            
56 Len Gilbert, Marietta Daily Journal, “Business,” November 17, 1963.  
57 _, Marietta Daily Journal, “Chamber Home Dedication Set,” August 2, 1964.  
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Criterion B. Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on 
important research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the 
potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for 
evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 58 was evaluated under Criteria A and C. Under Criterion A, it was evaluated as an 
example of the work of the firm Bothwell and Nash. It is an example of this firm’s work; 
however, as the final building did not appear to bear much resemblance to the original design 
drawing, it is not likely that the final building represented the firm’s best work. Another 
Bothwell and Nash property, the Lake Acworth Beach and Bathhouse, was added to the National 
Register in 2010, and is likely a better representation of the firm’s abilities. The addition on the 
southeastern end of the original building also altered the original design. Therefore, this resource 
is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A. 
 
This resource was also evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO. Absent this guidance, Resource 58 does not appear to 
“embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
or…represent the work of a master, or…possess high artistic values…” This building does not 
appear to represent a type or style important to Georgia’s architectural history. Therefore, this 
resource is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 58 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 727284.64 Northing 3761720.57. 
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Figure 58.1: Artist’s rendering of proposed design for the new building (Marietta Daily Journal, 
February 5, 1963)  
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Figure 58.2: Oblique view of Resource 58, facing east from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 58.3: Façade view of Resource 58, facing northeast from Cobb Parkway
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Resource 59 
This property is the location of a cross-gabled bungalow. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 1458 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of the southern end of White Circle. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1940. According to the owner, Lucy Kendrick, her father built the house around 
1940. Around 1965, he added the stone to the exterior and added the small, gabled brick 
extension on the façade (west side) of the house. It is likely that all windows were replaced at 
this time as well. 
 
Description: Resource 59 is a single-family residence in a commercially zoned area. It is in an 
area of auto-related, industrial, and commercial businesses. There is a new housing development 
to the north of this property. The house is on a large, heavily wooded lot, and is down a long dirt 
driveway. The house faces southwest.  
 
This resource is a cross-gable bungalow in a vernacular style. The roof is covered with asphalt 
shingles and roof vents are located at the top of each gable end. The side-gabled portion of the 
house has brick cladding, as does a small front-gabled projection on the façade. A door is located 
in this projection, but the primary entrance is on the stone-clad portion of the façade. The front-
gabled portion of the house has stone cladding that was a later addition to the structure. A brick 
gable-end chimney is on the southwest side and a stone-clad chimney is on the façade. Windows 
have 2/2 double-hung with metal sashes.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 59 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
The property was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a house type identified in 
Georgia's Living Places: Historic Houses in Their Landscaped Settings that is significant in 
Georgia's architectural history, the cross-gable bungalow. However, due to significant exterior 
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alterations, additions and a loss of original building materials the property does not retain 
integrity and can no longer convey significance in the area of architecture. These alterations 
include the brick addition on the façade, window replacement, and exterior stone cladding. 
Because of these changes, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.   
 
Integrity: Resource 59 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 724461.12 Northing 3763489.99. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 59.1: Oblique view of Resource 59, facing northwest from driveway 
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Resource 60 
This property is the location of Chiropractic Total Healthcare. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 1459 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of the southern end of White Circle. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1940. A bay projection on the façade has a stucco finish and is a later addition, but 
it is not evident when this was constructed. Most of the house’s windows and doors are modern 
replacements. Window are vinyl and the front door is a non-historic example. One door on the 
main level on the northwest elevation is a historic, wood door. A small gable projection over the 
front entry is likely a non-historic addition. This residential building has been converted for 
commercial use. The interior has been altered to meet the needs of the current occupant, a 
chiropractic office. A reception desk has been constructed in the living room area and other 
rooms appear to have been repurposed as offices and treatment rooms. The date of the interior 
alterations is unknown, but they do not appear to be historic.  
 
Description: Resource 60 is a residential building is a commercial area. It faces northeast across 
Cobb Parkway. The building was originally built as a residential structure, but has since been 
converted to commercial use. It is now a chiropractic office. Resource 60 is a side-gabled house 
with an un-coursed granite exterior. Although it appears to share some characteristics with the 
American Small House (ASH), it does not fit that type. This example is larger than the ASH, it 
has an interior hallway, and it has a granite exterior. From the side, it becomes apparent that this 
is a relatively deep plan and a larger footprint than the ASH. A front-gabled section extends from 
the façade and a one-room gable extension is on the south side. A bay projection on the façade is 
covered with stucco. The house is set atop a basement level accessible from the rear and north 
elevations. A granite chimney is on the south gable end. Windows are single, double-hung vinyl 
sashes. The front entry is a non-historic multi-light single door. A wooden wheelchair ramp leads 
across the façade to the front door. 
 
This house is in an area with a few individual houses, but the area is generally occupied by 
commercial uses. A gravel drive runs from Cobb Parkway to a gravel parking area on the north 
side of the house. Another drive leads to a gravel parking area on the south side. A small well 
house with an un-coursed granite exterior is on the south side. The front of the lot has an open 
lawn and the rear of the property is lined with mature trees. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 60 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
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the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 60 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The property represents a house type not identified in Georgia's Living 
Places: Historic Houses in Their Landscaped Settings and does not otherwise appear to represent 
a significant trend in Georgia's architectural history. Therefore, the property is not considered 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C.   
 
Integrity: Resource 60 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 724321.86 Northing 3763343.85. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60.1: View of façade of Resource 60, facing southwest (Google Street View) 
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Figure 60.2: View of façade of Resource 60, facing southwest from Cobb Parkway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60.3: Rear oblique view of Resource 60, facing south
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Resource 61 
This property is the location of a small building with two tenants. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 1660 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, 
Georgia, just south of Greers Chapel Road. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1969. The large, shingled roof projection over the façade does not appear to be 
historic, however the date of this alterations is unknown. 
 
Description:  Resource 61 sits close to the road, separated by a concrete pad, gravel drive and 
grassy strip. A chain link fence encloses a concrete pad directly in front of the building. A wood 
fence extends from the eastern corner of the building and separates the parking area from a 
heavily wooded area behind the building.  
 
The resource is a square building with a painted brick exterior. It has a flat roof, but a faux side-
gabled section at the front holds signage. This section of the roof is covered with asphalt 
shingles. Although it is quite small, the building is divided into two tenant spaces. There are two 
front entry doors and two small windows on the façade. The windows are covered with metal 
bars, but appear to be metal awning-type sashes. An additional window is on the southern 
elevation. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 61 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of history. There are no known associations with 
individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this 
property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the 
project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 61 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property is similar to the block building type, 
which has not previously been defined by the Georgia SHPO, but which was defined in this 
report. However, this is not a particularly good example of this building type. With its small size, 
two entry doors, and small windows, this building does not match the design features of the 
block type. Also, the large addition to the façade roofline represents a non-historic alteration to 
the building’s appearance. As a resource that has not been determined to be import to Georgia’s 
architectural history, or a good example of the types defined in this report, Resource 61 is not 
considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
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Integrity: Resource 61 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource appears to have lost integrity in the areas of design, materials, and 
workmanship because of the large roofline addition the façade. The integrity of feeling, and 
association is unknown because the original function of the building is unclear. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 723477.11 Northing 3764072.65. 
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Figure 61.1: Oblique view of Resource 61, facing north from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 61.2: Oblique view of Resource 61, facing east from parking lot    
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Resource 62 
This property is the location of the Proud America Hand Car Wash. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the northwest corner of N Cobb Parkway and Greers Chapel Road. 
at 1699 N Cobb Parkway in Kennesaw, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1960. Based on the field survey, it appears this building was originally a 
rectangular, rear-sloping shed building (possibly an auto garage). A rectangular addition to the 
front of this shed has a parapet roof covering a front-gabled roof. It appears that an opening on 
the north end of the building has been enclosed.  
 
Description:  This property is on a corner lot in an area with a mixture of commercial and 
residential uses. The lot is separated from Cobb Parkway by a metal barrier and a grassy slope. A 
driveway is on the south side off Greers Chapel Road. The lot is steeply sloped on the south side. 
A heavily wooded area is to the west. A large paved area is in front of the primary structure. 
 
The building is rectangular and faces Cobb Parkway it does not represent any previously defined 
building type or style. The rear portion of the structure is a rear-sloping shed, while the front has 
a parapet roof covering a front-gabled. An aluminum and glass door and fixed pane windows are 
on the façade. A shed roof shelter is at the southeast corner of the building, a gabled auto shelter 
is near the north elevation, and a gabled shed is behind the main building. The exterior of the 
building is covered with synthetic siding, and the parapet consists of wood paneling. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 62 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 62 was evaluated under Criterion C. The property represents a building type not 
previously defined by the Georgia SHPO, or a type defined in this report. The resource does not 
appear to “embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
or…represent the work of a master, or…possess high artistic values…” No information 
regarding designers, architects, or builders was uncovered during background research, so there 
is no evidence that this building reflects the work of anyone significant to the building industry. 
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This resource is not a significant example of any architectural type, style, or approach. Therefore, 
Resource 62 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 62 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 723304.56 Northing 3764093.74. 
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Figure 62.1: Northeast oblique of Resource 62, facing southwest from north side of property 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 62.2: Southeast oblique of Resource 62, facing northwest from Greers Chapel Road
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Resource 63 
This property is the location of two buildings: a one-story house and a side-gabled structure. It 
was previously identified in a 2005 GADNR Cobb County survey. It is identified in GNAHRGIS 
as resource #206288. 
 
Location:  The property is at the southern end of Old Bells Ferry Road on the northeast side of 
N Cobb Parkway at 1106 N Cobb Parkway in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the previous survey, this building was constructed in 
1924. According to the current owner, the house was moved to this location from the west side 
of Cobb Parkway around 1950. She also indicated that the house was owned by the Woody 
family and that the adjacent building was a gas station they operated. A large, hipped addition is 
on the northwest side of the house, and a shed addition is at the rear elevation. Based on historic 
aerial photographs, the hipped addition was constructed ca. 1960, and the shed addition ca. 1999. 
 
The current owner stated that the adjacent side-gabled structure was built in 1929, and that it 
served as the gas station building. This building was probably renovated and turned into a 
barbershop around 1960, because it was expanded at that time. A Marietta Daily Journal 
advertisement from 1964 indicates Woody’s Barber Shop was located at the corner of Bells 
Ferry Road and the Four-Lane (Cobb Parkway).51 The gabled structure was expanded ca. 1960, 
and a large shed front was added ca. 1990, based on inspection of aerial photographs. 
 
According to the owner, the property was recently sold and both buildings are scheduled for 
demolition. 
 
Description:  This house is located in an area on Cobb Parkway that is populated by large office 
parks, industrial, auto, and other commercial uses. The house sits fairly close to the road, but is 
separated from it by a narrow grassy area and a small parking lot. An adjacent, side-gabled 
outbuilding is south of the house and closer to the roadway. A retaining wall, made of railroad 
ties, separates the house yard from the gravel parking lot in front of the outbuilding. A wooden 
fence separates this property from Old Belles Ferry Road on the northwest. 
 
The house is a Georgian cottage with elements of the Craftsman style. It has a hipped roof 
covered with asphalt shingles and exposed rafter tails at the front porch and main block of the 
house. The front gable porch has wood brackets, square wood columns, and a rectangular wood 
attic vent. Exterior siding on the porch and main block of the house is painted, wood shiplap 
siding. Windows are 6/6, with double hung sashes. Windows and doors have wide, wooden trim 
with decorative cornice pieces over the openings. A portion of the hipped addition on the 
northwest elevation is a screened porch. The remaining area of the addition has wood siding and 
2/2 double hung sash windows. The rear shed addition has wood paneling on the exterior and 
vinyl windows. A concrete ramp leads to two fence-like wood doors at the rear of the addition.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 

                                                            
51 _, “Woody’s Barber Shop,” Marietta Daily Journal, March 13, 1964. 
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National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 63 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of history. There are no known associations with 
individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with this 
property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the 
project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 63 was evaluated under Criterion C and does possess significance in the area of 
architecture. As a Georgian Cottage, the resource is a house type identified in Georgia's Living 
Places: Historic Houses in Their Landscaped Settings, and it does represent a significant trend in 
Georgia's architectural history. However, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register because of changes to the property that have destroyed its architectural 
integrity.   
 
Integrity:  Resource 63 possesses some integrity in the areas of design, materials, and 
workmanship because it retains historic siding, trim, and decorative brackets on the façade. 
Additions to the side and rear of the house have reduced integrity in these categories, however, 
because the original elevations of the structure are completely obscured by these changes. The 
property has lost integrity in the areas of location, setting, feeling, and association. The building 
has been moved from its original location, which removes its integrity of location and setting. 
Originally, this was a rural property with an adjacent gas station. This area is no longer rural, and 
no evidence of the outbuilding’s function as a gas station (island, pumps, signage, etc…) 
remains, so the association the property had with its rural, roadside location is removed. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 725831.99 Northing 3762666.63. 
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Figure 63.1: View of façade of Resource 63, facing northeast from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 63.2: View of rear and side additions to Resource 63, facing southeast from rear parking 
lot
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Figure 63.3: West oblique of Resource 63 outbuilding, facing east from parking lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 63.4: Northwest oblique of Resource 63 outbuilding, facing southeast from rear of house
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Resource 64 
This property is the James E. Matthews Subdivision. One property in the subdivision (1701 
Greers Chapel Road / GANHRGIS #206341) was previously identified in a Cobb County survey. 
 
Location:  The subdivision is east of Cobb Parkway and west of Greers Chapel Road, with most 
of the included parcels situated along Mary Ada Drive. It includes lots at 1691, 1701, 1721, 
1741, 1761, and 1781 Greers Chapel Road and lots 1711, 1731, 1741, 1750, 1751, 1761, 1780, 
1781, and 1796 Mary Ada Drive. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor, the houses in the 
subdivision were built between 1950 and 1966. A plat map, dated March 20, 1957, divided the 
James E. Matthews property into 15 separate parcels. The present arrangement of the subdivision 
roughly resembles this plat except lots 7 and 8 were combined to make one larger parcel and a 
strip of land along Cobb Parkway is no longer associated with the subdivision. At the time the 
plat was drawn, there was already one separate lot in existence. It is shown on the plat as the 
property of Benjamin Franklin Eller Jr., and it is located on the southwest corner of Greers 
Chapel Road and Mary Ada Drive. This property was previously identified in a Cobb County 
survey. There are three vacant lots in the subdivision, and the remaining houses were built 
between 1960 and 1966. Two additional parcels on the northeast side of the subdivision were not 
part of the original James E. Matthews property, but appeared on the plat map. Only one of these 
parcels has a house on it, and the other is vacant. Because the house was constructed concurrent 
with the subdivision and because the parcel is immediately adjacent to the subdivision, it has 
been included with this resource.  
 
Greers Chapel Road was a small two lane as recently as 2009. The four houses along Greers 
Chapel had a fairly deep setback at that time. Between 2009 and 2010, Greers Chapel was altered 
to create a four lane roadway with a raised median. The space for the two additional lanes and 
median was taken from the front yards of these four houses, significantly reducing the setback 
and altering the setting. According to a resident, all of the houses in the neighborhood are under 
an agreement to be sold and demolished for the construction of a shopping center. 
 
Description:  The subdivision is somewhat isolated from other residential areas, with busy 
roadways (Cobb Parkway and Greers Chapel Road) to the southwest and southeast and 
commercial uses to the north. An apartment complex is across Greers Chapel Road. Four of the 
houses in the neighborhood face directly onto Greers Chapel Road, while the remaining houses 
are along Mary Ada Drive. Greers Chapel is a divided, four lane roadway with sidewalks and 
curbing while Mary Ada Drive is a narrow, asphalt roadway without curbing or sidewalks.  
Resource 64 is small subdivision and consists of only twelve houses on fifteen lots. Most of the 
houses are compact or linear ranches with the exception of 1701 Greers Chapel Road., which is 
an American Small House. This house has a gabled roof, asbestos shingle siding, and exposed 
rafter tails. The house at 1781 Mary Ada Drive has a two-story portion that may be an alteration; 
however, it is not visible from the road. Roofs are either gabled or hipped and covered with 
asphalt shingles. The ranch houses have brick exteriors; some also have areas covered with wood 
or synthetic siding. Integral carports are typical, although several of the carports have been 
enclosed. Mature trees are found throughout the subdivision. Landscaping is minimal with most 
houses having some kind of fencing and/or shrubbery, but none having any extensively planned 
gardens, walks, or walls.  
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National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 64 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D.  
 
Resource 64 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. While the subdivision includes identified subtypes of the Ranch House, 
which have been determined a significant type in Georgia’s architectural history in The Ranch 
House in Georgia: Guidelines for Evaluation, the subdivision is not considered a good and 
representative example of ranch house developments of the 1960s. Of the 15 parcels that make 
up the subdivision, three are vacant and two are not ranch houses. Because the construction of 
the houses occurred over the span of several years, and because they are not of a common 
design, it is not likely that they have a common builder, developer, or architect that oversaw their 
design and construction. There are no historic streetscape design features such as sidewalks, 
curbing, or lighting that unite the neighborhood. The setting of the neighborhood has been 
substantially compromised by the widening and addition of lanes, median, and sidewalk along 
Greers Chapel. Because only 10 of the 15 lots contain examples of ranch houses, (none of which 
are outstanding or untouched examples) and because there are no unifying neighborhood design 
features, this neighborhood lacks the significance required to make it eligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: This resource appears to retain the integrity of its location. However, integrity in the 
areas of design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association has been lost because 
of alterations to the adjacent roadway and alterations and additions to the buildings within the 
neighborhood.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 723395.38 Northing 3764285.10. 
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 Figure 64.1: Plat map of James E. Matthews Subdivision, March 20, 1952  
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Figure 64.2: Aerial view of Resource 64, 1968 (from www.historicaerials.com ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64.3: Aerial view of Resource 64, 2014 (from Google Maps)
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Figure 64.4: View along Mary Ada Drive, facing south, near #1796 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64.5: View along Mary Ada Drive, facing south toward Greers Chapel Road, near #1750
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Figure 64.6: View of façade of 1711 Mary Ada Drive, facing southwest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64.7: View of façade of 1750 Mary Ada Drive, facing east
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Figure 64.8: View of façade of 1701 Greers Chapel Road (GANHRGIS #206341), facing west 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64.9: View of façade of 1761 Greers Chapel Road facing west
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Resource 65 
This property is the former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad. It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. However, it was determined eligible for listing on the National Register 
of Historic Places in a previous Section 106 survey, GDOT P.I. No. 752630.  Based on the 
current investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for a copy of the property 
information form and concurrence letter for this property. 
 
Location:  The property crosses the project area just south of the Canton Road Bridge over US 
41 in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Marietta Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 726585.95 Northing 3762247.33. 
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Resource 66 
Not used 
 
Resource 67 
Not used 
 

Resource 68 
Not used 
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Resource 69 
This property is the location of a linear ranch house. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the east side of the road at 523 Roberts Court in Kennesaw, 
Georgia, just south of Barrett Parkway. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1960. At that time, Roberts Road ran directly north-south in front of this house 
and then curved to the southwest just past the house. A pond is visible at the rear of this roughly 
4.3 acre property. In a 1978 aerial image, I-75 is visible and Roberts Road dead ends into the east 
side of this interstate highway. The interchange at Barrett Parkway is visible in the 1978 aerial as 
well. Until the late 1970s or early 1980s, this house was one of approximately 11 similar houses 
that lined the west side of Roberts Road, but with the construction of the interstate and 
interchange, the nature of the surrounding area changed drastically. By 1988, only this house and 
two others to the south remain. By 1993, the other two houses are gone. The pond at the rear of 
the property appears to have been infilled ca. 1990.  
 
Description: This property is a large lot in an area with extensive commercial development. The 
house is separated from the roadway by a wide lawn with several mature trees. A drive leads to a 
carport on the north side of the house. The rear of the property is heavily wooded. A concrete 
walkway leads to the front entry from the driveway. This house is a linear ranch with a brick 
exterior and a hipped roof with asphalt shingles. The front entry is slightly recessed with a 
scrolled metal roof support. The nine-light panel door is covered with a wood and screen door. 
Windows are 2/2 with double hung sashes. The façade has windows in single and paired 
arrangements, as well as a centrally located tripartite picture window. 
 
Commercial parcels surround the house. A three-story hotel building and associated parking lot 
are directly across the street. A shopping center strip backs up to the north side of the house’s 
parcel, the Heritage Park townhouse community adjoins the south side of the land, and a Home 
Depot is just beyond these townhouses. Gas stations, big box stores, and other commercial uses 
are nearby. These suburban-type commercial uses are not in keeping with the typical setting of 
this type of residential resource.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 69 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
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Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D.  
 
The property was evaluated under Criterion C but does not possess significance in the area of 
architecture. Although this house is a good example of a ranch house, with the requisite features 
such as a brick exterior and window arrangement, it is not part of a neighborhood of related 
houses. This absence of a surrounding neighborhood context renders this house a lone outpost in 
a sea of commercial development. This lack of appropriate surroundings does not allow the 
house to convey the potential significance of its architecture. Therefore, this property is not 
considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C.  
 
Integrity: This resource retains the integrity of its location, design, materials and workmanship. 
It is on its original site of construction, and reflects its historic appearance. It appears to retain its 
original exterior materials and other design elements. However, this house is on land that is 
commercially zoned, as are all of the surrounding parcels. The resource is not in a residential or 
even a rural or agricultural setting, any of which would be more appropriate to this building type. 
When the house was built, this would have been considered a rural location. Today, this is a busy 
suburban interchange. Because of the setting that has been compromised by non-historic 
commercial development, this resource has also lost the integrity of its feeling and association as 
a rural residential location.  
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Kennesaw Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting 724944.05 Northing 3765875.00. 4944.05 Northing 3765875.00. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69.1: Resource 69 and surrounding commercial development (Cobb County Tax 
Assessor)  
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Figure 69.2: Southwest oblique of Resource 69, facing northeast from Roberts Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69.3: Northwest oblique of Resource 69, facing southeast from Roberts Court 
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Resource 70 
Not used 

Resource 71 
Not used 

Resource 72 
Not used 
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Resource 73 
This property was vacant at the time of the survey. However, it was originally constructed as an 
office building and more recently used as a nightclub. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the southeast corner of 15th Street NE and West Peachtree Street 
NW at 1231 West Peachtree Street in Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1950. It is likely that significant interior alterations occurred as a result of the 
building’s change in use (from office to nightclub and bar). Several windows on the south 
elevation have been enclosed and the existing windows on this elevation have been replaced. The 
front entry doors are modern replacements as well. City directories indicate the building was 
used by the Northwestern Mutual Insurance company in the 1970s, and internet research 
revealed that it was more recently a nightclub (the Jaguar Bar in 2005). At the time of the survey, 
the building was vacant.  
 
Description: The resource is located along West Peachtree Street, a busy city street in an area 
characterized by dense early twentieth century to present commercial and multi-family 
residential development. At the front, the building is separated from the roadway by a sidewalk. 
A grassy slope and sidewalk separate the north elevation from 15th Street. A rear yard is enclosed 
with a series of brick piers and metal fencing. 
 
The blond brick building is rectangular with a flat roof. A concrete course tops the brick walls. A 
courtyard at the façade is enclosed by a series of stepped walls at the sides and brick piers and 
metal fencing at the front. A single, French entry door is at the center of the façade. Two pairs of 
fixed windows with similar 15-light arrangements flank this door. The entryway is topped with a 
series of multi-paned, lit transoms. Fixed, square windows line the south elevation. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 73 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 73 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The resource does not represent building types previously defined by the 
Georgia SHPO, or in this report. No information regarding designers, architects, or builders was 
uncovered during background research, so there is no evidence that this building reflects the 
work of anyone significant to the building industry. The property represents a building type not 
identified by the Georgia SHPO and which does not appear to represent a significant trend in 
Georgia's architectural history.  Therefore, Resource 73 is not considered eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register. 
 
Integrity: Resource 73 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, workmanship, feeling, 
and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. It has 
however, lost integrity of materials because of alterations to windows and doors. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 741871.23 Northing 3741755.44. 
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Figure 73.1: Resource 73 façade, facing east 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 73.2: Oblique view of Resource 73, facing northeast  
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Resource 74 (Woodruff Arts Center) 
This property is the location of the Robert W. Woodruff Arts Center. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the northwest corner of Peachtree and 15th Streets at 1280 
Peachtree Street in Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  The Woodruff Arts Center was originally called the Atlanta Memorial 
Cultural Center, until the anonymous donor toward the center was revealed. The Woodruff Arts 
Center houses several arts organizations including the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, the High 
Museum of Art, and the Alliance Theatre Company. Originally, the Atlanta College of Art was 
located at the center, but it was absorbed into the Savannah College of Art and Design when that 
school opened its Atlanta campus. The primary structures of the center are the Memorial Arts 
building and the High Museum building. 
 
The Atlanta Art Association was chartered in 1905, and this organization is where the Woodruff 
Arts Center has its origins. In 1962, a group of Atlanta Art Association patrons went on a tour of 
art museums throughout Europe. The return flight crashed upon takeoff killing all 106 
Association members onboard. Although this was a blow to the arts community in Atlanta, it 
also served as a catalyst for the fundraising responsible for the initial construction of the 
Woodruff Arts Center. In the beginning an anonymous donor, Robert W. Woodruff, pledged 4 
million dollars toward the construction of the center.53  
 
The two oldest buildings on the property are the 1968 Memorial Arts building and the 1983 
Museum building. The Woodruff Arts Center (Memorial Arts building) opened in 1968, and was 
the first facility of its kind in the US, combining performing and visual arts under one roof. 54 
The firms Toombs, Amisiano and Wells and Stevens and Wilkinson jointly designed the 
building.55  
 
In preparation for the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, the Memorial Arts Building underwent a 
renovation. The architects for this endeavor were Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback and 
Associates. The primary exterior element of the renovation included the addition of glass to the 
previously “bunkerlike” façade (see Figure 74.2).56  
 
In 1979 Robert Woodruff sparked fundraising for another arts building in Atlanta. He proposed a 
$7.5 million challenge grant for the construction of a new facility to house the High collection.57 
The High Museum building was dedicated in 1983. The building was designed by Richard Meier 
and was described by the (then) museum director Gudmund Vigtel as, “a work of art as 

                                                            
53 Dr. Charles E. Glassick, The Story of the Robert W. Woodruff Arts Center, (New York: The Newcomen Society of 
the United States, 1994), 7‐12.  
54 Nancy Neill, The Woodruff Arts Center: A World of the Arts in Atlanta, (The Atlanta Arts Alliance, Inc., 1984) 3.  
55Isabelle Gournay, AIA Guide to the Architecture of Atlanta, (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1993) 127. 
56 Dan Hulbert, “Woodruff unveils new look at two openers this week,” The Atlanta Journal/The Atlanta 
Constitution, September 6, 1995. 
57 Molly Thompson, “High Museum of Art,” New Georgia Encyclopedia, 
http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/arts‐culture/high‐museum‐art (accessed November 26, 2013). 
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important as anything inside of it.”58 When constructed, the museum building had 46,000 square 
feet of exhibition space. The new museum building replaced the previous home of the museum’s 
collection, a 1955 brick build adjacent to the Memorial Arts building. The collection’s original 
home, was the Peachtree Street residence of Mrs. Joseph M. High. Both buildings were 
demolished for the High Museum construction. 
 
The High Museum building underwent a major addition that opened in 2005. Architect Renzo 
Piano designed this series of three buildings. The Wieland Pavilion is just west of the original 
museum building, the Anne Cox Chambers building is to the southwest, and a building of offices 
is southernmost of the three. They are clad in white aluminum panels that reflect the original 
design of the High. 
 
Description:  The Woodruff Arts Center covers an entire block in Midtown Atlanta. Peachtree 
Street and Arts Center Way on the east and west and 15th and 16th Streets to the south and north 
border the property. The Memorial Arts Center building is to the south, and the High Museum 
building is to the north. A courtyard separates the two. The new Wieland Pavilion and Anne Cox 
Chambers wings of the High Museum are west of the original museum building and additional 
offices and meeting rooms are near the southwest corner of the property. The Memorial Arts 
Building has a circular driveway to the south. A parking deck is accessible from the rear of the 
complex. 
 
The Memorial Arts Center building is a 230 by 300 foot rectangular structure of white concrete. 
“[A] nonstructural peristyle of precast members…defines and uncovered promenade” that 
surrounds the building.59 This building is topped with a flat roof. It faces east onto Peachtree 
Street and along the entire façade there is a series of steps leading from sidewalk to building 
level. A curved section of white panels and storefront glass accents the lower part of the façade 
while a series of small windows marks the top floor. 
 
The High Museum of Art building is a multi-story, L-shaped exhibition space with a wedge-
shaped atrium in between. It is a modernist architectural creation with an exterior covering of 
white porcelain-enameled steel panels. The exhibit space is topped with a flat roof, while the 
atrium has skylights. The museum building is connected to the new wings by ground-level entry 
spaces as well as upper-level bridges. 
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 74 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no indications that the property is likely to yield 
information on important research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not 
appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there 
was no basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D. 
 
                                                            
58 Nancy Neill, The Woodruff Arts Center: A World of the Arts in Atlanta, 25. 
59 Isabelle Gournay, AIA Guide to the Architecture of Atlanta, 128. 
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Resource 74 was evaluated under Criteria A, B, and C. The Woodruff Arts Center, Memorial 
Arts building, is significant under Criterion A at a local and state level for its impact on the 
performing and visual arts. It was the first facility of its kind in the US to combine all manner of 
artistic pursuits into one location. It is also significant as a physical manifestation of the 
aspirations and goals of the Atlanta Arts Association members killed in the Orly, France plane 
crash. That event sparked an outpouring of donations from not only wealthy donors and 
corporations, but also the general citizenry of Atlanta who wanted memorialize that event and 
create a monument to the arts in Atlanta. It is also significant at a local level for its impact on 
development in Midtown Atlanta. The construction of the Arts Center marked a turning point for 
development in Midtown. In the 1960s, Midtown had become a hotspot for the hippie culture. 
Property values declined and buildings in the area became run-down. When the Arts Center was 
built there, it sent a message to owners and developers that this was a potentially desirable area 
and one ripe for redevelopment. The construction of nearby Colony Square in 1970 and 1975 
furthered renewal in the neighborhood, and subsequent construction has transformed Midtown 
into a densely populated urban community with office, residential, and other commercial space. 
 
It is significant under Criterion B at a local level for its connection with numerous arts patrons of 
Atlanta including Anne Cox Chambers (of Cox Enterprises); Mrs. Joseph M. High, and most 
importantly, Robert W. Woodruff (of the Coca-Cola Company and the Robert W. Woodruff 
Foundation). These individuals, particularly Robert Woodruff, made significant contributions to 
the initial and ongoing work of the Woodruff Arts Center that have allowed it to expand its 
facilities, collections, and programs throughout its history. The Woodruff Arts Center is not only 
named for Robert W. Woodruff, it is also the embodiment of his desire “to do something big for 
Atlanta.” He had expressed this goal since the 1950s.60  
 
The Woodruff Arts Center, Memorial Arts building, is also significant under Criterion C at a 
local and state level as a significant modernist architectural building in Midtown Atlanta. The 
additional buildings of the Arts Center (High Museum and additions) have furthered this 
modernist message. Its concrete exterior, punctuated by strong vertical and horizontal elements is 
unlike any other building in Midtown. Although it is not a building type that has been previously 
defined by the Georgia SHPO, it is a landmark building in Atlanta that “possesses high artistic 
values.” Although it has lost some integrity of design, materials, and workmanship due to the 
1984, renovation, it retains enough integrity to convey its significance as a modern architectural 
statement piece in Midtown Atlanta. 
 
Although this building is only 45 years old at the time of this report, five years shy of the 50-year 
threshold for eligibility, it should be considered eligible for listing on the National Register for 
the purposes of this report. The boundary of the property will included the High Museum and 
associated buildings. 
 
Integrity:  The Woodruff Arts Center, Memorial Arts building, retains integrity of location, 
setting, feeling, and association because it has not been moved. It has integrity of association and 
feeling because it has always been the anchor building of a property devoted to the arts, although 
the other buildings on the property have changed. It also has integrity of setting because it 
remains part of an urban community. It has lost some integrity of design, materials, and 
                                                            
60 Dr. Charles E. Glassick, The Story of the Robert W. Woodruff Arts Center, 10‐12. 
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workmanship because of the 1990s addition of large sections of storefront glass. However, it 
retains its overall form and its exterior materials and detailing are intact over most of the 
structure. 
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):  The proposed National Register 
boundary of the Woodruff Arts Center corresponds to the legal property boundary, and contains 
approximately 9.2 acres. The proposed boundary contains all National Register qualifying 
characteristics and features of the property and includes the Arts Center Building, High Museum, 
other associated buildings, and the immediate surrounds.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 742134.27 Northing 3741928.15. 
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Figure 74.1: Original rendering of the Memorial Arts building, ca. 1964. (from The Atlanta 
Memorial Cultural Center) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.2: Rendering of the Memorial Arts building, 1994, note large sections of glazing on 
facade (Catherine Fox, “Opening Up the Woodruff,” The Atlanta Journal/The Atlanta 
Constitution, April 20, 1994)  
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Figure 74.3: Original site plan of the Woodruff Arts Center, ca. 1968. (from The Atlanta 
Memorial Cultural Center) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.4: Site plan of the Woodruff Arts Center, 1984. (from A World of the Arts in Atlanta)
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Figure 74.5: View of the Woodruff Arts Center complex, facing southwest from across Peachtree 
Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.6: Oblique view of the Memorial Arts Center building, facing southwest from across 
Peachtree Street  
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Figure 74.7: View of the High Museum building, facing northwest from across Peachtree Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.8: View of the south elevation of the Memorial Arts Building, facing west 
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Figure 74.9: View of the High building, facing northeast from courtyard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.10: Former Atlanta College of Art building, facing southwest from courtyard 
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Resource 75 (First Presbyterian Church) 
This property is the location of the First Presbyterian Church. It was not previously identified in 
any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location:  The property is on the west side of the road at 1328 Peachtree Street in Atlanta, 
Georgia, on the northwest corner of this, and 16th Street. 
 
Date(s) of Development:  The First Presbyterian congregation was organized in 1848, and had 
previously met at a church building on Marietta Street. The cornerstone of the First Presbyterian 
Church was laid in 1917, and the church sanctuary was dedicated April 6, 1919.61 A 1928, 
“Enlargement Program” resulted in completion of the church’s tower as originally planned, as 
well as the construction of education buildings to the north and west of the sanctuary building. 
These changes were completed in 1929. Floor plan drawings from the Enlargement Program list 
Hobart Upjohn of New York as architect and consultant. They also list A. Ten Eyck Brown as 
architect. 62 
 
The sanctuary features a number of elaborately designed stained glass windows. The original 
architect’s plans called for windows “for light and ventilation”. Dr. Sprole Lyons, founding 
pastor, developed a plan for windows that would depict various scenes from the Bible. There are 
ten “history” windows in addition to ten (mostly) smaller windows. There are five history 
windows on each of the north and south walls of the sanctuary. Of the history windows, six were 
created by Tiffany and four were by D’Ascenzo. The majority of the other windows was by 
Willet.63 
 
Two sections of building were added to the north side of the property ca. 1968 based on aerial 
images. These likely contain educational facilities and recreation areas, as these were some of the 
goals of the church around that time. A building at the southeast corner of 16th Street and Arts 
Center Way was built ca. 1999, based on aerial images. See “Boundary Depiction” graphic at the 
end of the section for further building date reference. 
 
Description: Resource 75 is a corner-tower church building executed in a Neo-Gothic style. It is 
a front gabled building with an un-coursed stone exterior. The façade features an elaborate 
central stained glass window atop a double entry door with arched surround. A pair of masonry 
pilasters is on either side of the entry. The tower has a double wood entry door at street level and 
is crenelated at the top. A flat-roof wing extends from the south side of the sanctuary building. It 
has five large stained glass windows with masonry buttresses in between. A slightly projecting, 
two-story, three bay section is visible to the west of the sanctuary. This, and the three-story, five 
bay section just beyond, were added in 1928. These sections have paired, rectangular windows 
and street level entrances. These sections have brick exteriors and corner and foundation accents 
of the same stone as the sanctuary building. These additions were actually symmetrical and have 
a matching section on the north side. Circa 1968 educational buildings are constructed in a more 

                                                            
61 Beth Dawkins, A Church on Peachtree: First Presbyterian Church of Atlanta A Sesquicentennial Story 1848‐1998 
(Atlanta: 1998) . 
62 First Presbyterian Church, Enlargement Program: Religious Education, (Atlanta: 1928) _. 
63Sermons in Stained Glass, First Presbyterian Church Atlanta, Georgia, http://www.sermonsinstainedglass.com/ 
(accessed November 26, 2013). 
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generic, utilitarian style. There is a three story section to the south and a two story section to the 
north. These have flat roofs, rectangular windows, and brick exteriors. The 1999, community 
center building is a better accompaniment to the original church building. This four-story 
building has paired and arch window openings, red brick exterior with stone cornice and belt 
course. A 3-story bay projection on the south elevation is constructed of cream colored stone. All 
the buildings on the church property are connected in some way, either joined along an entire 
wall or connected by smaller hallway hyphens.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 75 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 75 was evaluated under Criterion C and is significant at the local level as an excellent 
example of early twentieth century Neo-Gothic architecture. This resource represents a type 
identified in the Georgia SHPO document, Church Types in Georgia, which is significant in 
Georgia's architectural history. The front gabled church building has a corner tower, and was 
constructed during the period of significance (1890s-1930s) for its type. Because it is a religious 
property, Criteria Consideration A has been examined. Because the property’s National Register 
eligibility is based solely on the architecture and design of the church, rather than on the merits 
of any religious doctrine, Criteria Consideration A does not apply. While the sanctuary building 
has developed over time, with the historic additions of the tower and windows, these were all 
part of the original design. Additionally, new buildings have been constructed, but these are 
generally to the rear of the original buildings and do not detract from the original architecture. 
Therefore, Resource 75 is eligible for the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: This resource has integrity of location because it has not been moved. It has integrity 
of design, as all of the original 1919 elements are intact. It has lost some integrity of setting 
because of the addition of new education buildings, however, these are to the rear of the property 
and do not significantly detract from the historic buildings. It has good integrity of materials and 
workmanship because the original church building and the historic additions retain their 
architectural elements such as brickwork, stonework, and windows. The integrity of feeling and 
association is also intact because this remains a prominent church on a major thoroughfare in 
Atlanta. 
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Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):  The proposed National Register 
boundary of the First Presbyterian Church corresponds to the legal property boundary, and 
contains approximately 3.2 acres. The proposed boundary contains all National Register 
qualifying characteristics and features of the property and includes the church, associated 
buildings, and the immediate surrounds.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 742055.84 Northing 3742063.66. 
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Figure 75.1: Rendering of the First Presbyterian Church, 1928 (from Enlargement Program: 
Religious Education) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 75.2: Rendering of the First Presbyterian Church, 1928 (from Enlargement Program: 
Religious Education)  
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Figure 75.3: Southeast oblique of Resource 75, facing northwest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 75.4: Façade of Resource 75, facing west    
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Figure 75.5: View of the northeast side of the church property, facing southwest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 75.6: View of church property, facing northeast with ca. 1999 building in foreground
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Figure 75.7: Parking area and modern education buildings north of the sanctuary building, facing 
east  
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Figure 75.8: Map of additions to property

Original Sanctuary 

1928 Additions 

Ca. 1968 
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Resource 76 
This property is the location of a commercial building. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is located at 1316 West Peachtree Street on the west side of the street 
north of 16th Street in Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1965. The front of the building has been altered with stucco on the exterior 
elevations, replacement modern fixed windows, and a replacement front door. The rear portion 
of the building has been altered with replacement non-historic windows. The dates of these 
changes is unknown. 
 
Description: Resource 76 is a one-story commercial building that does not resemble any of the 
commercial types previously defined by the Georgia SHPO. Because of the sloping terrain, it 
also has a partial concrete block basement level with a one-bay open garage. This level is 
accessible from the north elevation. The building is rectangular in plan with a flat roof and a 
raised, stuccoed parapet at the facade. The rear portion of the building exhibits its original brick 
veneer cladding. As previously mentioned, Resource 76 has been significantly altered with 
stucco on the front portion and all of the original windows have been replacement with fixed, 
non-historic types.   
 
The resource is located along a densely developed city street with a sidewalk at the front 
landscaped with decorative trees, a poured concrete driveway to the south, and a small fenced 
gravel area at the rear.  This area of the city is characterized by commercial properties dating 
from the mid twentieth-century to the present. 
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 76 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information.  Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating 
the property under Criterion D. 
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Resource 76 was evaluated under Criterion C for its significance in the area of architecture. The 
property represents a building type not previously defined by the Georgia SHPO. No information 
regarding designers, architects, or builders was uncovered during background research, so there 
is no evidence that this building reflects the work of anyone significant to the building industry. 
Because it does not appear to represent a significant trend in Georgia’s architectural history, 
Resource 76 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C. 
 
Integrity: Resource 76 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive facade alterations and 
no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 741805.62 Northing 3742007.73. 
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Figure 76.1: View of the entrance of one of Resource 76, facing north 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 76.2: View of the south elevation of Resource 76, facing east from the rear of the building
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Resource 77 (Artmore Hotel) 
This property is the location of the Artmore Hotel. It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. However, it was the subject of a tax credit renovation project in the 1980s. It 
was also determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in a previous 
Section 106 survey, PI #0006980. It was identified as Resource 1 in that study. Based on the 
current investigation, this determination still stands. See Appendix B for a copy of the property 
information form and concurrence letter for this property.  
 
Location:  The property is on the northwest corner of the intersection of West Peachtree and 16th 
Street at 1302 West Peachtree Street in Atlanta, Georgia 
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1923. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 741845.01 Northing 3741962.39. 
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Resource 78 
This property is the location of the 1280 West Peachtree offices.  It was not previously identified 
in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is located at 1280 West Peachtree Street in the southwest quadrant of its 
intersection with 16th Street in Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1967. Although it is unclear what alterations might have been applied to this 
building, it is possible that the projecting entryway and stucco exterior may not be original.  
 
Description: The resource is located along West Peachtree Street, a busy city street in an area 
characterized by dense early twentieth century to present commercial and multi-family 
residential development. At the front, the building is separated by a sidewalk and foundation 
plantings. The rear of the building has a non-historic attached parking garage and condominium 
tower. 
 
Resource 78 is a two-story office building with an underground parking garage level. The 
building roughly fits the retail and office commercial building typology as defined by the 
Georgia SHPO because it has a lower, publicly accessible level, with additional, non-public 
floors above. Clad with stucco, the resource is square in plan, has a flat roof with a raised area at 
the center for utility equipment, and has a decorative cornice with alternating raised panels and 
recesses. Fenestration consists of a ribbon of tinted windows on the ground level and full length, 
vertically placed, glass paneled windows on the upper level. The main front entrance projects 
from the front façade and features a round hooded canopy that is supported by chunky, square 
columns set on piers.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 78 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.  There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 78 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. Although this building does appear to be an example of the retail and office 
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commercial type, as defined by the Georgia SHPO, it is not a good example of that type. 
Constructed in the 1960s, this building is well outside the period of significance for this 
architectural type. Also with its modern materials, and association with the adjacent non-historic 
condominium tower, it appears to be more oriented to servicing these residents rather than the 
traffic on the street, as the retail and office building type would have likely have been. Therefore, 
Resource 78 is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in 
the area of architecture. 
 
Integrity: Resource 78 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location, setting, 
feeling, and association because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a 
busy commercial corridor. The design, material, and workmanship integrity is unclear because it 
is unknown if the exterior has been altered.  
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 174827.05 Northing 3741906.44. 
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Figure 78.1: View of front elevation of Resource 78, facing northwest from West Peachtree 
Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 78.2: View of the north elevation of Resource 78, facing west from 16th Street 
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Resource 79 
This property is the location of the Arts Center Tower.  It was not previously identified in any 
GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is located at 1270 West Peachtree south of its intersection with 16th 
Street in Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1964. It was originally call the Atlanta Towers Apartments. The building does not 
appear to have been substantially altered in design or materials. 
 
Description: The resource is located along West Peachtree Street, a busy city street in an area 
characterized by dense early twentieth century to present commercial and multi-family 
residential development. A sidewalk with immature decorative trees is located at the front of the 
building along West Peachtree Street. On the south side is a paved parking lot and the building 
abuts the building to the north.   
 
Resource 79 is a 22-story high-rise apartment building with single-story, stucco-clad retail 
establishments and parking deck that serve as the base of the building. The flat roof of the retail 
stores is used as the pool area for the apartments. The high-rise building is also clad with stucco. 
Fenestration consists of metal frame sliding windows and tinted glass projections from all four 
elevations running up the length of the building. The main entrance is centrally located at street 
level on West Peachtree. The entryway is recessed from the façade and enclosed with aluminum 
and glass storefront.  
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 79 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.  There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 79 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The resource does not represent any commercial, mixed use, or multi-family 
residential (apartment complex) building type previously defined by the Georgia SHPO. Neither 
does this building clearly represent any particular architectural style. While it has contemporary 
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elements, it is not a good representative example of this style. Therefore, this building does not 
appear to represent a significant trend in Georgia’s architectural history. Therefore, Resource 79 
is not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C.  
 
Integrity: Resource 79 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. This resource also appears to retain the integrity of its design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association because it does not appear to have undergone any extensive alterations. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 741818.76 Northing 3741872.57. 
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Figure 79.1: View of street level retail stores associated with Resource 79, facing north from 
West Peachtree Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 79.2: View of street level retail stores associated with Resource 79, facing northwest from 
West Peachtree Street  
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Figure 79.3: View of the south and east elevations of Resource 79, facing northwest from West 
Peachtree Street 
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Resource 80 
This property is the location of a three-story office building that housed the offices of the Boys 
and Girls Club of American before it was sold by the organization in 2006. It was not previously 
identified in any GADNR surveys. 
 
Location: The property is on the west side of the road at 1230 West Peachtree Street in Atlanta, 
Georgia, just south of 15th Street. 
 
Date(s) of Development: According to the Fulton County tax assessor, this building was 
constructed in 1960, and a 29,310 square foot addition was constructed in 1980. This addition is 
located on the north elevation and includes the curvilinear portion of the building. Aerials dating 
back to 1960 were consulted and up until 1978 show a rectangular shaped building. 
 
Description: The resource sits close to the road and is surrounded by asphalt parking lots in an 
area comprised of commercial and residential properties dating from the mid twentieth-century 
to the present. 
 
Resource 80 is a three-story office building. It most closely resembles the office tower 
commercial building type as defined by the Georgia SHPO. The exterior is clad in brick veneer. 
The building also has a flat roof, fixed modern tinted windows, and modern doors. Walkways 
covered by modern tiered shed roofs with metal supports are located along the east and south 
elevations. The main entrance, which exhibits a half-barrel metal roof and modern double glass 
entry doors, is located within the large modern curvilinear addition that is located on the north 
elevation.  
 
National Register Recommendation: The property is considered Not Eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 80 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known associations with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. There are no known associations 
with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this property. No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on 
the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the early consultation 
correspondence received from consulting parties, or in an interview with the current occupants of 
the property. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the property under Criteria A or B. 
Also, there are no indications that the property is likely to yield information on important 
research questions in history or prehistory. This property does not appear to have the potential to 
be the principal source of important information. Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the 
property under Criterion D. 
 
Resource 80 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in the 
area of architecture. The property represents a building type not previously defined by the 
Georgia SHPO. Absent this guidance, this building does not appear to “embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or…represent the work of a master, 
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or…possess high artistic values…” No information regarding designers, architects, or builders 
was uncovered during background research, so there is no evidence that this building reflects the 
work of anyone significant to the building industry. Additionally, Resource 80 has been altered 
by a large modern addition that alters the original rectangular design and introduces modern 
building materials that alter the resource’s appearance so that is no longer represents a mid-
twentieth-century structure.  Therefore, Resource 80 is not considered eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture. 
 
Integrity: Resource 80 has been determined to retain integrity in the areas of location and setting 
because it remains on its original site and the surrounding area is still a busy commercial 
corridor. However, this resource does not retain the integrity of its design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association because it has undergone extensive interior and exterior 
alterations and no longer reflects its historic appearance. 
 
UTM Coordinates:  7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.  Northwest Atlanta Quadrangle Zone 
16 Easting 741855.09 Northing 3741702.62. 
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Figure 80.1: View of south elevation of modern addition of Resource 80, facing north from West 
Peachtree Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 80.2: Partial view of east elevation of Resource 80, facing west from West Peachtree 
Street 
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NOTIFICATION 

Initiation of Section 106 Process for  

Federal Transit Administration / Cobb County DOT, Connect Cobb Transit Study  

Cobb County, Georgia 

October 17, 2013 

The Cobb County Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA), is in the beginning stages of project development for this proposed 
transportation project.  In compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 
the Department has determined that because of the nature and the scope of this undertaking, the 
proposed project has the potential to cause effects to historic properties if any such properties 
exist in the project area.  The Department is attempting to identify historic properties already 
listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and any properties not already listed 
that would be considered eligible for listing that are located within the geographic area of 
potential effects (APE) of the proposed project. 
 
The Project corridor is approximately 25 miles long and runs from the northern terminus in in the 
City of Acworth (Cobb County) to its southern terminus in Midtown Atlanta (Fulton County).  
The Project would include arterial rapid transit service in exclusive bus lanes along US 41/Cobb 
Parkway starting in Kennesaw and then running in I-75 HOV lanes south of Akers Mill Road.  
The Project would also include express bus service in the I-75 managed lanes and HOV lanes 
from Acworth to the Arts Center Station in Midtown Atlanta. Approximately 20 stations will be 
located along the corridor.  It is anticipated that some additional right-of-way beyond the existing 
right-of-way limits of US 41 will be required for implementation of the proposed project; 
however, the amounts and locations of this additional right-of-way have yet to be determined. 
 
The recommended transit station locations include Kennesaw State, Town Center, Barrett Lakes 
Boulevard, McCollum Airport, Chastain Road, Roberts Road, Barrett Parkway, Battlefield, 
Belles Ferry, Wellstar Kennestone, Allgood Road, North Loop/White Water, Big 
Chicken/Roswell Road, University, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Windy Hill Road, Cumberland 
North, Cumberland South, Northside Parkway/Paces Ferry, Howell Mill Road, Beltline, 
Millennium Gate, Atlantic Station, and MARTA Arts Center Station (see attached location map).  
 
Because of the nature and scope of the undertaking, the APE is limited to a 150’ buffer on either 
side of the proposed alignment and a 500’ buffer around each proposed station location. Because 
this project could involve the creation of lane and grade separations, a number of intersections 
would be modified, and the potential for indirect effects outside the project corridor exists.  This 
potential for indirect effects will be further evaluated as projected data becomes available and a 
clearer picture of possible changes in traffic patterns and development pressures emerge. 
 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires the Federal Transportation 
Administration and the Department, in consultation with the Georgia State Historic Preservation 
Officer (SHPO), to identify potential consulting parties and to invite them to participate in the 
Section 106 process.  This Notification letter is one of several methods the Department uses to 
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encourage public participation in this process and it serves as your invitation to participate as a 
consulting party in the Section 106 process for this project.  
 
A written request to become a consulting party for cultural resources for this project should be 
directed to: 
 
 Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 
 1250 Winchester Parkway, Suite 200 
 Smyrna, GA 30080 
 
 Attn: Jennifer Corcoran 
 
Responses would be appreciated within thirty (30) days of receipt of this Notification letter.  
Please refer to the “Connect Cobb” project in your response.  The potential consulting parties 
identified and invited to participate in the Section 106 process for this project are: City of 
Acworth, City of Atlanta, Atlanta Regional Commission, Cobb County Board of Commissioners, 
Cobb County Historic Preservation Commission, Cobb Landmarks and Historical Society, 
Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Georgia SHPO, City of Kennesaw, Kennesaw Battlefield Park, 
Kennesaw Historic Preservation Commission, Kennesaw State University, Life University, City 
of Marietta, City of Smyrna, Smyrna Historical and Genealogical Society, Southern Polytechnic 
State University, and Vinings Historic Preservation Society.  If you are aware of other 
organizations or individuals interested in cultural resources in the project area not already 
identified, please forward their names to the contact above. 
 
Existing information on previously identified historic properties has been checked to determine if 
any are located within the APE of this undertaking.  This review of existing information revealed 
that there is one property listed in the NRHP as well as two bridges that have been determined 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register in the updated Georgia Historic Bridge Survey 
(GHBS). However, located within the proposed project's APE. According to the Georgia’s 
Natural Archaeological and Historic Resources GIS database, there appear to be four previously 
identified historic resources within the proposed project’s APE. These include one district and 
three buildings. These include resources from three DNR surveys: a 1994 Cobb County Historic 
Resources Survey, a 2005 Cobb County Historic Resources Survey, and a 2005 Fulton County 
Historic Resources Survey. The following table includes details for these previously identified 
resources.
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ID 

number 

Survey/Listing 

Date 

Resource 

Name/Type Address City 

81783 2005 
Berkeley Park 
Historic District 

Bellemeade Rd/Northside 
Dr/Atlanta Waterworks Atlanta 

205165 (Demolished)    
205166 (Demolished)    

205167 2005 Building 

W side of Old Hwy 41 
across from McCollum 
Field Kennesaw 

205168 2005 Building 

W side of Old Hwy 41 
across from McCollum 
Field Kennesaw 

206288 2005 Building 
N side of Cobb Pkwy SE of 
Bells Ferry Rd Marietta 

206341 2005 Building 1701 Greer's Chapel Rd Kennesaw 

067-0019-0 - 
Bridge 
(eligible) Canton Rd. at US 41 Kennesaw 

067-0175-0 2008 
Bridge 
(eligible) CSX RR at US 41 Kennesaw 

121-0492-0 1996 
Bridge 
(eligible) CSX RR at Northside Dr Atlanta 

78000982 1977 

Atlanta 
Waterworks 
Hemphill 
Avenue Station 1210 Hemphill Ave NW Atlanta 

03000536 2003 
Berkeley Park 
Historic District 

Howell Mill, Bellemeade, 
Antone, Forrest (approx.) Atlanta 

 
Field surveys for both historic properties and archaeological sites will be conducted and the 
Criteria of Eligibility will be applied in consultation with the Georgia SHPO and other consulting 
parties to determine if any of these sites are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP.   

 
Consulting parties are also invited to provide information concerning any historic or 
archaeological properties already listed in the NRHP or that could be eligible for listing in the 
NRHP that are not identified in this Notification letter.  In accordance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act, the Department will assess project effects to any identified 
historic properties as preliminary project plans become available, endeavor to minimize harm to 
all identified historic properties and produce an Assessment of Effects report.  This document 
will be provided to all consulting parties for comment when completed.  The Department also 
wishes to know of any past, present or future local developments or zoning plans which may 
result in indirect or cumulative impacts to archaeological sites and historic structures as they 
relate to the proposed project.  
 
Individuals and organizations that do not wish to become a consulting party, but would still like 
to comment on the proposed project will also have that opportunity throughout the plan 
development process.  Historic resource concerns can be addressed to Jennifer Corcoran 
(jcorcoran@edwards-pitman.com); archaeological resource concerns, including cemetery and 
other human burials, can be addressed to Lynn Pietak (lpietak@ edwards-pitman.com).  
Questions concerning general design or location issues may be addressed to Kevin Ergle (678-
533-3930) or (kevin.ergle@kimley-horn.com). 
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Connect Cobb Project Location Map        
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MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:  Jennifer Corcoran 
  Project Manager   
  Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 
  1250 Winchester Parkway, Suite 200 

Smyrna, Georgia 30080 

FROM: Elizabeth Shirk  
  Environmental Review Coordinator 
  Historic Preservation Division 
 
RE:  Receipt of Early Coordination Information 
 

Project Title:  Connect Cobb Transit Study, 25 Miles Along US 41/Cobb 

Parkway and I-75 

 
  Project Number: HP-131021-003 

 
  County: Cobb 

 
DATE:  November 8, 2012 

 
 
 
The Historic Preservation Division has received the early coordination information 

required by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the Georgia 
Environmental Policy Act (GEPA).  Thank you for submitting this information, and we look 
forward to working with you in the future as this project progresses. 

 
 
 

ECS:jad 
 
cc: Mandy Elliot, Historic Preservation Planner, Cobb County 
 Allison Duncan, Atlanta Regional Commission 
 Stan Mitchell, FTA 
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Jennifer Corcoran

From: FLOYD, MARK D GS-11 USAF AFRC 94 MSG/CEV <mark.floyd@us.af.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:24 PM
To: Jennifer Corcoran
Cc: CRIM, RICHARD D CTR USAF AFRC 94 MSG/CEV; WILLIAMS, KENNETH W GS-13 USAF 

AFRC 94 MSG/CE
Subject: Initiation of Section 106 Process for Federal Transit Administration - Cobb County DOT, 

Connect Cobb Transit Study
Attachments: Notification Letter 10-17-13.pdf

Ms. Jennifer Corcoran, 
 
Dobbins Air Reserve Base received the attached letter regarding the Initiation of Section 106 Process for the Connect 
Cobb Transit Study.  Thank you for the notification letter.   
 
After reviewing the notification letter, DARB agrees with the data presented, that no historic properties managed by 
DARB are located in the Area of Potential Effects (APE).     
 
At this time, DARB  does not wish to become a consulting party.  We do request, DARB be included on any future Section 
106 correspondence related to the proposed project. 
 
Please continue to send all correspondence related to this project to Mr. Richard Crim. 
 
Regards, 
 
//SIGNED// 
Mark D. Floyd, GS‐11, DAF 
Dobbins ARB Conservation Program Manager 
DSN 625.3549 Comm 678.655.3549 
mark.floyd@us.af.mil 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Previously identified resources (PIFs/Documentation and Concurrence):  
Resource 11 (Georgia Memorial Park): previously Resource 1 
Resource 16 (Dobbins ARB) 
Resource 35 (Marietta Muffler): previously Resource 20 
Resource 56 (Ferguson Plumbing): previously Resource 1 
Resource 57 (Ma Sani): previously Resource 2 
Resource 65 (CSX Railroad line): previously Resource 8 
Resource 77 (Artmore Hotel): previously Resource 1 
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September 10, 2012 
 
Mark D. Floyd 
Conservation Program Manager 
Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Georgia 
mark.floyd@us.af.mil 
 

RE: Draft Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan Update for FY2012-2016 

 Dobbins Air Reserve Base 

Cobb County, Georgia 

 FP-120817-001 

 
Dear Mr. Floyd: 
 
 The Historic Preservation Division (HPD) has reviewed the draft Integrated Cultural Resources 
Management Plan (ICRMP) concerning the plan to manage historic structural and archaeological 
resources that may be impacted by operations for the five year period from 2012 to 2016 in connection 
with Dobbins Air Reserve Base.  Our comments are offered to assist the United States Air Force (USAF) 
and Dobbins Air Reserve Base (ARB) in complying with the provisions of Section 110 and Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act. 
 
 Thank you for providing HPD the opportunity to review and comment on the draft ICRMP prepared 
by HDR and dated August 2012. We concur with the proposed guidelines and recommendations, and 
believe that this document will be a useful tool that will allow the USAF and Dobbins ARB to take into 
account archaeological and historic structural resources.  Furthermore, HPD agrees with the findings of 
the updated inventory of historic structures.  Specifically, HPD agrees that Buildings 745, 746, 747, 804, 
831, 1033, 1034 and 1037 do not meet the eligibility criteria for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
 
 We look forward to consultation as needed in the implementation of the ICRMP.  If we may be of 
further assistance, please contact Elizabeth (Betsy) Shirk, Environmental Review Coordinator, at (404) 
651-6624. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
       Karen Anderson-Cordova, Program Manager 
       Environmental Review & Preservation Planning 
 
KAC/ECS 
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Table 2-1. NRHP Evaluation Status of Buildings and Structures on Dobbins ARB. 

Building 
Number 

Building Name/ 
Description 

Year 
Constructed 

NRHP Eligible (Report) 

 Big Lake Dam 1907 
Yes (SAIC 1996); heavily modified in 
2008 under PA with Georgia SHPO 

 Stone Dam Circa 1920 No (SAIC 1996) 

5 Hangar 5 1983 No (NAS Atl Survey 2000) 

145 Civil Air Patrol Headquarters 1930 No (SAIC 1994) 

401 Lodging 1956 No (e2M 2006) 

451 Military Family Housing (MFH) 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

452 MFH 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

453 MFH 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

454 MFH 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

455 MFH 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

486 Gymnasium 1959 No (e2M 2006) 

505 BE Maintenance Shop 1953 No (e2M 2006) 

510 Bankston Rock House 1939 Listed 1994 

550 Medical Clinic 1973 No (NAS Atl Survey 2000) 

556 Bioenvironmental Office 1920 No (SAIC 1994) 

729 Numbered AF Headquarters 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

733 Aerial Port Hangar 1944 No (SAIC 1994) 

734 Storage 1943 No (SAIC 1994) 

745 Fire Station 1967 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

746 Aircraft Maintenance Hangar 1967 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

747 Aircraft Maintenance Hangar 1967 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

800 Visiting Officer’s Quarters 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

801 Visiting Officer’s Quarters 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

802 Visiting Officer’s Quarters 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

804 Ordnance Building 1965 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

806 Consolidated Mess Hall 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

807 Parachute Shop 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

812 Supply Warehouse 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

819 A/C Maintenance Shop 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

826 Georgia ANG Warehouse 1950 No (e2M 2006) 

827 Warehouse 1955 No (e2M 2006) 

828 Pumping Station 1943 No (SAIC 1994) 

829 Avionics Shop 1950 No (e2M 2006) 

831 National Guard Building 1970 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 
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Table 2-1. NRHP Evaluation Status of Buildings and Structures on Dobbins ARB. 

Building 
Number 

Building Name/ 
Description 

Year 
Constructed 

NRHP Eligible (Report) 

837 Georgia ANG Chapel 1946 
No (T&N Associates and Clark 
University 2001)  

838 Hanger Maintenance 1943 No (SAIC 1994) 

922 Base Personnel Office 1950 No (e2M 2006) 

931 Resources Training 1953 No (e2M 2006) 

1001 Transmitter Receiver Building 1953 No (e2M 2006) 

1006 Storage Building 1961 No (e2M 2006) 

1033 Ammunition Bunker 1979 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

1034 Ammunition Bunker 1977 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

1035 Ammunition Storage Magazine 1979 No (Moore 2000) 

1036 Ammunition Storage Magazine 1979 No (Moore 2000) 

1037 Ammunition Storage 1959 No (HDR, Inc 2012) 

Building 738, the Control Tower built in 1950 has been removed from this table, reflecting its demolition since the 2007 ICRMP 
update.  

 

1.1.1.1. J. C. Bankston Rock House 

The J. C. Bankston Rock House, constructed between 1938 and 1939, was listed on the NRHP in 1994 
(Figure 2-12). In 1998, Dobbins ARB obtained funding from the DOD Legacy Resources Management 
Program to rehabilitate the building, and entered into a PA with the USAF, the Georgia SHPO, and the 
ACHP (see Appendix D) to address USAF responsibility for the property during and after the 
rehabilitation process.  

 

Figure 2-1. J. C. Bankston Rock House. 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION FORM 

Property Identification:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is identified as 1109 Roswell Road 
in field notes and as “Resource 20” on Figure 1A, Project/Resource Location Map. This property 
is not identified in survey data available through the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
online Natural, Archaeological & Historic Resources Geographic Information System (GIS), 
which includes the 1978 DNR Cobb County Survey, the 1993 DNR City of Marietta Survey, and 
other DNR Cobb County surveys conducted outside of the project vicinity. 

Location:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20), an automobile service station, is 
located at 1109 Roswell Road on that roadway’s north side and immediately west of the Radar 
Circle intersection; the property is in the eastern portion of the City of Marietta (refer to Figure 
1A, Project/Resource Location Map).

Dates of Development:
Based on records from the Cobb County Assessor’s Office, Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta 
Muffler (Resource 20) was constructed in 1956. City directories first list the property in 1958 as 
Dobson Gulf Service Station, and later as Wright Gulf Service Station in 1959 and Hudson’s Gulf 
Service Station in 1960. Directories listed the property as Hudson’s Gulf Service Station until 
1969 when it was indicated vacant. The property reopened as Marietta Muffler in 1970. Mercer 
Humphries acquired Marietta Muffler in 1974 and has owned the property and operated the 
muffler shop since that time.  

Gulf Oil Company was a leading global oil distributor throughout most of the twentieth century. 
Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Gulf merged with SOCAL in 1985 and formed the 
Chevron Corporation. This service station is a typical example of a late 1950s and 1960s oblong, 
box-type automobile service station; it conforms to a simple and economical standardized 
corporate design common throughout the industry and the country at that time.  

The oblong, box-type automobile service station developed in the 1930s as a less expensive 
alternative to more stylized designs; its typically “stripped-down, functional design” was more 
economical to produce, particularly in quantity for large corporations (Jakles 146, Margolies 88). 
This station type’s design “followed loosely the edicts of the International Style” and 
incorporated Art Moderne motifs, thereby presenting a functional and stream-lined appearance 
(Jakles 146, Randl 3). However, designating the type “modern architecture” is a “misnomer”; 
rather, it was an evolution of “Depression architecture” and an attempt to put a more economical 
but “new, optimistic face on hard times” (Jakles 146). The type’s simple, box forms were clad in 
glossy exterior materials, typically white stucco or porcelain-enameled steel panels, or structural 
glass block; these materials were intended to express the station’s and its staff’s “modern 
efficiency, cleanliness, and professionalism” (Randl 3). On mid-twentieth-century examples, 
office areas and service bays incorporated extensive glazing to showcase the station’s products 
and services; the service bays contained fully glazed, metal-framed overhead doors. Designers 
typically employed canopies over gas-pumping areas in the Southeast, Southwest, and along the 
Pacific Coast (Jakles 153). Distinctive signage differentiated oil company brands and included 
signposts and attached sign towers and lettering. Oil companies commonly utilized the oblong 
box-type station through the 1960s. 
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Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) has undergone a variety of late-
twentieth-century alterations to its original design and material composition. The present owners 
replaced the original overhead service bay doors with non-historic units in the mid-1980s. 
Original bathroom doors on the west elevation were replaced with vinyl-clad, metal doors in 
2010; an additional doorway on this elevation has been boarded up. The east elevation’s original 
window openings have been infilled. Original, attached signage has been removed and various 
painted signs on the building’s south facade and east side elevation partially obscure the 
building’s original porcelain-enameled steel panels. Gas pumping equipment has also been 
removed, and two porcelain-enameled steel panels are missing on the canopy’s eaves (see Photo 
6).

Description:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is a one-story, rectangular-plan, 
flat-roofed automobile service building distinguished by a canopy over the service drive; the 
building represents the oblong, box-type automobile service station, a type informed by the Art 
Moderne style and the International Style’s basic tenets. Its south-facing facade and west side 
elevation are clad in original porcelain-enameled steel panels on a concrete foundation; the east 
and rear (north) elevations comprise painted concrete and painted concrete block, respectively. 
The flat-roofed canopy extends from the facade’s west side and over the former gasoline service 
area, now a service drive where the gas pumping equipment (no longer extant) was previously 
located; two painted steel posts on a concrete base support the canopy. The canopy’s angled eave 
is clad in original porcelain-enameled steel panels and continues along the building’s facade and 
west elevation; two of the canopy’s panels are missing at its southwest corner. 

The south-facing facade is divided into four bays (see Photos 1, 2, 6, and 7). The two 
westernmost bays comprise the building’s office space, and the two easternmost bays comprise 
the automobile service bays. The original, metal-framed glass entry door provides access to the 
office and is surmounted by a fixed, steel-sash transom. The westernmost bay comprises a 
southwest corner window composed of two large, rectangular, fixed, aluminum-sash windows on 
concrete-clad bulkheads; an identical sash is located on the west elevation and completes the 
corner window. This corner window appears to be original. The wall between the office door and 
the first automobile service bay is painted with the words “Emission Inspection 1996 and 
Newer.” A thin, enamel-panel-clad wall separates the automobile service bays, which each 
contain a non-historic metal overhead garage door with a single glazed panel. The cornice above 
is painted with the words “Emissions” and “Marietta Muffler.”

In addition to the southwest corner window, the west side elevation contains four nearly identical 
door openings (see Photo 3). The northernmost door opening has been boarded up; this opening 
is surmounted by a fixed transom (see Photo 8). The two middle door openings, which provide 
access to bathrooms, are identical and contain replacement, vinyl-clad, paneled metal doors 
surmounted by replacement, vinyl-clad, sliding-sash, two-light transoms (see Photo 9). The 
southernmost door opening contains an original, metal-framed glass entry door surmounted by 
an air conditioning unit in the transom. The words “Emission Inspection” are painted on the wall 
between the middle door openings and the southernmost door opening. The west elevation’s 
cornice is painted with the words “Marietta Muffler.” 
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The east elevation comprises three concrete-infilled window openings with concrete sills (see 
Photo 4). The word “Emissions” is painted above the openings near the southeast corner. Metal 
coping caps the east elevation’s roofline. The rear (north) elevation contains a large, rectangular 
vent and gooseneck lamp near the northeast corner and a three-light, metal-framed replacement 
window covered by a painted window grate (see Photo 5). An aluminum gutter spans the rear 
elevation just below the roofline’s metal coping. 

The building is partially set into a gently sloped embankment at its northeast corner; a low, 
concrete-block retaining wall extends west from the building’s northwest corner. The concrete-
paved service drive fronting the building leads to a small parking lot at the west elevation and to 
a paved driveway along the east elevation. A fenced parking lot on a separate parcel is adjacent 
to the rear (north) elevation. 

The area surrounding the property is characterized by non-historic commercial development and 
parking lots (see Photos 10 through 13). Interstate 75 is located east of the property and 
separated from it by five non-historic commercial buildings and their associated parking lots. 

National Register Recommendation:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is considered eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criteria A and C with local levels of 
significance. 

National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) was evaluated for eligibility for 
listing in the NRHP using the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, as outlined in 36 CFR 
Part 60.4. The property was evaluated under Criterion A and possesses historic significance in the 
area of commerce. The oblong, box-type automobile service station evolved during the Great 
Depression era as an economical building type but with a stream-lined and more modern 
appearance and approach to selling automobile-related goods and services. As a generally intact 
example of this type, Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) represents this 
historically significant evolution in automobile-related commerce. Therefore, Dobson Gulf 
Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion A in the area of commerce.  

There are no known associations with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be 
identified and documented with Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20). No 
associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research on the project area, 
research into property records, or in any response to GDOT’s early consultation correspondence 
received from consulting parties. Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion 
in the NRHP under Criterion B. 

Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) was evaluated under Criterion C 
and possesses historic significance in the area of architecture. This modest building is a 
representative and relatively unaltered example of mid-twentieth-century oblong, box-type 
automobile service stations constructed throughout Georgia and the United States.  The building’s 
alterations, including service bay door replacement, door replacements on the west elevation, the 
east elevation’s window infill, rear-elevation window replacement, painted signs on the facade 
and west elevation, and removal of gas pumping equipment, are typical and do not significantly 
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diminish the property’s overall integrity. The building retains much of its original materials, 
including most of its exterior porcelain-enameled steel panels, canopy, and corner window. 
Furthermore, the building has undergone very little change in form; the floor plan is intact and no 
exterior additions have been made to the building. Therefore, Dobson Gulf Service Station-
Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is a clear and representative example of a mid-1950s, oblong, 
box-type automobile service station and is considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under 
Criterion C. The property’s period of significance is 1956, the year of its construction. 

There are no indications that Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) is 
likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. This property 
does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important information, as its 
type and method of construction are not unique or unusual, and its type and style of architecture 
are well documented. Consequently, there was no basis for evaluating the property under 
Criterion D. 

Integrity:
Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) retains integrity of location, design, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, but lacks integrity of setting. The building has 
never been relocated and therefore retains integrity of location. Although the building has been 
altered through replacement of service bay doors, door replacement on the east elevation, window 
infill on the east elevation, window replacement on the rear elevation, painted signs on the 
building’s facade and east elevation, and removal of gas-pumping equipment, it retains much of 
its original materials, including exterior porcelain-enameled steel panels, canopy, and corner 
window. It has undergone very little change in form; no changes have been made to its floor plan. 
Therefore, the property retains a relatively high degree of integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship. The resource’s setting has been substantially diminished by non-historic 
development surrounding the property; this development is out of character with the property’s 
historic mid-twentieth-century setting. Therefore, the property does not retain integrity of setting. 
The property is a clear and representative example of a mid-twentieth-century, oblong, box-type 
automobile service station; therefore it retains integrity of feeling and association. 

Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):
The proposed NRHP boundary for Dobson Gulf Service Station-Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) 
corresponds to the legal property boundary, Cobb County Parcel Identification Number 
16121101360, and contains 0.15 acre. The proposed boundary contains all NRHP qualifying 
characteristics and features of the property and includes the service station building and the 
immediate surrounds (see attached boundary graphic). The right-of-way line along Roswell Road 
has been utilized as the proposed boundary’s southern border because the area within the right-
of-way consists of a sidewalk and does not contain any landscape or other features that 
contribute to the property’s NRHP eligibility.

UTM Coordinates:
7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map – ‘MARIETTA, GA’ 
Quadrangle Zone 16S, Easting 729230, Northing 3759510

Sources:
Cobb County Assessor’s Office, 2011. http://www.cobbassessor.org. 
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Historic Preservation Act for GDOT Project CSNHS-0008-00(256), Cherokee and Cobb 
counties (H.P. No. 021114-001). 
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Proposed National Register Boundary for
Dobson Gulf Service Station–Marietta Muffler (Resource 20) 

Marietta, Cobb County 

GDOT Project No. CSNHS-0008-00(256), P.I. No. 0008256, Cobb and Cherokee Counties 

Legend
Proposed National Register  Boundary 

Photo Point of View 

Not to scale 
Source: Cobb County GIS Department 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 1: Facing north to facade 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 2: Facing northeast to facade 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 3: Facing northeast to west elevation 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 4: Facing northwest to east elevation 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 5: Facing southeast to rear elevation 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 6: Facade detail 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 7: Facade detail 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 8: East elevation detail 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 9: East elevation detail 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 10: Facing east along Roswell Road from facade 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 11: Facing south across Roswell Road from facade 

Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 12: Facing southwest along Roswell Road from facade 
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Resource 20 (1109 Roswell Road) 
Photo 13: Facing west along Roswell Road from facade 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION FORM 

Property Identification: Resource 1 is identified as such in the field notes and on the 
project location map.  This resource was not identified in the 1993 Georgia DNR Cobb 
County/City of Marietta Survey. 

Location:  The resource is located on the north side of SR 3/US 41/Cobb Parkway east of 
Industrial Park Drive at 910 N. Cobb Parkway (refer to Figure 1).

Date(s) of Development: According to the Cobb County tax assessor’s records, the resource 
was constructed in 1959.  Although the original use of the property could not be determined 
from an interview with the current occupants, the building does appear to retain its historic 
function as an industrial building.  However, it has undergone alterations.  Alterations 
include the construction of three successive additions to the rear and northwest side 
elevations.  The double glass doors at the front entrance also appear to be replacements.  The 
metal garage doors on both side elevations of the original building also appear to be 
replacements.  The dates of these alterations are unknown; however, they do not appear to be 
historic.

Description: Resource 1 is a 1959 industrial building (see attached Photographs 1 - 6).  The 
original portion of the building appears to contain two sections: an office in the front section 
and a warehouse in the rear section.  The office section features a flat roof, the original brick 
veneer, the original metal-framed ribbon windows, and non-historic double glass doors set in 
metal frames at the entrance.  The warehouse section features a gently-sloped, front-gabled 
roof; metal siding; multi-light awning windows set in the original metal frames on both side 
elevations and a garage bay on both side elevations.  The garage bays feature non-historic 
metal doors.  The property also possesses three successive additions, which provide increased 
warehouse space for the occupant.  The first two additions are located behind the rear of the 
original building, and feature gently-sloped, front-gabled roofs; metal siding; and garage 
bays on the southeast side elevation.  The third addition is L-shaped, wrapping around the 
northwest side elevation of the first two additions.  This addition features a flat roof and 
metal siding. 

The resource is located along a four-lane state highway in a densely developed area 
characterized by primarily late-twentieth century commercial and light industrial 
development (see attached Photographs 7 and 8).  The resource is located on an 8.77-acre 
parcel that is primarily paved.  A metal warehouse building dating to 2006 is also located on 
the parcel.   

National Register Recommendation: The resource is considered Not Eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places.  

National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: Resource 1 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4.  There are no known associations with 
individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with  
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Resource 1 
Page 2 

this resource.  No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research 
on the project area and deed research on the resource, or in any response to the Department's 
early consultation correspondence received from consulting parties.  Therefore, there was no 
basis for evaluating the resource under Criterion B.  Also, there are no indications that the 
resource is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory.  This resource does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information.  Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the resource under 
Criterion D.

Resource 1 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in 
the area of architecture.  The resource does not represent a type of commercial architecture 
identified on the website of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Historic 
Preservation Division as being significant in Georgia's architectural history.  The property 
also has undergone extensive alterations in the form of three successive additions that have 
altered the size, scale and massing of the original structure.  Therefore, the resource is not 
considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in the area of 
architecture.  

Resource 1 also was evaluated under Criterion A and does not appear to possess significance 
in the areas of commerce, industry and community development.  The property has 
undergone extensive alterations in the form of three successive additions that have altered the 
size, scale and massing of the original structure.  The property no longer possesses integrity 
and is no longer able to convey its association with the development of commercial activity 
in North Cobb County.  In addition, there is no indication that the resource was vital to the 
commercial/industrial development of the area or that the resource provided a unique service 
to the community.  Therefore, the property is not considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register under Criterion A in the areas of commerce, industry and community 
development. 

Integrity: Resource 1 has been determined to possess integrity in the area of location as it is 
sited in its original location and has not been moved.  The historic portion of the building 
possesses many original materials and features such as the brick veneer and the metal-framed 
ribbon windows on the office section, and the metal siding and the multi-light awning 
windows set in metal frames on the warehouse section.  Therefore, the property possesses 
integrity in the areas of materials and workmanship.  However, while the design of the 
historic portion of the building is evident, because the property possesses three large 
additions that have altered its original size, scale and massing, Resource 1 has been 
determined not to possess integrity of design, feeling and association.  The historic setting of 
the resource also has been compromised by the presence of dense, late-twentieth century 
commercial and light industrial development. 
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Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description): NA

UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map 
Marietta Quadrangle, Zone 16
Easting 727069/Northing 3762044

Prepared: Completed pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.4(c) in compliance with Section 106 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act for GDOT Project BRMLB-9004-00(008), Cobb
County by: 

   Laurie Cotton-Smith 
   Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 
   1250 Winchester Parkway 
   Suite 200 
   Atlanta, Georgia 30080 
   770-333-9484 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION FORM 
 
Property Identification:  Resource 2 is identified as such in the field notes and on the 
project location map.  This resource was not identified in the 1993 Georgia DNR Cobb 
County/City of Marietta Survey. 
 
Location:  The resource is located on the south side of SR 3/US 41/Cobb Parkway east of 
Industrial Park Drive at 915 N. Cobb Parkway (refer to Figure 1).  
 
Date(s) of Development:  According to the Cobb County tax assessor’s records, the resource 
was constructed in 1942.  Alterations include the construction of two flat roof additions on 
the rear, the replacement of original windows and doors on the front and northwest side 
elevation, and the enclosure of other former window and door openings on the southeast side 
elevation.  The dates of these alterations are unknown; however, they do not appear to be 
historic.  The building is currently used as a restaurant.  The original use of the building is 
not known. 
 
Description:  Resource 2 is a 1942 commercial building (see attached Photographs 1 - 5).  
The property is a front-gabled, frame and masonry structure that features a brick exterior and 
wood siding in the gabled ends.  There is also a partial-width, gabled section at the rear of the 
building that appears to be original, and is concrete block.  The façade features a central 
entrance with non-historic double glass doors, flanked by three non-historic single pane 
windows set in arched frames on either side.  Windows on the northwest side elevation are 
also non-historic, and are single pane flat headed type.  There is also a non-historic single 
glass door on this side elevation.  The southeast side elevation features two window and one 
door bay, all of which have been enclosed with plywood.  As noted previously, the property 
also features two flat roof additions on the rear.   
 
The resource is located along a four-lane state highway in a densely developed area 
characterized by primarily late-twentieth century commercial and light industrial 
development (see attached Photographs 6 and 7).  The resource is located on a 0.6-acre 
parcel that is primarily paved.   

National Register Recommendation:  The resource is considered Not Eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places.  

National Register Criteria and Level of Significance:  Resource 2 was evaluated for 
eligibility for listing in the National Register using the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4.  There are no known associations with 
individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and documented with 
this resource.  No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of background research 
on the project area and deed research on the resource, or in any response to the Department's 
early consultation correspondence received from consulting parties.  Therefore, there was no 
basis for evaluating the resource under Criterion B.  Also, there are no indications that the  
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Resource 2 
Page 2 
 
 
resource is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or 
prehistory.  This resource does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of 
important information.  Therefore, there was no basis for evaluating the resource under 
Criterion D.   
 
Resource 2 was evaluated under Criterion C and does not appear to possess significance in 
the area of architecture.  The resource does not represent a type of commercial architecture 
identified on the website of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Historic 
Preservation Division as being significant in Georgia's architectural history.  It has also 
undergone significant exterior alterations.  Among the alterations include the construction of 
two flat roof additions on the rear, the replacement of original windows and doors on the 
front and northwest side elevation, and the enclosure of other former window and door 
openings on the southeast side elevation.  Therefore, the resource is not considered eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion C in the area of architecture.  
 
Resource 2 also was evaluated under Criterion A and does not appear to possess significance 
in the areas of commerce and community development.  The property has undergone 
extensive alterations in the form of the construction of two flat roof additions on the rear, the 
replacement of original windows and doors on the front and northwest side elevation, and the 
enclosure of other former window and door openings on the southeast side elevation.  Given 
these alterations, the property does not possess integrity and is not able to convey its 
association with the development of commercial activity in North Cobb County.  In addition, 
there is no indication that the resource was vital to the commercial development of the area 
or that the resource provided a unique service to the community.  Therefore, the property is 
not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register under Criterion A in the areas of 
commerce and community development. 
 
Integrity:  Resource 2 has been determined to possess integrity in the area of location as it is 
sited in its original location and has not been moved.  However, the property has been 
determined not to possess integrity in the areas of setting, design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association.  The historic setting of the resource has been compromised by the 
presence of dense, late-twentieth century commercial and light industrial development. 
The property has also undergone extensive alterations in the form of the construction of two 
flat roof additions on the rear, the replacement of original windows and doors on the front 
and northwest side elevation, and the enclosure of other former window and door openings 
on the southeast side elevation.  All of these alterations have diminished the property’s 
integrity in the areas of design, materials and workmanship.  Given these alterations, the 
property is not clearly able to convey its period of significance or its significance to the 
history of commercial development in North Cobb County.   
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Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):  NA 
 
UTM Coordinates: 7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map 

Marietta Quadrangle, Zone 16 
Easting 726917/Northing 3761971 

 
Prepared:  Completed pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.4(c) in compliance with Section 106 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act for GDOT Project BRMLB-9004-00(008), Cobb 
County by: 
    
   Laurie Cotton-Smith 
   Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 
   1250 Winchester Parkway 
   Suite 200 
   Atlanta, Georgia 30080 
   770-333-9484 
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          Resource 2: View of Larger Setting along U.S. 41/S.R. 3, Facing Southeast (PHOTO 6)

         Resource 2: View of Rear Elevation, Facing Northeast (PHOTO 5)
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PROPERTY INFORMATION FORM 
 
 
Property Identification:  The former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad is also identified as 
Resource #8 in the field notes and on the project location map.  This property was not identified 
in the 1978 or 1993 DNR Cobb County Surveys. 
 
Location: The railroad crosses the project area just east of the Canton Road bridge (Resource 
#6) over US 41 (Resource #7) in Cobb County, Georgia.   
 
Date(s) of Development:  The former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (Resource #8) was 
constructed in 1879.   
 
Description:  According to Robert Edward Barclay’s book, The Railroad Comes to Ducktown, 
the CSX/Georgia Northeastern Railroad through north Marietta, Georgia originated as the 
Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (M & NG) and opened in May 1879.   The line was 
originally established to connect Marietta with Culberson, North Carolina.  However, in 1888, 
the focus of the terminus of the line turned to Ducktown, Tennessee.  In 1890, the line met with 
the Knoxville Southern Railway between Farner, North Carolina and Reliance Tennessee and a 
complete line between Knoxville and Marietta was complete.  These two lines consolidated to 
form the North Georgia Railway in 1890.  In December of 1895 the Atlantic, Knoxville and 
Northern Railroad Construction Company bought the M & NG Railway.  In 1902 the Louisville 
and Nashville acquired a majority interest in the Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern and in 1905 L 
& N bought all interest.  The line remained in L & N’s control until the early 1980’s when L & N 
became the Family lines, then Seaboard System, and later CSX (see photograph 1 and Figure 4).   
 
National Register Recommendation:  The property is considered eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
  
National Register Criteria and Level of Significance: The former Marietta and North Georgia 
Railroad (Resource #8) was evaluated for eligibility for listing in the National Register using the 
National Register Criteria for Evaluation as outlined in 36 CFR Part 60.4. There are no known 
associations with individuals whose specific contributions to history can be identified and 
documented with this property.  No associations were indicated or suggested as a result of 
background research on the project area and deed research on the property, in any response to the 
Department's early consultation correspondence received from consulting parties or in an 
interview with the current occupants of the property.  Therefore, there was no basis for 
evaluating the property under Criterion B. There are no distinctive characteristics of a type, 
period or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, therefore there was no 
basis for evaluating the property under Criterion C.  Also, there are no indications that the 
property is likely to yield information on important research questions in history or prehistory. 
This property does not appear to have the potential to be the principal source of important 
information.  The type and method of construction of the property are not unique or unusual and 
the property represents a well-documented type or style of architecture.  Therefore, there was no 
basis for evaluating the property under Criterion D.  
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The former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (Resource #8) was evaluated under Criterion A 
and appears to possess a state level of significance in the areas of transportation, commerce, 
economics and industry.  The former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (Resource #8) served 
as a major transportation route connecting Marietta to North Carolina and eventually Knoxville, 
Tennessee. Therefore, the former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad is considered eligible 
under Criterion A.   
 
Integrity: The former Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (Resource #8) has been determined 
to possess integrity in the areas of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling and 
association.  It maintains all its important physical aspects from the period when it attained 
significance.  
 
Proposed Boundary (Justification and Description):  The proposed boundary for the former 
Marietta and North Georgia Railroad (Resource #8) line is formed by the existing railroad right-
of-way and contains all contributing features of the railroad inside that right-of-way.   
 
UTM Coordinates:   7.5 Minute Series Topographic Map.   

Marietta, GA  Quadrangle Zone 16 
Easting:  726600 Northing:  3762080. 

 
Prepared:  Completed pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.4(c) in compliance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act for GDOT Project BRMLB-9004(8), Cobb County by: 
 
 Jodi Lally 
 Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. 
 1250 Winchester Parkway 
 Suite 200 
 Atlanta, Georgia 30080 
 (770) 333-9484 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Cobb Parkway historical information  
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Introduction  
During the planning stages of the Connect Cobb project, the Georgia State Historic Preservation 
Office (Georgia SHPO) requested that the survey report be accompanied by a discussion of the 
development of Cobb Parkway, the roadway that comprises the majority of the project corridor. 
The survey area of the Connect Cobb project extends from Midtown Atlanta to Kennesaw, 
largely along Cobb Parkway but also including portions of Cumberland Boulevard, McCollum 
Parkway, and small sections on several other roads. The historical information contained in this 
appendix primarily focuses on the historical development of the portion of Cobb Parkway that 
was constructed in Cobb County ca. 1938. This section of roadway extends north from the 
Chattahoochee River to the point where Cobb Parkway passes under Canton Road, a distance of 
approximately 10 miles. Previous studies completed for the Georgia Department of 
Transportation effectively describe the development of roads nationally and in Georgia. 
Additionally, one report is dedicated to the history of the dualized highway in the state. Rather 
than repeating much of the background information from previous studies, this section takes a 
narrower focus, on Cobb Parkway. Along with the historical information, it includes an analysis 
of city directory listings for the corridor, a review of historic newspaper articles related to the 
corridor, as well as an annotated bibliography. The bibliography is intended to guide users to 
relevant previous studies and other road-related resources. 
 
In order to understand the information in the historical record, it is also necessary to discuss the 
evolving names of the roadway as well as the names of its various sections. The road was often 
referred to in news accounts as the “Superhighway”. Today, this term seems odd applied to a 
road that is similar to many others in the state. However, when it was first constructed, the 
roadway reflected some of the latest practices in road building, and was the first of its kind in the 
state of Georgia. The ca. 1938 Atlanta-Marietta Highway (or Marietta-Atlanta Highway) began 
at the Atlanta city limits and followed the path of Northside Drive-Northside Parkway-Cobb 
Parkway to the intersection with Canton Road. This section was approximately 17.4 miles long. 
In news articles at the time, it was sometimes referred to as the New Atlanta-Marietta Highway. 
This was to distinguish it from the first highway between Atlanta and Marietta that follows the 
path of what is now Marietta Boulevard-Atlanta Road (see Figure C.1). The portion of the road 
within Cobb County was named the Four Lane. This was variously written as Fourlane, Four 
Lane, 4-lane, etc… The ca. 1938 Cobb County portion of the road is now called Cobb Parkway. 
The name “Four Lane” was changed to “Cobb Parkway” in the mid-1970s. 
 
The original highway between Atlanta and Marietta (Marietta Boulevard-Atlanta Road) was also 
the original route of US 41 and State Route (SR) 3. When the new highway was completed, it 
received the US 41 designation, but the old route maintained an SR 3 designation. However, the 
old route became SR 3 West and the new road became SR 3 East. Eventually the SR 3 
designation was removed from the old route and given exclusively to the new highway. The Four 
Lane was occasionally called the New Dixie Highway, but this name was less common because 
the official use of the name Dixie Highway was eliminated in 1926, by the numbered system of 
US Highways. The intersection of Cobb Parkway with Roswell Street/Roswell Road is important 
to the road, as it is the dividing line between Cobb Parkway Southeast (SE) and Cobb Parkway 
North (N). Locally, this would be referred to as “north [or south] of the Big Chicken.” See 
Resource 52 earlier in this report. Now, all address numbering originates at this intersection. 
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Figure C.1: Paths of the original and the new (ca. 1938) Atlanta-Marietta Highway 
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Cobb Parkway 
In 1935, Sarah Blackwell Gober Temple’s History of Cobb County: The First Hundred Years 
was published. This was when the Atlanta-Marietta Highway was in the earliest stages of design. 
Even then, the importance of building and maintaining roads was understood. When she wrote of 
developments of the previous decade, she stated, “none, perhaps, is more important than the 
development of roads.” She went on to describe the state of roads in the county. “In 1934 there 
are approximately 1,500 miles in the public road system of Cobb County. From 1924 to 1934, 
the county spent $960,722.87 on the maintenance of its roads and bridges. In addition, the county 
spent $269, 882.93 as its part of the cost of the four Federal-aid roads… Whereas the stout ax of 
the pioneer was once the sole equipment for roadwork, the county now owns machinery and 
equipment used in the maintenance of its roads and bridge valued at $35,257.88…” She reports 
that until 1934, there had been no paving in the county but there were plans to lay gravel on four 
miles of roadway (actual hard-surface paving was to be accomplished later).1 The same year it 
was determined that new roads were to have a forty foot right of way. Temple finishes her 
discussion of road developments with the increase in automobile ownership if the county. She 
reports that, in 1910 the value of automobiles in Cobb was $16,705, in 1920 it was $291,660, and 
by 1930, $358,720.2 By the 1930s, it is clear that automobile ownership was becoming popular, 
and having good quality roads was a priority for the citizens of Cobb County.  
 
As Temple points out, automobile ownership in Cobb County had increased greatly in the first 
few decades of the 20th century. This reflects national trends in automobile ownership during this 
period. The increased number of cars, along with population increases, quickly overburdened the 
road network in the Atlanta area. Historically, the US 41 corridor and the (original) Atlanta-
Marietta Highway carried two types of traffic: locals traveling back and forth between Atlanta 
and Marietta and the surrounding areas, and tourists traveling along the corridor to points north 
or south of the city. This corridor eventually became overcrowded and the solution was thought 
to be a new road to relieve congestion. Thus, the idea of the New Atlanta-Marietta Highway was 
born. For this purpose, the Georgia State Highway Department (which became the Georgia 
Department of Transportation in 1972) designed a roadway along a new alignment. An editorial 
from the Atlanta Constitution (and reprinted in the Marietta Daily Journal July 2, 1937) 
celebrated the newly designed roadway:  

                                                 
1 Later in this same chapter, Temple states that there were 50 miles of concrete road in Cobb County. The reason 
for this discrepancy is unclear. It may be that the concrete roads were within city limits or on one of the federal aid 
roads, and therefore not counted in her discussion of the county. 
2 Sarah Blackwell Gober Temple, The First Hundred Years: A Short History of Cobb County, in Georgia, (Athens, 
Georgia: Agee Publishers Inc., 1935) 489‐491. 
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Four-Lane Highways 

The announcement by the State Highway Board that the first four-lane highway in 
Georgia is to be built as part of the new Atlanta-Marietta road comes with 
significance that will later mark the date as historically important in the story of 
the State’s progress. 

Within the memory of the present generation the paved highway was a rare 
exception and dirt roads that became canals of mud in rainy weather were the rule. 
Since that day thousands of miles of highway in Georgia have been hard-surfaced. 
When the work of changing dirt and mud into ribbons of concrete was begun it was 
the accepted idea that this would solve road problems practically forever. 

Now the constantly increasing use of automobiles, both passenger and freight, has 
rendered many of the roads constructed with such pride a decade ago as obsolete 
as the topsoil highways they replaced. 

The speed and congestion of modern motor traffic demands the most modern types 
of roads on all main arteries. Four-lane highways are essential wherever traffic is 
heavy. Proper banking of the curves and other safety ideas in construction are vital 
for reduction in the heavy toll of accident deaths all over the nation.  

Grade crossings, not only of highway and railroad track, but over one highway 
with another, must be eliminated as soon as possible. 

The construction of the four-lane highway between Atlanta and Marietta, new to 
this State but a familiar type of road in many others. Will serve as an object lesson 
and example in the building of other Georgia through roads. 

The day will come, in the next few years, when it will be necessary to provide four-
lane highways, with every modern idea utilized in their construction, for all the 
main traffic arteries that cross the State.  

For that day, the road to be built in Fulton and Cobb counties will serve as a model 
and as a demonstration in safety and convenience for automobile travelers. 

 
The design of this 17.4-mile road was highly publicized. It was to have two, 20’-wide travel 
lanes in each direction and a 4’-wide raised median, a configuration known as a “dualized” 
highway. Its advantages for carrying high-speed traffic were much discussed. However, two 
important safety features were not incorporated into the design, and this fault negated the 
potential effectiveness of the new road. These safety features were controlled roadside access 
and grade-separated intersections. By the 1930s, controlled access and grade separation were 
understood by civil engineers to be necessary aspects of dualized design. Although this road did 
reflect the first dualization effort in Georgia, it did not reflect the best practices of dualization in 
the 1930s.3 An increase in traffic due to new commercial development along the roadway, 
coupled with the lack of designed safety features quickly made the new road dangerous and 
crowded (see Figure C.2). 
 

                                                 
3 Lichtenstein/TranSystems, Transportation Contexts for Georgia, From Colonial Trails to Interstate Highways‐Part 
2, (Office of Environmental Services Georgia Department of Transportation, 2012) 11‐13. 
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Although vehicles moving between Atlanta and Marietta were a major source of traffic for the 
corridor, funding restrictions prevented the new road from being constructed within either of 
these cities’ limits. Prior to 1945, federal funds could not be used for roads in areas that were 
considered urban. Therefore, the new roadway was constructed entirely outside incorporated 
areas of Cobb and Fulton Counties, beginning at the Atlanta city limits (on Northside Drive) and 
bypassing the city limits of Marietta. Since then, much of the 17.4-mile stretch has been 
incorporated into the cities of Atlanta, Smyrna, and Marietta. The road was funded by a 50/50 
federal aid formula, with half of the money coming from the state.  
 

 
Figure C.2: Although the Atlanta-Marietta Highway was the first dualized highway in Georgia, it 
did not incorporate the same level of safety measures as post-1945 designs (Source: 
Lichtenstein) 
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Figure C.3: Traffic on the Atlanta-Marietta Highway corridor, ca. 1940 (Source: Lichtenstein) 
 

 
Figure C.4: Newly constructed section of the Atlanta-Marietta Highway ca. 1938 (Source: State 
Highway Board Biannual Report 1937-1938, appeared with the caption “A section of the new 
Atlanta-Marietta concrete highway, which, when completed will provide a broad, well-protected 
traffic artery between the two cities.”)  
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Figure C.5: Newly constructed section of the Atlanta-Marietta Highway ca. 1938 (Source: State 
Highway Board Biannual Report 1937-1938) 
 

 
Figure C.6: Section of the Atlanta-Marietta Highway ca. 1942 (Source: State Highway Board 
Biannual Report 1941-1942)  
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Marietta City Directory Analysis 
The goal of this analysis was to trace the trends of commercial and residential development 
along the roadway using historical city directory listings. Although city directory listings for this 
roadway proved problematic for examining details about individual buildings, an overall view of 
the number and types of listings included provided a composite view of the roadway and its 
development over the years. All Marietta City Directories were accessed at the Georgia Room of 
the Charles D. Switzer Public Library in Marietta, Georgia. 
 
Although the highway is widely reported to have been constructed in 1938, with some sources 
listing its construction date as early as 1935, the city directory for 1938-39 (directory was 
combined for these years) contains no listings or even a mention of the new highway. The 1941 
directory contains the first indication of the road when it says, “a new four-[lane] paved highway 
is now under construction between Atlanta and Marietta,” however, no business or residential 
listings are included for the road. The 1947 directory contains the first listings along the new 
highway.  
 
The manner that the roadway is listed in city directories varies from year to year. Originally, it 
was listed as a single group, “Four Lane Highway.” As the roadway became more populated, the 
listings were altered accordingly. For example, the 1950 directory contains only one entry for the 
Four Lane Highway, and is described as being canvassed from South Cobb Drive to the North 
Carolina & St. Louis Railway (at Canton Road). In the 1960 directory, there are three separate 
listings for the road including a Kennesaw section, a section from Roswell Road northwest, and 
from Roswell Road southeast. It should be noted that the city directories often covered areas that 
extended north and south of the Marietta city limits. For the sake of consistency, no listings north 
of Canton Road were included in these counts.  
 
An initial count was made of the total number of listings and were classified as either residential 
or commercial. Listings with only a name were assumed to be residential. Addresses listed as 
vacant were counted separately. By the 1960s, larger apartment complexes and office parks were 
more common along this roadway. For this study, apartments and office parks were counted only 
once, rather than counting each apartment or tenant space as a separate commercial or residential 
listing. Therefore, an apartment building was counted as one residential listing and an office park 
or building with multiple suites was generally counted as one commercial listing. When two uses 
were named (for example, lodging and restaurant), the listing was categorized under the first use. 
An attempt was made to address listings at five-year intervals; however, this was not always 
possible because of the years available at the Switzer Library. When this was the case, the closest 
available year was substituted, i.e., 1956 for 1955 and 1977 for 1980. The last available city 
directory was 1987, so this analysis ends with the 1985-86 volume.  
 
Residential listings along this corridor have always been relatively low. In the early years (1940s 
and 1950s) it appears there were a few individual residences. As traffic increased, and the 
number of commercial establishments grew, most of these houses were either converted for 
business use or demolished to make way for new commercial buildings. The increase in the 
number of residential listings in the 1970s stems from an increase in the number of apartments 
along the corridor. It is unclear why these numbers fell in the 1980s (Figure C.7). 
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Figure C.7: Graph of residential listings in city directories between 1947 and 1985-86 
 
Commercial uses were separated into four specific categories: recreation, lodging, restaurant, and 
auto-related. Other commercial listings were difficult to categorize, as the directory listing did 
not always indicate the business type or industry. These were classified only as general 
commercial entries. However, the majority of these entries appeared to be retail or service 
establishments. Recreation was the first, and smallest, commercial category. It included any 
recreational use or facility such as gyms, bowling alleys, or mini golf, among others. The number 
of recreational listings never rose above eight for the period studied. It reached this high point in 
1960, and then fell again until the 1985-86 period, when it climbed back up to seven. One of the 
most prominent recreational resources was a bowling alley (Resource 22). Lodging was the 
second commercial category. This group included all accommodations such as hotels, motels, 
inns, and tourist courts. Counts in this group varied from a low point of two, in 1947, to a high of 
24 in 1965. The restaurant category included any dining use such a drive-ins, fast food, and 
casual dining establishments. With only two listings in the 1947 directory, this category grew 
steadily to a high of 49 listings in 1985-86. The last category, auto-related, included any auto-
related uses such as gas or service stations, garages, and dealerships. This category grew steadily 
to its highest number, 58, in 1970, and then fell slightly in subsequent years (Figures C. 8 and 
C.9). Based on these numbers, it appears that auto-related resources played a significant role in 
the commercial development along the corridor.  
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Figure C.8: Graph of general commercial listings in city directories between 1947 and 1985-86 
 

 
Figure C.9: Graph of specific commercial property listings in city directories between 1947 and 
1985-86  
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Figure C.10: Advertisement for a motor court on Cobb Parkway – classified as Lodging in the 
graph above (Source: Marietta City Directory 1954) 
 

 
Figure C.11: Advertisement for a battery store on Cobb Parkway – classified as auto-related in 
the graph above (Source: Marietta City Directory 1956)  
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Historic Newspaper Review 
A review of the Marietta Daily Journal revealed the following developments and discussions 
about the new highway: 
 
July 26, 1934, “Course Of New Atlanta Highway Gets Approval” 
The location survey for the new highway was complete and approved. Construction work was to 
begin before the end of the summer. 
 
June 27, 1937, “Fulton End Scheduled Same Time: Awards Are First For 4-Lane Road” 
The State Highway Board announced that two sections of the highway were to be constructed. 
This work was to include a four-mile section in Cobb, starting at the river and headed north as 
well as a 3.8-mile section in Fulton headed south from the river. The estimated cost for the Cobb 
section was $163,450 and for the Fulton section, it was $276, 300. A grade separation was also 
planned for the highway’s intersection with SR5 and the L&N railroad. 
 
July 2, 1937, “Four-Lane Highways” 
The Journal reprinted an editorial from the Constitution discussing the importance of four lane 
highways (see Appendix C introduction). 
 
August 16, 1937, “Injunctions Are Sought To Halt Fulton Road Work” 
Fulton County attempted to condemn extra land for the Atlanta-Marietta highway in order to 
increase the right of way on either side of the road. Three property owners filed suit, claiming the 
associated condemnations were illegal. This suit affected a portion of the highway within Fulton 
County. 
 
December 8, 1937, “Georgia Needs Wider Roads” 
The Marietta Daily Journal reprinted an Atlanta Journal piece discussing the condition of the 
state highway system in Georgia. The AJ stated that there were over 9,500 miles of state highway 
in Georgia and over 100,000 miles of local roads. This was not adequate however, because most 
of the state highway system remained unpaved and many of the roads were still too narrow to be 
navigated safely. The MDJ added the opinion that the shortcomings of the system were 
particularly evident in Cobb County, with two dangerous locations called out. These sharp, blind 
curves were at fault (along with drunken driving) for many wrecks and fatalities.  
 
March 21, 1938, “Super-Highway Contracts Are To Be Delayed” 
W.L. Miller, chair of the State Highway Board, announced that contracts to pave eight miles of 
the highway would not be let until early 1939. Six miles of dualized 20’ wide roadway were 
already under contract to be paved. This section ran along the highway from Northside Drive to a 
point two miles north of the river. 
 
May 16, 1938, “Super-Highway Section Opened Over Week-End” 
The first section of the new highway was paved and ready for automobile traffic. This section 
ran from Northside Drive to two miles north of the river. This section consisted of roughly five 
miles of dualized 20’-wide roadway with a 5’ wide asphalt median. 
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May 19, 1938, “Right-Of-Way Litigation Disposed Of” 
Three cases were settled regarding rights-of-way for the highway in the vicinity of the Canton 
Road underpass. 
 
August 11, 1938, “Unpaved Section of Atlanta Road Will Be Graded” 
WPA labor was to be added to the project within 30 days. This was the first time the state 
highway board used relief labor on Georgia highways. The unpaved section was said to run from 
Roswell Road south to the river, a stretch of about five miles. 
 
September 21, 1938, “WPA To Place 75 Men On Super-Highway To Finish Grading Work”  
The WPA allocated $300,000 worth of labor and materials to Cobb County to assist with road 
projects over the following two years. Highway engineers had just re-surveyed portions of the 5 
1/2 miles of the highway that remained unpaved. The road had been surveyed and graded as a 
standard highway, but needed to be widened by 8’ on either side to meet the specifications of a 
four-lane highway. The highway project was described as having two 20’ lanes, separated by a 
4’ shoulder.  
 
December 7, 1938, “Paved Road To Atlanta To Be Completed Next Year, Engineer Reveals” 
This article’s title actually only refers to the Northside Drive section of the highway. It goes on 
to mention a five mile stretch from Roswell Street to the river that remained unpaved. 
 
September 15, 1939, “Condemnations Ruled As County Authorities Press Work For Paving” 
Condemnation proceedings were begun against eleven landowners who had not yet granted right 
of way for paving and improvement of the new highway. The State Highway Board had received 
authorization to complete the paving, but was awaiting budgetary approval by the governor 
(Gov. Rivers) before advertising for bids. 
 
August 2, 1940, “Force Increased On New Atlanta-Marietta Road” 
WPA workers were added to the crews working to grade the new highway. Widening and 
grading were expected to take an additional six weeks at which point a paving contract could be 
let. The article goes on to state, “the highway was begun five years ago, but it is still far from 
finished.” 
 
September 6, 1940, “Letting Of Scenic Road Contract Is Made Official” 
September 27th was the date that contracts were to be let that would include paving the remainder 
of the new highway. 
 
April 10, 1941, “Paving ‘Work Orders’ Given Wednesday For Super Highway” 
M.J. Carrol Construction Company received work orders to begin paving the highway. Initial 
work was to be done on the three miles of the road closest to Atlanta. The chair of the state 
highway board, W.E. Wilburn, “looked upon the Atlanta-Marietta road as one of the most 
important projects in the state and favored completion of the paving as soon as possible.” 
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December 2, 1941, “Matters of Vital Interest To City To Be Discussed” 
Business owners in Marietta were concerned that the new highway (which bypassed the city 
center) might not attract visitors to the city. They proposed efforts that would attract visitors into 
the city including highlighting the city’s historical attractions and ability to cater to tourists’ 
needs. 
 
February 18, 1942, “Bomber Plant Situation Still Remains Unchanged” 
Potential locations for the planned bomber plant were under discussion. The Cobb County airport 
site was the favored option because of its access to transportation facilities (train and trolley). 
Another advantage was that “the only four lane highway in the state touches the property.” 
 
December 10, 1945, “Continuation of Super-Highway To Cartersville to Begin Soon” 
An additional 24 miles or roadway was to be added to US 41. The work was to begin 
immediately, and the new section would extend from the existing endpoint of the highway in 
Elizabeth (near the intersection with Canton Road) all the way to Cartersville. The county was to 
provide the right of way for the road.  
 
February 8, 1948, “Willingham Tells Progress of Cobb Highway Projects” 
State engineers were working on plans to design the extension of US 41 from Marietta to 
Cartersville. The first portion of the construction work was to include eight miles of road from 
Marietta to Acworth. Design of the highway was to include a 36’ grass median between the north 
south lanes (as opposed to the 2’strip reportedly used on the Atlanta-Marietta portion of the 
highway). The estimated cost of the first eight miles was $1,500,000. A second eight-mile 
section from Acworth to near Cartersville was discussed and had an estimated cost of 
$1,750,000. 
 
November 12, 1948, “Group To Fete Local Merchants” 
A meeting of the Georgia Highway 41 Association was announced. Plans included discussions of 
the route’s advantages to tourists. 
 
March 29, 1950, “Highway 41 Meeting In Cartersville” 
A meeting of the northwest Georgia section of the US Highway 41 association was announced. 
This section included Bartow, Catoosa, Cobb, Gordon, and Whitfield Counties. Plans to increase 
travel over this section of the highway were to be discussed at the meeting. 
 
February 20, 1963, “10 New Street Lights Okayed” 
Ten street lights were to be installed in various location throughout Marietta. These included two 
lights at the intersection of the Four Lane and Allgood Road and one on either side of the 
Marietta Lanes bowling alley. The total cost for all ten lights was approximately $1300.   
 
November 28, 1975, “Think you know something…” 
A new group of business owners and interested individuals had recently formed the Cobb 
Parkway Association. Their first (and successful) effort was to change the name of the highway 
from “Fourlane” to Cobb Parkway. Further efforts were to focus on improving the general 
appearance of the corridor as well as having a fifth (center) lane added to facilitate turning.  
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January 18, 1976, “Chamber Pushes Cobb Parkway” 
The state Department of Transportation created a plan to turn US 41 into a six-lane highway with 
a dividing wall in the median. The Cobb Parkway Association opposed this plan and wanted to 
have a center turn lane installed. The Association had recently succeeded in having the highway 
name changed to Cobb Parkway (it had previously been named the Four Lane Highway). The 
Association was concerned with maintaining the highway as a business corridor after the 
completion of I-75 through Cobb County.  
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Annotated Bibliography  
The following bibliography supplements the bibliography found earlier in this report. It was 
created to help researchers locate material specific to Cobb Parkway and the Atlanta-Marietta 
Highway as well as other, more general, road-related resources. It contains reports and sources 
specific to this roadway, as well as information with both a Georgia and nationwide perspective.  
 
 
Harshbarger, James Patrick and Mary E. McCahon. The Importance of Using Context to  

Determine the significance of Dualized Highways. 
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/postwar_suburbs_1945-
1965/18881/national_trends/664529 (accessed January 21, 2014). 

 
This paper traces the history of the dualized highway from some of the earliest examples to the 
fully standardized designs that were established by the 1940s. Most interesting is its discussion 
of the National Register significance of these highways. The authors conclude that most post-
WWII dualized highways do not meet Criterion C because they were built from standard plans 
that were replicated across the country. They go on to say that roads generally do not possess 
significance under Criterion A if they were built as a reaction to (rather than stimulus for) 
increased development and traffic congestion.  
 
 
Lawrence, Charles W. GDOT Project SR 3 at CS 253/Moores Mill Road, Fulton County, P.I.  
 #0010420. Georgia Department of Transportation, 2012.  
 
This is a report prepared for a proposed intersection improvement project at Northside Parkway 
and Moores Mill Road in Atlanta. It describes and evaluates two historic resources, one of which 
is a 1.7-mile segment of SR 3/Northside Parkway. This segment is not part of Cobb Parkway, but 
is part of the ca. 1938 highway. The report includes a brief history of the roadway as the first 
dualization effort in Georgia. It also describes this stretch of roadway and elements of the 
roadside. It evaluates the National Register eligibility and Integrity of the roadway and 
determines that this segment of the road is eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places under Criteria A and C. 
 This document is instructive for its discussion of the significance of the roadway. The 
primary significance is stated to be, “in its role in producing limited-access state legislation in 
1956…” Essentially, that this road is significant as an example of how not to build a four-lane 
dualized highway. The integrity discussion in this report reveals that, although the road does not 
retain integrity of materials, workmanship, or feeling, it has sufficient integrity to make it 
eligible. An area of primary importance for the integrity is its design, which is reasonably intact. 
The road reportedly maintains it’s 10-foot travel lanes and 4-foot median, its essential design 
elements. 
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Lichtenstein/TranSystems. Transportation Contexts for Georgia, From Colonial Trails to  
 Interstate Highways. Office of Environmental Services Georgia Department of  
 Transportation, 2012.  
 
This report was compiled in 2012. It includes new material (Part 5) as well as all previous 
historic contexts produced for GDOT regarding bridges in Georgia (Parts 1-4). Although these 
studies were written with bridges as the primary subject, their coverage of the history of 
Georgia’s road system is comprehensive. This is because roads and bridges are inextricably 
linked and the funding for design, construction, and maintenance is typically connected as well. 
 

 Part 1: Historic Bridge Inventory Update for Pre-1956 Non-Arch or Non-Truss Bridges, 
Transportation Networks and Bridge Technology (2001) 

 
Although this document was produced as background information for a bridge survey, and is 
ostensibly a history related to bridges, the majority of the document is given over to 
discussion of general transportation networks (mostly road systems), and their related politics 
and funding. It covers nearly all periods of developments for transportation networks in 
Georgia. It begins with early colonial and federal roads and then discusses rivers, canals, and 
railroads and how they were of primary importance to settlement patterns in the state. The 
history of the modern road system begins with the Good Roads Movement in the late 19th 
century. It continues through 1956 and the post war period of highway construction. Only the 
last section is dedicated to describing various types of bridges and their respective periods of 
development in Georgia. An Appendix accompanies the report and recounts the history of the 
tourist trails (Bankhead, Capital, Dixie, and National Highways) in Georgia and how they 
were transitioned into the highway system. 
 This study is applicable to the history of Cobb Parkway because it provides a complete 
background picture of the forces that set the stage for the development of this roadway. It 
describes the national and statewide trends that directed funding and political will toward the 
construction of roads such as Cobb Parkway.  

 
 Part 2: Historic Context for Dualized Highways in Georgia Prior to 1957 (2004) 
 
This report first outlines the development of the “dualized” type highway nationwide. It 
discusses the various methods for funding the construction of these roads, as well as the 
federal legislation that improved funding. A particularly important example is the Federal 
Aid Highway Act of 1944. This act finally allowed federal funds to be used to for roads in 
urban areas. The Atlanta region is a major focus for the report, as it includes detailed sections 
about the Atlanta-Marietta Highway and the Atlanta Expressway (which became the 
interstate system in Atlanta). 
 The Atlanta-Marietta Highway is discussed in particular, as it was the first dualized 
highway in Georgia. It is described as a 17.4-mile long stretch of road beginning at the 
Atlanta city limits and extending to just outside Marietta. The design called for two, 20’-wide 
travel lanes separated by a 4’-wide raised median strip. Design shortcomings quickly became 
apparent. These included travel lanes that were too narrow, no inside shoulders, substandard 
outside shoulders, and lack of grade separations. Although it was an important “first” for 
Georgia, it served as an example of what to avoid in the future.  
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 Part 3: Georgia Historic Bridge Inventory Update For Bridges Built From 1955-1965 

(2008) 
 
This document discusses over 1,800 non-interstate bridges, constructed between 1955-1965. 
The 1956 increase in matching federal funds ushered in a new era of highway construction 
and bridge building. These increased from a 50%-50% federal-state formula to 90%-10%. 
Like other sections dedicated to discussion of bridges, this document also gives extensive 
background regarding the roadway system. This includes a discussion of the politics 
surrounding the planning and funding of roads in Georgia. It traces the transition of the State 
Highway Department, once notoriously inefficient and scandal-ridden, to a more 
professional, streamlined, and inclusive agency. 

 
 Part 4: Historic Context for Bridge-Building Technology in Georgia, 1955-1965 (2007) 
 
This context addresses the same period as Part 3; however, it delves into more detail about 
the specific design and materials of various bridge types during this period. Steel bridges, 
reinforced concrete bridges, and prestressed concrete bridges are discussed. 

 
 Part 5: Historic Context of the Interstate Highway System in Georgia (2012) 
 
Part 5 recounts the development of the interstate system in Georgia. Of particular interest is a 
timeline at the beginning of the section that traces milestones of legislation and funding at the 
national and statewide levels. The original interstate routes designated in Georgia include I-
16, I-20, I-75, I-85, I-95, and I-285. In the 1960s and 1970s, increasing concern for 
environmental resources had a significant impact on the development of the interstate system 
in Georgia, causing several newer sections of roadway to be eliminated from state plans. The 
report concludes in the 1980s, with the overhaul of the Atlanta Expressway system. 

 
Sheffield, O.H. Improvement of the Road System of Georgia. Washington, Government  

Printing Office, 1894 (Atlanta History Center). 
 
This document is a report that was published by the US Department of Agriculture, Office of 
Road Inquiry. It underscores the need for better road surfaces and road networks, but makes the 
point that unnecessary taxes to fund these networks would be unwelcome. The location, 
construction, and maintenance of roads is discussed, with detailed engineering guidelines for 
roads. The pamphlet fully acknowledges that the current road system as well as its funding 
mechanisms were not working and that a better system was necessary to improve transportation 
in the region.  
 This historical document reveals the type of information that spurred the Good Roads 
Movement of the late 19th and early 20th century. Reports such as this were a way for the newly 
formed (in 1893) Office of Road Inquiry to have a baseline understanding of the state of roads 
throughout the country and to measure their improvement.  
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Swift, Earl. The Big Roads: The Untold Story of the Engineers, Visionaries, and Trailblazers  
 Who Created the American Superhighways. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin  
 Harcourt, 2011. 
 
The Big Roads is a history of the United States system of interstate highways. It begins in the 
19th century with visionaries such as Carl Fisher, who had the first ideas related to an 
interconnected system of highways that would joint opposite ends of the country. Swift continues 
into the 20th century with detailed accounts of the roles various presidents, politicians, 
bureaucrats and engineers played in the planning and implementation of the interstate system. 
 
 
Temple, Sarah Blackwell Gober. The First Hundred Years: A Short History of Cobb County, in  
 Georgia. Athens, Georgia: Agee Publishers Inc., 1935. 
 
This is a general history of Cobb County from the 1830s through the 1930s. It is broad, both 
temporally and geographically; however, the chapter “Last Years of the First Hundred Years” is 
of particular interest. This section includes recent developments in transportation, such as 
widespread automobile ownership, paved roads, and air travel. 
 
 
Weingroff, Richard F. Milestones For U.S. Highway Transportation and the Federal Highway  

Administration, “Public Roads”, Spring 1996 Vol. 59 No. 4 
(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/96spring/p96sp44.cfm accessed 
August 2014). 

 
This is a timeline spanning the years 1892 to 1959. It includes roadway legislation, design, and 
funding milestones during this period. 
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